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SUMMARY OF REPORT

The report consists of papers written in six research areas.

Most of these papers have been published in journals or conference

proceedings, or are soon to be published. A few are taken from

earlier semi-annual reports.

The six research areas are Packet Radio Networks, Adaptive

Routing, Algorithms, Network Design, Switching Techniques, and

Local Area Networks.

In the area of Packet Radio Networks, our results on the

throughput analysis of Multihop Packet Radio Networks was first

presented at ICC'80 (A.1). An expanded version with extensions has

been accepted for publication in the IEEE Transactions on Communica-

tions (A.2). Further extensions are presented in papers A.3, A.4,

and A.5. In this work we developed an algorithm for finding the

throughput of Multihop Packet Radio Networks with arbitrary

topologies, sizes, connectivities, traffic requirements, and routings.

Details of the algorithm are given in paper A.6.

Our work on Adaptive Routing was first presented at NTC'76.

It was further reported on in the IEEE Transaction on Communications

in an invited paper in April 1981 (B.1). Extensions to this work are

presented in papers B.2, B.3, B.6, and B7. Our approach involved

two levels for adaptive routing - a slowly varying global level and a

dynamic local level. This partition produced a stable routing that

was amenable to analysis. We showed that significant performance

improvements were obtainable. A control theoretic approach applied

to traffic networks is presented in papers B.4 and B.5.

-8- .6
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Our work in the area of algorithms has focused on finding ap-

proaches to solving intractable problems which arise in the design and
0

analysis of networks. Several of these papers (C.1, C.2, and C.4)

deal with the solution of specific fundamental problems. Others (C.5,

C.6) deal with the application of probabilistic methods to the solution

of a broad class of problems. Finally, in C.3, we present a method

of directly trading computational complexity for solution accuracy in

the solution of combinatorial optimization problems.

Our work in the area of Network Design has led to solutions to

specific problems in several areas including centralized networks

(D.1, D.2), and circuit switched networks (D.4, D.5, and D.6). It

has also resulted in the development of a facility location algorithm

(D.3) which has been applied to the location of earth stations and

packet radio repeaters in broadcast networks.

In section E, we present our work on an Information Theoretic

approach to communications in networks (E.1 and E.2), on a compari-

son of packet switching and character switching, including an optimum

packetization strategy (E.3), on optimal multiplexing in Integrated

Switching schemes (E.4) and on Integrated Satellite Access (E.5).

In papers F.1 and F.2, we present some work on Local Area ]
Networks for which we evaluate performance and assess the impact of

user interface architecture.

Most of the work reported upon here was supported by the US

ARMY (CECOM). Portions of this work were also supported by the

National Science Foundation, by Network Analysis Corporation, by

General Telephone and Electronics, and by IBM's Federal Systems

Division. Research not supported under this grant is indicated by an

-9-
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asterisk in the table of contents and is included to complement the

other research reports and provide a more complete record of our

activities.
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THROUGHPUT ANAL YIS OF MULTIHOP PACKET RADIO NETWORKS*

Robert R. Boorstyn and
Aaron Kershenbaum Veli Sahin

Polytechnic Institute of Bell Laboratories
New York Holmdel, New Jersey 07733

333 Jay Street,
Brooklyn, New York 11201

ABSTRACT

We consider the problem of obtaining exact expressions for throughput and blocking
probabilities in multihop packet ratio networks operating under CSMA. We obtain exact results
for a general class of message lengths, for general topologies, and for perfect capture. These
results are obtained by assuming perfect acknowledgments.

" 1
I. INTRODUCTION

We consider the problem of obtaining exact expressions for throughput and blocking

probabilities in multihop packet radio networks operating under carrier sense multiple access

(CSMA). Procedures are developed which can be used to analyze general topologies for a

general class of packet length distribution. Examples of chains, rings, and stars are presented.

Ii. THE NETWORK MODEL

We consider the problem of analyzing the throughput capability of a multihop packet

radio network operating under carrier sense multiple access (CSMA). Thus, we assume that

the network is comprised of terminals equipped with radio transponders suitable for

broadcasting data over a limited distance. In general, the source and destination terminals

This research was partially supported by USARMY CENCOMS under contract DAAK 80-80-K-0579, and by the
National Science Foundation under prant ENG-79-08210.
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cannot hear each other directly, and the data has to be relayed by one or more intermediate

devices. A separate set of devices, called repeaters, may exist for this purpose, or the terminals

themselves may relay messages for one another.

Control of the network is completely distributed, i.e., no station or central control

mechanism is assumed to exist. Rather, we assume that each source terminal has prestored

one or more routes to all destinations and includes all necessary routing information in the

packets if transmits. These assumptions are made merely to simplify the presentation. In fact, -P

the results presented are valid for networks using alternate routing as long as routing changes

are not made over short time intervals. One of the motivations for this study came from a

consideration of the design of routing procedures for such networks. It was necessary,

however, to first develop an understanding for the throughput of various topologies.

Exogenous traffic is modeled as independent Poisson processes arriving at each

source node, with appropriate rates and packet lengths. The topology is specified by a listing of

which terminals (or repeaters) can hear each other. In the remainder we will not distinguish

between terminals and repeaters and will refer to them collectively as either terminals or nodes.

In general the transmissions of one terminal can be heard by many other terminals. The

routing will specify which terminal is to repeat the .packet, if necessary.

If two or more transmissions are simultaneously heard by a terminal (caUed a

collision') at least one, and possibly both, is "lost" and must be retransmitted. We assume

retransmissions are scheduled at a random instant in time sufficiently far in the future so as to

preserve the Poisson nature of the combined traffic stream, which now consists of exogenous

traffic and rescheduled traffic. For this study, we assume that a packet can be retransmitted as

many times as is necessary, i.e., that there is no maximum allowable number of

retransmissions.

At any time, terminals may either transmit or receive, they cannot do both

simultaneously. Before transmitting, a terminal senses the channel. If it detects that any of its
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neighbors (i.e., terminals that it can hear) are transmitting (by, e.g., sensing a carrier) it

reschedules the transmission as for collided packets above. If at the scheduled time for a

transmission, the terminal is already engaged in transmitting a packet, the new packet is also

rescheduled as above. Thus packets are continually rescheduled until they are successfully

delivered to the next terminal on their route. We assume that the total stream of traffic

scheduled by any terminal is a Poisson process. This includes originating traffic and packets

rescheduled either due to collisions or due to the channel having been sensed busy. This

scheme is called carrier sense multiple access (CSMA). The Poisson assumption is valid for the

assumptions made above and will yield accurate results for throughput. Compromises will have

to be made, however, if an accurate picture of time delays is to be considered.

It is possible, due to non-zero propagation delay, that collisions of transmissions

from neighboring terminals may still take place despite the CSMA strategy. This will occur if a

terminal senses the channel before another terminal's transmission is received. This effect is P

small if terminals are reasonably close or are not transmitting at high speed. We will ignore this

phenomena here, and assume that all transmissions are instantly heard by their neighbors.

A passive acknowledgment is used for transmission to neighbors. The transmitting

terminal listens to the channel to hear if a packet is being rebroadcast by a neighbor. If after a

prespecified time interval, the transmitting node does not hear the packet rebroadcast, it
',

retransmits the packet. But the packet may have been successfully received by the neighbor

even though the originator does not hear the rebroadcast. Duplicate packets may be

transmitted and deleted only at the final destination or they may be detected and deleted earlier.

a"
An end-to-end acknowledgment is returned to the originator from the final destination. In this

paper we assume that passive acknowledgments are always heard and ignore the effect of end-

to-end acknowledgments. Alternately, these acknowledgements could have been added to the

required triffic. (In a sequel paper, the effect of passive acknowledgements will be studied).

We depict the topology of the network by a graph where terminals are represented

a
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by nodes. The nodes are connected by a link if they can hear each other's transmissions, i.e., if

they are neighbors. As an example see Figure I. Node A can hear node B, but not node C.

Node B can hear both nodes A and C. Node C can hear node B, but not node A. If node A is

transmitting to node B and node C begins transmitting, then the transmission from A to B may

be lost depending upon the 'capture' assumptions we make. A conservative assumption is that

the A to B transmission is lost - this is known as zero capture. Alternatively, perfect capture

assumes that this transmission is successfully received. Half-amplitude capture assumes that

the transmission is lost if C dominates A at B. This can happen if C is closer to B than A is to

B, or has a greater signal strength perceived at B than A has. If A dominates C, then the

trans.mission is successful. However, in all cases of a collision we assume the later transmission

is lost. Thus if C is transmitting to B, this packet is lost in all cases. We will consider only

perfect capture situations below. Note that under CSMA if node B is transmitting, neither A or

C is allowed to transmit.

We assume that a routing has been specified. This takes the form of deciding which

of the neighbors are to rebroadcast a packet from a particular source to a particular destination.

Thus the amount of traffic that a terminal wishes to send to its neighbor can be computed. If

these rebroadcast packets are scheduled at a random time far in the future the Poisson

assumption for traffic streams is preserved. We assume that the traffic between neighbors is

specified and form independent Poisson processes. We assume that the packet length is

reassigned independently at each hop. This is analogous to the 'independence assumption' in

queuing networks.

The details of CSMA for a single hop network can be found in the papers by Tobagi

and Kleinrock( 1 ) . Tobagi has also developed some simple models for two-hop networks (2 ) .

Details of a packet radio network can be found in a paper by Kahn ( 3 ) . A discussion of routing

in multihop packet radio can be found in the paper by Gitman, Van Slyke, and Frank ( 4 ) . An

earlier version of this paper was presented at ICC'O(S). More details can be found in the

thesis of Sahin(6).



IlM. GENERAL RESULTS

In this section we develop some expressions that are valid for the packet radio

network we have modeled above using CSMA and with an arbitrary packet length distribution

Let i be a node, n, one of its neighbors, Nj" the set of all the neighbors of i, and N the set of

all i's neighbors, including i. Let gi be the total rate (in packets/sec) of all scheduled traffic at

node i. This includes originating traffic and all rescheduled traffic and is assumed to be Poisson.

Let 1/)i be the average length of packets transmitted by node i. Let G, = g,/p, be a

normalized rate.

Node i is either busy (transmitting) or idle. It will transmit a scheduled packet if at

the instant it is scheduled all nodes in N are idle. Let A be a set of nodes. Let P(A) be the

probability that at a random instant all nodes in A are idle. The nodes not in A may or may

not be idle. Similarly P(i), P(i,A), P(A,B) are the probabilities that i is idle, node i and nodes

in A are idle, and all nodes in A and B are idle. -0

Since traffic is scheduled at node i with a Poisson rate gi, will be transmitted only if

N is idle, and transmissions have average length 1/p, the probability that i is busy is given by

*-P(i) GP(N ) (1)

If i is busy then under CSMA, n, must be idle. Then since

P(n,) - P(n,,i) + P(n, 1i busy)[l-P(i)]

and P(nIi busy) - 1, we have

P(n1 ,i) - P(n,) + P(i) -1 (2)

Similarly, if A C N,"

'-I
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P(Ai -" P(i) - I (31

letting A = N,* in equation k3), and using

P ( P,) = P (i IN,)
Ap

we get

P (i "V" ) = (4); 'i - l + G ,

Equation (4) is often found in CSMA literature.

A packet from i to n,. will be transmitted when it is scheduled if N is idle. During

the transmission all nodes in N, will be idle. It will be successfully received at nj if all

neighbors of n, not in Ni are also idle at the beginning of transmission. Otherwise a collision

will occur. Let s,.,. be the rate in packets/sec, determined by the routing and assumed Poisson, 'B'

of the traffic that i wishes to send to n,. This is the required throughput or offered traffic. Let

g,. be the rate of all scheduled traffic from i to n,. We have also assumed that all these

streams are Poisson and independent. Of these g,. packets per second, s,.,, must be

successful. Thus

Sn St. P(N,N,,) (5)

where S,.,, = s,.,,./A, and G,, =

The total scheduled traffic (normahized) at a node is given by

(;, " (6)

from equations I) through (6) we 1 . denre a relation between the S,.,, and G,, and
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determine the maximum Si,., the network can support. This we call the (maximum)

throughput or capacity. In the next section we develop this relationship for exponential packet

lengths and arbitrary topologies. Later we extend the analysis to a general class of packet

length distributions.

IV. EXPONENTIALLY DISTRIBUTED PACKET LENGTHS

If the packet lengths are exponentially distributed, then the system can be viewed as

a Markov process where the states are identified by which nodes are idle and which are busy.

Let D be a set of busy nodes. Because of CSMA, no nodes in D may be neighbors of each

other. Let Q(D) be the probability that at an instant of time, all nodes in D are busy, and all

nodes not in D, are idle. Then each set, D, represents a state in a Markov system, and Q(D) is

the state probability. In particular, the null set D - *, represents the state that all nodes are

idle.

Assume the system is in state D. It will leave the state if any ieD stops

transmitting. This happens with rate A'i. Thus the transition to state {D-i) occu-s with rate #j.

The only other way to leave state D is for one of the idle nodes that is not a neighbor of any

ieD to begin to transmit. This occurs with rate g,. Let ND be the set of all neighbors of all

nodes in D. Then the transition from D to ID+j}, jeND, occur- with rate gj. The global

balance equations for this system are Z9

(2: . + 2: g)Q(D) - g Q(D-i) + uj Q(D+j) (7)
leD J, 0 No iiD D'D

where D is one of the special sets defined above.

It is easy to see that thc. equations are satisfied by

Q(D) - g  Q(D-i) ==GjQ(D-i). ieD (8)'a 0
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Thus
S

Q (D) -(nI G,) Q(0) (9)
i*D

where we adopt the convention that II G, =1. Summing over all D, we get

Z Q(D) [ 1 [ Q(0)] -1 (10)
amD 19 D t

In the previous section we found we were interested in quantities like P(A), where

A is any set of nodes, and P(A) is the probability that all nodes in A are idle, and all nodes not

in A may or may not be idle. This can be found by summing Q(D) over all sets D that do not

contain nodes in A. Thus

1 ((11)
P(A) (HD 1))

D CAt DCN ib

where D CA' refers to all such sets contained in the complement of A and N is the set of all

nodes. We adopt the shorthand notation.

DCB jib

where SP refers to sum of products. Thus

P(A) =SP(Ac)/SP(N) (13)

Equations (5), (6), and (11) can be used for any topology to generate the solution

to our problem. The equations relating the S,., G,.,, and G, can be solved iteratively. For

example, equation (5) now becomes
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S,. SP((N,+N, Jc)S -= '14)
SP (N) "

where by A+B we mean the union of A and B.

Evaluation of sums of products in equation (12) are made easier by the following

two rules. Consider two sets of nodes A and B such that no node in A can hear any node of B.

Then

SP(A+B) - SP(A) SP (B), A f l- (15)

Also,
4.W

SP(A) -SP(A -i) + GSP(A -Ni), ieA (16)

To prove these rules just consider all products. We have successfully evaluated many complex

topologies with these procedures.

There are other relations which will be found useful in extending our model to more

complex situations. We prove some of these below. Let C be a cut, i.e., a set of nodes that

divides the network into three parts A, B, and C, where A and B have no neighbors in common

as in equation (15). Let A-AI + A 2 , B - B I + B2 where AIA 2 - BIB 2 = . Then

P(AIIC,BI)- P(A 1 ,C,B1) SP(A 2+B 2 ) SP(A 2 )

P(C,BI) SP(A+B 2) SP(A)

But

P(A 1 ,C) SP(A 2+B) SP(A 2)
P (AIC - P(C) SP(A+B) SP(A)

Thus
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P(A 1IC,B1 ) -P(A1IC). C a cta (17)

we also have

P(A1 .B1IC) "P(A,1 C)P(B 1IC), C a cut (18)

In particular if C - N ', then

P U INB) P P(i lNT), B C Nf (19)

V. A GENERAL CLASS OF PACKET LENGTH DISTRIBUTIONS

In this section we extend the results just proven to include a general class of

distributions for the packet length. We will show that the procedures developed for perfect

capture are independent of packet length distribution. To prove this we start with a simpler

it
extension. In the above we assumed that all packet lengths are exponentially distributed and

have the same mean when transmitted by a node to any of its neighbors. Different nodes may

transmit different average length packets, however. Now assume that while all packet lengths

are still exponentially distributed, the average length packet transmitted from a node may be

different to each of its neighbors. This will be useful in analyzing different protocols (to be

presented in a sequel paper) but is presented here as the first step in the desired extension.

Now the state of the network depends upon who is transmitting and to whom. We

can keep the same structure by breaking every node into a set of *micronodes*, one for each

neighbor. These nodes may be indexed by (i,n,). If i is transmitting to n, then this node is

active, otherwise it is idle. Micronodes are connected in our topology if they can hear each

other. Since CSMA still prevails, all micronodes for a given node are fully connected.

Furthermore all micronodes for nodes that are connected in the original topology are also fully

connected. The analysis now proceeds as above since the Markovian property has been

maintained. For example, equation (14) still holds, but now N, and AN, are collections of

IJ



micronodes. Note that N, contains the full set of micronodes for i and all neighbors of i. S,,

and G,,., have the same meaning as before. However they are normalized by l/M,,,, the

average packet length for packets going from i to n,. The terms in the sums of products are

for the micronodes.

Let A contain full sets of micronodes and include the node i. Then from equation

(16)

SP(A) -SP(A-(i,nj)I + Gj.,,SP(A -N,) (20)

Here we have used the fact that N(i.)- Ni, and the notation that N is the set of all

micronodes of i and neighbors of i. Since this is equivalent to the original set of node

neighbors of i we keep the same notation. Repeating for all neighbors of i we get,

SP(A) -SP(A-i) + (2; G,,.,)SP(A-N) (21)
A'

If we let

9i ,
Gj A i = . G .,,, 9 ,.n, ., (22)

then equation (16) is preserved. In a similar manner all previously derived equations can be

maintained where G, takes on the definition in equation (22). Here l/ts is an average packet

length, averaged over the different average packet lengths to different neighbors in proportion

to their scheduled rate.

We now prove our main theorem for this section. Assume that the length of

*packets transmitted from i to n, has the density

i
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f,.R(x) = , e (23)
I

where

a,.,,,a : 0 and a,, - I
I

Thus the length is distributed as a positive sum of exponentials. Another way of looking at this

is that the a's are the probabilities of choosing the associated exponential density. Now create

micronodes for each triple (i,n,,j). Here we use

S =i. - s.,i,,j where sl - a,,sjS,.. The micronodes for some i and any n,,J are

fully connected as are the micronodes for neighboring nodes. Equations (20) and (21) now

become

SP(A) -SPIA - (i,nij)] + G,,MSP (A-N) (24)

and SP(A) -SP(A-i) + [ i.G ,,SP(A-N) (25)

jLIg .
In the same manner as above, we let

'*JI i"n I # I i,

- Z G1 ,.,

These equations are used to find P(A) in terms of G, and are identical in form to those derived

for exponentially distributed packet lengths.

Equation (5) in turn comes from

*
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S . GI. P(A'. N,, ). (2 A

Summing over we get equation (5)

Ss. s,.I.,j =R,>I P(N +Nn) (28)

J

Thus all relations between the G's and the S's are preserved. The actual nature of the problem

is taken into account by the relationship between the S's and the normalization by the Al's.

We can now restate the above theorem. Let i be any node and jeN, , the

neighborhood of i. Let sj be the successful (desired) rate from i to j, in packets/sec. Let the

density of the packet lengths be

fij(x) - aij.kIAij.kexp """' ,where Ai j.k > 0, ajJk 0,
k

and 2: ajk =

k

Let IIA = j a~jjk/pfjk be the average packet length, in s.-conds. Let Sij - sj,,,. Then

'-- =P(NUNj) =a function of (GI.G 2, )

where

G- ~j
j ,

Proof:

let Sj.k h.j1 .,$j
•

Then s,,jk -a,,,k - P(N, UNI)g,j.k

S
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where G, - =jg~ 1 k/, 1 .

j 4NJ jN &

Dividing si,,,k by Al,~ and summing over k, we get

=i P(N U Nj)GJ 11

VI. EXAMPLES OF THE PROCEDURE

As an example consider the chain of four nodes shown in Figure 2. We assume

S12  S 21 -S23 -S32 S 34 S43 -S for simplicity, and perfect capture. Also note that

1- G,* G43  G4 and by symmetry G - G4, G2 - G34, and G23 -G 32. Also from

equaticn (6), G2 - G 2 1 + G 23 - G3. From equation (5), we have

_ S S

G, P(1,2,3) G2 - 2 P 1. Pl2,3,4)

But

SP(N) - (rlG,) - I + G, + G2 + G3 + G4 + GIG 3 +G 2G4 GIG,

I 2G, + 2G 2 + 2GIG 2 + G1 2=

and

P(1,2,3,4) - 1/A, P(192,3) =(!+G 4 )/A -(I+G 1 )/A

Solving, we get

G2- G 1(2+G,) and S G = + /

or

S -G,(I+G,)(1+6G,+7G 2+2G 3 ).
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We can now find the maximum value of S possible. the throughput of the chain, which is .128,

obtained when GI = 0.71.

In general the equations cannot be solved as simply as for this four node example.

Equation (11) is used to get expressions for P(A) in terms of G,. Then equation (14) is used

to get expressions for S,., in terms of Gi,,, and P(A). Equation (6) provides the relation

between G, and G1,,. The S,,,, are found from the offered traffic, the routing, and other

assumptions and are considered as inputs. The equations are iterated until a solution of G's for "

a set of S's is found. The maximum set of S's possible is considered the throughput, or

capacity, of the network. For some modest size problems, as above, the equations can be

solved directly.

As a second example consider the star topology shown in Figure 5. Here assume

there are L legs of N - 2 nodes each. Denote the center node by 0, the nodes one hop out by

I, and the other nodes by 2. Further assume symmetrical traffic in the nodes and

Sol ' S 10 - S12 - S 21 - S. Then LS is the total traffic successfully transmitted by node 0. The

equations are

Sol -- I° S P(all but L-1 #2 nodes) - SP (L -I # 2 nodes)

Got G0  G1o G10  SP (N)

- (l+G 2)L-'/A

S12 s S21  S (1+G,+G2 )L1 /A
.. _ - - ._ ,- P(0,1,2) SPL- es) -(I+G+G
G1 2  G1 2  G 2 1 G 2  SP (N)

where

A -SP(N) - (I+G,+G 2)L + Go(I+G 2)L

G, - Gl0 + GI2

But Glo " Go/L and G12 - G 2, so G, - G2 + GodL. Thus we have two equations:
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-I/G 0 - (l+G2)L-'/a and S/G 2 = (l+2G2 +g/L ) -1 /j

For any S < S.,, they can be solved for Go and G2. Alternatively for any Go we can find the

corresponding G2 by solving

Go(I+G 2)L-i - G 2(l+2G 2+GoWL)Li- .

Then the relation between S and G 2 can be studied. We then find the maximum S, S0 ,

U possible. LS., is the maximum throughput of the star.

For larger problems we will get several equations of the form

Go" LS/(I+G2)L- n  1P

G 2 - S /(I +2G 2+G o/L).I

For any S we solve these iteratively. Since Go a: LS, G 2! 2S, and G2 -- S, the lower W

bounds are good starting points for G1 . For S sufficiently less than S.,., we have found the

iteration converges monotonically and rapidly. As S approaches S,, from below the

convergence is still monotonic but slows appreciably. For S > S,,. the iteration does not

.* converge and often diverges dramatically. We have uncovered no serious numerical problems

" with this procedure in the many examples we have evaluated.

- -VII. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

We consider here three different topological structures with exponentially distributed

O packet lengths and perfect capture. We assume all S 5, - S, for all i, and take full advantage of

symmetry, The three topologies, shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5, are a chain, a ring, and a star,

all with various lengths. In each case we find the maximum throughput, S. These are given in

. Table 1. 0

The maximum one way throughput for a long chain is S .086. This throughput is

* . approached when the lengths of chains exceed 10. For smaller length chains the throughput is

.
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higher. In CSMA transmissions of neighbors may not overlap in time. Since each nodes

t. transmits successfully 2S packets per average packet transmission time, then we must have S <

1/5. The throughput is slightly sanille.r- than half of this limit. The cause of the reduction is

collisions from transmissions two hops away, the so-called 'hidden terminals". The throughput

of S - .086 for a chain, although the maximum possible, is not a useful operating point. As in

ALOHA, this is the point at which delays become infinite and the system is unstable. The

network would have to be operated at some lower level.

It is instructive to compare the performance of multihop CSMA with that of slotted

ALOHA. Let p be the probability of transmission in one direction at a node. Then S - p(l-

2p) 2 for a long chain. S,, 1 here is .074 which is approximately 14% less than that for CSMA.

There are two factors working here. CSMA will produce less collisions since neighbors will not

interfere with each other. Hidden terminals will still produce collisions. (All terminals are

hidden in ALOHA). But CSMA prohibits possible successful transmissions. For instance,

node 3 can transmit successfully to node 2 while node 4 is transmitting successfully to node 5.

This is possible in ALOHA but prohibited in CSMA. This is one of the prices paid to control

collisions.

We note that for a ring greater than 7 nodes the maximum throughput is the same

as that for a long chain. This is expected since the congestion is now in the middle and it is

unimportant whether or not the chain is closed. A star with two legs is just a chain with N for

the star replaced by 2N+ 1 for the chain.

Consider the star configuration as representing the center node (0) trying to transmit

to some node or nodes far away via many repeaters. For one leg, the maximum rate is .086.

For two legs, the maximum rate is 2S or .172, exactly twice. The results are shown in Table II

where the throughput of the center node is given by IS. We see from Table II that whereas

the throughput doubles for L - 2, it increases only by 20% when L-3, by 4-5% further when

L-4, and by 2% when L-5. Congestion at the central node is limiting its ability to increase its
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throughput. Additional legs, beyond three, are not really helpful.

We have investigated ways of reducing the congestion at the center node. For larger

L, the traffic in each leg is limited by congestion at the center. The collisions that cause most

problems are for transmissions from the first level of nodes (I, N+ 1, 2N+l . (L-I)N+ ) to

the center. These are collided with by other first level nodes. To reduce these collisions we

considered connecting the first level nodes in a ring and then fully connecting them. These

results are also summarized in Table I. When the first level is unconnected the throughput

saturates at .229. When the first !evel is fully connected the throughput with 9 legs is .252, a

15% increase For four legs, the ring connected topology is best, providing some compromise

between reducing collisions and allowing simultaneous transmissions.

The best that we can expect in the fully connected case is LS :5 1/3. This is

because all transmissions from the center node and all first level nodes cannot overlap. We will

discuss asymptotic results with even larger stars and chains in the next section.

VIII. ASYMPTOTIC RESULTS

We are interested in asymptotic results for several reasons. They provide us with

the limiting behavior of the finite networks previously studied. Since the behavior of these

networks seems to converge rapidly with their size, if asymptotic results are easier to obtain,

they would be useful. We are also interested in very large networks. A final reason is to verify

some of the bounding arguments on throughput made in the last section.

We first consider an infinitely long chain. We let S,.,,, S,- - S. Then all nodes

are identical. Also G,.+.1 - Gj- - Gj/2. Thus with G, -G,

S G P(i-j, i, i+l, i+2) -P SP(-o.-2)SP(i+3.... o) (29)
GW G SP (-o .... oa)

," We can write the denominator as
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SP('-o....)SP(--,...i-I)SP(i+l ,...,oo)+GSP(-oo .... i-2)SP(i+2 ..... c).

Now let Qk SP(i-k,....oo) SP(-=,....i+k) We observe that Qk > I for k >O and if it
SPP(-....) S)

converges is independent of i. Then equation (29) becomes

2S 1 (0G QIQ 2+GQ (30)

But

Qk - SP(- .... i+k-1) + G SP( -- o,....i+k-2) Qk- GQAZ (31)SP(--o.i)

and Qo- 1. Thus Q2- Q + G. Therefore

1
2S/G- QI(Q + 2G)

or

G
S - G(32)2Q,(QI+2G)

We note that since Q-1 -iT, from equation (31) we have

G G

G - QI(Q-1) (33)

0
Finally we have

S- QI-II

2Q,(2Q,-I) Q 1 (34) -0

The maximum value of S is .086, reached when Q, - 1.7 or G 1.2.
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IX. EXTENSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a simple but fairly realistic model of a multihop packet radio

network and have obtained maximum throughputs for general topologies and packet lengths.

We have assumed perfect reception of acknowledgments and have not included additional traffic

due to end-to-end acknowledgments. Some aspects of acknowledgments can be included by

increasing the required traffic. We are investigating the effect of imperfect acknowledgments

and different retransmission strategies. The model should still be useful under these z1

extensions.

°.DI
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Table I

Maximum One-Way Throughput (S)

Number Star "
of Number of Legs, L

Nodes, N Chain Ring L-2 L-3 L-4 L-5

1 1.000 1.000 .167 .103 .074 .058

2 .500 .500 .111 .076 .057

3 .167 .167 .097 .072 .055

4 .128 .073 .092 .070 .054

5 .111 .100 .069 .054 .044

7 .097 .087

8 .094 .085

9 .092 .086 4

10 .091 .086

00 .086 .086 .086 .069 .054 .044



Table if

Maximum One-Way Total Throughput of the

Central Node in a Large Star Arrangement

Maximum Throughput, LS

Center Arrangement

* Number of Legs Unconnected Ring-Connected Fully Connected S

1 .086

2 .172

3 .207 .198 .198

4 .216 .228 .216

5 .220 .230 .230* S

6 .220 .240

7 .245

8 .248

9 .252

Q°p

• I
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ABSTRACT design of routing procedures for such networks.
It was necessary, however, to first develop an

We consider the problem of obtaining exact understanding for the throughput ol various
expressions for throughput and blocking proba- topologies.
bilitles in multihop packet ratio networks operat-
ing under CSMA. We obtain exact results for Exogenous traffic is modeled as independent
exponential message lengths for general topologies Poisson processes arriving at each source node.
and for constant packet lengths for simple topol- with appropriate rates and, initially, exponentll
ogies. Both results are obtained by assuming distributed packet lengths. The topology is
perfect acknowledgments. specified by a listing of which terminals (or

repeaters) can hear each other. In the remainder
we will not distinguish between terminals and re-

1. INTRODUCTION peaters and will refer to them collectively as
either terminals or nodes. In general the trans-We consider the problem of obtaining exact missions of one terminal can be heard by many

expressions for throughput and blocking proba- other terminals. The routing will specify which
bilities in multihop packet radio networks operat- terminal is to repeat the packet, if necessary.
Ing under carrier sense multiple access (CSMA).
By considering exponential packet lengths, proce- If two or more transmissions are simultan-
dures are developed which can be used to analyze eously heard by a terminal (calied a "collision")
general topologies. Examples of chains, rings, at least one, and possibly both, is "lost" and
and stars are presented. Extensions to non- must be retransmitted. We assume retransmis-0 exponential and fixed packet lengths, and more sions are scheduled at a random instant in time
complex models are discussed. sufficiently far in the future so as to preserve

the Poisson nature of the combined traffic stream,
which now consists of exogenous traffic and

II. THE NETWORK MODEL rescheduled traffic. For this study, we assume
that a packet can be retransmitted as many times

We consider the problem of analyzing as Is necessary, i.e., that there is no maximum
throughput capability of a multihop packet radio allowable number of retransmissions.
network operating under carrier sense multiple Terminals may either transmit or receive.
access (CSMA). Thus, we assume that the net-
work Is comprised of terminals equipped with they cannot do both simultaneously. Belore
radio transponders suitable for broadcasting data transmitting, a terminal senses the channel. st it
over a limited distance. In general, the source that it can hear) are transmitting (by. e.n -
and destination terminals cannot hear each other
directly, and the data has to be relayed by one sensing a carrier) it reschedules the transmission
or more intermediate devices. A separate set of as for collided packets above. If at the sched-
devices, called repeaters, may exist for this uled time for a transmission, the terminal is

deviescaled epeter. my eistforalready engaged in transmitting a packet, the newpurpose, or the terminals themselves may relay al soare eedued as a pack -
messages for one another. packet is also rescheduled as above. Thus pack

ets are continually rescheduled until they -ire
Control of the network is completely distri- successfully delivered to the next terminal on

buted, i.e., no station or central control mechan- ther route. We assume that the total stream of
ism is assumed to exist. Rather, we assume that traffic scheduled by any terminal is a Ioisson
each source terminal has prestored one or more process. Thus includes originating traflic -ind
routes to all destinations and includes all neces- packets rescheduled either due to collisions or

routing information in the packets it. trans- due to the channel having been sensedi bu,.'

sary Thng assumtion are made mrl to This scheme is called carrier sense multiple accr;s
mts. These assumptions are made merely toassumption is lid r hsimplify the presentation. In fact, the results assumptions made above and will yield accurat,presented are valid for networks using alternate rssults to p o mpoan will haad ta
routing as long as routing changes are not made results for throughput Compromises wil hav to
over short tin'.e intervals. One of the motivations be made howev, .it an accurate picture of tirsi,
for this study came from a consideration of the delays is to be considered.

13.6.1
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It is possible, due to non-zero propagation ing the results it is a key assumption in the
delay, that collisions of transmissions from neigh- model and is analagous to the "independence
boring terminals may still take place despite the assumption" in queuing networks.
CSMA strategy. This will occur if a terminal senses
the channel before another terminal's transmission is The details of CSMA for a single hop net-
received. T"his effect is small if terminals are work can be found in the papers by Tobagi and
reasonably close or are not transmitting at high 1  T hv
speed. We will ignore this phenomena here, and (leinrock Tobagi has also developed some
assume that all transmissions are instantly heard by simple models for two-hop networks . Details
their neighbors. of a packet radio network can be found in a

A passive acknowledgment is used for trans- paper by Kahn ( 3 ) . A discussion of routing in
mission to neighbors. The transmitting terminal multihop pdcket radio can be found in the paper
listens to the channel to hear if a packet is being by Gitman, Van Slyke, and Frank ( 4 ) .

rebroadcast by a neighbor. If after a prespecified
time interval, the transmitting node does not hear G
the packet rebroadcast, it retransmits the packet. 111. GENERAL RESULTS

But the packet may have been successfully received
by the neighbor even though the originator does In this section we develop some expressions
not hear the rebroadcast. We assume that duplicate that are valid for the packet radio network we
packets are transmitted and are deleted only at the have modelled above using CSMA and with an
final destination. We assume an end-to-end acknowl- arbitrary packet length distribution. Let i be a

edgment is returned to the originator from the final node, ni one of its neighbors, N.* the set of all
destination. In this paper we assume that passive the neighbors of i, and Ni the set of all i's
acknowledgments are always heard and ignore the
effect of end-to-end acknowledgments. Alternately, neighbors and including i. Without loss of gene-
these acknowledgements could have been added to rality assume the average packet length at each

the required traffic. terminal is unity. Let G. be the total rate (in
packets/sec) of all schedtiled traffic at node i.

We depict the topology of the network by a This includes originating traffic and all resched-
graph where terminals are represented by nodes, uled traffic and is assumed t be Poisson.
The nodes are connected by a link if they can hear Node i is either busy (transmitting) or idle.
each other's transmissions, i.e., if they are neigh- It will transmit a scheduled packet if at the

bors. As an example see figure 2. Node A ca Iintnt sit scheduled aoes i f ae tde

hear node B, but not node C. Node B can hear instant it is scheduled all nodes in Ni are idle.

both nooes A and C. Node C can hear node B, Let A be a set of nodes. Let P(A) be the proba-
but not node A. If node A is transmitting to node bility that at a random instant all nodes in A are
B and node C begins transmitting, then the trans- idle. The nodes not in A may or may not be
mission from A to B may be lost depending upon idle. Similarly P(i), P(i,A), P(A,B) are the
the "capture" assumptions we make. A conservative probabilities that i is idle, i and nodes in A are
assumption is that the A to B transmission is lost - idle, and all nodes in A and B are idle.
this ,s known as zero capture. Alternately, perfect
capture assumes that this transmission is success- Since traffic is scheduled at node i with a
fully received. Half-amplitude capture assumes that Poisson rate G i. will be transmitted only if N. is
the transmission is lost if C dominates A at B. i
This can happen if C is closer to B than A is to B, idle, and transmissions have unity average
or has a greater signal strength perceived at B length, the probability that s busy is given by
than A has. If A dominates C, then the transmis- l-Pi) = G.P(N.) (1)
sion is successful. We will consider these different I
capture situations below. Note that under CSMA if If i is busy then under CSMA, n1 must be idle.
node B is transmitting, neither A or C is allowed to T
transmit. Then since

We assume that a routing has been specified. P(n.) = P(n. i) P(niji busy) [1-P(i)]
This takes the form of deciding which of the neigh-
bors are to rebroadcast a packet from a particular and P(noii busy) = 1, we have
source to a particular destination. Thus the amount •
of traffic that a terminal wishes to send to its

* neiqhbor can be computed. If these rebroadcast P(nii) = P(ni + P(i) - 1 (2)

parkets are scheduled at a random time far in the
luture tha l'uisson assumption for traffic streams is Similar!y, if A C Ni*.
preserved. We assume that the traffic between
neiqhbors is specified and form independent Poisson P(AJi) = P(A) + P(i) - 1 (3)
processes. When considering exponentially distri-
buted packet lengths we assume that the packet
,l.nqth is rea.siqlned independently at each hop, letting A N in equation (3). and us. g

Although this leads to some anamolies in interpret-
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P(Ni*) P(Ni)/POiINi*) Markov process where the states are identified by
which nodes are idle and which are busy. Let D

we get be d set of bus%, nodes. because of CSMA. no
P0i i*) 1 (4) nodes in D may be neighbors of each other. We

+G1  shall refer to such a set of non-neighbors (or
strdngers) as being "strange." Let Q(D) be the

Equation (4) is often found in CSMA literature, probability that at an instant of time, all nodes in
D, which is strange, are busy, and all nodes not

A packet from i to n i will be transmitted in D, are idle. Then each strange set, D, repre-e isents a state in a Markov system, and Q(D) is
when it is scheduled if N. is idle. During the the state probability. The collection, D, of all
transmission all nodes in Ni* will be idle. It will strange sets, .8, represents all the states in the

be successfully received at n if (1) all neighbors system. In particular, the null set D = re-
i  presents the state that all nodes are idle.

of ni not in Ni are idle at the beginning of trans-
Assume the system is in state D. It will

mission and (2) depending upon the capture leave the state if any icD stops transmitting.
assumptions, none of these nodes begin transmit- This happens with rate i 1 Thus the transi-
ting until i's transmission is ended. Otherwise a = 1

* collision will occur. Let Sin. be the rate in tion to state JD-i} occurs with rate Pi" The only
packets/sec, determined by the routing and as- other way to leave state D is for one of the idle
sumed Poisson, of the traffic that i wishes to nodes that is a stranger to all icD to begin to
send to ni . This is the required throughput or transmit. This occurs with rate Aj = G. (We

offered traffic. Let G i,ni be the rate of all use p, and Ai for the moment for clarity). Let

scheduled traffic from i to ni . We have also ND be the set of all neighbors of all nodes in D.
V assumed that all these streams are Poisson and Then the transition from D to {Dij), jeND. occurs

independent. Of these G,. packets (per sec- with rate A. The global balance equations for

ond), S. must be successful. Thus ti~n this system are

Sini (1pi . Lk. ) Q(D)= 1Ai Q(D-i)+ I pj Q(D+j) (7)
7 P(N,N P (X) (5) iED I9N ler
1 D i)JND

where Dt, the collection of all strange sets.
Let D.~n be the nodes in Nn  that dominate i atinb n . It is easy to see that these equations are
ni. Then P(X) is the proba'ility that no nodes satisfied by

in Di,n. begin transmission during the transmis-
sion of' the packet from i to ni conditioned on QiSQ(D) = - Q(D-{) = Gig(D-i), icD (8)
node i transmitting, all nodes in Ni* being idle Pi

throughout the transmission, and all nodes in Thus
N being idle, at least, initially. If D. isni in. Q(D) = ( n1 G.) Q(O) (9)
empty or perfect capture is assumed then P(X)=.i

The total scheduled traffic at a node is where we adopt the convention that l G = 1.
given by Summing over all Dc.B, we get inc

GI G . (6) 1 Q(P) = D (n, G.) Q(#) = (10)
nieNi* Dr.8 DEL, i(0

From equations (1) through (6) we wish to derive In the previous section we found we were
a relation between the Si, ni and Gi , and deter- interested in quantities like P(A), where A is any

e te m m set of nodes, and P(A) is the probability that all
mine the maximum Si . the network can support, nodes in A are idle, and all nodes not in A may
This we call the (maximum) throughput or capa- or may not be idle. This car, be found by sum-
city. In the next section we develop this rela- ming Q(D) over all sets D that do not contain
tionship for exponential packet lengths and arbi- nodes in A. Thus
trary topologies. Later we present some results
ior non-exponential lengths and simple topologies. I (I G.)

IV. EXPONENTIALLY DISTRIBUTED PACKET P(A) = l Q(D) D(Ac iED
ApLENGTHS DC A' i (nl C.)

DC.B iED
If the packet lengths are exponentially

distributed, then the system can be viewed as a

13.6.3
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1rr ), AC refers to all strange sets contained in Equations (11) and (5) can be used for any
:hv (omplement of A. We adopt the shorthand topology to gene'rdte the sro;ution to our problem.
notation, I he equations relating tile S. and, G. can be

Ifl

SP() (l . (2)solved iteratively. For example,' equation 1(5) now
DCB) i n GkD(2 becomes

where SP refers to sum of products. Thus S SP(JN.i+N n )C

P(A) =SP(A c )/SPk.4 (13) 1~n S =M) PMX (14)

where is the set of all nodes.

Asanexmlecosie te hanoffor where by M+B we mean the union of A and B.
nods shon inxfige 2.sie W e assum n of four For perfect capture PCX)=l. For other capturenode shwn i fiure . W assme 12=S 2 _ modes, the computations for P(X) are straight-

s, = S3  S34  S43  S for simplicity, and perfect forward but can become tedious fo comle
capture. Also note that G 12  Gil G43= G 4 and topologies.

by symmetry G=G G=G and G GEvaluation of sums of products in equationlofo 1= C4, 21  C34, c23 ' 32* (12) are made easier by the following two rules.Asfrmequation (6), G 2 =CG21' 3= G C3. From Consider two sets of nodes A and B such that no
equation (5), we have node in A can hear any node* of B. These sets

S= PCI1,2,3) - S S P(,,,)may be called non-communicating. Then

1 2 23SP(A'B) =SP(A) SP(B),
* utA&B non -communicating (15)

SP~~zi (IG)=+G 1 +G +G +G +G G +G G +G G4(iG1 234132414 Also,

1 2f*cG 2 2 G 2  = 2  SP(A) =SPA-i) + G Sk}(A-N,), irA (16)

To prove these rules just consider all products.
and We have successfully evaluated many complex

topologies with theie procedures.
P(l,2,34)=1/A, P(1,2,3)=(.G 4 )/&=(1.G 1 )/A. There are other relations which will be found

Solvig, w getuseful in extending our model to more complex
Solvig, w getsituations. We prove some of these below. Let C

G 2G and S ,I+,/ be a cut, i.e., a set of nodes that divdes the
C2  G1 (2' 1) p. 1  network into three parts A,B, and C, where A

or and B are non-cv 'imunicating. Let A=A I A 2, B

S = G I(I GI)/(1 4* 6G, 7G I + B2G 2  B

we can now find the maximum value of S possible, P(A 1,C,BA 1 ) = SP(A 2+B 2 )- SP(A 2)
the throughput of the chain, which is .128, A1 cB)P(CB) _9P(-+f_) SP(A)
obtained when G1 0.71.Bu

We can also consider half-amplitude or zero
capture. For example, consider zero capture. P(A1,C) -SP(A.,+B) SP(A 2)
Then when 2 is transmitting to 3, 4 can inter- P(A 1 C) P() -SPA+ SP(A)
fere. But 1, 2 and 3 are idle, and 4 is initially

4idle. The trdnsmlssion is successful if 2 finishes
transmission before 4 starts. But these are Tu ( 1 ~, 1  (~CCact (7
events occurring in exponential time.Ths PAC,) (lI),Cact 17

ThuP'X: I by symmetry. Now We also have

= (12,,4 --_ T uchngd P(A1 , BOjC) P(Ai 1 C) P(BljC), C a cut (18)

.- S. is a hiale harder to obtain, but is a straight-
61 In particular if C N., then

* forward calculation.I
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P(IN*, B) P(iN*). BC N.c (19) VII Extensions and Conclusions

eWe have pre,.nted a simple but fairly realis-
V I.-xamples tic model of a multihop packet radio network and

have obtained maxinium tiircughpts 1kr general
We consider here three different topological topologies and exponential message lengths. The

structures with exponentially distributed packet procedures are easiest to implement when perfect
lengths and perfect capture. We assume all capture is assumed. Other capture modes can be
S S. for all i, and take full advantage of handled in a straightforward but somewhat more

symmetry. The three topologies. shown in fig- tedious manner. We have assumed perfect recep-
ures 3,4, and 5, are a chain, a ring, and a star-, tion of acknowledgments nd have not inclded
all with various lengths. In each case we find additional traffc due to end-to-end acknowledg-
the maximum throughput, S. These are given in ments. Some aspects of acknowledgments can be

Fable 1. included by increasing the required traffic. We
are investigating the effect uf imperfect acknowl-

Note that for a ring greater than 7 nodes edgments and different retransmission strategies.

the maximum throughput is the same as that for a The model should still be use('" tnder these

long chain. This is expected since the congestion extensions.
is now in the middle and it is unimportant whe-
ther or not the chain is closed. A star with two We have been able to derive results fdr
legs is just a chain with N for the star replaced non-exponential packet lengths, but only for

by 2N+1 for the chain. Consider the star config- simple topologies. Our procedure suggests a
uration as representing the center node (0) simple, and probably good, approximation to be
trying to transmit to some node or nodes far away used for more complex topologies. However,via many repeaters. For one leg, the maximum imperfect capture becomes a more serious prob-rate is .086. For two legs, the maximum rate is lem. We are investigating these extensions.

25 or .172, exactly twice. The results are shown
inTFinally, we are applying these techniques to

node is given by LS. We see from Table II that evaluate different routing strategies and trans-
whereas the throughput doubles for L = 2, it mission schemes in a multihop packet radio net-

increases only by 206 when L=3, by 4-5% further work.

when L=4, and by 2% when L=5. Congestion at
the central node is limiting its ability to increase VIII Acknowledgments

its throughput. Additional legs, beyond three,
are not really helpful. We are evaluating other The work described in this paper was start-
topologies to find ways to increase the throughput ed under a subcontract with Network AnalysisCorporation, under a DARPA contract DAAK
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Table I. Maximum throughput (S) pLN

Number
of Star N
Nodes, N Chain Ring L=2 L=3 L=4 L=5 N

1 1.000 1.000 .167 .103 .074 .058
2 .500 .500 .111 .076 .057 /
3 .167 .167 .097 .072 .055 0 0(L-I) N2
4 .128 .073 .092 .070 .054 0
5 .111 .100 .069 .054 .044 214
6 .102 .083
7 .097 .087 10 0 (L-I)41
8 .094 .085 4
9 .092 .086

10 .091 .086
D .086 .086 .086 .069 .054 .044 O 0 .

N +

Table 11. Maximum Throughput of the Central N + 2 0
Node in a Large Star Arrangement.

Number of Legs Maximum Throughput 2N
1 .086 Figure 5. A star network (L legs)
2 .172
3 .207
4 .216
5 .220

4 5

0

Figure I. A port of a network 30

0 0
00 0 0 0 ""

I 2 3 4

Figure 2. A four node chain Figure 4. A ring

2 3 N

Figure 3. A chain
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A NEW ACKNOWLEDGMENT PROTOCOL FOR ANALYSIS OF MULTIHOP PACKET RADIO NETWORKS*

Robert R. Boorstyn and Aaron Kershenbaum
Polytechnic Institute of New York, 333 Jay Street, Brooklyn, New York 11201

Veli Sahin
Bell Laboratories, Holmdel, New Jersey 07733

Abstract devices, called repeaters, may exist for this pur-
pose, or the terminals themselves may relay mes-

We consider the problem of obtaining exact sages for one another.
* expressions for throughput and blocking probabil- Control of the network is completely distrib-

ites in multihop packet radio networks operating uted, i.e., no station or central control mech-
under CSMA. We have obtained exact results for anism is assumed to exist. Rather, we assume
a general class of message lengths, for general that each source terminal has prestored one or
topologies, and for perfect capture. These more routes to all destinations and includes all
results were obtained by assuming perfect ack- necessary routing information in the packets it
nowledgments. Here, we extend these results to transmits. These assumptions are made merely to
include situations where acknowledgments are not simplify the presentation. In fact, the results
always heard. We also introduce and analyze a presented are valid for networks using alternate
new acknowledgment protocol that significantly routing as long as routing changes are not made
improves performance. over short time intervals.

Exogenous traffic is modeled as independent
Poisson processes arriving at each source node,
with appropriate rates and packet lengths. The

I. Introduction topology is specified by a listing of which termi-
nals (or repeaters) can hear each other. In the

We consider the problem of obtaining exact remainder we will not distinguish between termi- p
expressions for throughput and blocking probabil- nals and repeaters and will refer to them cot-
ities in multihop packet radio networks operating lectively as either terminals or nodes. In general
under carrier sense multiple access (CSMA). the transmissions of one terminal can be heard by
Procedures have been developed to analyze gen- many other terminals. The routing will specify
eral topologies for a general class of packet which terminal is to repeat the packet, if ne-

length distribution and perfect capture. 4  That cessary.
work assumed perfct acknowledgements. Here, If two or more transmissions are simulta-
we extend these results to include situations neously heard by a teminal (called a "collision")
where acknowledgments are not always heard. We at least one, and possibly both, is "lost" and

must be retransmitted. We assume retransmis-also introduce and analyze a new acknowledgment sions are scheduled at a random instant in time
protocol that significantly improves performance. sufficiently far in the future so as to preserve

the Poisson nature of the combined scheduled
traffic stream, which now consists of exogenous

We consider the problem of analyzing the traffic and rescheduled traffic. For this study.
throughput capabilty of a multihop packet radio we assume that a packet can be retransmitted as
network operating under carrier sense multiple many times as is necessary, i.e., that there is no
access (CSMA). Thus, we assume that the net- maximum allowable number of retransmissions.
work is comprised of terminals equipped with At any time, terminals may either transmit or
radio transponders suitable for broadcasting data receive, they cannot do both simultaneously.

Before transmitting, a terminal senses the chan-over a limited distance. In general, the sourceSand destination terminals canno( hear edch other nel. If it detects that any of its neighbors (i.e,
directly, and thus data has to be relayed by one terminals that it can hear) are transmitting (by,
or more intermediate devices. A separate set o e.g., sensing the carrier) it reschedules thetransmission as for collided packets above. If at

the scheduled time for a transmission, the termi-
nal is already engaged in transmitting a packet,
the new packet is also rescheduled as above

* This research was partially supported by Thus packets are continually rescheduled until
USARMY CENCOMS under contract DAAK they are successfully delivered to the next termi-
80-80-K-0579 and by the National Science nal on their route. We assume that the total '9
Foundation under grant ENG-79-08120. stream of traffic scheduled by any terminal is a
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Poisson process This includes oriqinating traffic dominates C, then the transmivsion is successful-
and packets rescheduled either due to collisions However, in all cases of a collisi6ni"', assume the
or due to the channel having been sensed busy later transmission is Iost. Thus if d 'r,,jans-
This scheme is called carrier sense multiple access mitting to B, this packet is lost in all cases. We
(CSMA). This Poisson assumption is valid for the will consider only perfect capture situations i
assumptions made above and will yield accurate below. Note that under CSMA if node B is trans-
results for throughput. mitting neither A or C is allowed to transmit.

It is possible, due to non-zero propagation We assume that a routing has been specified.
delay, that collisions ol transmissions from neigh- This takes '.he form of deciding which ot the
boring terminals may still take place despite the neighbors are to rebroadcast a packet from a
CSMA strategy. This will occur if a terminal particular source to a particular destination.
senses the channel before another terminal's Thus the amount of traffic that a terminal wishes ,

-

transmission is received. This effect is small if to send to its neighbor can be computed. If
terminals are reasonably close or are not trans- these rebroadcast packets are scheduled at a
mitting at high speed. We will ignore this phe- random time far in the future the Poisson as-
nomena here, and assume that all transmissins sumption for scheduled traffic streams is pre-
are instantly heard by their neighbors. served. We assume that the packet length is

A passive acknowledgement is used for reassigned independently at each hop. Although
transmission to neighbors. The transmitting we have extended the analysis to include non-
terminal listens to the channel to hear ii a packet exponential packet length distributions, we
is being rebroadcast by a neighbor. If after a consider only exponential packet lengths here.
prespecified time interval, the transmitting node The results are similar.
does not hear the packet rebroadcast, it retrans- The details of CSMA for a single hop net-
mits the packet. But the packet may have been work can be found in the papers by Tobagi and
successfully freceived by C.e neighbor even Kleinrockl. Tobagi has also developed somethough the originator does not hear the rebroad- n
cast. Duplicate packets may be transmitted and simple models for two-hop networks2 . Details of
deleted only at the final destination or they may a packet radio network can be found in a paper
be detected and deleted earlier. An end-to-end
acknowledgment is returned to the originator from by Kahn 3 . Details of our analytic procedure were
the final destination. In our original work we presented at ICC'80'. More details can be found
assumed that passive acknowledgments were
always heard and ignored the effect of end-to-end in the thesis of Sahins.
acknowledgments. The end-to-end acknowledg-
ments could easily be added to the required II. Analytic Procedure
traffic. In this paper we consider the situation In this section we review the analytic pro-
when passive acknowledgments may not always be
heard. We also introduce and analyze a new cedure for perfect acknowledgments4 . Let i be a
acknowledgment protocol. node, n one of its neighbors, N. the set of allWe depict the topology of the network by a n n
graph where terminals are represented by nodes. the neighbors of i, and N. the set of all i's
The nodes are connected by a link if they can neighbors, including i. Let i be the total rate
hear each other's transmissions, i.e., if they are n
neighbors. As an example see Figure 1. Node A (in packets/sec) of all scheduled traffic at node

i. This includes originating traffic and all re--
scheduled traffic and is assumed to be Poisson.
Let 1/p i be the average length of packets trans-

A B C mitted by node i. Let Gi  gi/pi be a normalized
rate. Node i is either busy (transmitting) or idle.

Figure I It will transmit a scheduled packet if at the in-
Network Topology stant it is scheduled all nodes in Ni are idle. Let

A be a set of nodes. Let P(A) be the probability
can hear node B, but not node C. Node B can that at a random instant all btodes in A are idle.
hear both nodes A and C. Node . can hear node The nodes not in A may or may not be idle.but noth node A. a f C.Node A aSimilarly P(i), P(i,A), P(AB) are the proba-B, but not node A. If node A bi i-ansmittino to bilties that node i is idle, node i and nodes in A
node B and node C begins transnitting, then the
transmission from A to B may he lost depending are idle, and all nodes in A and B are idle.

upon the "capture" assumptions we maike. A A packet from i to n i wil be transmitted
conservative assumption is that the A to B trans- when it is scheduled if Ni is idle. During the
mission is lost -- this is known as zero capture. i 
Alternatively, perfect capture assumes that this transmission, because of CSMA, A nodes in N
transmission is successfully received. Half- will be idle. It will be successfully received at n
amplitude capture assumes that the transmission is ilostif doinaes atB. Zl', cn hpp¢n i : if all neighbors of n. not in Ni are also idle at
lost if C dominates A ,it 8. Vhi5 can happt'n ifC
is closer to B than A is to B, or has a gre,,ter the beginning of the transmission. Otherwise
signal strength perceived at L than A has. It A
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a collision will occur. Let si,n be the ra:.e in where S1' refers to sum of products. Thus

packets/sec, determined by the routinq of the P(A) SP(A(')jSl'( N) (U)
* traffic that i wishes to send to n,. This is the

required throughput or offered traffic. Let "[The above equatios rn be used for i,'
gi,n i  topology to generate the o;lution to our probhem.

be the rate of all scheduled traffic from i to n equatins relating the ine Gin i an
We have assumed that all these streams are Pois- can be solved iteratively. For example, equation
son and independent. Of these gi, 1 packets I1) now bec'orns

per second, s i,ni must be successful. Thus Si,n i  SP(N.i Nn it7in= I n (7)

C;.
Si,ni S i,n 1

G P(NiNnl) (n) We have also given many rules to make the writ-
w ei,n = ii/ a/ing of these equations easier 4 .

where S. in /Pi and G.n = gi IV. Passive Acknowledgments

The total scheduled traffic (normalized) at a In this section we extend our previous work
node is given by on throughput in multihop packet radio networks

to include the effects of passive acknowledgments
G= I (2) not always being heard. Let node 1 be a neigh-

ni e N ni bor of node i. we have already seen that

If the packet lengths are exponentially Si,j = Gi,jP(N jIN i )P(N i,jP(Ni'Nj) (8)

distributed, then the system can be viewed as a When j transmits the packet to the next node
Markov process where the states are identified by
which nodes are idle and which are busy. Let D in the route, i can hear the transmission, an
be a set of busy nodes. Because of CSMA, no thus receive a passive acknowledgment, it all of
nodes in D may be neighbors of each other. Let its neighbors (except j) are idle. If it does not
Q(D) be the probability that at an instant of hear the transmission, then after a suitable
time, all nodes in D are busy, and all nodes not time-out period it retransmits the packet. Pie-
in D are idle. Then each set, D, represents a viously we assumed all passive acknowledgments
state in a Markov system, and Q(D) is the state wede heard with pro ai aNk-

probability. In particular, the null set D= 4, n
represents the state that all nodes are idle. We assume that the time-out period is selected so

We have shown' that that all nodes have the opportunity of hearing
exactly one transmission. If they fail to hear it,

DG the packet is retransmitted. This is repeated
i= D (3) until an acknowledgment is heard. The assump-

Q(D) tion that exactly one transmission may be heard
DcN jcD in a time-out period is equivalent to assumingthat the same time out period is used for all

where N is the set of all nodes and we consider nodes and that it is long enough to insure one
1 Gi = 1. transmission.

*iz* The rate S. . in equation (8) includes re-We are interested in quantities like P(A),

where A is any set of nodes, and P(A) is the peated packets, because of failure to hear ack-
probability that all niodes in A are idle, and all nowledgments. Let S) be the rate of packets
nodes not in A may nor may not be idle. This for which passive acknowledgments are heard.
can be found by summing Q(D) over all sets D Then
that do not contain nodes in A. Thus

I n Gi  S, q. . S. (9)

P(A)= Q(D) DcAc ikD (4)

Dcc Dc k where qj P(N1 N) PN . (10)DcA c  DcN ieD= P-'N-i (o

where DcAc refers to all such sets contained in wthe ompemen ofA. e adpt he sortandWe have already shown how to solve .sets of
the complement of A. We adopt the shorthand equations like (8) for the G as a function ofnotation '

the Si j , and found the maximum possihle S., "
SP(B) 1 ( nl G.) (5) which we defined as the throuqhput4 . For ex-

DcB itD ample, in a -hain, all S, S fur i and I-
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Here we see how to modify this procedure to We let G, 2  G,, G21 G23 = G2, and note by
account for passive acknowledgments. The SsI~J symmetry that G3 =G 2 G = G1, and P(1,2,3)=

are determined from the offered traffic and the
routing. P(2,3,4). From our previous work we have

We identify two situations. Packets are
retransmitted if they are unsuccessfully trans- 1+G4 i+G1
mitted or if the passive acknowledgment is not P(1,2,3) =
heard. In the latter case, a duplicate packet is
sent. If the receiving node recognizes the dupli-
cate packet and deletes it, then S . is the de- 1 (16)S. . s th de-P(1,2,3,4)
sired rate of traffic between i and I. If a simpler
node does not have this capability, then duplicate 2
packets are retransmitted, and after several hops D =I2G1+2Gt+2GGz*G = (t+Gl) +203(1+0)
many duplicates exist. In this latter case, S ,j

includes these duplicate packets and must be Thus we get
related to the desired rate of traffic. We will
first consider a chain. G2 G, + G1(I+G,) GI(2+Gl)

Consider the chain shown in figure 2 con-
sisting of n nodes. Assume that duplicate pack- G, G,
ets are not detected. We assume that node 1 and S - _-_-_- = _I+G _2+ (17)
n wish to send S packets per second to each 1+G 2  O+GO)2G 1 (j0)
other. All other nodes are just repeaters. When
node 2 relays a packet to node 3, node 1 must be We can solve equation (17) for the maximum value
idle, and all passive acknowledgments are always of S, the throughput. We obtain Smax .128
heard. Thus q, 2 = 1 and, when G, = .71.

To include the effects of passive acknow-

S1,2 z Sl,2 = S (11) ledgments we use equations (9 to 13) to obtain

At the other end, node n does not repeat the for arbitrary length chains,

packets, so passive acknowledgments are not
possible. However every transmission must be S= S
successful since there are no interfering nodes.
Thus S

SnI,n Sn1,n (12) Sil 1  , = q 33,4" " qi.i(1

Node I attempts to transmit all Si. suc- S Sn-1,n n-2,n-1
cessful packets to ii1. Thus

Also,

Sii i-1,i I = 2,..., n-1 (13) S 2 * = S23 * = S

Similarly, in the reverse direction, we have
5* - Sq (19)

Sn,n-1 = Sn,n-1 = Si,i+1
S S (14) Returning to the example for n=4 we use

2,1 2,1 equations (18) and (10) in (8) to obtain

and S'+1, i  Sii. , i 2,...,n-I S = G12P(1,2,3) = q23 G2 3 P(1,2.3,4)

Equations (11 to 14) relate S and S. .* to the q2 3G2 1P(1,2.3)

desired traffic, S. Note, by symmetry, we obtain iP(1234A 2

relations like equations (14) by replacing i and = G12P(1,2.3) = 0 2P(1,2,3 G2Pi,2.3,4)
by n-i+1 and n-j+1, respectively. (20) 5

As an example we evaluate the throughrut of
a four node chain. First we assume perfect or 02 = G,(1+G,)+G,(t+GI) 2 = G,(l+G,)(2+O,)

reception of acknowledgments and use only equa-
tion (8) with all S il=S. Then Thus

S G 0 2  o,23) G 0 3P(12,3,4) G 0.,P(1,2,3) G, G,
2G (21)

(15)
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The throughput here is S .098 when ments are included and duplicate packets are
37max detected and not transmitted further.a reduction of 23. We next analyze the elfect u, pa:,sive ack-

In Table 1 we compare the effects of passive nowledgments on throuqhput in star networks.
acknowledgments for various length chains, we We will consider two topologies - one where ill
see that as the chain becomes long the rhrough- legs are unconnected from each other, the second
put vanishes. Also shown in that table is where the nodes closest to the center dr'e fully

connected. We have studied these networks in
Table 1. Effect of Passive Acknowledgments our previous work and assumed there that all

Throughput passive acknowledgments were heard." We assume
further here that duplicate packets are de-
tected and not retransmitted. See Figure 2

Length Perfect Duplicates Duplicates for the configuration of the star network withof Chain Acknowledg. Detected Not Detected
_T"_ .128 .0 0 zero connectivity, L legs, and K nodes in each

5 .111 .083 .069 leg. For full connectivity the nodes 0,),K I,

6 .102 .072 .053 2K+1,....(L-1)K+I are fully connected.
7 .097 .066 .044 The equations used in the previous section8 .094 .063 .038 are still valid here. When duplicate packets are
9 .092 .061 .034 detected, all S ij* = S, the throughput in each

10 .091 .060 .031 leg. The end conditions are •
ca .086 .057 0

the throughput for chains when duplicate packets q K+L-I,(2+I)K = 0,...,L-1 (25)

are detected and not transmitted to the next
node. We analyze this case now. since transmissions to the end nodes are always

If diplicate packets are detected and not heard and passive acknowledgments are not sent.
transmitted further, then Si,* is just the desired This can be found from equation (10). We fur-

traffic to be sent from i to j. As before we find ther assume that
Sij* from the offered traffic and the routing.

For example, in a chain S, S = S for q1 , I = 0,....L-1 (26)

= n-i. Thus equations (8 to 10) combine Transmissions to the center node are not always
to give heard. Retransmissions due to collisions are

* [P(Ni N.12 included in our analysiq. However since the
Si.j.=Gi. P(. (22)

Figure 2
except at terminal nodes where no further trans- A star network with L legs and zero connectivity.
mission is necessary and qij = 1. This can be LKO

solved as before to yield the G as a function of I

the S i j* and then the maximum S.iJ* or through-

put can be found.
We present the analysis for the four node

chain analyzed above. Here St* = Si* = S (L-1)K42

for i = 1,2,3. Again we use symmetry to obtain

(1' 10 1..G 1  (L-1)K+1
S = , D G 23 (+ G1)D G21  D (23 2(23)

D = (I+G1 )
2 + 2G2 (1+Gl) , 1

as before. * O

But G2 = G, + G1 (1"G,)
2 , so * ,"

= (1G 1)+2G 1t1+lG 1)'I (24) * 2K+1 2K

Solving we get Smax = .106 when G, = .42

The throughput for various length 2K+2
chains are given in Table 1. We see here that
there is a 34% reduction in throughpir for long
chains when the effects of passive acknowledg- 3K
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center node does not retransmit, passive ack- Tdble 4: Effect of Passive Acknowledgments on
nowledgments are not available. We assume a Star Networks.
perfect end-to-end .cknowledIqment is operdting. Maximum Throughput ftrm the Center

Equations 8 to 10 have been solved with
perfect passive acknowledgments and with imper- Maximum throuqhput
fect passive acknowledgments and duplicate packet per Leg. SMIX
detection. rwo topologies have been studied - o. o o o r m. -

zero connectivity and full connectivity around the No. of No. of Corn- ImpeArne, t-

center. The resultant maximum throughputs per L leq, K tivit, ledgments ledAcents
leg are shown in Tables 2 and 3 The maximum
throughput from the center node is given in
Table 4. We see from these results that there is
again a 34% reduction in throughput for long legs 5 2 Zero .225 .165
and zero connectivity. For full connectivity we - .0 1

find a 43 to 46% reduction in throughput due to 6 3 Full .240 .140
the failure to hear passive acknowledgments. >4 .240 .138

From our previous work we found that
except for short legs, the fully connected topol- 9 3 Full .257 .140>4 .252 .1!39
ogy is better when passive acknowledgments are .
not considered. This is because inward trans-
missions from neighbors of the center are not v AcN ocolmfor
collided with. With zero connectivity passive sw e
acknowledgments for transmissions from the first In the previous section we discussed the
ring to the second are interfered with only by effect of imperfect acknowledgments on the maxi-
the center node. With full connectivity all other
first ring nodes add to this interference. Thus mum obtainable throughput for various topologies.
the first ring will have to retransmit more. In We saw that the maximum obtainable througriput

e4 was reduced more than 30 percent for a chain,
Table we compare the maximum throughputs and more than 44 percent for the star network.
from the center node for full and zero connecti- The protocol that we used has the following
vity and see that indeed zero connectivity is dsdatgs
better. disadvantages:

1. Each node has only one chance to hear
Table 2: Effects of Passive Acknowledg- acknowledgments from its neighbors.

ments on Star Networks. Zero
Connectivity (Number of Legs, 2. Since the probability of a node hearing
L=5) - Duplicates Detected an acknowledgment from its neighbors is

significandy Jess than one, some of the
Maximum throughput per Leg, Smax successful transmissions are duplicate

Number of transmissions.
Hops Perfect Imperfect

per Leg, K Acknowledgments Acknowledgments 3. The next node must recognize duplicate
transmissions, otherwise the actual

1 .058 .058 throughput will go to zero when the
2 .045 .033 number of hops between source and
3 .044 .0290 destination nodes is large.
4 .044 .0286
6 .044 .0286 4. Since each node must wait until trans-

mission of the packet by its neighbor ti
hear acknowledgments for that packet,

Table 3: Effects of Passive Acknowledg- the timeout period is large. Thus,
ments on Star Networks. delay will be large too.
Full Connectivity -
Duplicates Detected We propose the following protocol. A node

in general has many packets to transmit, in
Maximum throughput addition to repeating a packet just received

per Leg, These packets are intended for all its neighborsSmax The old protocol requires one to wait until that

Number of particular packet is repeated. Here we enlarge
Number of Hops Perfect Imperfect the header of every packet so that it includes
Legs, L per leg, K Acknowledg_ Acknowledg. acknowledgment information for all recently re-

ceived packets. Thus a "passive" acknowledq-
6 3 .G4 .0233 ment can be received on the next packet tr.in. -

4 .04 .0230 mitted. The acknowledgment for a particular
>5 .04 .0230 packet can be included in the next several pIck-

9 3 .0286 .0155 ets, so there are several attempts to hear (hc
4 .0280 .0154 acknowledgment. At the expense of increased

>5 .0280 .0154 header and more loic in the nodes. the effect of
passive acknowledgments can be made negligirle. ,d
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'he protocol thai we have developed to Inserting n identilters intu a p-. kl wil
overcome these protflems is th.it a n,hde recopm7t- increase a packet length by a la tur (se t i .
a passive acknowl,clqmITTIt rtt it:; pacKet hy .he
virtual transmisi;,on of tniat picket A pa( ket is h d n-l) _h
virtually transmitted if its idntifier is transmt ted

with another packet. Lach node when trans-
mitting a packet includes not only the packet's The value of n is related to m as will be !,howr,
identifier but also the identifiers of previously later Here n is the number of dilerent oenti-
received packets. A packet's identilier is con- tiers added to the packet. For the moment "e,
tained in the next m packets. A node w,,uld then will assume that the avejqe value of n euji., -i
have m opportunities to hear if its transmission The value of m is chosen -such that the.
was received (we do not count the actual trans- probability of hearing an acknowledgment, q, is

mission). If a packet's identifier is transmitted m c to oe i

times then the ackncwledgment for that packet is lose to one. Since every node hears acknwl-

almost always hear tor a suificiently large value edgments from its neighbors with probability cl.)se "
to one there are almost no duplicate transmis-

of m. If at packet's transmission is not received, sions. Thus nodes do not have to recognize
then after a timeout period that packet is re- dicate Trssns fo t ae o rogh-
scheduled for transmission. duplicate transmissons for the sake of through-

put.

VI. The Effect of the New Protocol If each node virtually transmits a packet m

on Throughput times then the probability of successfully hearing
an acknowledgment can be recomputed as follows:

We develop and analyze a new acknowledg- h bits b bits d bits
ment protocol which we refer to as the virtual
acknowledgment protocol. In this protocol, if
node j hears a packet transmitted to it by node i, Header ID a
node j includes the identifier of this packet in the
next m packets it transmits to any node (in 1 2 (ntl)
addition, of course, to later transmitting the
packet itself). We refer to this as m virtual Header__ D__ D_ ..._ID_ Data_.__
transmissions (and one actual transmission) of the
packet. Node i then has m opportunities, rather h bits (n+1)b bits d bits
than one, to hear that node I received its packet. Figure 3
Thus the probabilitq of an acknowledgment being Packet Formats for the Old and New Protocols
heard is greatly increased over what it was with
passive acknowledgments. This increases Let q.. be the probability of hearing an ack-
throughput significantly, roughly 50% for the i t
topologies we have studied. nowledgment. Then the probability of not hearing

In addition to this, node i can make the an acknowledgment after m virtual transmissions is
determination as to whether or not to transmit as .
soon as it hears any packet transmitted by node q.. = 1 - (1-qij)m (28)
j. Thus, node i does not have to wait for its qij
packet to be scheduled for retransmission and For large values of m, q.. goes to 1. When
retransmitted by node I. This reduces delay *
significantly. qi = I the throughput (in bits/sec) will increase

We present the analysis of throughput and to the results for perfect capture.
overhead due to the increased length of the *
header and give a general procedure for com- qij is substituted for qij in all throughput

puting these quantities. We also present analyses equations for chain and star networks which we
of several specific topologies of interest and presented in the previous sections. The maximum
compare the performance of this protocol with that obtainable throughput for different topologies are
of passive acknowledgments for these topologies, given in Tables 5 and 6. The probability o:

Table 5. Effect of imperfect acknowledgments on the throughput as a function of m
for the chain network (St. = S._= S).

hroughp-ut ofa-chain

Length number of virtual transmissions, m Perfect
of Chain Acknowl-
(N) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 edgment

4 .106 .119 .124 .127 .127 .1275 .1276 128 .128
5 .083 .1 .106 .108 .11 .1105 .1108 .1109 .111
6 .072 .09 .096 .1 .I01 .102 .102 .102 102
7 .06t .085 .091 .095 .096 .097 .097 .097 .097

8 063 081 .088 .091 .093 .094 .014 091 .094
10 .06 .078 .085 088 09 .09 .0903 .0905 091

.389
I_ --
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T-3ble 6. Effect of tmperlect arknowledqments un Table 7 Probabity of hearing arknnwledament
the throughput as .t ;unction of m for (qj.) as a function of m for five-leq:;
five legs in a star netwrk with ?ero of length 5 nd star network with
connectivity (S l =Si S). zero connectivity.

number of virtual transmissions, m
Throughput of a star

with five legs q - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10
number of virtual .... . . .
transmissions, m q0o .530 .700 .810 .86 .91 .94 .95 .97 .99

Length Perfect q 12 .670 .890 .960 .990 .997 .999 1

of Legs Acknow- q 34 .890 .980 .990 .999 1
(K) 1 2 3 4 5 6 ledgment q3 , .910 .990 .994 .999 1

Lq4 5  I I I
1 .058 .058 058 .058 q1 o .910 .990 .999 1
2 .033 .039 .042 .043 .044 .0445 .045 q31 .930 .990 .999 1
3 .029 .037 .04 .042 .043 .0433 .044 q32 .940 .990 .999 1

> 4 .029 .037 .04 .0415 .042 .043 .044 q43 970 .999 1- q 4  1

hearing acknowledgments is also given in Table 7. VII. Optimum m for the New Protocol
We see from Table 7 that tne probability of

hearing acknowledgments approaches I when In the previous section we have studied the
m = 5 for zero connectivity. The throughput effect of the new protocol on throughput. We
almost increases to the values of perfect acknowi- found that for m - 4 the star network with full
edgment for m = 5. connectivity retains-its superiority with respect to

We compared the two protocols for acknowl- the her connectivities. In this section we will
edgments for chain and star networks. The more L!osely study the L-leg star network with aw
throughput of the center node increased by 50% full connectivity.
for a ten node chain, by 48% for zero connec- We know that increasing m will increase q,,
tivity, and by more than 50"o for full connec-
tivity. and hence throughput. There is, however, a

As we mentioned before the length of a tradeoff between the throughput and overhead
packet is increased by a factor (due to the increase in the packet's length) due

to virtual transmissions. For several cases we

h + d+ (m+l) • b find the optimum m. First we assume that at all
f =d-b nodes, if a packet's identifier is transmitted vir-

tually m times, then we also insert m identifiers
because of the virtual transmissions. We inserted of received packets into the header of a packet
m-" be a twhich is ready for transmission. The next m
throughput is given by packet. transmissions, after receipt of the packet in

question will include the identifier of that packet.
S h + d + b For this case the throughput is given by

Sij Gij P(N i , Nj) qij h d + (+I) b * h + d + b

(29) j i Gj  P(Ni' N qij h + d + (m+ 1

If we choose b = 12, h 84, m 5, and d = 960 (31)
bits then where j is the one of i's neighbors.

The results using Eq. (31) were computed
h + d + b m b for the 9-leg-star network for various values of m

h + d + (re+1)• .946 or - b .057 when k = 4. The optimum m is t0 for this case.In Eq. (27) we assume that the increment in
a packet's length is m - b bits. But we know

This means that the throuqhput decreased 6°% due that the hotspot (node 0) and nodes at the end ofTo increasd thad hen omhpadre 6ith p et the leqs do not have to send passive acknowledq-to increased header when com pared w th perfect m n s b c u e t e t a s i s o s i t h o s uacknowledgments. But we know that the ments because the transmissions into the hotspot
throgpu incrse uc me tn ta bae and nodes at the end of the legs will never haveth roug h pu t increased m uch m ore than 6,% becau seco l s n . T h s t e e i no n r m nt n t e
of the new protocol. The results in these tables collisions. Thus there is no increment in the
were obtained by using packet's lenqth for these nodes. Equation (31i

can be modified to obtain exact results as follows

S.. G.. P(N N q (30) Again we assume th: t node 0 sends S units
iJ i Ij of traffic in each direction. Then the nodes thit

In order to i(2), the results have m • b bits increment in their packet's lenqhincorporate Eq. must send I S units of traffic to their neigh-
in Tables 5 and b are divided by Eq. (27). bors where
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h + d * (mlb = h + d + (m+l)b
• h + d + (35)

For left to right transmissions the through- and

put equations are:

= S = P(NO, NI) 1 d + b (36)

Si.. 1  15•S= Gi~ *P(Ni' Ni )I
Sii[ ,i N For h 84, b 12, d = 960, and m 4 the

qi,il for i = 1,2,.... K-i optimum m' is 19, and the total throughrnut
of the hotspct, S is .2390. With m = 4 andFor right to left transmissions: (32) -• 9 l *|
m = 19 all qij - 1. therefore, the nodes will not

Sk,k_1  S = Gk,k.1  P(Nk, Nk'I) send any significant number of duplicate trans-
S i~~i =I S Gi+I P(NP Nmissions to the next hop. Since for node 2,

Si'l1i = S G P(N Ni m = 19, the increment in a packet's length there
q for i = 0,1,..., k-2 is 22% (228 bits). For nodes 1 and 3, the incre-

ment in the packet's length is 4.5% (48 bits).
We expect that the results from Eq. (32) are We can further increase the throughput by

greater than the results from Eq. (31) because reducing overhead as follows:
Eq. (31) is solved assuming that the packet's A node, i, receives SR(i), units of the
length is incremented by m • b bits at all nodes, successful transmission (throughput) from its

The results for Eq. (32) were computed. We neighbors where
found that the optimum m is 11 and the total
throughput of the hotspot, ST' is .2222. When SR(i) = Y Sji (37)

m > 11 the throughput decreases because of over- jN ihead due to virtual transmissions.
h For each unit of successful transmission node i

We know that q I when m= 4 for all i sends m. passive acknowledgments so that the
* i

and j except q12. This means that nodes total nuber of acknowledgments at node i ism i *• per unit of time. But node

1,3,4,..., k-1 need transmit a packet's identifier S R(i)
only four times. Let us assume that node 2 transmits with a rate of G• P(N.) and we know
transmits m times and all the other nodes transmit that G• P(N.) > S Therefore each trans-
m times. Then the packet's length is incremented i R(i)
by mission must carry ri passive acknowledgments

where
I. = m • b bits for i = 1,3,4,..., k-1

mi •SR i" ,
12 = m b bits (33) r = P(Ni)  (38)

SGi P(
1o = Ik 12k I LK = 0 The overhead in a packet's length at node i

With these assumptions Eqs. (32) become is given by

for left to right transmissions li = ri b , for j0,1,2. k.

S Sol = Go, P(N0 , NI) If we assume that the hotspot (node 0) and
nodes at the end of each path (leg) want to send

SS G 1  P(Ni N S packets/unit time then the throughput is given
* iji+1 il i1by

qi,i =l' i 1,3,4,..., k-I h + d + r • b* = S = G_*_P(Ni. N qi)I' S = G23 P(N 2 , N3 ) • q2 3  Sij h d + b * Gi N , N ij

(39)
for right to left transmissions we have: (34) for i = 0,1. k, and where j is a neighbor of
I •S =Gi~ ~ P(Nil Nil node i.

S= .1  ' , NoeFor instance for the transmissions from left

q i 0,1,2,3,..., k-1 to right we have:

I' S = G21 P(N1 , N2 ) when i 0

S = Sk,k_ 1  Gk,k-1 P(Nk. Nk. 1) SO, = S Go, P(No, NI) •q1

where
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.. Table 8. Total throughput of the hotspot
. in a star network (m = 4, L = 9,

-1 01 S21 K = 4) for different values of d.
h + d m ni( iff -,)• b

SI2 -_________-

h + d + b d m ST % Reduction
$ from perfect

S G12 P(NI, N2 ) q:2 acknowledgments

i:2 50 16 .2074 18
100 20 .2173 14

S12 + S32 200 15 .2243 11
h + d m" ( ._ 400 19 .2355 7

S23  h 800 27 .2440 3
1600 35 .2489 1

S = G23  P(N2 , N3 ) - q23

i= k-1 VIII. Conclusions

We have shown that the performance of a
h d m ( 2,k k-1 +  )kb multihop packet radio system is significantly

Gk-1 . P(Nk-1) b reduced by the use of passive acknowledgments.
- We developed and analyzed a virtual acknowledg-

k'lk h * d + b ment protocol which results in near-perfect ack-
S =Gk P(N N q* nowledgments with very little overhead. Thus we

k-1  Nkl Nk) are able to overcome most of the difficulty due to
k-l,k imperfect passive acknowledgments. We believe

Equation (39) was used to compute through- that this virtual acknowledgment scheme will also
have a favorable impact on time delay and are

puts for m = 4, 1. = 9 and various m in a star currently in the process of analyzing this prob-
network. We found that the total throughput of - em.

the hotspot, ST, is .2454 and the optimum m' is

27. Even though node 2 transmits a packet's References
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ABSTRACT certain assumptions are made, the most important
of which implies a Markov property as the under-

4ultihop packet radio networks operating lying process. Namely, scheduled packet trans-
under CSMA with perfect capture have been ana- missions are assumed to form independent Poisson
lyzed with an exact Markov procedure for expo- processes at each node and packet lengths are
itentially distributed packet lengths. In this exponentially distributed. (A discussion of how
paper we generalize this procedure and improve these assumptions relate to a more realistic model
its computational complexity. We first prove is given in [7]. The most critical of these
that the exact expressions of the Markov model assumptions is a long rescheduling time.) This
apply for arbitrary packet length distributions technique was used to evaluate deployments exhib-
with rational Laplace transforms. The analysis iting various degrees of connectivity and was
is shown to depend on mean values only, and it is extended to investigate passive and active ac-
extended to networks where the average packet knowledgment protocols [81.
lengths depend upon the destination. Finally, it
is demonstrated how certain properties of the In this paper we prove that the Markov anal-
analytic expressions permit the decomposition of ysis presented in [4] holds for arbitrary packet
large networks into computationally manageable length distribution thus relaxing the exponential
segments. length assumption. Similarly it is demonstrated

that PRU's transmitting (or relaying) different
I. INTRODUCTION length packets to their neighbors can be easily

0 handled via the same techn, ue. These results
Packet radio networks consist of geographi- prove to be insensitive to the packet length

cally dispersed Packet Radio Units (PRU's) broad- distribution under the perfect capture assumption.
casting data over a limited distance. In case Finally, it is shown how certain properties of the
two units cannot have a direct connection, inter- probability measure on node sets decompose complex
mediate PRU's will act as relays, thus creating a topologies and accelerate the computational
multihop communication network. This is repre- procedure.
sented by a graph with nodes as sources, desti-
nations, and relays, and arcs connecting nodes II. THE NETWORK MODEL
which are within each other's range. Several
technologies and routing protocols have been We assume that a large number of PRU's,
proposed, e.g., [I and [2], in order to estab- dispersed within a geographical area,- transmit
lish reliable end-to-end paths for maximum net- packets of data addressed to some destination
work throughput. The need to evaluate different nodes. Due to the broadcast mode of transmission,
protocols and routing procedures initiated sev- all neighboring node PRU's within the transmit-
eral analytic and simulation studies on packet ter's range hear the packet and depending on its

radio network models. In [3] Kleinrock and address, either discard it or relay it until it
Tobagi analyzed single-hop centralized networks reaches its eventual destination. This deployment
employing Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA). is represented by a graph whereby neighboring
In this context they demonstrated the effect of PRU's are connected with an arc. All units trans-
propagation delay and of hidden terminals (PRU's mit and receive on the same channel via a Carrier
transmitting to the central hub but not listening Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) protocol. Before
to each other). In [4] Tobagi considered a initiating a transmission, a source (or relay)
simple finite state model for two-hop networks, checks whether all its neighbors are idle. A
In [5] and (6] multihop packet radio networks collision may, however, result due to "hidden"
using a slotted ALOHA protocol were analyzed. In terminals outside the range of a PRU initiating
(7] Boorstyn and Kershenbaum introduced an ana- transmission but interfering with the receiving
lytic procedure under which multihop CSMA net- node (the receiver is a common neighbor to two
works with perfect capture can be analyzed non-neighboring transmitters). Collisions are
efficiently in terms of their throughput perfor- detected via a perfect acknowledgment protocol
mance. This technique yields exact results if whereby acknowledgments are assumed to be always

heard and do not consume any network capacity.
* This work has been supported in part by US Packets encountering busy carrier condition or

ARMY CECOM under contract DAAKBO-80-K-0579, suffering collisions, are rescheduled for trans-

and by IBM Federal Systems Division. missions after a long randomized interval.
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A PRU may not transmit and receive simultane- III. ANALYSIS FOR PACKET LENGTH DISTRIBUTIONS
ously. It can, however, lock its receiver to the WITH ARBITRARY RATIONAL LAPLACE TRANSFORMS
first packet addressed to it and ignore subse- For a given node, i, the total scheduling
quent colliding broadcasts. This is referred to process out of 1 will be Poisson with rate 91
as "perfect capture" in packet radio networks.

For networks operating as above, our primary gi = ij
objective is to assess the performance of a i

routing protocol, as defined by relaying deci- where N. is the set of neighbors of i. Node i,
sions, under a given source-destination traffic
profile. Formally, given the network topology generates packets with Lengths having a distribu- 4

(location of nodes and connectivity), the packet tion with rational Laplace transform. Let L
rates and packet length averages per source- Pi
destination requirement (end-to-end traffic) and be the average packet length from node i.
the routing scheme, we can easily deduce s.-, the

Let V denote the set of all nodes. At any
rate in packets/sec that node i has to deliver instant in time, the system will be characterized
successfully to its neighbor node j. Then, we by the subset of nodes D which are simultaneously
want to evaluate gi I the rate at which node i transmitting. Obviously nodes in D may not be

schedules potential packet transmissions to its neighbors.
neighbor j. The ratio si /gi. denotes the prob-

j bit oThe main theory of this section states that,
ability of successful transmission of a scheduled under the assumptions above, the steady state
packet and provides a measure for stability and probability of D, Q(D) is given by:
delay since successful packets must retry after a
random delay. Extensions to delay analyses and 9.
effects of acknowledgment schemes are not con- Q(D) = Q(D-i) - (2)
sidered in this paper.

The analytic technique described below will or
yield an exact algorithm for g under the fol- g(
lowing assumptions: ij Q(D) = Q(4) n :1 (3)

i&D Pi

1) Zero propagation delay between neighbors. where
This implies perfect CSMA and does not allow
any collisions other than those due to Q() =
hidden terminals. It is a valid approxima- gi
tion for deployments within reasonable Y T -
distances. DCV i&D Wi

Si
2) Packet lengths are distributed according to Here we define n - 1 if D =.

any distribution having a rational Laplace ieD Pi
transform. This class includes almost all

. distributions used in practice, either These results are identical with those reported in
directly or as limits from within the class. [7] for exponential packet lengths. Thus, all

results in [7) apply for general packet lengths.- 3) Receivers capture the first transmission Namely, with N. denoting the set of neighbors of
that reaches them (perfect capture). 1

node i and P(A) the probaility that all the nodes
4) Perfect acknowledgments. in a set A are idle, we have

5) The streams of scheduled packets at the Pr {successful transmission from i to j) =
nodes form independent Poisson processes.
This assumption is consistent with Poisson ..
offered (exogenous) traffic and long random iJ
rescheduling delays. Simulation studies for gij
single-hop ALOHA (91 indicate that if re-
scheduling is delayed more than 10 times the Using the notation
packet length, this critical assumption is a

valid one. S((5) ) T (5)DCB i&D pi
6) Packet lengths are assumed to be independ- i

ently reassigned at each node in a path. we have from (3) that
This is consistent with the rescheduling
delay assumptions above. P(A) = I QCD) = SP(V-A) (6)

.(V-A) SP(V)

P6(

D(Z(V-A)
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Subsets D in (5) and (6) consist of non-comuni- D = D U D, U . . . U D
cating nodes as in (3). Equations (4) and (6) 1 n
form the basis of an iterative procedure, which Let ND denote the set of neighbors of all nodes in
along with definition (1), determines gij values, D including D. We will make use of the following
for given s. rates, if they exist, and diverges notation in order to write state transition
otherwise. ij (global balance) equations

We now proceed to the proof of formulas (2) (0 ... ,D -i. 0 ) denotes a state
and (3) for general packet length distributions, I, k n

which are different for each node. We use the identical to E, with node i removed

method of stages as developed by Cox, (10], to from the set Dk
decompose arbitrary service distributions to a
combination of exponential services. Cox demon- {DI,... Dk i,...,Dn) similarly denotes

strated that any distribution with rational the addition of node i to D
Laplace transform, can be represented by the

general Erlang-branching configuration of Figure
I. As in the figure, a node i which initiates a The global balance equations will equate flow
packet transmission, activates the first expo- into state E to flow out of state E. There are

several possible ways of entering or exiting a
nential server with rate p. With a given proba- state. For example, a new arrival to state

bility 1-P1 the packet terminates transmission at (D i, D D with rate g, will yield state

this stage, otherwise it enters a second expo- E. A change of stage k-i to k in [DI' D .2'

nential server. Since only one packet is trans- D Dki ,  D with rate Pki/ will
mitted at a time, a busy node will correspond to k-l k Dn} wit

one of the n stages being active. The average result in E. Accounting for all possible transi-

packet transmission time i/p., equals the average tions, and denoting the stationary probability of
i estate E by Q(E), we have:

residency within the stage sequence of Figure 1.

I I j 1 ; 1 Y gi Q(D-i, D 2'"' D)

S 2 2 n-I iD
i i i iPi P I P2 P 3 on a

S(k p Q (D I.. kD I
+ i , 

D-i,...,D
(7) k2 i Dk k-i k-i k-i k n

n
I 1 (I-P') p' Q(DI .... DkiD + 

0
.... n

2 k
• -\ - .o , = eD I  k=2 ieDk k  i4N D

We observe that the global balance equations (8)

can be decomposed into three sets of consistent

local balance equations:

The rational Laplace transform class includes or gi Q(D1 'i'D2 ""'Dn ) =  Q(E) Vi a I I I
approximates all distributions found in practice.
As an example of the flexibility of the method, i p

note that a single exponential server models uk-I - 1 "' •Dk-l +i'Dki"'" = kQ(E)

exponential packet lengths and that a series ofsres kViCDk ,  2 <k <n

servers (Pk =) approaches the constant packet

length case as the number n increases. (10)
n i

The system with decomposed nodes as above, I (i-Pk) k Q(D" . Dk+i'Dn
) = gi Q(E)

is a Markov process with Poisson scheduling and k=l
exponential servers. The state of the system VitND
must contain information on busy (transmitting)
nodes and their respective current stage of (ii)
transmission. Let Dk be the set of busy PRU's at

L k Equations (9) and (I0) equate the flow into E due
stage i. The network state E is the collection to arrivals at stage k of node i to the flow out
of subsets D The set D of busy PRU's regard- of E due to departures from the same stage of the

less of stage is given by same node. Equations (11) are obtained by con-
sidering an additional stage, the idle stage
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whereby node i is 'Ile but permitted to transmit, A slight modification extends the analysis to
I ND ' Then we equate the flow into E due to scenarios whereby a node i transmits packets of

arrivals to the idle stage of node i to the flow different average length to each of its neighbors

out of E due to departure from this stage of node J"

*~v. i. Equation (11) can be obtained from (9) and Let gi and 1/ui be the scheduling rate and
* (10) by rearranging (9) and summing (9) and (10) ij

for all k's. Thus (9) and (10) constitute an average packet length for the i to j transmission.
independent set of local balance equations, con- We keep the same structure as before by breaking
sistent with (11) and summing up to the global the node i into a set of "micronodes," one for
balance equation (8). For similar reasoning on each neighbor. Micronodes are connected in our
local balance equations, see (11] and [12]. In topology if they can hear each other. Obviously
[12] similar processes are characterized within micronodes belonging to the same node i are fully
the context of Markov fields for spatial pro- connected and so are micronodes belonging to nodes
cesses. connected in our initial topology. As an example,

a five node chain will be decomposed as in

From the local balance equations, it easily Figure 2. Since nodes 2, 3 and 4 are transmitting
follows that the stationary state probabilities to two neighbors they are decomposed into two
Q(E) possess product form solutions, namely micronodes. By applying the results of the

previous section, we have that for a successful

Q(01 i I transmission from 2 to 3,Q(D1,D 2,....,D )  = Q M¢ 1 I x 7 1 $21 SP(,',5)
itD P1 itD2  P2  2- P(1,2,2',3,3') =SP

g2 1  SP(V)

i i i pi
gi P1 P2 gi I " n-1 where

X rl - x ... x n

ieD 3  3 ieD a Pin (12) SP(4,4',5) = I + ! + !45  g54

If Q(D) denotes the steady-state probability that 3 P45 P54
the nodes in D are busy regardless of the stage
of transmission, Q(D) will consist of the sum of S12 Sa S23 32 S34 $43 .14 554

all states {D1D2 . n which include a node

i&D at some stage k, i&D k . Thus

S21 S32 S43
Q(D) = 1 Q(DID1,.  ) ... S2

All partitions such that 2 3 4

D = Di U D2 U ... U D "4

or

I pp p p .PS1
Q(O)--Q(O) l Zi L + pli+ i ... i

i&D P21 3 P aSz3 S34 5s

and from (7) Fg 2 Micronods Dec~mposlor, ot a Five - Node Chain

gi
QMD = Q(#) n -q.e.d.

ieD Pi94 94g5

Thus the steady state probabilities of the set of Now, Qefine G 4 - + - and G = _
busy nodes has a product form solution, and

depends on the average packet length (possibly in other words let G. be the average normalized
different for each node) for packet length dis- scheduling rate of node i.

tributions with rational Laplace transform.

These distributions need not be the same for each g..
node. The number of stages a used in the proof G. = 7 g-1 (13)
corresponds to the maximum number of stages in j Pij
the network. For nodes with smaller a, the
branching probability Pk can be set to zero to It follows that for this example results are
truncate stages. identical as in the original topology before

decomposition but with g i/P i replaced by (13).

IV. NODES TRANSMITTING DIFFERENT PACKET
LENGTHS TO EACH NEIGHBOR In general consider SP(B*) where B* is the

set of micronodes associated with the set of nodes

In the previous section, we assumed that B. Let node i e B and denote its micronodes by ij

each node i schedules packet transmissions at an where j are neighbors of i. We use the relation

aggregate rate g, and with average length I/p.. (51,

-"'
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g. As a special case with C containing one
SP(B) = SP(B-i) + Pi SP(B-N.) (14) node i

SP(V) = SP(V-i) + Gi SP(V-Ni) (20)For micronodes,

SP(B*) = SP(B*-{ij}) * !i! SP(B*-N*.) Sets N. and ND above, denote the sets of
Pij i1I3

neighbors of i and all nodes in D respectively.

Note that because of the connectivity of micro- Finally, if C is a cut, i.e. a seL of nodes which
nodes, N*. is the same for all j, namely the set when removed decomposes the network into two

J isolated subsets A and B, it follows from (16)
of micronodes of Ni , Ni. Let i* be the setthat for all independent sets DC

1 1htfralidpnetst C

micronodes of i. Then proceeding recursively we
have SP(V-C-ND) SP(A-ND) SP(B-ND) (19)

SP(B*) = SP(B*-i*) + Y .:. SP(B*-N.) (15)
I Pij I SP(V-C) = SP(A) SP(B)

Using (13) and repeating the above process we As an example, consider the 10 node network
find that equation (6) still holds for the origi- illustrated in Figure 3. By choosing Cnetwo

nal nodes, but with gi/pi replaced by G. given in the network is decomposed into three subsets, A, B

(13). In the special case where all packets and C with A and B being totally isolated from
transmitted by i have average length I/pi, then each other. Applying (17) and (19) we can reduce
G. = g i/p.* the computations needed to evaluate SP(V) as

follows:

V. COMPUTATION OF SP(A) SP(V)=SP(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10)=

As seen from equations (4), (5) and (6) =SP(1,2,3,4,7,8,9,10) + G5
evaluation of s ij /gij requires an efficient way S

of computing SP(A) expressions for various sets + G SP(1,2,7,10)
of nodes. Recall that SP(A) stands for sums of 6
products of rates G. on all possible independent

subsets of A. By an independent set we denote atGsG 6 SP(I,10)
set of nodes which do not communicate (i.e. are
not neighbors). =SP(1,2,3,4)SP(7,8,9,10) + G5 SP(I,4)-SP(9,10)

SP(A) = 1 n G.
DOA icD + G6 SP(1,2)SP(7,10)

A straightforward algorithm to evaluate GG S(,O

SP(A) would require identification of all inde- 56+ G5G SP(,1O)

pendent subsets of A, a problem dual to identifi-
cation of all cliques in a graph and thus NP- We can now proceed to direct evaluation of sums-
complete (a clique is a fully connected subset of of-products for subsets with 4 nodes at the most
a graph). It is however possible to handle con- instead of 10 initially.
siderable size networks by using several proper-
ties of the SP(A) function. We summarize some of
them and demonstrate via an example how to decom-
pose a network into smaller segments..-

If two subsets of nodes A and B are isolated .3
from each other, then in [7] it is shown that

SP(AUB) = SP(A) SP(B) (If)

If C is an arbitrary subset of V, it can be
shown that

SP(V) = SP(V-C) + I G. SP(V-C-N D) Fg 3 Deconvosihon E'or e

DCC it D (17)* VI. CONCLUSIONS

This result is due to Mr. W. Chen, of the Bell We have shown how our work on an analysis of

Telephone Laboratories and the Polytechnic multihop packet radio networks, originally done
Institute of New Y~rk and can be proven by for exponential packet lengths, can be extended to
considering all terms not including nodes in C packet length distributions with rational Laplace
and then all terms involving different inde- transforms. Thus the results previously obtained
pendent subsets of C. can be used in this more general case with only

*. . . . . . .. . .
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the average packet length being required. It was
also shown that the packet length distributions
transmitted by a single node to different neigh-
bars need not be the same. Finally, a method was
described to simplify the writing of the analytic
expressions for large networks.
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B. Multiple Accesb Techniques with Arbitrary

Packet Len th !)istributions

B.I Introduction

In our riqinol multihop packet radio analysis, we assumed expo-

nentially distributed pcket lengths. We have been able to generalize

the dnilysis for packel lengths having densities formed by the positive

sum Of exponential terms (see Appendix C). In our analysis we as-

sumed that propagation delays among neighboring PRU's are negligible.

Thus in a Carrier Serving Multiple Access (CSMA) mode of operation,

Collisions may occur due to the "hidden terminal" phenomenon only

(i.e., two non-communicating PRU's schedule packet transmissions to a

common neighbor simultaneously).

CSMA analyses incorporating the effects of propagation delays have

been reported extensively in the literature for single-hop networks

t . k., (ll f'RJI ; he'll .a-'h other') and fixed packet sites. As a first

-,Iep in qcnerali,ing tho . 'e.r;slts, we studied single-hop multiple access

protocols with non-lixed packet. lengths. Although our main thrust is

on (:SMA packet radio, we ilso derived formulas for pure ALOHA and

*.MA with collision detection (TSNA/CI)). 'The former was a necessary
,;te.p in order to demonstrate the impact of packet length distribution on

the simplest multiple access method, whereas the latter is a straight-

forward extension of pure CSMA and is especially popular in local

nitworking environment , te thft the )ure ALOHA case was studied

prtiv ously I)1, %hrejs ro extension has been reported on CSMA to our

krnoledge. The :MA 1) esult is so simple that it. may already be

known.
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In what follows, we summarize the variable packet length analyses
in pure ALOHA, CSMA and CSMA/CD. In all cases we assumed infi-

nitely many Poisson sources and Poisson aggregate scheduling pro-

cesses, with rates s and g packets/sec respectively. Packet lengths

are distributed arbitrarily.

B.2 Pure ALOHA

Referring to Figure 9, we consider a transmission of length Y

(shaded). This transmission will be successful if a) no other packet is

transmitted in Y seconds and b) no previously transmitted packet is

still transmitting. We are assuming zero capture. Calling these prob-

abilities Pa and Pb' we obtain s = gPaPb. But

Pa= f e- g  fY(y) dy = MY(-g)
0

where

MY(g) f eg y fY(y)dy
0 4

is the moment generating function of Y and fY(y) is its density. Pb is

found by considering the T second interval prior to the transmission in

question. Assume transmissions in that interval occur T. seconds

before the start of our test transmission and have length Yi Then

Pb = lim P(all T. > Yi)

But the number of transmissions in T is Poisson and all are identically

distributed and independent. Therefore

25



P(all T > Yi) I [P(Ti > Yi)] k.T ekgT
0o0* k=0 -~ 1

-gT[1-P(T > Yi)] -gTP(T i < Y.)
=e - =e 1"

* Here Ti is uniform in the interval (0,T) and Y is distributed as Y.

They are independent. Thus

T
P(Ti < Yi T f [1- Fy(t)] dt

0

and

00TP(T i < Yi) f [1 Fy(t)] dt =E(Y)

Here Fy(y) is the distribution function of Y and E(Y) its expectation.

Finally we have

s = gMy(-g) e- gE(Y)

* Note that if Y is fixed then s = ge-2gy as it should.

But Y is the length of the transmitted packets. Condition (b)

above does not involve the length of the transmitted packet Y. But

condition (b) does! Longer packets are more likely to suffer a colli-

sion. Let X be the length of the offered (or successful) packets. Y

should in a sense be larger since longer packets are retransmitted more

often. Due to condition (a) alone a packet of length x will be suc-

cessfully transmitted with probability e- gx and requires an average of

egx transmissions to be successful. Thus

fy(y) = egy fx(y)/Mx(g).

26
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Also
60dMx(g) -

E (Y) =  g  /Mx(g)

and Pa =1/Mx(g)

Thus " e -gMx,(g)/Mx(g)

This also reduces to s = ge - 2gx when Mx(g) = egx . This result has

been already established [5] but is derived here in a different manner.

B.3 CSMA

Refer to Figure 10 for CSMA. After an idle period a packet

scheduled with rate g is transmitted. The packet lasts for X seconds.

In the propagation time a after transmission any other scheduled packet

can also be transmitted thus causing a collision. We assume X > a.

Again we assume zero capture. If no such packet is transmitted, then

the original transmission is successful, lasts for X seconds, and is

followed by an a second period to clear the channel and the idle state

resumes. Thus the successful rate is

s = gega P(channel is idle).
V 1/g

But P(channel is idle) = 1/1/g + a + E(Z)

where 1/g is the average idle time and Z is the busy period exclusive

of the last a seconds. "':

To evaluate E(Z) we denote the times of the transmissions of

interfering packets as Ti and their lengths as Xi. The number of such

packets is exponential. Collisions depend only upon the propagation

time a and not on the length of the transmitted packet as in ALOHA.

Thus
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Z = max {X, Ti + Xi}.

and Fz(z) = Fx(Z) I [Fw(z)] ek=0 .

where W = T + Xi, Ti is uniform in (O,a) and is independent of Xi,

which is distributed as X. Thus

-ga[l - Fw(Z)]* ~FZ(2) = Fx(z) e2

and E(Z) = f [1 - Fz(Z)] dz.
0

The last two equations can be used to find E(Z), although not easily.

Finally

S ge-ga
+ ga + gETZ !-I

B.4 CSMA/CD

Refer to Figure 11 for CSMA/CD (unslotted). Here collisions are

detected and transmissions aborted. Again packets are scheduled with

a rate g. After an idle period a packet is transmitted. If no packets

are transmitted in the next a seconds that packet is successful. After

a seconds to clear, the channel returns to idle. A scheduled packet

can be transmitted in the first a seconds and will cause a collision.
.0

But it will be aborted a seconds after the original transmission. The

original transmission will be aborted a seconds after the start of the

colliding packet. Thus, as before,
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s =ge-ga P(channel idle).

P(channel idle) = 1/ai+E

and Z= X, with prob. e~g

min(Ti) + a, with prob. 1 - ga.

Here we assume, for convenience, that X > 2a. Solving we get

E(Z) =(~e I + k 1 + a) ( e, ga

Sk=1

1 ()e- a [1+ +aeg] ~ -'
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Evaluation of Throughput in Multihop Packet Radio

* Networks with Complex Topologies

Aaron Kershenbaum and Robert Boorstyn

Polytechnic Institute of New York

In a previous paper [1] we developed an analytical model of

multihop packet radio networks operating under CSMA (Carrier Sense

Multiple Access), Poisson arrivals, perfect acknowledgements (i.e.

acknowledgements always heard and not taking any channel capacity),

perfect capture, and zero propagation delay. This yields a Markov

model of the system and the relationship

5..
si1 = P(N i U N.) (1)gij

where s.. is the required successful rate (in packets per unit of

transmission time) of transmissions from node i to node j, gij is the

scheduled rate of traffic from node i to node j, P(A) is the proba-

bility that all nodes in set A are idle (and says nothing about other

nodes), N. is the neighborhood of node i (i.e., node i together with
1

all nodes which can hear its transmissions), and N. is the neighbor-

hood of node j. Some of the above assumptions about the network

model can be relaxed to include a more general class of networks, but

we use the simple model above for the sake of clarity. It is unlikely

that such generalizations would significantly affect the computational

procedure described below.

We are given ri 1 , the required end-to-end traffic from i to j, for

all nodes i and j. We assume a routing has been done yielding hop-

by-hop requirements sij. We are also given the connectivity for each
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node. Equation 1 states that a transmission will be successfully

received once it is scheduled if it is transmitted and if no neighbor of

the receiver is transmitting at the time transmission begins. (Our

assumption of perfect capture allows us to ignore interference from

any subsequent transmissions.)

In our previous work [1] we have shown that the probability of

a set of nodes, A, being idle is given by

P(A) = nt G. / n G. (2)
I i*Ac  &I IC V i&I

where Ac is the complement of A, (i.e. all nodes not in A), I is an

independent set (i.e. nodes which all cannot hear each other), and G i

is the total scheduled rate from node i (i.e. Gi is the sum on j of

gij). We refer to the quantities in Equation 2 as sums of products on

a set A and denote it by SP(A). We can thus rewrite (1) as

s.. SP(V-(NiU N.))
= =F.. (G) (3)

gij SP(V)

where G (G 1 , G 2 ... GN) and G= jg. Then we can write,

2giji gi
S..

= __) (4)

We then can iteratively compute new estimates of the gij given

current estimates of these quantities and hence the G. Our previous

experience, reported in [1] showed that if the network can support

the given si then the iteration will converge if we start with gij=sij.

Note that gij > sij"

Conceptually, then, the problem is solved. One need only set

up the expressions for the F. (G) and iterate (4) Aor each i and j
IJ

until successive estimates for the gij converge to within some given

r-
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tolerance. This was done for small networks and for larger networks

with symmetric traffic and cor iectivity; results using this procedure

are reported in [11-[4].

For larger networks without symmetry, however, several signifi-

cant problems are encountered. Foremost among these is that, in

general, the number of terms in SP(V) grows exponentially with the

number of nodes in V. Specifically, the number of terms in SP(V)

equals the number of independent sets in V. In the worst case,

when all nodes are independent of one another, SP(V) includes a term

corresponding to each of the 2N subsets of V. While such a case

corresponds to an unrealistic situation where no nodes can communicate

with one another, many real networks are loosely connected and thus

contain a very large number of indepent sets. Indeed, this number

will grow exponentially with N if connectivity (average nodal degree)

does not increase with N. This can be seen by examining any regular

topology; e.g., a grid.

Even if the number of terms in SP(V) can be controlled, say to

grow quadratically with N, there are still several problems. First,

SP(A) must be generated not only for A=V, but for many other sets

as well. In particular, each Fij will have a different SP(A) in the

numerator. Also, F.. must be evaluated not once but many times
1j

before the iteration converges. Finally, the process of generating

the Fi.j must be automated in order to avoid tediously having to man-S

ually input the individual expressions.

We now describe a procedure whch overcomes all these problems.

We first observe that in the pathological case of all nodes independent,

SP(V) can be written as

S
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N
SP(V) = r (1+Gi) (5)

i=l 1
p

If this expression were expanded directly into a sum of products form

Nit would indeed contain 2 terms as was remarked above. As it is

written, however, only N additions and N-1 multiplications are re-

quired for its evaluation. While, again, the situation where all nodes

are independent of one another is unrealistic, the observation is

nevertheless important. It is possible to make the evaluaton of SP(A)

tractable by grouping together common subexpressions and using the

distribution of multiplication over addition to reduce the number of

arithmetic operations. This is the basis for the procedure described

below.

Every independent set either contains a given node, i, or it

does not. If the set contains node i then it does not contain any

neighbors of i. We can thus evaluate SP(A) by

SP(A) = SP(A-i) + Gi SP(A-N i ) (6)

SP(O) = 1

where i is any member of A.

This recursive expansion of SP(A) can generate up to 21Al

terms, where IAI is the cardinality of A, but fewer terms will be

generated in general since A-N. will eventually become 0 and terminate

the recursion. A more dramatic reduction in the number of generated

terms will occur if we recognize sets, A, which have already appeared

and, hence, for which SP(A) is already known. In this case, the

known value of SP(A) is used directly and no further recursive

expansion is required. This corresponds exactly to factoring out a

common subexpression.
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As an example of how this procedure works, consider the net-

work shown in Figure 1. We begin by computing SP(V). The recur-

sive expansion of SP(V) is shown in Figure 2. Each node in Figure 2

corresponds to an expansion using (6). Thus, for example, the root

*O of the tree corresponds to

SP({123451) = SP({12345}-{1}) + Gi-SP({12345}-N1 ) (7)

where N1={123}. The G. represent the same term appearing in (6).

* In each case we expanded SP(A) about the lowest numbered node in

set A. This was done for simplicity. In fact, the selection of which

node to expand about is significant and will be discussed later.

Nodes followed by an asterisk in Figure 2 correspond to terms which

have already been generated and therefore need not be expanded.

As can be seen, there are 6 distinct nodes in Figure 2.

The first six rows of Table 1 correspond to the six distinct

nodes in Figure 2. The seventh row of Table 1 and the column

labeled NEXT will be explained below, as will be the procedure for

* generating Table 1. The first five columns of the first six rows in

Table 1 represent the recursive expansion of SP(V) as shown in

Figure 2. For example, Row 1 in Table 1 corresponds to Equation

(7) above where Terms 1 and 2 are the appropriate SP(A)

and GMULT=G..1

If the column labeled VALUE is used to hold numerical values of

SP for the sets given in the column labeled SET, and GVAL (i) 0

contains the current numerical value of Gi , the current estimate of

the scheduled rate from node i, then Table 1 can be used to obtain

the numerical value of one set given values of others. Specifically,

VALUE(5) corresponds to SP(O) and is equal to 1 by definition. This

value can then be used to obtain VALUE(4):
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Figure 1 -A multihop network
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Row Set Term 1 Term 2 GMULT NEXT VALUE

1 I 12345) 2 3 1 0 -

2 [2345) 6 4 2 1 -

3 145) 4 5 4 6 -

4 J5) 5 5 5 3 -

6 {3451 3 4 3 2-

7 Ill 5 5 1 4-

Table 1 -Code Table for all SP(A)

*4

Lol

* '1
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VALUE(4) = VALUE (TERM1(4)) + GVAL (GMULT(4))

VALUE (TERM2(4))

= VALUE(5) + GVAL(5) * VALUE(5)

1=+ G s

which is. of course, SP({5}).

It is necessary that the rows of Table 1 be evaluated in the

correct order so that the appropriate VALUE's are available when

they appear as terms in larger expressions. While this ordering is

not unique, there is a precedence of rows imposed by Table 1. This

precedence is shown in Figure 3. An arc leads from node i to node j

in Figure 3 if row i must be evaluated before row j. This graph is

obtainable directly from Table 1 using the columns labeled ROW,

TERM1, and TERM2. Physically, we represent Figure 3 by the out-

ward adjacency of each node (i.e. a list of the endpoints of arcs

leading out of it) and the inward degree of each node (the number of

arcs leading into it). With this information one can do a topological

sort of the nodes (c.f. Knuth[5]), i.e., we sort the nodes by current

inward degree, continually reducing the inward degree by eliminating

nodes already sorted. Topological sorting is a simple procedure

whose running time is proportional to the number of arcs in the

precedence graph and which produces a list of nodes in precedence

order. In this case, the resulting list would be 5,7,4,3,6,2,1. Note

that each row in Table 1 can be dependent upon at most two others

and so the number of arcs in the precedence graph, the size of the

adjacency list, and the run time of the topological sort are all linear

in the number of rows in Table 1.
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The column labeled NEXT gives the next row to evaluate as

given by the topological sort. Row 5, corresponding to 0 is of course

first; this fact is recorded in a variable called FIRST. Thus, Table

1 allows us to evaluate SP(V) simply by making a single pass through

Table 1 and doing one addition and one multiplication per row.

We have thus solved the problems of how to automatically generate

a functional expression for SP(V), how to avoid having to reevaluate

common subexpressions, and how to simplify the iterative calculation

of the G. With respect to the last point, note that Table 1 is set up

only once. The evaluation of the SP(A) is then straightforward,

requiring only K additions and K multiplications, where K is the

number of rows in Table 1. Indeed, one generation of Table 1 suffices

for the evaluation of the G. for many values of s which would be

useful in analyzing variations in routing and offered traffic.

We require not only SP(V) but also SP(V-(Ni )N)) for all i and

j which are neighbors and have s > 0. We represent all these other

SP(A) in Table 1 in exactly the same way as we do SP(V) and we

take full advantage of common subexpressions among all SP(A) and

SP(V). Thus, for example,

SSP(V-(N 2  N3)) = SP({5})

which is already in Table 1, so we do not add a row for it. Indeed,

as it turns out in this case, the only addition to Table 1 is necessi-

tated by SP(V-(N 4 U N)) = SP({1}). This expands directly in terms

of SP(O) and hence necessitates the addition of only one row, Row 7,

to Table 1. Note that the topological sort and evaluation of VALUE is

done for the entire table. Thus, for each iteration on the Gi, only

one pass through Table 1 need be made to obtain all necessary SP(A).
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The evaluation of Fij in Equation (3) amounts simply to dividing the

VALUE in the row corresponding to SP(V-(N i U N.)) by the VALUE in

the row corresponding to SP(V). The appropriate row numbers are,

of course, recorded in a table once during the procedure which

generates Table 1.

The actual procedure for generating Table 1 is now outlined. A

stack of sets, A, for which SP(A) is to be recursively expanded is

maintained. Initially, the stack contains V, the complete node set.

It is convenient to maintain such sets and the neighborhood sets N.

as bit vectors. At each stage, the set, A, at the top of the stack is
popped and the sets A-i* and A-Ni* are formed, where i* is the most

desirable node in A to expand upon. A single ordering of nodes in V

is produced according to criteria defined below and is used to deter-

mine i* for all A. Assume therefore that the nodes ir' the network

have been numbered according to their desiiability; i* then corre-

sponds to the leftmost 1 in the bit vector representing A. This value

should be recorded along with the set A so that it can be used as the

starting point for the search for the best node in the sets A-i* and

A-Ni*. This value in fact already appears in the GMULT entry in

each row.

Initially, Table 1 contains only one row, corresponding to V.

The SET entry in row 1 contains a vector of N l's. As a set, A, is 2
popped from the top of the stack, its TERM1 and TERM2 entries are

set. These should correspond to the rows in Table 1 whose SET

entries contain A-i* and A-N,*. A search of the SET entries cur-

rently in Table 1 is made to determine if these sets are already

present. If so, the row containing each set is recorded in the TERM1

I
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and TERM2 entries of the current row. If not, a row is added to

Table 1 for each new set, the SET and GMULT entries are filled in, 0

and the new sets are added to the stack of sets to be evaluated. In

practice, the row number in Table 1 rather than the set itself is

placed in the stack in order to avoid having to search for it. Also a

binary search tree or AVL tree [6] structure on the SET values

should be kept to facilitate the search for existing sets. An alter-

native to this is to hash these entries as described in [6].

To generate entries corresponding to SP(V-(N i U N.)), these
J

sets are treated exactly like those arising above; i.e. a search is

made for them and if necessary they are added to Table 1 and to the

stack. The search for i* in such sets starts at node 1.

We thus see that both the code generation procedure and evalua-

* tion procedures are proportional to the number of rows in Table 1.

There are other factors such as the search time for existing sets, the

search for i* in each row, and the generation of sets V-{Ni U N..

* These latter factors are minor, at worst polynomial in the number of

nodes. Our primary concern is then with the number of rows in

Table 1, which can theoretically grow exponentially with N, the

* number of nodes.

The number of rows in Table 1 will be kept down if sets arise

repeatedly in the expansion process. This is more likely to happen if

a consistent oraering of the nodes is used in expanding all sets.

This is in fact done, as was mentioned above. If network connec-

tivity is related to distance, a node ordering based on location will

result in similar subsets being generated during the expansion process.

More generally, any ordering based on connectivity is likely to help.

*
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Alternatively, an ordering based upon nodal degree may be

advantageous. Expanding on nodes with large degree will cause

A-Ni, to shrink rapidly to € and thereby reduce the number of gen-

erated terms. Conversely if node i has no neighbors in A, then A-i

= A-N i and only one subexpression instead of two is created.

Another possibility for controlling the size of Table 1 is to

decompose a large network by numbering all the nodes in a cut (sep-

arating set) first, then numbering all the nodes on one side of the

cut, and finally numbering all the nodes on the other side, as in

shown in Figure 4. This guarantees that once expansion of the nodes

in the cut (nodes 1 through K) is done, the remaining sum of products

will factor since

SP(AU B) SP(A)-SP(B) (7)

if A and B are completely disconnected from one another. In par-

ticular, it can be shown that

SP(V) = [( n G.) SP(V-N A (8)
ICC i&I

where C is any subset of V, I is any independent subset of C, and

N is the union of the neighborhoods of nodes in I.

A B

Ii,

(K+M (M1 ,N)

Fig. 4 - Decomposition of a network using a cut

b"-
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If C is a cut, dividing V into disjoint sets A and B with no links

between them, as in Figure 4, then Equation (8) becomes

SP(V) 7 ( n Gi ) SP(tk-N I ) SP(B-NI)] (9)
ICC iel

Thus, the sum of products "factors". The numbering scheme will

ensure that the nodes in B-N I are left for last and hence become a

common subexpression for all subsets of SP(A-NI). Thus, the factors

in (9) will be evaluated separately and multiplied together at the end. 0

This technique can be applied recursively to decompose very large

networks. It appears to have the property that Table 1 will grow at

worst exponentially in the size of the cuts.

We have coded a preliminary version of this procedure in order

to perform experiments to determine the growth rate of Table 1 as a

function of N using various types of connectivity and node orderings.

Thus far, the following conclusions and observations have been made:

1. Random X and Y coordinates were generated for N nodes in

a unit square. Euclidean distances were computed. A

threshold, T, was varied from 0 to 2. Nodes at distance T

or less were said to be connected. Experiments for N=15

and N=30 were run. Nodes were ordered based on the sum

of their X and Y coordinates. For N=15, Table 1 typically

had about 50 rows, for SP(V) only. For N=30, Table 1

typically had about 120 rows. The conclusion we draw on

the basis of this limited data is that Table 1 does not

appear to be growing exponentially. Indeed, it seems to be

growing only slightly faster than linearly.

S
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2. For random connectivity and node ordering based on nodal

degree (largest first) roughly 80 terms were generated for

N=15 and roughly 600 terms for N=30. These results,

based on few runs, are inconclusive.

3. Grid networks (nodes evenly spaced over a unit square) of

25 nodes and varying connectivity were examined using

distance based connectivity as in 1 above. Table size

varied with connectivity, with the worst case being 130

terms at a nodal degree around 6. Again, ihe conclusion is

that table size does not seem to be growing very rapidly.

We are currently implementing a more complete version of the

procedure in order to do more extensive testing.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Packet radio has recently emerged as a viable technology for both fixed and mobile

computer communications. It utilizes packet-switched communications, which became

higt ly important in computer communication networks, over broadcast radio channels.

The original packet switching concept was based on point-to-point data circuits

interconnecting network packet switches. With technology advances in satellite and ground

radio broadcasting, packet radio networks have become an area of major interest 6].

During the early 1970's, the ALOHA project at the University of Hawaii demonstrated the

feasibility of using packet broadcasting for bursty computer traffic 1].

In a broadcast radio network, channels are shared by a set of nodes and cannot be

dedicated to specific pairs. Numerous studies ([1], 6], 7], 5], and 9] ) have shown

that "fixed capacity assignments" rie wasteful for many applications compared to "random

access schemes" which result in a dynamic sharing of channel capacity without centralized

control. These studies focused on a single-hop network, whereby Packet Radio Lnits (PRU's)

attempt to transmit data to a single central station. In conjunction with the fact that there

is no control over access to the channel, destructive errors result when several packets are

received simultaneously or "collide." These collisions reduce the channel throughput under

random access.

The analysis of multihoo packet radio networks involving packet routing via relays, is

extremely difficult. So one must use simulation :9), r10] or study simple models to

measure network performance, mainly the network capacity or network throughput [8],

[14], and [15]. The throughput of multihop slotted ALOHA network was studied recently,

12], and it was found that one of the most important factors affecting it, is the

transmission radius (or transmission power) used by the nodes. To increase the throughput,

one may even want to reduce the transmission power to a level lower than the maximum

possible.

Techniques which are used to increase the network throughput include Carrier Sensing

Multiple Access (CSMA) 13], and resolution of collisions via packet capture mechanisms.

The effect of capture in increasing the network throughput was studied in £2) and £11] for

single-hop networks. In 4] the effect of capture on the throughput was investigated for

multiple transmitters and receivers in a slotted ALOHA environment.

The problem of obtaining exact expressions for throughput and blocking probabilities in *1
multihop packet radio networks using CSMA access method was considered in £3]. Exact
results were obtained assuming exponential packet lengths for general topologies. This

analysis has been extended to constant packet length for selected simple topologies.
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In this work, we consider multihop packet radio networks using slotted e'nd unslotted

ALOHA access methods with and without capture. We consider a set of identical PR U'srrandomly (uniformly) distributed in the plane. We find, via analytic techniques and
computer experimentation, that the optimal density of radio units which maximizes the
throughput of the network is the same for all access methods considered and corresponds toI.the previous found value for the slotted A LOH A case without capture £1 2).

0
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2. SLOTTED CASE MODEL

The nodes of the network are assumed to be uniformly distributed with density X.

Two access methods are considered:

- No capture (slotted ALOHA).

- Capture (closest neighbor).

We consider a multihop packet radio network, with transceivers uniformly distributed in a

large geographical area. Packet Radio Units (PRU's) have equal transmission range. Any

node within the circle of radius r around a transmitting node will hear the transmission and

can respond to it. Each node always has a message to send and will do so whenever

permitted. (see Figure 1).

Let:

A - Range of reception for terminal i.

9

NI  - Number of terminals in the area Ai

G Probability of a packet transmission during a slot by a terminal.

q - Probability of successful reception of a packet from a transmitting

terminal of the area A1.

q= Pr a neighbor transmits successfully to i/A1 , = P1 . P2 . P3;

where P1 - probability that i does not transmit.

PI G=-

P - Probability that a neighbor from area A1 transmits to i and i can receive

the packet.

2.1
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2 (N)G (1 - G) -no capture (one transmission)1

P2  I - (1 - G) -capture (one or more attempts made)

P3  - Probability that captured packet is destined to i, while source has N

options to address.

P 3 1

Therefore,

as No capture (slotted ALOHA)
N.

qGU - G)

b. Capture:

N.

Assuming that the number of terminals in an area A is a Poisson random variable with j

density X, we have that S (the throughput to a node) is given by:

(I (A 1 e-XA

P= r

AA N - Average degree.

6 Therefore,

a. No capture:

2.3
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b. Capture:

SSU(1-G) e"N  [1 - (I -G)]

The maximum throughput, will be achieved with G = Go t, by setting:

dS

The total network throughput Snet' will be:

Snet a n • S

Where n is the total number of nodes. The average number of hops in an end-to-end path h

is given in [12]:

128 1~
45 ( Z - N [cos'(t) - tv§

1 "N -f • dt

Therefore, the end-to-end throughput Y is:

S.Snet
*%-

h

To find Gopt:

a. No capture: it is given in 12].
0

b. Capture:

S -(1-G) e"N " [-- (1-G)i]
i=l i!

2.4
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N1
dS - G)] + (1-G)e Z - (-G)' 0

i! ii i i! 1

e N("G :1+ r -- - -(1 -G) i

Therefore,

N1

G =1-gLn +iF-1G~)1opt L i PTi opt"J

.2.
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3. UNSLOTTED CASE MODEL

For the unslotted case, the following schemes are considered:

Pure ALOHA (All PRU's transmit at random. Collided receptions result into loss

of all colliding packets).

Perfect Capture (In case of collision, the receiver keeps traeling the packet it

received first. This is possible under a broad range of spread spectrum

technologies).

Half-Amplitude Capture (In case of collision, the receiver will listen to the

closest transmitter).

As in the unslotted case, we assume that PRU's are randomly located in the network area.

The rate of new packets and total rate of packets (including retransrmissions) between PRU's

separated by a distance d, are given by Sd and Gd respectively.

* The following areas are defined (see Figure 2):

A1  - Inside the contour D-E-F-C-H-D.

)A - Inside the contour D-K-C-F-G-E-D.

A - inside the contour D-J-F-G-E.

A4  - Inside the contour E-G-F-A-E.

As  - Inside the contour D-E-A-F-C-H-D.

These areas can be expressed as functions of communication radius (r) and variable angle e

A1  
r2

2 r 
2

A2  wr "T"(2e 1 -sin2 0). 2

3.1
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f0, iftd<r/2or 1 >co "  1
A' A3  2=

d2 r 2 0A3  - (2 G3 - sin 2 G3) -T -(2 2 "sin 2 02)

- r2 2cos2 1  1osl -sin [4 Cos ()

.- 1 [4 C rCo-I( o l40 1)] (4 cose/01

Since,

d 2r cos 1 ;

92 o I ;and a 2 e2 ; 1
d2  2 2-1

wd2  4 w r Cos e1  if eos-1 I

A4 d2 "A = r 2 [4oos2 " 1 A

rr 2 [1-4cs2e 1 ];ifel cos- 1 1

AIr-A 4 =rr 2 A
wr2 [1 os 4 _L ;

Therefore, the joined probability of the number of nodes in the areas above is:

n1  n2

(AA (AA
P(n 1, n 2) 2 e-X(A +A 2)12 n1 ! n2 ! 1

(XA n
1 n, (AA3 ) 3 A)

P(n I , n3)  n! e-X(A 1 +A 3 )  '0

h3 n3 !.e

0 3.3



-3 n4  n5
-n) (A 3) (AA4) (XA5 ) - A4 *A)

Pin3, n3, n4: en5A3
n13! n4! n!

(XA 4) (kA ) (Im~ ~ 5~4 n -- "(A4 A )

n4: n5!

Where 1 = population of ith area.
Using the average degree definition:

N = r 2

we obtain:

N 1 2 26i sin 2 01
P(nl, n2) +i. -

.-. nl. n2.

sin 2 e 1
• exp N -- -

1T iT

n~ + n133)n 3 n

nl: n3! 7r

N + +3) 2  (A 4 0.

P~n 1 3[4 CoseP3, n4' n5) TI r 7
n3 ' n4'. n5!

p..

nS

3.4
3,4*.t..... .- -



(n4 + n5n 4 n

P(n4 , n5 ) (COs2i • ( 1 - 4 cos2 9 1 e
n4! V5 (4

In order to compute the throughput (successful transmission rate Sd between PRU 1 to

PRU 2 separated by a distance d, the folowing observation is made: For PRU 2 to receive

correctly a packet (of duration normalized to 1), the packet should be transmitted from: 0

Area (A1 UA2) during t - 1, t + 1 for pure ALOHA, (t is the time of packet

transmission).

- Area (A1 UA ) during {t - 1, t} for perfect capture.

Area (A3 UA4 UA5) during {t -1, t + 1} for half amplitude capture.

The probability of successful transmission Sd/Gd, will be given as follows:

Pure ALOHA:

Sd -2G (n1 + n2 )e P(n I n )

Gd nj a 2

n2_Z0

Perfect Capture:

d e-G(n1 + n2 )- 2 : 1 P(nl' n2) a
Gd nI > 2 nP

n2 >0

Half Amplitude Caoture:

d -2G (n4  n3)_. = e P(n , n4 ns);

Gd n1 .2 n4 5 n5

~s n5 _>0

n3 0
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it A3 exists.] -,

Sd -2G n 4d e- 4 P 4, •n' 5s);

Gd n 4 _2 n4 +n 5

if A3 20.

Using the expression for probabilties, transformation d -o-1 (see below), and

unconditioning with respect to e

Pure Aloha:

(n+n 2 ) if/2 n2

S n Ge nl!n2!nl f 2 sine 1 )1
nj 2 2 /3_

n20

>, sin 20 1*exp N (-2 - do,;""

Perfect Caoture:

(n1 .n2 ) w/2 nl3

_-G(n 1+n 2 ( n2) ir/f sin 2 ei n
S 2 sine -S Gnl~n!nl ./3

nj 2 1 21 ff/3
n2 >n2->

* exp N (-2 201 1 d0 1 ;
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Half-Amolitude Caoture:

(n3+n4*n )

-2G(n 3 *n4 ) NS : Ge

n 2 n3 !n4 !n5! (n4*n )4ln 3 40
fl3 Il 0

es :1.32 )3(

co 2 1 . 1- 4cos22G

f sn

=1.043

*X I- e~N(l4. + 3 del~.' r i r) M.

-2Gn (n4+n5) w/2=1.571 n4
+ Ge 4 N f 2 sine Ia 4cs2

n4 2 n4 ! ns! (n4 n5) cos = 1.32

5-

U 2 n -
* (1-4cos e •"e da 1 ;

To find Got, we set:

dS = 0;
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This equation is solved numerically using Newton's method:

V' (Ga))

for given error value allowed.

Using fi, (12), we obtain the throughput:

T =-net where S netnS

Tranforrnation d 
q

Since d is uniformly distributed (see Figure 3) its distribution will be:

fd(d)r

fd(d) f d( 2 r ce 1)
fe0(e)= - - _ _ _ _

12 %/1 l

h4r

1/

* 4r Cos2 e
* 2r 1

forj- 1  --

* 3.8
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4. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The analyses described above were implemented in computer programs in order to

compute the maximum throughput for various average degree values. These programs for

*the unslotted cases involve considerable computational complexities and excessive run

times. We have been, however, able to obtain the basic results which are portrayed in

Figure 4. Y

In Figure 4 we show the normalized throughput as function of the average degree

N. For slotted capture ease, the value of N, which maximizes the throughput, is 9 or 10, at

which point the optimal network throughput is 0.19 -/'n. The maximizing value of N for the

four other cases is approximately 6, which is the same result as in [12].

Note that the significance of the optimal degree can be interpreted as what should be

the density of PRU's, in a deployment scenario in order to achieve maximum throughput.

A
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5. FURTHER RESEARCH

The approximate nature of the models studied was justified from the need to obtain a
tractable solution to the optimal density of radio units in a deployment scenario. The

following extensions can be performed using similar assumptions on the random topology and

dse d boundary effects:

- Model Carrier Sensing Multiple Access (CSMA) with and without capture. No

exact models for CSMA have been so far obtained, due to the non-Marcovian

nature of the resulting packet transmission process (see [3)). Approximate

methods can be devised or additional assumptions on exponential packet lengths

can force a Markovian birth-death approach as in (3].

Model flood routing, whereby every PRU relays all received packets, regardless

of their ultimate destination.

Further research should address the impact of specific topology and routing instead of

the random dispersed PRU's over an infinite area. More specifically, in [3), Boorstyn and

Kershenbaum proposed a methodology for modeling CSYLA packet radio networks with or RO

without capture, under the assumption of exponential packet length. The generalization of

the method to fixed or general packet length distribution is still an open issue.

Other areas of interest are:

1. Flow control techniques to achieve maximum throughput.

2. Feasibility of using packet radio networks for packetized voice.

I.

5. .
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A Technique for Adaptive Routing in Networks
ROI3I-RT R B()ORSTYN. hi k o t . if i i. \-,o AI),M LIVNE. NI t~e .-

(Invtted Paper)

Abstract-A tso-le~rl adaplive routing scheme for packei-siiiched tion of traffic to be routed over each path. Efficient algorithms
computer communication nevt%.rks i% prlopsed and inbe%ligaled. The exist for design of this type of routing [31.
1firsl level is quasi-static and haed on the pilohal neltmork s$atu%. The We can identify one particular problem with this approach.
,%econd level is dvnamic with decisions heing made at each node in an
attempt to obtain the savings in average dclav predicted h " Although good paths are indeed found. any node essentially
multiserver model of the node. Simulations confirm the predicted operates as a collection of single server queues-one quetue for
improvement, each outgoing branch. Considering the node as a queue with

several potential servers, this is not an efficient manner of op-
I. INTRODUCTION eration. Indeed, if a node had k outgoing branches and were

M OST adaptive routing schemes perform about as well as operated as a queue with k servers, then the time delay would
nonadaptive schemes when evaluated in a fixed enviton- be reduced by a factor of approximately k. Conversely, the

* ment Ill. However, they do adapt to changes in network throughput can be increased.
topology and input statistics. The reason they do not show a If the node were operated as suggested above, messages
significant improvement is that they are actually quasi-static would wander aimlessly through the network and the total

in that they sense and respond to the above changes slowly, performance would be abysmal. Our approach is to retain the
Their goal is to select good paths (2]. good paths for commodities and yet still get the benefit of the

We focus our attention on the node, which may be viewed faster performance at the node.

ir as a multiple server queueing system. Most adaptive routing Briefly our scheme is as follows [4]. Consider a node as a
schemes operate the node as a collection of single server single queue with several servers (output cl'annels). For a
queues. If the node is operated as a multiple server queue, an particular commodity, i.e., a message with a certain destina-
advantage at the node of a factor approximately equal to the tion, the use of some of these servers would cause the mes-
number of servers (outgoing branches) can be obtained. How. sages to be sent along "bad" paths-either too long or too
ever, the control over good paths may be lost. We show that congested. Thus. for each commodity and at each node we
we can simultaneously obtain both good paths and improved specify a subset of the output channels as allowable and
node performance. These improvements in time delay exist permit the message to use any allowable charnel according to
for the network as well. Consequently. network bandwicih some discipline. Each commodity appearing at the node has
,an be significantly reduced. Furthermore, the approach lends its own allowable set of channels. The.e restrictions force
itself to analysis. We also discuss limits and extensions. messages to use "good" pats. It has already been noted [5]

Many computer communication networks (ARPANET. that an advantage can be obtained if a selection between
I TELENET. TYMNET. etc.) use dynamic routing schemes to relatively good paths is not forced, and the adaptive routing

compensate for input traffic variations, to respond to changes scheme continues to allow each of these to be used.
in topology, and to take advantage of temporary changes in The assignment of allowztle branches at each node for each
loading in different paths. During the design of a network. commodity is one level of our adaptive routing scheme. These
they are replacld by analytically tractable nondynamic (static) assignments are based on essentially global information of
sheres. We present here a routing scheme for which we have topology, flows, and long term averages, and may be adaptive
been able to denve approximate analytical models. Further- in a quasi-static way. The second, and truly dynamic, level of
more. we can establish the efficiency of this scheme, especially our routing strategy is local and involves tha queue discipline
in heavily loaded situations. at each node. As an exampk. consider a rode wiL. two outt-

A typica, static routing si.heme would operate as follows, going channels (servers). All message commodities fall into
Corsider as separate commodities the message originating at a three classes. Two of these must use only one of the servers
partiular node and desti;.d for a second node in the network and have no choice. Messages join the appropriate queue ant'
The static routing s,:heme would specify the optimum propor- are served in turn. The third class of messages may use either

of the two servers and join a third queue.
Manuscrirt received June 18. 1980, revised October 20, 1980. This Another strateD at a node is to give priority to the ries.

v.ok %vai tuppo:led ii, part b L.S Arm,' CORADCOM under Task sages that have no choice. i.e.. are dea,:'tcd to one of the
11-9-3513 of the Post Doctnrul PNoi:rjm. RADC. This paper was ptre-
vcntcd at the Nfotnit Te., ,nunications Conference, Dallas, TX. servers. Yet another strategy is to alio%% nessag.-s In the hiii,l

Dc ernbcr 1976. category (notdcdlcated) to join the shotier o tie two dedi.
K R. Borstyn is tsith t-1, t r-I)rtmcnt of FIcctrical [Lngtncrtg, cated queu"s \e have cvaloatcd the pciforniance of bo'i,

Polk ichnli, Insti ute of Nsw ) url.. rokl, n. NY 11201.
A L~rw is *1t1, ihe Sc'ci,,iuic t),:partmncnl. Mktln r% f ft)f 'ict. stlatetn'. dld other Similar Srafc 'los tof this sinple tl o

relAviv, It cl. server Iiiot.el. it ,n'mlc .om0c i ouc rmedcs, aid for srip! , 7 1
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networks. The measure of performance was the average time that node it sends onto the network. The network time delay

delay for all messages traversing the node. is T = E,.(n)Tk,iY which gives tfit! same result as above, but
expressed in terini of nod.,l de!a .

11. NETWORK MODE L Ignoring routing to. a no.c,,t, the node can be viewed as

We consider a network, actually the backbone of a distrib- multiple server quetic (with k servers). If we assume all C, = C
uted (store-and-forward) packet-switched data communica- at this node, and if all packets join one large queue and are
tions network, as a collection of nodes connected by full served by any available server, the. we have an If/,/k queue
duplex links-comprising the topology. The input traffic is with average waiting time at node t given by
described by a matrix of rates (packets/second) of traffic
originating at one node and destined for another. Index the I 8
nodes by 1, ., N and denote the links between nodes i and/ i ¢() = 1 ()

by (i, j). Alternately, index the links by 1. "", L. (We assume IC k I -p
N nodes and L links.) Denote the input traffic (from source i
to destination j) by Vyi (packets/second). Assume (for simplic- where p = X,l)/MkC and PB is the probability that all servers

ity) that the average length of all packets is 1/p bits. Assume are busy. Although P8 can be enumerated given p and k, the

further that all input streams, for each of the N(N - 1) node only property we need here is that P8 -. 1 as p -- 1.s aContrast the above result to that for a simple server queue
pairs, are independent and Poisson. Let the link capacities b where, with p = )/;C, the waiting time at link i is

,Mm given by C,.

A nonadaptive routing is given by a set of paths for each
commodity (node-pair traffic) and the proportion of input W, = 1 P (2)
traffic using each path. From this, the flow in each link in UC I -p
each direction, X(., = X, (packets/second), can be found.
Note that y = Z,,l-'./ is the network throughput, or total We see that the multiple server operation has a waiting time
offered load, and X = El.iXO.) is the total internal traffic. advantage of at least k. The time delay is the waiting time plus
Furthermore, note that I = X/y ) 1 is the average path length the service time (I/pC). As p - 1, the waiting time dominates,
in the network. PB - 1, and the multiple server operation has an advantage in

We assume exponential packet lengths. We further make time delay of a factor of k. Although we concentrate in this
the "independence" assumption [61 that at each node in a paper on packet time delay as a performance measure, many
path, a new random assignment of the packet length, with the other network situations focis on waiting time. In that case.
same distribution, is made. This idealization leads to the prop. greater reductions in delay may be achieved since P8 is of the
erty that each node can be modeled independently as simple order of pk.
M/MI1 or M/M/k queues. It has been shown that this approxi. In making the above comparison, we assume that the 'ink

mation yields valid results for many network situations (6). and node utilizations are not increased when adaptive rf,,ti-
Some care must be taken in situations, such as adaptive is used to obtain multiple server performance at the n,.,. As-
routing, where dependence between nodes is a key factor. We sume first that only minimum hop paths are used for the nin-
will ignore this warning until the end, when we comment upon adaptive routing, resulting in single server queues at the links.
its implications, and assume the above type of independence at Allow the adaptive routing to choose between all minimum
each node. hop paths for each commodity. This will produce the same

Many streams oi" traffic converge at a node-from incoming utilization in both cases. If other paths are used in the non-
network links and from outside the network. Some of this adaptive routing, similar, but less precise, arguments can be
traffic is destined for this node, leaves the network, and will made. It will be seen in the next sections that the adaptive
not concern us at this node. The remaining traffic must be routing performs better when more of the traffic has choice.

routed to an appropriate outgoing link. A nonadaptive strategy Since there is a significant improvement in time delay, when
decides what proportion of such traffic uses each link on a the utilization is moderate it is possible to trade off a higher
commodity-by-commodity basis. Thus, each link can be utilization by using longer paths with the resulting greater
modeled as an M/M/I queue and has link average time delay choice. In the examples discussed below, we have not found
T IKpC, - XI). The average time delay in the network is this to be necessary. In some cases where minimum hop paths
T (X, T). If we define Tfink = (ZjXjT,)/X as the time are not used in the optimum nonadaptive routing. the adaptive
delay of a typical link, then T = lTintk, routing could still provide a choicf of similar length paths.

Then the utilization will not be increased.
III. NODE MODEL These observations are summarized in Figs. I and 2. In Fig.

A node in a network has several outgoing links, say k; it I we compare waiting times for queues with two servers and a
is said to be of degree k. In nonadaptive routing, the node single stream of input traffic. Multiple server operation is best.
operates as a collection of single server queues which we In the other three cases, a qucue is provided for each server
can model as M/M/l queues. Thus, the time delay for link and the input stream is divided into !wo in different ways. In
I is T, - l/(pC, - X,). The time delay for node n is T(,,) = order of decreasing performaoce, an arrival joins the shorter
Zt~niT(n,).(n) where X(,) = 2,Xn.i is the rate of traffic queue, arrivals allenate between the two queues, and arnvals
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S of hops, small congestion. etc. (A similar approach was pre.
S. sented in 151.) We do not force ourselves at this level to

choose among alternative paths that are of the same or similar
O quality. That is done in the second level. The second level per-

I L N forms better if there are more alternative paths. There is an
I AtTRNATC inherent tradeoff here, since choosng longer paths places

'1,1 Iot(,-GU(u / more traffic on the network. We assume that a selection of
NULTIWL paths is possible and. although we do not Investipte It here,

that it can be made slowly adaptive.
As a result of the first level procedure, there will be nodes

0• . zAT 0. N 0 A.OS, P where the paths for a particular commodity intersect. induding

I1. 1. Wating dime Is a Node with two semes for diffreot routing the originating node. Packets at such a node have a choice of
duld e ruls which outgoing link they can use (two or more links will be

in the various allowable paths). There are certain links which
, ,o may not be used by a particular commodity-they lead to bad

• • C sV9e1 paths, We do not force the choice on the packet upon arrival
at the node, but operate the node as a (constrained) multiple

O server facility. If all packets could choose any of the links,
then it would indeed be a multiserver facility and we wouldz a ~ MtXTIME ra

SEAVEN get the k-fold improvement in delay. We will show that most
g as of this improvement is still obtained, even when some servers

cannot service some commodities.
as This two-level adaptive procedure will then give us the de.

R_ sired improvement in time delay while maintaining good paths.
0t 0.4 0. 0.6 IO

VTILIZAIO, P V. ADAPTIVE NODE MODEL
F18. 2. Watting mIe le a multpyeSSmw Bad& First, as shown in Fig. 3, consider a node with two outgoing

links (a and b). Some commodities have assigned paths that
* randomly select a queue. The latter I equivalent to two single only se one of these links. They hae no choice and will be

server queues. In Fig. 2 we contrut multiple server and single routed directly to a dedicated queue which can only be servd
server performance in a node. by one of the servers. Denote the total rate of trafc Joining

Our adaptive touting procedure will attempt to obtain these each of the queues as ) and )a. Other commodities (of total
performance advantages, rate )v) have paths which use either link a or b. We assign

them to a third queue (c). Server a. for example, may choose
IV. ADAPTIVE ROUTING PROCEDURE to serve a packet from a or c. but not b. We will discuss dif-

First consider routing all packets at a node by allowing ferent strategies for the server.
them to use any outgoing link. The node can now be modeled The only way this constrained multiple server queueing
as a multiple server queue and achieves the already described system differs from M/M12 behavior is when queues a and c
performance advantage over single server operation. Path are empty, for example, while queue b is not. One of the
lengths, however, would become extremely long because of servers (a) is idle while the node still has some work. To reduce

* this random routing, the total traffic in the network would in- the possibility of this happening, we could keep queue C as
crease catastrophically, and total network performance would large as possible. Thus, an excellent strategy, which appears to
be destroyed. We will show how to achieve the time delay be optimum, is to give priority to the dedicated queues, serving
advantage without this deterioration in total network perform- queue c only when one of the dedicated queues Is empty.
ance. Another strategy is to allow packets from the stream 4 to

We propose a two-level adaptive routing procedure. The join the shorter of the two queues (thus eliminating the need
- first level is global, and while still adaptive, is expected to be for the third queue). We have [4) evaluated these and other

slowly varying, responding to average statistics of congestion strategies for this node model and more complex node models,
and traffic and alarms due to link failure, onset of congestion, and have found the performance of the node as meaured by
new traffic, etc. We assume that some mechanism exists for average time delay to be fairly insensitive to the strategy
making adjustments, and that these will be made relatively adopted by the servers. Although different classes of traffic
infrequently compared to the rate of second level adaptivity. may suffer radically different time delays, the average delay of

• We will assume in this paper that the first level of adaptation all traffic in a node remains roughly the same fw many good
does not change over the period of interest, strategies. We will consider below only two strategies-the one

The first level consists of assigning a set of"good" paths to whicdh gives priority to lte dedicated queues and the one in
each commodity or node pair that wish to communicale. In- which arrivals join the shortest queue.
stead or finding the "best" path. we look for aS large a set as hi Fig. 4 we present the average queue length E(A') versus
possible of paths that are good in some sense-a small number u'ili.atiin p for a Iwt,-scrver node under various traffic pat-

9
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P O 2 P *pb Pg sO.? Fig. 5. Performance of a node with three links. Simulation results.
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T'
,./ . pairs of servers; - .; and finally one class of traffic that can use

,. o0.5 all servers (links). Many of these classes may be empty. But

03.LOE if they span all servers, and if the total traffic that is not
' 0. 3 OWER

9 SOUNO dedicated is roughly 15-20 percent of the total traffic, then
CI/M/2) nodal delay is reduced by a factor of order k over a single

0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.@ queue model. If the traffic having choice is too light or if
UTILIZATION, P the servers are in isolated groups, then this advantage is re-

Fig. 4. Estimated average number of packets in a node with two links. duced.
Simulation results. [In Fig. 5 the normalized time delay (in units of service time

or message length) is given as a function of the amount of traf-
terns. We assume that the two link capacities are equal to C, fic having choice at a three-server node and for various utiliza-

= , P. = \/C, Pc = Xc/,uC, P = 2p, + Pc. The lower tions. These results were obtained by nodal simulations. The
bound is for an M/M/2 queue or all nondedicated traffic (X, = left limit of the graph represents A /l/Al 1 or nonadaptive be-
0). The upper bound is for all dedicated traffic (X, = 0) and havior. The right lim-t represents M/M/3 or the limiting adapt-
represents two M/MII queues. In general, all of our results lie ive behavior. There are two types of traffic that have choice
between those two bounds of performance. The circled points at a three-server node. One type may be served by any of the
are simulation results for different traffic mixes and the strategy three servers. The other type may be served by only two
that gives priority to dedicated queues. From this figure and servers-there are three different members of this type. A va-
from similar results for three-server nodes and different traf- riety of different combinations were simulated. The resulting
fic patterns (as discussed below and in Fig. 5). the following time delay showed only slight variations for different traffic
rule of thumb has emerged. As long as 15-20 percent of the patterns and depended only upon the total traffic havingchoice.
traffic is not dedicated and the choice of traffic is not appor- It is seen from Fig. 5 that if 15-20 percent of the traffic has
tioned to disjoint sets of servers, then the node behavior will choice, then the behavior- is significantly closer to M/M13 than
achieve more than half of the improvement of an 3fM/k to Al/Mt/I.

queue. It has been shown [7], [81 that in the limit of heavy For high utilizations, the time delay is dominated by the

- traffic (high utilization) a "join the shortest queue" policy tends waiting time and the maximum improvement expected is by a
towards the performance of an MIAI1k queue. This is true even factor equal to the degree of the node. For moderate utiliza
if some of the arrivals cannot join some of the queues, but tions, M/At/k operation would result in even greater relative
there must be some linkage between all the queues. This is just savings.
our node model. Since we believe that our priority strategy is We have been able to develop upper bounds on node per-
better than a join the shortest queue policy, we have that in formance that exhibit some of the abovz behavior. For a more
the limit of heavy traffic, Al/At/k behavior is achieved, accurate understanding, we have resorted ;o the simulation re-

The above remarks hold for nodes with any number of suIts already desiribed.

links. Assume that a node has k links. Then there are 2" - I Consider the two-server node of Fig. 3 and assume that the
classes of input traffic--k classes of dedicated traffic, one to dedicated queues have pnority. Furthermore, let the capacities
each server; k(k - 1)/2 classes of traffic assigned to specific C = I for convenience. Then we can dcrie tle following e\
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pressions: is a third of that obtained with Af/Al/I queues, whereas an
Af/M/3 queue would have an even smaller waiting tune.

juE(W) =p, + XE(W,) (3)
VI. NETWORK PERFORNIANCE

fAE(Wb) = P2 + AbE(Wb) (4) In general, we can say that if we adopt this adaptive routing

AE(Wc) < I P8 + I XE(Wc) + min { [E(W,) +E(W )] ). procedure, and if at each node there is a sufficient amount of
i,,b nondedicated traffic, then at high utilization the time delay at

(5) each node is reduced by almost the degree of that node from
the time delay using nonadaptive routing. The effect on the

In these equations W, is the waiting time of queue i, E(W,) is network will be to reduce the time delay by a factor on the
its expectation, p = 0, + *k)IIJ, P2 = IXa + ( - CA)XI/P, order of the average degree of the n( Ies. For moderate utiliza-
and a is the proportion of X, traffic served by server 1. PB is tions, a large part of that advantage will still be achieved. As-
again the probability that the system is busy. Equation (3) is sume, for simplicity, that using nonadaptive routing, all links
derived as follows. An arrival to queue a must wait for server I have the same average time delay TI. Then T = IT I . If our
to finish service, if it is occupied, and then wait for all mes- adaptive strategy is used, then T(,) = Ilk(,,)Tl where k(,) is
sages that it found in queue a to be served. Recall that queue a the degree of node n. For this adaptive routing, the network
has priority. The probability of server I being busy is Pt. there delay becomes at best T -IT! * X,(Xi,)k(,))X. If all k(,) =
are X.E(W4) messages already on queue a on the average, and k, then the reduction is of the order of k.
each message has an average service time of 1/,. The accuracy of the approximate performance at a node

Equation (5) is more difficult to derive. An arrival to queue improves as more of the traffic has choice and as the utiliza.
c waits for the next completion of service if the system is tion increases. These results serve as a quick estimate of the
busy. The probability of this is PB and the average time to the benefits obtainable from adaptive routing and are useful as a
next completion is 1/2p. It must also wait for all the messages design tool.
that it found on queue c when it arrived. Again, the average
number of these is ).E(W,) and each goes into service, when VIII. EXAMPLES
allowed, with a rate 2p. But queue c does not have priority. We have evaluated many examples of networks [4]. Most
Thus, it must also wait for the first queue to put into service of these had some symmetry and a modest number of nodes
all messages found in that queue upon arrival, XE(Wi) on the (at most 20). Our evaluatior procedure was as follows. We first
average, and for all other messages that arrived to that queue obtained the optimum nonadaptive routing and evaluated its
while the message on queue c was waiting -X1E(W,), on the performance. In most of the examples, this resulted in using
average. The last term in (5) should be the expectation of the shortest paths. We then allowed the adaptive routing to use
minimum of two random variables-the total number of mes- all shortest paths for each commodity. We then found the
sages in queues a or b while our message waits in queue c. We amount of traffic that had choice at each node. For a wide
upper bound this with the minimum of the two expectations. variety of situations, there was sufficient nondedicated traf-

If we let X. = Xb, then a = 1/2. Furthermore, we upper fic at each of the nodes to justify our approximation.
bound PB by p1  P2. Equations (3)-(5) can now be solved to There are two steps in a careful evaluation-the computa-
obtain for the average waiting time for al messages: tion of the amount of traffic of each class (with respect to the

nature of choice) in each node and the evaluation of node per-
pE(W) (l -- (I - (6) formance. We have already discussed good estimates for the
I -p "latter. The former step can be quite complex, since it depends

upon how traffic is split at each node at which it has choice.
where , = ,/(X,, + Xb + X), the fraction of traffic having We have developed several approximate techniques to perform
choice. Note that for MIMI I behavior, pE(W) = pl(I - p), this step [4]. For example, consider Fig. 3 again. Let cLbe the
and for M/M/2 behavior,,E(W)= (p/( -- p)Xp/(l + p)). As 0" fraction of X traffic that is served by a. The total utilization
0, our tipper bound converges to M/M/I behavior. As 3 - 1, of server a is (, + ckA,)/p = pI. Similarly. define P2 = [4 +

our upper bound yields a reduction of 1/2, where M/M/2 be- (I - a)X]/,. Queue a, including the server, is empty with
havior has a better improvement of p/(l +p).Ourupperbound probability I - Pl. A message on queue c will be semved
on Pa is causing the discrepancy here. In any event, we note by a only if the entire queue is empty. Thus, approximate a by
the linear behavior with 3 in (6). a = (I - Pi )/(2 - Pi - P2). This can be solved for a to obtain

A similar expression, with similar results, can be derived for a = (I - p.)/( 2 - P. - Ph) where p. = v/pl, Pb = Xb/W'. This
a three-server node. Let the arrival rate to the dedicated approximation has been verified by simulation [4].
queues be equal, and assume only one other class of traffic We summarize one example of a six-node network shown in
which can choose between all three servers. Then we obtain Fig. 6. Each of the nodes has degree 3. We allow only shortest -

paths (level one of our al. r rtc pio.edurc), Ilus, all traffic
p from I to 2 or 4 ol 6 ;s ic.od ddF.oL1\ . but traffic from I to 3

IE([V) 0 1 P) (7) or 5; has a cho,.:e o thiee twoI,;, piths. We assume that allI --0 links have the sanw: cIpacr, . C -- O. and all "yl = r It is
where has the same meaning as above. I lere, as 3-" I p:t1H') fairly easy to We: that -- .' - 7.'i. and X = 42r. A non
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have begun to study a var-ation ihat siows some promise. Con-
sider traffic between a pzii of nodi that has two or more
good paths. Previously we ausurn-d '-iiji in that traflic was to
be given choice. HIere we dedicate some of that traffic to spec..
fic paths in order to balance the load. For example, we majy
wish to produce a flow distribution simidar to that used in the
nonadaptive routing scheme. The remainder of the traffic is

FI.6 . A ix-ode network, allowed to have choice as before. Since the amount of traffic
having choice at a node is not critical, it is expected that it will

adaptive optimum routing can be found so that the flows in still be possible to achieve a performance advantage. Several
each link are Identical, n - 7/3r. Thus, for nonadaptive simple examples that have been tried have been encouraging.
routing, T- I .4(10 - 7/3r). As r - 30/7 - 4.29, the adaptive A brief report on two further examples illustrates these
routing will give an advantage of a factor of 3. ideas. Details can be found in (41. Fig. 7 shows an asymmetri-

We now compare the optimum nonadaptive routing with cal eight-node network. We assume equal channel capacities
our adaptive routing. For nonadaptive routing, we used the and equal requirements between pairs of nodes. Four of the
above results for single server queues. For the adaptive routing, nodes have two servers: the other four have three servers.
we used the results of nodal simulations for three-server nodes Hence, we expect the maximum improvement to be by a factor
and T - !F(,) as discussed In Section VI. For r - 1.84, o - between 2 and 3. The optimum nonadaptive routing uses
0.43, the nonadaptive routing had a time delay of 0.245, shortest paths. The adaptive routing allows choice among these
while the adaptive routing had a time delay of 0.197. Forr - shortest paths, thus retaining the same utilization. The most
3.06, p - 0.71, the results were 0A90 for nonadaptive routing utilized links were the two connecting dusters of four nodes.
and 0.295 for adaptive routing. Thus, we have reduced the When these were 80 percent utilized, the adaptive routing
time delay by a factor of 1.66 in the latter case. In this ex- scheme outperformed the optimum nonadaptive scheme by a
ample, the amount of traffic having choice at each node was factor of 1.6 for time delay and 2.6 for waiting time. When the
2/7 of the total or 29 percent. If full multiple server perform- utilization was 90 percent, these factors were 2.2 and almost
ance was attainable, the time delay would have been 0.217. 3, respectively.
Thus, 70 percent of this Improvement was attained. The Consider another asymmetrical eight-node network, shown
Improvement increases if more traffic has choice. As the utili- in Fig. 8. Here we assumed an asymmetrical traffic matrix. If
zation increases, the full benefit of multipl server perform- only shortest paths were allowed, little traffic has choice, a
ance is achevied. The compasob can also be made with respect nonadaptive and our adaptive scheme are almost identical, and
to waiting times since the service times are constant and can- the time delay is 6.24 for both. The optimum nonadaptive
not be reduced. Hes the service time for the network is 0.14. 3uting had a time delay of 4.80. An adaptive routing can be
Thus, for 43 percent utilization, the waiting time has been found using the same length paths for each node-pair traffic.
reduced from 0.105 to 0.057 by use of adaptive routing-a This resulted in a time delay of 4.08-a 15 percent improve-
factor of 1.84. At 71 percent utilization, the reduction is from meat. There was not enough choice to get more improved
0.350 to 0.155-a factor of 2.26. performance in the nodes. When more choice was allowed,

A number of other examples with as many as 20 nodes have increasing the utilization, the time delay increased to 4.62.
been investigated (4). Most had some amount of symmetry, The service time here was equal to 2. Hence, the waiting time
but not nearly as much as the example cited here. One 12- for shortest paths was 4.24, the optimum nonadptive routn.
node example was generated arbitrarily. In all cases, the above had a waiting time of 2.80, and the adaptive routing with
procedure was followed. The optimum nonadaptive routing equal length paths had a waiting time of 2.08-a 25 percent
was found. In almost all of the examples, shortest paths were improvement.
used. The adaptive routing was created by giving a choice More study is needed to fully understand the influence of
among all shortest paths for each commodity. There was suf- these asymmetries on this type of adaptive routing.
ficient choice at most nodes.

The effects of asymmetry-of the topology, the traffic Vi. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORKmatrix, and link capacities-have not yet been adequately We have presented a two-level adaptive routing procedure .
,

studied. For very small networks or pathological cases, longer that exhibits marked improvement in performance over non-
paths may have to be used by the adaptive strategy to achieve adaptive routing. Moreover, we have presented some analytic
sufficient choice at some nodes. This will increase the utiliza- approximations to estimate this improvement. In heavy
tion and reduce, and perhaps eliminate, the performance traffic, we have shown the improvement to be by a factor
advantage. However, the performance advantage seems signifi- equal to the nodal degree (or average nodal degree). In general.
cant enough to leave some margin for this tradeoff. for moderate utilization, a large part of this improvement is

Asymmetries in link capacities and traffic patterns create still achieved.
another problem. The second level of adaptive routing is based A more elaborate simulation of a nctwork is underway. In
on local information only. This may lead to saturation at other that work, the independence assumption is not made. Al-
nodes. The first level of the adaptive routing, as described though it confirris our model, it has shed some light on the
above, may not have enough flexibility to circumvent this. We "independence" assumption. We found that at high utiliza-

........................
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ABSTRACT one and only one dedicated server. A
shared queue is a queue whose packets may

A dynamic routing scheme is studied. be served by two or more specified
Instead of assigning fixed paths or servers. A server is equivalent to an
randomly selecting paths, permissible output link. The purpose of pre-
paths (e.g., minimum hop paths) are selecting paths is to avoid long paths
pre-assigned to each node pair. A and resultant increased network traffic
packet arriving at a node, and destined that would occur in a random routing
for another node, is assigned to one scheme. The purpose of the shared queue
of two types of queues - a dedicated is to let a portion of the nodal traffic
one or a shared one. The objective of experience the delay of a multiple
the routing scheme is to reduce both server queue and therefore reduce the
nodal as well as network average packet average packet delay at a node. The
delay. We have conducted a series of objective of the model is therefore to
simulation studies to evaluate the reduce both nodal as well as network
nodal as well as the network delay average packet delay.
under the proposed dynamic routing
scheme. Several important and encouraging We have conducted a series of simulation
results are obtained and are presented studies to evaluate the nodal as well as
in this paper. the network delay under the proposed

dynamic routing sche.e. A more detailed
report can be found in Reference [5].
Section 2 describes the nodal and net-
work models as well as the different

1. INTRODUCTION service disciplines used. Section 3
gives the results of nodal and network

A dynamic routing scheme has been delay performance. A summary is given

previously proposed (References E1, [2), in Section 4.

[3), and [4]). Instead of assigning
fixed paths or randomly selecting paths, 2. THE MODEL

permissible paths (e.g., minimum hop 2.1 The Model Model
paths) are pre-assigned to each node pair.
A packet arriving at a node, and destined
for another node, is assigned to one of The traffic from each pair is preassigned

two types of queues. A dedicated queue therefore server(s) at a node). Two

is a queue whose packets are served by types of queue can be contructed at a

node. A dedicated queue can only be
served by one dedicated server. There

Thlsresearch has been partially sup- are at most n such queues at a node with

ported by Bell Laboratories through the n links. A shared queue can be served
TRP program while the author is by any of several preassigned servers.

pursuing the Ph.D. degree at PINY. There could be as many as 2a - n - 1
shared queues at a node. A two server,

T rthree queue nodal model is shown in
This research has been partially sup- Figure 1.
ported by US. ARMY, CORADCOM, under
contract DAAK 80-80-K-0579.
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For example, server I In F1,Turc 1,

DDICATED after completing a service, will a -

QUEUE waya 1ook to queue 1 for more
servLce. Pt iKets in queue 3 will be

S ERVER served by serve I only if queue I is
empty when server 1 has Jlst
completed a service. Therefore,SHARED

QUEUE ,server 1 is busy as long as there
are packets to be served in queue

3 Sol 1 or queue 3. Conversely, server
SRVR1 is idle and stays idle when both

[DICATED queue 1 and queue 3 are empty. The
QUUEE[ instantaneous queue length of queueN 2 does not effect any of the

decision rules at server 1
described above. A packet entering

ILI the shared queue when both servers
are idle is served randomly by

FIGURE 1 A NODAL QUEUEING MODEL WITH TWO either server 1 or server 2.
SERVERS

In Figure 1, traffic arrives at the 2. Alternate Service Discipline (ASD) 0

different queues with arrival rates A server at the node in Figure 1,AI (i - 1,2,3) packets/sec. Queue 1 andAsevrathnoenFire,
i 1whenever possible, alternatively

queue 3 are competing with server I for serves n packets from the dedicated
service while queue 2 and queue 3 are queue and m consecutive ones from
competing for service by server 2. The the shared-queue. The server isservice rate is p packets/sec. If one forced to serve more than n (or m)

of the competing queues (e.g., queue 1 packets from the dedicated (or the
or queue 3) is empty (e.g., queue 1), shared) queue if the other queue
and the server for these queues is idle, happens to be empty. Under this
a packet in the non-empty queue is situation, alternation of service
served. If both queues are not empty will begin whenever there is a new
when the server has just completed arrival to the empty queue. The
service, a pre-defined service process is started over again at
discipline will determine which queue this point.
to serve next. When both competing
queues are empty (e.g., queue 1 and 3. Serve The Longer Queue Discipline
queue 3) and the server for these queues (SLQD)
is idle, the server will stay idle until
there is a new arrival to one or both of The queue with the longer queue
these queues. The idle server will not among the two competing queues
serve the queue which is not pre- (the shared and the dedicated queues
assigned to it for service. This is the gets service first. A server,
major difference between our nodal model upon a service completion compares
and a multiple server queueing system. the queue lengths of the two
The operation of a node with more commu- competing queues, and serves a
cations links is basically the same as packet from the longer queue. The
that of a two link node. Shared queues SLQD tries to equalize all the
will be served by a subset of the queue lengths at a node.
servers.

4. Random Service Discipline (RSD)

Service Disciplines A server (e.g., server1), upon

2.2 completing a service, serves
packets from one of two competing

The nodal model described in the previous queues according to the following
section allows different types of queues algorithm: It serves queue 1 if
to compete for service. A service queue 3 is empty and vise versa;
discipline must therefore be specified. it randomly selects a queue if
We will describe four different service both queue 1 and queue 3 are non-
disciplines for the nodal model of empty. This is a totally
Figure 1. "uncontrolled" service discipline.

1. Priority Service Discipline (PSD) 2.3 The Network Model

A server always searches the In order to describe the dynamics of a
dedicated queue for service prior packet switching employing the
to its service of the shared queue, proposed dynamic routing scheme, one

A3.4.2
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must (1) construct nodal queueing different service disciplines. All eimu-
models similar to the one In Figure 1 lation results are based on statistics
for every node in the network, (2) pre- collected over a sufficient time interval

- seiect a set of "permissible" paths so as to represent the steady state.
* for each source-destination node pair, The statistics collected for the PSI)

and (3) assign the'data flow according scheme are based on at least one million
to the preselected paths between (sometimes four million) simulation
adjacent nodes. In order to simplify events - including both arrivals and
description of the network model, we departures. In order to conserve
have chosen a four network to illustrate computing time, the statistics collected
the dynamics of our network model, for other service disciplines are based

on at least two hundred thousand
A four node network is shown in Figure simulation events. In our simulationI.2. Every node is connected to two links, program, all arrival processes toi.e., is of degree two. Therefore, the source nodes are assumed to be Poisson
nodal queueing model at each node is and all service distributions are

F.exactly the same as that of the two assumed to be exponential and Independ-
server three queue model described ent of each other. No assumption is
previously. The permissible paths made about arrivals processes to inter-
between sources and destinations are mediate nodes In the network model.
selected based on a shortest path
(minimum hop) algorithm. Adjacent nodes 3.1 Model Delay Performance
will only use the one hop path between
them. Non-adjacent nodes will use either The percentage of the traffic that is
one of the two-hop paths. Therefore, shared at a node is an important
traffic between adjacent nodes is pre- parameter affecting the nodal delay.
assigned to the dedicated queues. We have studied nodal delay based on
Traffic between non-adjacent nodes, on the three sets of nodal traffic mixes.
other hand, is pre-assigned to the shared They are low (approximately 10 percent
queue at the source node and the to 15 percent), moderate (25 percent),
appropriate dedicated queue at the and high (50 percent) percentages for
Intermediate node. the shared traffic at a node respectively.

Fairly extensive simulation runs were
conducted throughout the whole range
of nodal utilization (0 to 1) for the
PSD and a moderate percentage of
shared traffic. We assumed that the input
processes to the node were Poisson.

3.1.1 Simulation Results Of The
Priority Service Discipline

The effects of the percentage of the
traffic that is shared on nodal aelay
are tabulated in Table i. Notice that
the higher the percentage, the closer
the nodal delay is to that of an
M/M/2 queueing system.

Figure 3 plots the delay-throughput
FIGURE 2 A FOUR NODE NETWORK relationship of the PSD for different

percentages of shared traffic. The
Each server at the node serves the two delay for the M/M/2 and the M/M/I
competing queues (the dedicated queue queueing systems are also plotted for
and the shared queue) according to a reference.
pre-specified discipline. We have
simulated the network for the four service In Figure 4, a measure of the "close-
disciplines discussed previously. A ness" of the PSD to M/M/2 queueing system
service discipline where the condition of T/M/l-PSD
the next node is "known" to all servers performance, , is plotted
at the current node and used to TM -T
letermine routing is also studied.

against the percentage of shared traffic
3. RESULTS for a node operated under the PSD

scheme. The utilizations are studied.
Simulation programs in PL/1 have been The ordinate is the percentage of
written to evaluate the delay of the multiple server performance that is
nodal model of Figure I and the network obtained by the PSD. At high traffic
model of Figure 2 operating under the utilitization (pnO.8 75), only 25 percent
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TABLE 1 Nodal Delay Of The PSL Wl t h Low, M"od',rate, And High
Percentage Of Trit'i I ' erui Shar .

kl)X2 + 3X
1 ,3acket/sec)

Shared Arrival Rate to Queue Utilization Nodal Delay (seconds)
(packet s/sec)

Traffic X 1 A2  A 0 PSD M/M/2 M/M/1

2.8 2.8 1 0.825 1.01 0.78 1.41
Low 3.0 1 0.625 1.33 1.07 2.00

_3.-______o.9 5 .,.o .5 73 1.3
2475 0.2.5 1.5- .77 1.-

Moderate 2.625 2.625 1.75 0.875 i.1 1. 18 2.00
2.775 2.775 1.55 0.925 1.7 i.77 3
T173- =.75- 7177 0.'329 -5.F0 0.78 I. ,34_T

High 1.7 5 .75 .5 .8d75 1.09 1.07 1 .001 8 1.5 3.7 0.925 1.75 1 1.73 3.33 1-

UTILIZATION

P/ ,@75

*2.2 100

2.0 M @0 -V

1.8 PERCENTAGE OF so

STRAFFIC SHARED

So 70
_0

1.4 500% 1

.41.2 25%

I 40

03

0 4

aZ

0.2 0

S 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 TO 0o to 4100
0 1 'L PERCENTAGE OF SHARED TRAFFIC

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.0 0, 1.0

UTILIZATION

FIGURE 4 COMPARISON OF PSD ANO MULTIPLE SERVER
QUEUES

FIGURE 3 OELAY-THROUGHPUT ,ELATIONSHIP OF In Figure 5, we have redrawn the olct of
NODAL MODEL Figure 3 for the average nodal delay in t~hu

range from 0 to 0.5 seconds for the case

of the nodal traffic need be shared to of 25 percent shared traffic. For a

achieve 90 percent. At higher nodal fixed delay of 0.5 sec"nd, tho utillzatlcn

utilization, the game effect is reached of the PSD schume Is about 25 p..-rcent
with less shared traffic. At moderate greater tha:n that of the M/rM/! mcde. (a

commonly used fixed routLing nodal modal.
nodal traffic utilizaton (p=0.5), the Thus for thz same throughput a signifteant
PSD achieves 65 percent of multiple decrease in required chatnnel capacity Is
server performance with only 25 percent of obtained.
the traffic being shared.
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3. The nodal delay of' the SLQD, with
the modification or not etrving

0.7 (whenever possitle) two packets in
a row from the shared queue, is the

* closest to that of the PSD.

0.6 / 4. The ASD with parameter xul and the
zs% threshold at the shared queue set050) to zero, has almost the worst nodal

delay performance.

0.5 5. The RSD, being that it Is an
Sluncontrolled" service discipline,

I does perform the worst among all
service disciplines. However, the

0.4 PRSD performs better than the
N M/M/ queueing system by almost
L4 40 percent.

3 0.3 Table 2 Nodal Simulation Results
(A la 231.75 packets/see,
A3=3.5 packets/sec, u- packets/sec.

0.2 0-0.875)

Service Discipline nodal DVelay
( seconds )

0.1 1.03
SLQD

Serve the Longer " a 1 1.04
Qee but not y y a 2 1.09

0 I onsecti ve "shared y a 3 1.080 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 queue" packets y = 1.13
NODAL DELAY (sec) .x a 1 1.11

SSD TP a 0 x a 2 1.12
FIGURE 5 DELAY-THROUGHPUT RELATIONSHIP FOR kIternate Service: x a 3 V.05

NODAL MODEL e from shared Z a 1 1.09
queue and x TH . 1 x a 2 1.C5
from dedicated x= a 1.07
queue but do not I 1 TOserve shared TH a 2 x - 2 1.053.1.2 Results For Other Service queue vhen its x a 3 1.04

Disciplines queue length < TN x a 1 1.06

TH a3 xi2 1.07In this section, we discuss the nodal T____3_x - 3 1.05delay for other service disciplines. For SD Random 1.13
these disciplines, we only studied the 71 /ZZ 1.01
nodal performance for p a 0.875 and 50 N/M/l 2.00
percent of the traffic being' shared.

3.2 Network Delay Performance
Table 2 tabulated the nodal delay from our
nodal simulation for the ASD, the SLQD, and 3.2.1 Analysis
the RSD. We can make the following
observations from Table 2: In this section, we study the averagenetwork delay performance. In our

1. A general characteristic of the routing strategy, instead of treating
results in Table 2 is that; at each communications line separately, we
high utilizations (pnO.875 in this focus our interest on the whole node,
case) with a high percentage of including all its communications links.
the traffic shared (50 percent), As a result, our focus is on nodal delay
the nodal delay is closer to that as opposed to link delay which Is
of the M/M/2 than the M/M/I usually studied.
queueing system regardless of the
service disciplines. Let us assume that we have an .-ipression

for nodal delay at node j, which is2. The PSD has the best nodal delay denoted by T . The average number of
among all service disciplines.
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packets at nodalJ can thtAr'7fre be demands are also studied but not as
written as N{ - -T., where A- is theetnsel hebo.

total traffic (fryn both external and The first simulation allows3 the pck,"
internal traffic sources) at node J. The lengths to be reassigned at the next.
a ,erage number of pacKets In the network node. It does not make any assumpt, n'

(N) is therefore the sum of' the average about the output process from a server.
number of packets at each node. That is, A server serves its competing queues
N - C N The average network according to a pre-specified servine

-[UNODES discipline. After the server flninhc5

delay (N) is therefore service of a packet, the packet eithor
exits from the network or joins the next

queue for more service. Once it arrivo-
- E A -T at the next queue (in the next node), i

NODES new packet length from the same expo-
nential distribution is assigned to it.

where y r is the total external It then is put on the appropriate lueue
wek Jk and waits for service. We compare the

results of our network simulation with

network traffic demand and yJk is the our analysis based upon nodal simulation
results. In the latter, we assume all

offered rate of traffic between node pair inputs to the node to be Poisson.
(J,k). Equation (1) is therefore a
general expression for the average network The second simulator simulates the true
delay. service situation in an operating

packet network. That is,a particular
To analyze the network delay we make the packet when served by the next server
following assumptions. We assume the node will require the same amount of service
models used previously. The traffic is time. When the results obtained from
found by applying the routing implied by the second simulation are compared with
the preassigned paths. We can then our analysis by using our nodal simulat:.•.
calculate the rate in packets per second results, we can evaluate the effect cf
of arrivals to the shared and dedicated both the Poisson output stream and the
queues. In our network analysis we packet length reassignment assumptions.
assume these arrivals to be a Poisson
process and compute the nodal delay for 3.2.2.3 The First Network Simulation
each node using the techniques described

above. Equation (1) gives us the network 3.2.2.1.1 Local Service Disciplines
delay. Below we compare this technique
with the results of two simulations. The All four service disciplines are studied.
first dispenses with the Poisson assump- The simulation results in Tabie 3 and in
tion and accurately models arrivals to previous work (Reference 15]) reveals
intermediate nodes in paths. To make the following:
the simulation simpler, packet lengths
are independently reassigned at each node 1. The average network delay from the .

in a path. The second simulation network simulation is significantly
dispenses with this approximation and closer to that of the M/M/2 ncdal
retains the initial packet length for a than to the M/M/I nodal model.
throughput its path.

2. The difference between the analyt-
3.2.2 Simulation ical results using the nodal model

and those obtained from the network
In this section, we will focus our discus- simulation, for the PSD, increases
sion on two PL/l simulations which were as the percentage of shared traffic
written to evaluate the network delay increases at a node.
performance. The interarrival time of
arrivals to network ndoes is assumed to 3. With the same traffic mix at a ncd
be exponentially distributed. The the difference between the networz
packet length is assumed to be delay found analytically and those -.

exponentially distributed. All aervers obtained from the network simul:att[
are assumed to have the same service for the PSD increases as the traffic
capacity (for convenience as unity), load increases.
Therefore, the average service rate of
each server is the same. In most of our 4. The network delay obtained from the
simulation studies, we have used network simulation for the Alternate
p-0.8 75, 50 percent shared traffic at Service Discipline (ASP) and the
the ndoes, and a symmetrical network. Serve the Longer Queue DIz;ci. 11n,
Other traffic utilizations, nodal traffic (SLQD) are lower than that of th.,
mixes, and asymmetric network traffic
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PSD scheme. The difference in these This accentuates the effect of bursttness.
delay are at most 11 percent. The When the simulation is altered to take
network delay of the Random Service into account denendence between noaes,
Discipline (RSD) scheme is hence dispensing with the independence
approximately the same as that of assumption (as described in tne next
the PSD scheme. section), the difficulty disappeared.

5. The difference between the results 3.2.2.1.2 A Look Ahead Service Scheme
obtained analytically and from
our network simulation for other A common situation of all the "local"
service disciplines is sub- service disciplines (The PSD, the ASD,
stantially large (12 to 26 per- the SLQD, and the RSD) is that a packet 0
cent difference). may be waiting to be served in the shared

queue at one node while there is an Idle
6. The parameter n (the number of server at the next node. Conversely, a

packets to be served from the packet may wait in the dedicated queue
dedicated queue before the server for service when there is no need to
alternate its service) in the ASD serve a shared queue packet because the

* has an effect on network delay, next server has plenty of packets to serve
at the next node. Both phenomena cause

7. In the ASD, the threshold para- degradation in network performance. Both
meter set at the shared queue to are due to the fact that each server, upon

* avoid the shared queue becoming completing a service, does not know what
empty before the dedicated queues, the next server wants. Consequently, the
also has an effect on network server may serve a "wrong" packet from
delay. time to time. Therefore, it is not the

selection of a queue but the timing of
. 8. The network delay of the RSD - an this selection process which influences

" "uncontrolled" and "unpredictable" the service decision. In all of the
service discipline - is about the "local" service disciplines which we have
same as that of the PSD and the discussed so far, the timing factor was
"worst cases" of the ASD and the not considered. We have designed a look
SLQD. ahead service discipline and have

examined its performance. The basic
Although we are operating at high utili- algorithm is shown In Figure 6.
zation, we are getting most, but not all,
of the expected improvement. Many 2
different nodal strategies have only a
modest effect on resolving this gap.
We find that is was easy to generate -. 23
strategies that produced 

multiple

server behavior. But some of them have
a profound effect on the output process ----01
from the server, and thus affect the 12
Poisson assumption for inputs to the
next node. The PSD is notorious in this

regard. Usually any traffic one hop 42
away from its destination will be placed
in a dedicated queue. Thus, only
continuing traffic will be found in
nondedicated queues. These have lower (a) A PART OF THE FOUR NOO NETWORK
priority and will be transmitted only
when the dedicated queue is empty. But
then a burst of several packets is likely SERVERS-¢COLEESSEICE
to be sent. A bursty arrival process
results in much poorer queue performance
than a Poisson process. This contributes No YES
significantly to the gap in delay. The XISTH
design of a nodal strategy must consider
not only multiserver performance at a
node, but the resultant output process sERvEO1  SEREa
as well. The usual way such a burst
could occur is when the packets are Xg-0Q O Q,+ /2o02
short. But these should have made the
next node's job easier. Unfortunately,
the second aspect of the independence fb) TH LOOK-H -,OTHM
assumption now comes into play - packet
lengths are reassigned at each node. FIGURE 6 A LOOK AHEAD SERVICE SCHEME
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Table 3 Network Simulation Results
(A 1 , A2=0  packct/ac, A1 3=3.5 packets/ec, 1l1= 12 = .0 packeoi/sec, =0.875)

Service Discipline Network Delay (seconds)
Nodal Model Simulation % Differencel

PSD 2.06..
ASD n a 1 2.22 2.

Alternate Service: TH a 0 n - 2 2.24 2.*1 12%
one from shared n = 3 2.10 2.'58 2$ '

queue and n n l I 2.18 - 2.50 15%
from dedicated TH - 1 n a 2 2.10 2.50 19%
queue but do n - 3 2.14 2.51 18%
not serve n - 1 2.16 2.59 20%
shared queue TH - 2 n - 2 2.10 205 2
when its queue n = J 2.0 2. 22
length < T n a 1 2.12 2,. 11

-- TH - 3 -2 2.14 2.qq 171

n a 1 2.10 2.55 21
SLQD

Serve the Longer Y - 1 2.08 2.4 18%
queue but not y - 2 21 , 8 19%
consecutive L -.3 2.16 2.6 2 24%
shared queue y 2.26 2.b7
packets __

RSD 2.26 2.71 20%
M/M/2 2,02 - -
K/M/1 4.0-

% Difference - TNETWORK (Simulation) - TNETWORK (Nodal Model)

TNETWORK (Nodal Model)

Table 4 show our results. We make the node. This motivated us to build the
following observations: second network simulator whereby the

packet length reassignment assumption
1. The network delay of the best is not made.

look ahead scheme has an improve-
ment of about 11 percent over that 3.2.2.2.1 Dynamic Routing Scheme With
of the best local scheme. Local Node Service Disciplines

2. The look ahead service scheme per- We have used our second simulation to
forms consistently better than the evaluate the network delay performance
local service disciplines, under the various service disciplines

(PSD, ASD, SLQD, and RSD) discussed
3. When both servers are empty, it is previously. Each node, operates

better to serve an arrival to the independently, serves its queues accord-
shared queue on the basis of Ing to the pre-specified service
downstream information, than to do discipline. Traffic information at each
it randomly. node is not exchanged between adjacent

nodes. Therefore, only "local" node3.2.Z.2 The Second Network Simulation - service disciplines are discussed in this

No Packet Length Reassignment section. We have also examined the aver-

age network delay under two fixed routing
The analytically obtained network delay strategies (Reference (5)).
and our first simulation differ not
only In the PSD but also In the ASD and Table 5 tabulates our results. We make
the SLQD where the output stream should the following observations:
be somewhat smoother. Furthermore, as
was demonstrated by Kleinrock (Reference 1. Removing the packet length assump-
(5]), the packet length reassignment tion greatly improves the accurac,

assumption does not work well in a small of our analytic nodal method.
network like our four node network with
very few traffic streams flowing at each
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Table 4 Network SimulAt i u, t OI " A LoK Ahead bctar, Strategy
(Ai A 0 packe Zc, e, . packcts/sec, p =012=4 packet3/:;ec,

Threshold Network Delay (seoonds)

x2 =21 x2  21 x2 = Q21+ 23**

0 (PSD) 2.75 2.75 --
1 2 . 2.2' 2.27
2 2. 2.29 2.1

2 . 2. 2 2 , 2 b
-2.7 2 ._ _ 2.32

- 2. 15

* When both S and S1 2 are not busy and there is an arrival to QI3 this

packet will be served by either SI1 or S 1 2 .

Under the same situation as above, x2 will be compared with x4 (the same
parameter at node 4).

The packet in Q will be served by SII (of S2) if

X2 < X4 (or x2 >x 4 )

2. The packet length reassignment that the shared queue packets are served
assumption has more effect on the by both servers at the next node and there
network delay performance for the are new arrivals to the next node duringPSD than any other service the service time) to Lhe sumr of:' sr:2

disciplines, times of the first packet in eac, Vf !ts
competing (shared and dedicated) queues.

3. The PSD is the best "local" service The server serves the shared queue packet
disciplines among all other local if the total amount of work at the next
service disciplines, server is less than the sum of the service

times of the first packet ir each of its
4. The network delay of our dynamic competing queue. Should the server not

routing scheme under any one of serve the shared queue packet immediately,
the service disciplines is the next server could be idle for a perioi
significantly better than either of time equal to the difference between
of the benchmark fixed routing these two quantities. The server would
strategies. otherwise serve the dedicated queue

packet. This look ahead service scheme
3.2.2.2.2 Dynamic Routing With Look would be ideal in our dynamic routing if

Ahead Service Scheme the threshold parameter could be
correctly set. The network delay with

The "clock driven" network simulation both exponentially dlstr butedi ar1;
keeps track of how much time a packet constant packet lengths are evaiuatei.
requires from a server. This enables The following observations can be made
a server to know how much work (in terms (see Table 6):
of service time) the next server has at 1. The PSD is equivalent to setting
any given instant of time. A server can the threshold value to negative
make an accurate decision to keep the infinity.
network from losing its service capacitr.
A server, upon completing a service, 2. The network delay is insen-Ittve
compares the total amount of work at the to the threshold values near its
next server (the remaining service time "optimal" setting.
for the packet still in service at the
next server, the total service time in 3. The difference between the network
the dedicated queue at the next node, delay of the "test" local serv'.ce
the total service time in the shared discipline (the PFD) i:i the 1-,<
queue at the next node, and a threshold ahead service -chcmv witr. -, "t.
parameter which incorporates the fact
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choice of the threshold value is

about 10 percent.

Table 5 Network Simulation Re:sults Fr Different Service Disciplines -

Local Decision

(A1l= 2 0 packet/second, A 3 3.5 packets/second, pil=ji2 =4 packets/secona

0-0875)

Network Delay (seconds)
Service First Second
Discipline Simulation Simulation Analytic

PSD 2.75 2.10_ 2.06
ASD .6 2.38 2.22
SLQD 2.45 2. 2 2.08
RSD 2.73 2.56 226
Fixed Routing -- 3.4--
#1

Fixed Routing 3.26
#2

Table 6 Network Simulation Results For A Look Ahead Routing Strategy

(CXAII. 2=0 packet/second, X13=
3 .5 packets/second, Uili2=4 packets/

second, P=0. 875

Network Delay (seconds)
Routing Strategy Exponential Packet Constant Packet

Lengths Lengths
PSD 2.16 1.23Local
RSD 2.56 1.31

-0.25  1.96 1.17
0.00 '.94 1.14
0.05 1.96 --

Look TH 0.10 1.94
Ahead 0.1 1.95. -

0,25 i.96 1.20
0.50 2.01 1.27
0.75 2.07 1.33
1.00 2.13 1.38

3.2.2.2.3 Asymmetric Traffic Demands And based on local traffic Information; the
Service Rates "best" look ahead scheme performs

better than the PSD in terms of aver-
We have illustrated significant improve- age network delay; and the threshold
ments in network delay using our adaptive value set in the look ahead scheme Is
techniques for- the four node network. insensitive to the network delay
However, only symmetric traffic loads performance over a wide range.
have been studied so far. In order to
demonstrate the robustness of our 4. CONCLUSION
routing strategy, a certain degree of
asymmetry was intrcduced into the network. We have studied a dynamic routing scheme
We have evaluated tne network delay of for packet switching networks. It: net-
the four node symmetric network with work delay perfor-mance 12 soiqer:r t
asymmetric traffic and with different that of fixed routin . We have al:,,
link capacities. developed and evaluated an analytic

technique for evaluating a iat.ve ro'utir.
We make the following observations from performance. Extensive A1mulatL ns con-
the results of Tables 7 and 8: firm these results. A locally adaptive

scheme performs almost a3 well as one
The RSD performs the worst among all that has more Information.
service disciplines; the PSD perf'orm:;

the best among all routing stratev'es
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Table 7 Network Delay With Asymmetric Trafrrc Dernandz

(A 2 -2 packets/sec, A ,I packet/sec, A 3 .? packLs/sec,

Mij=0 packets/sec, p=3. 875)

Routinp Strategy Network Delay (seconds)]
PSD 19

Local SLOD _ __ _

RSD 2.67
-0.25 11
-0.125 _.l

Look 0.05 1.82
TH 0.10 I _ _

Ahead 0.15 1 8_
0.25 1.84
0.50 1.T7

1.91
I rlf_ 1.00 1.95

Table 8 Network Delay With Asymmetric Service Rates

(1- 1A12'0 packets/sec, A13=3.5 packets/sec, mull 22 U33=U42U, 5

packets/sec, u1 2 =U2 1 f 32 =U41u3 packets/sec, P-0. 875

Routing Strategy Network Delay (seconds
iLcal PSD 2.23

0.2 2.07
Look 0 2.0

TH 0,25 2.04

Ahead 0.75 2.15

* 1.00 2.22
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RESEARCH SUMMARIES

A. Studies in Adaptive Routing

A.1. Stable Routing Patterns

As part of a general investigation in the area of dynamic routing

in computer communication networks we consider the problem of finding

stable global routing patterns. Specifically, we have proposed [11 a

two-level routing procedure where the lower (local) level adapts dy-

namically to instantaneous variations in the congestion of the network in

the immediate vicinity of each node and the higher (global) level en-

sures stability by keeping the average load across the entire network in

some sense globally balanced. We now consider this latter problem.

We consider as a measure of global balance the utilization of the

most heavily utilized network element (node or link) and seek to mini-

mize this quantity. For simplicity, we will speak only of link utiliza-

tions. (Node utilizations can be included in a straightforward manner.)

Thus, we are given a network containing N nodes and L (directed)

links. Each link, 1, has a capacity C1. There are (directed) require-

ments rij between nodes i and j. Each rij is satisfied by routing it on

one or more paths P(K) from i to j. (In the two level adaptive routing

scheme, these paths (or links within them) will be the alternatives open

to each requirement.) A ro iting pattern is defined by the paths P(K)
II

and the fraction, f(K) of r.. using each P(K) The utilization of eachanthe fa tin - ij ij"]

link is equil to the total flow (sum of fractions of requirements) on the

link divided by its capacity.

The maximally utilized link is in a sense the most vulnerable part

of the network and the most likely cause for the dynamic routing mech-

anism to break down (e.g. loop) due to congestion. By minimizing the

2
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utilization of the maximally utilized link we seek to minimize the chance

of congestion leading to such failure. It should be noted LhIat % are

dealing with the global level of the routing procedure here and as such

consider only long term average utilizations, not instantaneous meas-

ures. The local level of the routing procedure concerns itself with j

making decisions instantaneously on the basis of the local state of the

network in the vicinity of a node. Even within the constraints of a

given P )and f(K) defined by the global strategy, the local level has

considerable flexibility in choosing when to use each route and as such

can obtain substantial reductions in delay when compared with static

routing policies.

We now turn to the problem of actually finding the optimal global

routing pattern as defined above. The technique resembles the Flow

Deviation Method of Cantor and Gerla [2] and will Lo described in

similar terms. Cantor and Gerla sought to minimize the average delay

whereas we seek to minimize the maximum utilization of a link. Both

functions are convex functions over a convex region and as such, the

same type of procedure can be proven to yield an optimal routing

pattern. The proof is given in [2].

Our function is only piecewise differentiable and as such, the

gradient search used in [2] is not appropriate. In fact, the alternative

described here takes the special nature of the objective function, a

minimum of linear functions, into account and not only overcomes its

non-differentiability but also is considerably more efficient and easier

to implement than a gradient search. *1

We now give an outline of the optimization procedure. A high

level flowchart of this procedure is given in Figure 1. As mentioned .1
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above, at this level the procedure is almost identical to the Flow De-

viation Algorithm. The key difference, which is only evident in a more

detailed description, is how the optimal superposition of flows is found.

We define the length of a link to be its utilization. Initially, we

set all link lengths to 0. We define the length of a path to be the

length of the longest link in the path plus a small constant times the

number of links in the path. This latter term is added to break ties

among paths with equally utilized links in favor of a path with the

smallest number of links. Note that this definition of path length is

different from the conventional one but it serves our purpose. Short-

est paths using this metric are computable using conventional shortest

path algorithms.

The routing pattern found at each stage in the optimization proce-

dure is a single shortest path for each requirement r. (In general,

this path is not unique, but this poses no problem.) A flow pattern is

defined as the total flow in each link and is found by loading the

requirements onto the links specified in the current flow patterns.

An optimal superposition of the current flow pattern with all pre-

vious flow patterns is then found. This is the key step in the proce-

dure and is done by finding the value of A between 0 and 1 which

minimizes V, the maximum link utilization, where X represents the frac-

tion of all previous flow patterns used. The new optimal superposition

of flows is then A times the previous superposition plus (1-A) times the

current flow pattern. A new superposition, and hence link utilizations,

is then obtained. This in turn yields a new value for V(K) and the

link lengths. We can now start another iteration. If, however, no

improvement in V(K) has been observed, the iteration has converged

4



and we terminate the procedure with an optimal flow pattern. By

saving the routing patterns and X(K), the values of N for each K, the
optimal routing pattern can be obtained. In particular, if P(K) is the

i]

(ij) path first used in the routing pattern in iteration K then the

fraction of commodity (ij) using p(K) is
i-

f.lM(-(K )) r M J)

j=K+I

where M is the number of iterations and the product is defined equal to

1 for K = M.

We now turn to the problem of how to find the optimal super-

position of flows. Consider two flow patterns, F and F(2 ) Each

flow pattern assigns a flow to each link. Thus f(1)and f(2 )are the

flows assigned to link (ij) in FM and F(2) respectively. For any X

between 0 and 1, the flow assigned to link (ij) by superposing XF 1)

and (1-X)F (2) is then

f( j)+ (1-A)f (2)
'1 ii

which equals

(2+ (f(1) (2)
i - i - ij

which is a linear function of X. Dividing by C1, to obtain utilizations,

there will be, in general, a different function, a1 + blX for each link 1.

(We will for simplicity refer to links by a single index, 1, rather than

endpoints (i j).)

We seek the value of A which minimizes the maximum of these

functions over all I. Several simple observations allow us to find this

value of X in an efficient and straightforward manner. First, if for two

5
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links, I and m, a > am and bI > bm then link I is said to dominate link

m and link m can be ignored as it clearly does not participate in the

maximum since a1 + bX > am + b A for all values of A. Indeed, if a1 +
M mp. b IbX > am + bm h for all A between 0 and 1 then link m may be ignored.

Note that this latter condition is not equivalent to the former, for

example if a= 10, b= 0, am= 2, and bm=3.

We can then arrange the links I in descending order of aI and

examine the b1. Any link m for which bm does not exceed b 1, where I

is the predecessor of m in the order, can be eliminated. We now have

an ordering of links which is descending in aI and ascending in b1. We

then compute, for each adjacent pair of links I and m, the value A1 for

which a1 + b1 l1 = am + bmX1. The X1 should form an ascending se-

quence. A value of XI which is less than the value of its predecessor

in the sequence corresponds to a link I which can be eliminated from

further consideration. In this case, link I is eliminated and m has a

new predecessor. The A is then recomputed for link p the new pre-

decessor of m and this process is repeated. For link n, the last link

in the sequence, A = 1.n
We now compute for each remaining link I v a + blA and select

the minimum of these values. The resulting A1 and v, are the desired

values yielding the optimal superposition.

This entire process is illustrated in Figure 2. The links have

been sorted so that the a, are descending. Links with nonascending b,

have already been eliminated. Thus the b1 form an ascending sequence.

This is evident in Figure 2 by the fact that the lines form a sequence

increasing in slope. The intersection of lines 1 and 2 (i.e. the lines

starting at a1 and a2 ) defines A1 . Similarly, the intersection of lines

6.'



2 and 3 defines X 2 and XA2 > X I" So thus far no line is dominated. The

intersection of lines 3 and 4 takes place between A = 1 so line 4 is

dominated by line 3 and line 4 is thus eliminated from further consider-

ation. The intersection of lines 3 and 5 defines a value of X3 (dotted

line), but when A5 is computed we find it to be less than A3. So, line

5 is dominated by line 6 and removed from further consideration. X3 is

then recomputed from the intersection of lines 3 and 6. X 6 is computed

from the intersection of lines 6 and 7. Finally A.7 =1. This leaves us

with X1 , A2, A3 , A6, and A7 (also X = 0). We search among the cor-

responding vI and find v 3 is minimum. It and XA3 define the desired

superposition.

The entire optimization process is illustrated in Figures 3, 4, and

5. The network consisting of 3 nodes, 6 links and 6 requirements is

shown in Figure 3. For simplicity, we assume symmetric requirements 'S

and link capacities. We can thus assume a symmetric solution, i.e.,

routes for r.. the reverse of routes for r.. and equal utilization of each

link in both directions. This allows us to only consider 3 links and 3

requirements in the example. This is done to simplify the example.

The actual procedure works with directed links and requirements. It

can also be used with undirected links and requirements but such a .1

situation is rarely physically meaningful.

Initially, all requirements are routed directly since the initial

shortest paths by our definition would be the paths with the minimum J

number of links. This is illustrated in Figure 4a. The link lengths

are then recomputed -- link 1 has a utilization of .3 and hence a length

of .3, etc. The shortest paths are then recomputed and are shown in 9

Figure 4b. Note that the shortest path from B to C is now B-A-C.
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The requirements are loaded onto these paths. The flow pattern is
O

shown in Figure 4c.

Now a superposition of the flow patterns in Figures 4a and 4c is

done. Figure 5 illustrates the dynamics of this. Note that rAC domi-

nates rAB and that the optimal A is .9 and v = 4.5. Figure 4d shows

the resultant routing pattern formed by using the first routes for 90%

of the traffic and the second routes for the remaining 10%. Figure 4e

shows the flow pattern resulting from the superposition. Note that the

maximum utilization is .45 (in links (A,C) and (B,C)) which is less

than the maximum in either of the patterns in Figures 4a and 4c.

We now recompute the link lengths and the shortest paths. The

resultant routes are the same as in Figure 4a. An optimal superposition

between this flow pattern and the one in Figure 4e is then done. The

optimal value of A is 1, no improvement in v is found and we conclude

that the routing and flow pattern in Figures 4d and 4e are optimal.

Note that the links (A,C) and (B,C) are both maximally utilized. They

form a cut which is analogous to the saturated cut in Gerla's Cut Satu-

ration Method. (The existence of such a cut is a necessary condition

for the optimality of a flow pattern.)

We thus have developed a simple and efficient algorithm for obtain-

ing stable flow patterns for use globally as the higher level in our 2

level adaptive routing procedure. In the coming months we hope to

implement this procedure and experiment with it.

In an allied study we investigated a pattern for placing virtual

calls on a network. A simulation program was written to directly ob-

serve the dynamic performance of an algorithm which loads calls on

alternate routes according to the following algorithm:



I. Load each incoming call onto the route currently carrying the

smallest number of calls. (The number of calls carried by a -

route is defined for the purposes of this algorithm to be the

number of calls on the first link in the route.)

2. If there is a tie among several routes in a set, S, select

route i with probability Pi(S).

The simulation was written to provide us with a first glimpse of

the dynamic performance of such a procedure as a guide for further

research in this area. We thus wanted to keep it as simple as possible

and considered a 3 node 6 link network as shown in Figure 5a with

symmetric requirements. The program can easily be expanded to con-

sider more general cases but we chose this simple one initially in order

not to obscure the basic results.

Calls arrive at each node at a rate A (Poisson) and are served at

rate p (exponential) by the links, i.e., have exponential duration with

average length 1/p. Each call has a choice of a 1 hop path or a 2 hop

path. A call arriving at a node is equally likely to be destined for

either other node. Thus, there is total symmetry in the system. It

should be noted that a call taking a 2 hop path occupies 2 links but

remains in the system for time 1/p on average (not 2/p).

The simulation is straightforward. Call arrivals are generated

randomly and arriving calls are routed according to the algorithm given

above. The number of calls taking the 1-hop and 2-hop routes were

recorded for each run. A parameter, u, determined the probability of

taking the 1-hop route when there was a tie between the 2 routes (u

Prob {using the 1-hop route in case of a tie}). .4

9



For u = .5 the traction of calls taking the 1-hop route was, not

surprisingly, very close to -. For ui 0, however, the fraction varied.

for A/p = 1, 80% of the calls took the 2-hop path. For A/p = 10, 66% of

the calls took the 2-hop path. For X/p = 50, 65% of the calls took the

2-hop path. For u = 1, the results (fraction on 1-hop versus fraction

on 2-hop paths) reversed relative to the results for u = 0.

We thus conclude that we have some control but not total control

over the routing via a which ofi'ly operates during a tie. The control

gets greater for systems with a smaller number of calls in progress, as

evidenced by the results for smaller values of X/p (which is directly

related to the number of calls in the system). Observations of the

number of calls in the system at various points in a simulation run led

to the conclusion that the system is stable, i.e., that the link loads

reach a stable level and remain close to that point and close to one

another.
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ABSTRACT

This paper considers the problem of routing traffic with many desti-

nations through a congested network. The problem is formulated as a

very general dynamic multicommodity flow problem. The optimal control

problem which results is a very difficult one to solve analytically (even for

open loop solutions) because of the presence of both state variable con-

straints and delays in the system dynamics.

The difficulties inherent in the centralized problem can be avoided by

using a decentralized approach to obtain dynamic routing strategies. Some

of the results obtained using this approach are presented.

INTRODUCTION

Consider a network made up of N nodes connected by L directed links

along which the rate of traffic flow can be controlled. M of the nodes are

destination nodes toward which varying amounts of traffic must be routed

in accordance to the traffic demand.

When the traffic demand exceeds the capacity of* the network to meet

this demand for service, congestion builds in the network. In the model

used here (first suggested by Gazis[ 1) the congested network is viewed

as a store and forward network in which all delays due to congestion are

treated by assuming that queues can build inside the network at the

network nodes. Traffic is assumed to move between nodes at a constant

velocity (this corresponds a fixed travel time between nodes) and is stored

at the nodes in queues until it can proceed onward toward its destination.

The degree of congestion is measured by the aggregate of all queues

in the network. The problem considered here is that which occurs after a

"rush hour" or period of heavy demand when the demand has fallen below

the capacity but congestion is still present.

Using the store and forward model the queue dynamics can be expressed

*The research was supported by the National Science Foundation under

grant ENG-77-14898, and partially by NATO grant #1425.
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* as
N N u m ms n

n m(t)=rnm(t) -k2 u nkm(t) + I jnm (S m) 1)

for n=l...,N -0
rn=L . J%

and n T m.

where q m denotes a continuous state variable which approximates the°n

length of the traffic queue at node n having node m as its destination; O
Unk denotes the rate of traffic flow to destination m on link (nk); rn

is the traffic demand entering at n with destination m and s. is the

delay on link (j,n) encountered by traffic to m. For deterministic input
demand, the objective is to clear the congestion (so that qnm(T)=O for all

* n and m) at a specified time T which is large enough to achieve this

objective while minimizing the aggregate cost of congestion

T M N N
J Nu f 1 1 [qnm(t) + I sn m unm(t)]dt (2)

to m=1 n1 k=1 nk nkt t

In this integral the q m terms give the aggregate delay due directly
n

to the congestion while the flow terms produce a cost or aggregate delay

associated with the link flows. The constraints to be met

qnm(t) > 0; unm(t) . 0 and . unk(t) Cnk

for all m, n, k and t

impose the requirements that queue lengths and flows must be non-negative

and that each link has a finite capacity Cnk.
* D'Ans and Gazis [ 2 I have shown, that an optimal open loop control for

this centralized control problem can be computed by discretizing the time

appropriately. When this is done, the problem can be expressed as a

linear programming problem and an optimal open loop solution can be

computed for any initial conditions.

This problem with all s nk m equal to zero was considered by Moss and

Segall [ 3 j  They present a set of necessary conditions via the maximum

principle but they offer a general procedure for finding the flows in

feedback form, only for single destination networks with zero input demand.

In seeking a closed loop solution to this centralized optimal control

problem, one runs into considerable difficulty because even necessary

conditions are not available for problems having both statc variable con-

stants and time-delay systems.

2. A



A DECENTRALIZED APPROACH V

Most of the difficuties inherent in the centralized formulation can be

avoided by adopting a decentralized approach to this problem. In general

the decentralized approach to controlling large scale systems is to use a

number of low level controllers operating on local information to control

portions of a large system. This local information is supplemented by some

interchange of information between local controllers or between local

controllers and a supervisory controller. How well the overall system

operates, depends on what information is exchanged. The local controllers

are designed to perform their limited tasks optimally. For the dynamic

routing problem considered here, the local controllers are node level

controllers which must assign traffic flow on the links leaving the node

based on the information available locally.

The Local Optimization Problem

The optimization problem faced at a typical node is based on the

queue dynamics

j~m(t) = Rm(t) - I u W~t (4)

where Rm is the total rate of traffic arrivals (from both upstream nodes
-tO

and from outside the network) which have the destination m and there are

links which exit from the node. We wish to find the link flows uIm(t)

as a function of the local state vector q(t), to minimize

T M
{u = f I (q (t) + I SmUA m(t)]dt (5)

to m=1 1=1
m

where denotes the cost or delay per unit of flow on link I to reach
destination m. The constraints are as in (3) and q (T) = 0. It is ap-

parent that since all incoming demand has been consolidated into one term,

the local controller is not attempting to control a time-delay system. A

feedback solution can be thus be sought using Hamilton-Jacobi theory.

The minimum cost due to congestion can be expressed as
T M L '.mg

V(q(tO)) = min {J{u1-'*) = min f M (qm(t) + I S m(u (t)-ut (t))dt

u u to m=1 9=1
(6)

m*

where u are the optimal non-congested flows (i.e. the flows which
minimize J in (5) when q (to) 0) and J* is the corresponding minimum

L m*
non-congested cost on [to, T]. Note that Rm(t) = I u0 (t). When the

3=1
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Rm are constants, then the minimum cost function V( q) satisfies the

Hamilton-Jacobi equation
m L m 3a m

min . [q (t) + . (s t) um* 0 ()
u m=1 aqm (

where V(0) = 0 and the minimization is subject to constraints as in (3). If
the V( q) which satisfies (7) and boundary conditions imposed by state
constraints can be found then this would produce necessary and sufficient
conditions for the optimal flows.

A complete solution to the local optimum control problem is not yet
available. A method for obtaining an approximate solution was presented i
by Ozglner and Sarachik [41 . However the exact solution is known only 2
for two special cases.

Two Special Cases

The Single Destination Case (M=1). Chu [5 ] first solved this local
dynamic routing problem using a geometric approach. Later Sarachik and -PI

Ozganer '  obtained the same solution using the approach above. Since
(7) must be minimized at each time instant, this is equivalent to choosing

the u(t) to minimize

_ (S- -5 )7 2 ( (8)

subject to the constraint 0 < u1 (t) < C1. This says that we should choose

C for S 1 I .<9
I" 8q

ut~) / (9),.0 for S 8 -

Thus if the links are numbered according to the ordering S1 1 S2 S

< S L and if K is the largest index I satisfying SA < (V/aq) we see
that on links 1=1,2,..., K the full capacity should be used to carry traffic
flow whereas on links I=K+1,..., L no traffic should flow. Substituting

this result in (8) gives
C1  for q(t) > Y(10: ~~p (10)

u(0pt for q(t) < Y1

where the thresholds Y. are given by .-

Y = I (Ci-ui)(S1-Si) (11)

for e=1 ..

4. '



Multi-destination with L=2. Sarachik[ 7 1 obtained a soluuon tc (7)

with arbitrary M, for a node with only two exit links. The method of

solution involved finding the solutions along the state space axes (these

are one dimensional problems) and using the results as boundary conditions
for the admissible state space q > 0. The derivation can be found in [7].
The results show that the admissible state space is divided into non-

intersecting regions by planes. In each region the optimal flows must
satisfy a necessary and sufficient condition. The regions can be
found by simple threshold tests on aggregate queue lengths. Specifically

with Om - S2m -sm (the additional cost of using link 2) the destinations

are ordered according to 01 > 2>...> 1 K > 0 > K+1 > f4 (note that
traffic to destinations 1 and K prefer to use link 1). Thresholds are
calculated using

Xl(k) = Xl(k+l)+ yl(k) [1kk 1  for k = K,..., 1 (12)

with X1 (K+I) P yl(K) and

X2 (k) = X2 (k-1) + Y2 (k-l) [1k-10k ] for k = K+1,..., M (13)

with X2 (K) - -OKY2 (K). The yikk) denotes the capacity available on link i

for emptying queues when the demand Rm for destinations m=1 to k is
routed on link 1 and the rest on link 2 (note that for k 0 K this means

some traffic will by diverted away from its preferred link). The composite

queue lengths are next defined as

k M
Q 1(k) - qm ; Q2 (k) M 1 qm (14)

m=l m=k+l

and the test variable T 1 (k) = (Y2 (k)Qj(k)-yj(k)Q2 (k))/Y2 (k) is found for all

those k < Kwhich alsomake Y2(k)>0). Fork <_Kif X1 (k+l)< T 1 (k) <X(k) and

Q 1 (k), Q2 (k) > 0 the optimum flows satisfy

a) Ul(k) = C1 ; u m = 0 for m > k
(15)

b) U2 (k) = C2 ; u2m = 0 for m < k

where the composite flows are defined as

k M
Ul(k) 1 un U2(k) - um (16)m=1 2 m=k+l 2

whereas if TI(k-1) < X1 (k) < T 1 (k) the optimum flows must satisfy (15a)

and

U2(k)+u2 C2  ; u 2 m 0 for m < k-i. (17)
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The only difference between (15b) and (17) is that (17) permits a non-zero
ku" . For a state on the boundary of the admissible region (i.e. when

Qi(k)=O for some k or i) the conditions (15) and (17) must be modified
slightly. In this case the U.(k) must equal the corresponding aggregate

demand.
If the above tests fail then for k > K the test variable T2 (k)

(yt(k) Q2(k) - Y2 (k)Qj(k))/y 1 (k) is formed for all those k for which y,(k) > 0.
For Q1 (k), Q2 (k) > 0 if X2 (k) < T2 (k) < X2 (k+l) the optimum flows must
satisfy (15) whereas if T2 (k) < X2(k) < T 2 (k-1) the optimum flows satisfy
(15a) and (17). It should be noted that (15) or (17) do not specify the
flows uniquely so many optimal implementations are possible.

Coordination of Local Control '10

In order for the node level controllers to implement the local control
strategies, information must be supplied to it about the parameters S m

m SThis can be done for each link exiting the node by forming SAm  +
*.m where s mis the delay (or cost) of traversing link i to the first

downstream node j and 0-m denotes an estimate of the delay (or cost) of
mreaching destination m from node J. These $j cost-to-go terms must be

computed at each node and transmitted to the upstream nearest neighbor.
The way these terms are calculated greatly affects the performance of the

* overall network. Chu [5 ] using a capacity weighted average for a single
destination network (M=1) defined

m m=
. q.m(t) + I smc

=j (18)
-LL

I C
1=1

and had to restrict the application to non-cyclic networks. Whereas if C2
is replaced by the excess capacity Yj - Ce-u. the strategy can be extended to
networks containing cyclic paths since it can be proven that no cyclic

*- = flows will occur [6] Sarachik [81 using flow weighted averages (i.e. 5
replace C in (18) by u m) for the multi-destination case required the
non-cyclic restriction. This restriction was removed in [41 by using a
certain kind of excess capacity average. The question of what is the best

coordination scheme is still open.

.. 0 .



CONCLUSIUN

This paper has described the general problem of using dynamic routing

to clear congestion from a congested network. A decentralized strategy

was described which utilizes local node level controllers. The optimal local

strategies were presented for 2 special cases when traffic demand is con-

stant. Research is being done to extend the local results for traffic

demand modeled by a Poisson arrival process and to obtain the exact

optimum routing for M destinations with L exit links. More research is

also needed to determine whether an optimal coordination strategy can be

found.
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pie, they obtam, a set of necessary, conditiots for the optimal solution and 11 . I OA Rorm Puoss
prps a constructive algorithm for finding the optimal centralized

Smtel. The demand for service is she net traffic flow amriving at a typical noode
When transit delays are present, the queer dynamics are governed by alotng inbound links anid from outside the network. This demand! is met by

difertial difference equations and the general centralized optimal dy- routing the incmn traffic s0 the exit link&. When trflifc demand
nsamic routing problem becomens formnidable since state variable cbm. exceeds the capacity of t exit links, queues build in front of the node.
wtaints are also present. Most of the difficulties inhierent in the central- When she capacity exceed h demand. the queue lengts will be de.

idW problem emn be avr o ie by seeking a decentralized control solution, cresegld. I this pke teto is restrictedto the situsation which exists
* The decentralined approach to clearing congestion From traffic nect- tward the end of "rnush hours." That it. congestion exists in the form of
* work has been discussed in three mrecnt papers (71-f91. In these papers long queues but the deand is less than the capacity of the exit links so

* the poblem of findingl real-time dynamic feedback routing for traffic is the queues can be epie andthe congestion cleared out.
formulated as an optimal control problem andf a decentralized structure As a congested node cootsaing queue of traffic for M destinations and

* for the solution is utilized. Chun 171 considered a single destination acyclic having Rely two exit links. the queue dynunics cion be represented by I Ii
networ aid presented a solution based on the interconnection of local (51
controllers which implement route selections at each node by choosing
among Kalernate roueso the single destinaion. Sarachik and zgtlne ol"(1) r" - al(:)- i(l) for on l2.- Af (I)
(91 considered single destination cyclic networks. They show that the
optimal local routing algorithm. when used in their decentralized strategy, or int vector form
leadts so loop-free flows in the network even though cyclic paths are
present. Sarachik (81 considered multidessination acyclic networks and1( It-I,
presented a decentralized strategy for that case. Local rousing strategies
for two specific simple subnietworks wer e utilized in the decentralized where qls denotes a continuous state variable which approximates the
strategy to illustrate the control of a larger network, length of the traffic queue (mecasured in vehicles, bits. niessages. etc.)

In order to make the decentralized rousing strategy of (81 for multi- having node on as its destination: u," is the flow rate on link i destined for
Odestination networks more generally useful, this correspondence considers no and Po is a constant nlow of traffic entering the node destined for on (f

the problem of designing a local feedback controller for a typical node of is the demand vector).
a multidesuination network when she node has two exit links swe Fig. 1). The problem faced by the node controller is so choose the control
An optimization problem is formulated and solved for this local problem vectors y., and y2 at each time instant in order to empty the queues while

optimizing som e performance measure. A useful measure of this perfor-
Moompi nivid lodormav 21.901 its wo Au 7.111 The. wm wit w mance (7H- 101 is the aggregate cost (or delay) given by

pirmad is Pon by thme Nasiulh Skwinit PmAidam tividet (ltai EKi.77.5411911W in
poss by NATO saie Gtiano 1425 Mf

Ties uuuEw was an kam so te IXtpttmmi a( Elefiuuimo Citimmownwatm. Cmoil ad rJg qi+Su(I4~aTiId 2
Caspw SybvtonTd Avow Usirviu.TelAviv. Itet Hto with the rkoes I& 2

O0llt-92116/152/0400-0510500.7S e,1992 IEEE
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whr snntcs the s.16 44W ddav) (Wr unit of la tk. wo link s ti reae, to-
*destination w.. The time T is. an% time greater than the .ne# reqlugrc.J It

empty all queues of the mAde- wiuh minimal w'sst N,*w that the ;otnhu- -

.9 taos in J due to the q- scen ih tlk, aggregae Meav .a'..waWc %weh i a i"
clearng the quem's I I . 15L- 'hike the stltr srms fcprewni the aggpetaw (j1(TU )~ ) (7)

- - cost t delayl assovmata with reaching thekdestinatiins front the enanceft
of the ezii links (10t ie1.neieo 'an , nii o niatdepiill oeta

it shlifl be moted that %+&,a the local crusroller is u"t in a .ceural- tedpdeeof adu'osuntidcadepltl.Ni ht
ited 5ettil the cost parametes, S, will be coapeud 0f two porwssna litanai at ' h uinm. iso tesssa

+~ #0- s he 1, is au W"e fmor dels)1 of swMiefl kKA ito th hnar. ad Mitio ri of ohm. boaiis invloltreI sum o anopisal
frma dotirstreamo side j and #" is a ano for ddsyl amociassd -%ilhkh u~e
reacliti destinatum a. two ndej. The Ode eoMseoll will receive de bl findisg the Vil t)'hiil satifies (7) and the boundary conditionsa
infeandos*#; from. is dinons tm eihors and update Ote valuft V- itlmod hby ther sate osarnts. we can obtain czpbict necessary and

suffimn rmditioms for the opd timl &os
in operation the nade controllcr must he able to adapt to thear updates.
Thus. a real-time feedback solution of the local apoptztion proble, aiI.snA Fo oo m

in dou prbobe One qNuesa be opd. "a we consier onl thi In t cto the adw=iiom foptimal fow ae premed 
cm for whici the tota traic dgead a - r.' ffAunro thrne S d1 de' a( ow Awse e diom aft desss is given its jlii To
les tan the ombainsid capacity of the two uhi liaks 4C, + C, 1, The unIT thu oesi h uieesw ttbri o o
optimal minasseai am Jo cam be defined as thu sanmm of (2) Mum aiirs~itto ah edaima umee nta o
thWd srtawaiteps) is aS This for thesm Tm a1) inaA ~ ~ *(2L

Jews T  (3) With this subitg. traffi o deamitis I through 9 Prfes ink, I
# at V-k NhAl In2 is presue by traffic as deasisins K +1 thdrough Ml. Also.

ift kbuemsestannay *dveswaft fnial I4 tolink2Lsraffic to k
where K* 011 the optma meUmsaguaa hews and11 It* +f Il . The thol rma be di L a mm all waftl to m:1 k has been divested.
minimum u u oth 0 gma at thePW 111 ode1 is obtaNed he subtact Coswrusly. when Weufe maus he div-es te un lMA 2 of ink I. itaic go
insJ. from Or aimirnmof 42). TWsgives koludeftbedi-ivadillsraffletoom'ck heabseadiveried.

Is is easu st ad"*A thees caPWaes
VQ0(,)) - lin l~)- a.l

Tom3 y kAct- a me; X4) Ac- Z *a' (8)

(4)r1

wher t miaimisaiesm is wile euAdjmt thed osraists .m . j

£ok-K+.-.AI (10)

wherm A&7(K I+i, X . Hoe thAt(S) der the capacity available os
o*t MAn for cleaing, querues afaer the steady-state deand is ascommod-

1(T) - seed. whets so undy.aa nodw is divestd When C', an CZ are each

These consrants impose thet asquiermemis thai queu less a low imeq tona i aomoadatwh peefred deands, then a," =r"
must be nonnegative, that echb ink ku a firisecapacity. ad thate, or = 0 o 4Kand l'0. a"-r for a . u l boi(£sIoad

queusis mut be empy at the terminal time. N~ow tha for a given 44 #.1 y.4 K Iawi greate tha meo. If on&exnit link kms insuffieient Capacity C, to
ad any rap to (r could be x) the same minimsum coat V is oiatted. so aCVO~Winsa its PIAO Ve traffic, thenmuch prefrre traffic as
v doets not iepend on the time-o- Ir - tol, Abe. system lI is6 time p ,ile is a-ted am this limb(with riasities governeidy ie#e.) giving
invariant aMd the CoefLoents ins (2) are cOssAL Therefore. $' is imtwae- V.K I) - 0 anid the mas is divered so the other link. It is thus quite simple
dent of the starting time ig. Applyinig Hamilo-Inuohsi theovy. ekw ~ in deftes th dwvalves No (Or all aNd # for this problem aMd to fOemI
dt athe mnimum cost V( f)(or system (1)sa&WW duthprtial differential the sets Y, aI OL -- .i(HI 1or i 1. smug Ol). (9). and 110). The

eqaio ,1k In m7)4Ik) value from 49) ame the cum~ capacities available for*
efltptyng queue when demnd for desinatuois (k + 1)1 to is diverted

mis ~~~~ ~ fo lin I toQ) s2.(:wn+s(T )w~ Whia the value from (11)1 are the ecums epacitues

wereci the minimfiulion is subjec to constraints (51. Using f yoes tothhtv(A>
this equation can be rewnisen as XmmKA~&m~l.I(t
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A set of threshold constants can now be defined r4.vur',veIv by When the state vcctor q ties in a region A, optimal rlows must is*tisfv

the condition
X(k X,(A + ) + y( )10& - PA. kw f rA = .K (12)

w vith X( K +1) *#A.. 1 1,(K) (so '((A) 0 nondecreasing s k dccreases U,(AM) U,(k)=(:k if Q(k 0} (2Is)

X2 (A) Xj(k '-1) + yl(k -l1)(0P4 1-P,1 fork = K +I.- A nd

with XA4KIA - Pgz( K) (so X4k a,~0 is nodeceasing as A increasesUm z fU3(k C3Ohews (21b)

front K + I to M). Composite queues are defined as
and the restrmionci

.Q.(k)& q. Qz(k)A! q0= Q - Qj() (14) N"+ &,'K r whenIf,= 0. (21c)

Note that U,(l) =UIM imamsthat vi"=O0formon> kand 440)=L,(k)
where Q h u faq.T legs h ewcopstefs onah lnk mica, v' 0for n 46k.
amt If the "tt Vector q lies a a region R,.,. then optimal flows must

AFh satisfy (2 1a) and

.- 51 U(O) 4 (A1)~ if Q& -1) =0}

Note that k =0 means QIM - 0 and V4() =0 while A-Af nteans U30)- k 1l) (21d)
Q2(A) = 0 And 1)24U) = 0: for notational convenience the explicit
dependence of these quantities on t has been omied. The Mppe flow AS wel AS restrictioni (21Ic). Note that Actually the only difference between
bounds ame these condtion is that (2 Id) aes a4 to be nonzero (this is requiedi only

when Q,, k - lIn 0) I so traffic so destination k could be routed via both

j,-: :(k mn ,. A 1 ) llnks I and 2. Sinc *Aen conjiion do not specify the optimal flows
I2 S. niquely any inapkmmrtauein which is cnnvenient wilt be optimal. These

4- 1 com&ifie w issy sod sufficient for optimality because they were

Admissible state space q a,0 is divided into disjont regions which rill the boundary conditions imposed by the state constraint q -- 0. (Reference
space. In each region 17 f) is given by a different quadratic funcion. bu I1I)I1 gives expressions for the minmum cos V( q) in each region and a

it is continuous across the region boundaries. These repaons cais be prnW that thes regions ril the Admissible state space q a, 0.)
expressed conveniently in term of variables The region in which if lies couldl be determined Gy using a micro-

procesor or a special chips which implements the conditions (IN)-(201 in

AIk IIk Y,(k)Q& ) defined fici j4ck patralel by comparing the verce of sest variables against the vector of
T.k)t~) yl~( 1)() dnibsld values.

T:(k) AQ()- 12() Qj(k) defined for k w. (17) IV. A Swsanc OPrimAL RotmNO

In the preceding section the general requirements (21) permit many
* The regions are optusal routing strategies. In this section a specific optimal routing is

RAPresented whic satisfies thes general requiremnts
For states lyong in the regions As k consider the flowsf .X(k+ 1) <T,(k) -CX.(k) for# -k W-min[K- ihj1 u" + + ,ki. uf orine

1 X(k) <T(k) w-X2( +l1) forma(K+ 1. jk kJ a)kQ~) 0 frI. f.

(IS) b) vi-0; M'3mi',+u7*+yz(k) 9 - forkl-14mv4Af 0

where for Q( k)=0 or Q34) -0 the indeterminate term 0/0 is defined
* ~~~~In (19) (recall that K is the number of destiations which prefer link I). if ~b eo(hs(1)i aife hnq 0.W o eiyta 2

K=Oteupprbondisertsutik~thloweboudiszro. satisfies the requirements (21a).-(21b). For Q,(k)>0 and Q,,(k)>0. *
* T(k) > t(k) for k - P9K summing (22) gives

T(k - 1) gXj(k) <T1 (k) for k <k GK

T,(k - 1) -0 forkh-k +IoGK a) U,(k)= + v ae*+y(k)

TA k)%0 fork a- K + I I
T2 ()~X3()<2 (A-I fo~c~kb) ((A) u+ vj' u+ yl(k). (23)

T,(k -1) > XI(k) fork =A+12Ks-l
Now ,(k) > 0 Anid y.44)> 0(this is necessary for R,, toecxisti so for

(20)) k-K Kwehave uT* 0 for mGA andw*= ~0for m A-K +I Thus,

The region in which q(t) lies and the index value k is obtained hy A Kr
determining which of ifie inequalities t (191. (20) the state vector q(t) a) U1(A) = I uj *Tij(k)=y,(K)4. I ,*
satisfies. w- ..
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N ihave just demntraied that in shot. case the corsopt'%Ite flisbis (263 are
b) CJ2( A tr )= o3i K ptimum 111- dclonoltoo 4143 for the coflpnwts: %laie% note that if

ashn +* I.J M-11=0. then Qi~mrn 0and Q~jtn=QS&t- 11for all nois-1
u For L > K. (2433 rcquireb that y',4L - I 3QItA 1) <3 - yI(A - I IX,(&

+ u,-= C,, (24) which is cleansi impirs able since Q,(A - I). yt(A -I). and X%,4A )Cannot
.. =a, . be negative. For A < A - K. (201 requires the inipossibler condition Q,tA

For > ths i deonsratd i a smilr mtinr. I~mQl~) 0 - 13 r.A'11A I < Ql( & - 1). We conclude thcrcfnltre thit a state q with
For ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~2 A>Kti sdmntae na iia anr hnQ() - 1) = 0 can satisfy the condo (ions (203 for RNo only wihen

the ylk)A term does not appear so (23a) gives k = k-CK. A similar argumernt shows that when Q1& 3 0 the state can

aabe i;R 5,. Ionly when A=& I> K.

aa~taa~tV. CONCLUSIONS

since yl(kA>O. Similay wen Q2(k 0 thic s2kidonsaMappear in The problem of finding an optimal roting strategy for' local node
(23b) controllers in a multidestination network has been solved for the case of

At nodes with two exit links and constant demand. It has been shown that
(A~k) =the admissible state space is divided into control regions separated by

u~ reu'e(A. linear manifolds and explicit expressions fe the boundaries of these
mak~l regionis arc presented. To each region there exists a set of controls which

For states lying in the regions RM A the situation is complicated by are optimal fir the states of that region. A specific feedback realization of
degeneracies which can ccul. bhe optimal control has also been prescroted. The implemnrtations (22)

A composite ex~proas wbgb gives optid Imal fw I is A 5  is and (251 for the opimall flows are not the only oes possible. lThey are.
- holonver. conevenien for traffic control purposes because they provide

a) "U +a~gk)----- u70 Iol'i~kl smexicapacitj to traffic for each of the destinaionsstod the onger
the queu.dthelarger wll be itssdareof the capacity. They can also-be
readily implemented using a microprocessor since they consist merely of

b) Y,_i+,k ~ )the sum of steady-state trm and a linear feedback on the ratio of a state
VsY5Pvariable q' to the compolsite state Q, of which ql is a part Thse

a steady-state values must be available at the local controller either by local0
c) H2 u'3 + r,(kA ~ () computation or the must be supplied by a central supervisiory, controller.

Q30 A-) Note alsio that if either the demand or the exit capacity changes to new

0; +constant value then the V, vectors change. so that the boundaries of the
d) us H30" .Z lM + r(A) 010 1) contrl regionst and the feedback gains change. This merely requires a

1wS 4~IGIF(5 redetermination of the region in which q lies. The feedback routing given
fork+l~a~Af 2S) is therefore adaptive to chasnges not only in demand, but in capacity as

weeteidtris it00i eudtbewssilseihrQk well. j
wher th ineteminae trm /0 s de~edto e swo wen the Q~ A) It should be noted that the solution for r constant may not oe as

or Q34 A - 1) is seeo so agivis (21c) is satisfied when q' - 0. Th ybc restrictive as it appears. For example r could represent the average
used in (25) are derfised as demand over some interval so it would- be constant on that interval.

ro yk- ) r() y(k-1 Funlhermore. the routing (223 gives constant flows aoi"r) as long as sher
r(&&y(A-):r2 A)A (Al) for Ar46 state remans in one region. The routing (25) gissalmossi constant flows

A(A)A -- V(A); A(A)A -u, fork lloi in one region. Thus even in decentralized operation, wihen all nodes use
this local strategly the incoming demand can be considered as piecewise

fork > K. constant oliver intervals. The feedbasck routing could track the changes by
rAAy();r(k)Ai:(A) - forA>K1 updating the y, vets.

We now verily that(5) vsVI n r f k k -1)=Czwhc For data communication networks. the problem solved here could be
We nw vrif tht (53 ive 1Jf A3w 1 ad L~ k- I = z wich applicable when therei are delays or costs, associated a ith sending mei-

satisfiest the conditicsa (21al, (214) foe an optimum. When A = k> K or sages to the derstinations. Of course, it is usuallto not desirable to mix the
k + Iis K or Ais inthe raspgj <A <k+ 1the () amPositives M es ncsagesn for the variouss demsations on a single link, so a different
the result can be shown exactly as before. When k k 19 X and Q,(k A 30 specific imploemsentation wouldf be preferable in such nettworks.
we rind by summing (25) thatlw

± *' Rummoicu

Mal =-I Ill D C Goaih. 5toiaUsg stoo spw" xeaol to so bas b.pud It@*0aftlsnv sYbi"%L
~~~~~~~~~~~esvtt .01 4. uryPkl+y() (26 iflpi4.~ IStMb )- e 124.3 lv0

b )A l 1 11l I l C D A s s l t D C ( ,a a a O p l ota i c o n r ol of s iia mfe e d -f p ~ ~
0.4 st.i 131 K C Clow WA D C (iamb. -Dvota. jillesaIkies of pa&alht wgirewd lies

Dl Iuw Eilm.F Svdms% Reed and Reed. 1974
Sincv (A3I> 0we have," 0 for kaK +Ild since y3(j - 1) s 0we 141 A &-galaMW H Ms. Appl-casmM timiNIcii thersev 1duflaI 4 01,111%

hav7,~ 1y> ad 4'=0for m G k - 1. Thus using (3) and (93 tCiumWtrift "If P'm Jc.d-m t~ 4 c.'eil( 1 C6.1, 1976,pp 54 1 - 5
13A 2,60. . The arniehai Of Adaptive rMlass do dala-Crnma Weuahf PuleWks,

1#IDEdA lim ( inwMs bst COhi-2). or 05-'i saJo 1977
AJ, 161*' --- v & C 5 F H Moss and A %rssi. -An apstonai venifest topofWied, a. d'aasac ~1119 or

daaccIrniacaQ )ni~d =ai I --"y-2D~C PneCWWMPples.WW Ia i-(emira a~pe
isc.." F&wulis LossLa. Tinhosin. Rep. LL AI:. EE 314. 5971. 1970 B371 Kt C CS.". "Dosakud rel-lim n oes c nar 01 r.aigeed itaiT. net-mk~s, 55

K hi aR- Rep RC-6lll. DiLe 106 -
~~ + Zo 4- u+( wC, 2) 5 E saraih '(iesnois ocrisesed asuisg dem-nlosoh. ewkws.7 .0 P..4 CW,

- .1 -=Re 1).,f,.i _ w c-t,' .44 t ... r .... .. ri. 1979. ig .vp 111-1-
mis 5a onf. U4fC dsvirI,'j f~vifl5 II" ItilnIsi - L%.. I t

1,lP f. 5as$i i aqanU ualto aew me ea

flats result can be obtained in a similar manner for A k A+- I > K lii01 P %aibit -I...... Aiix~ lis r."brifts cofe.erltd m,mi.de.11"aoa

*To show that (251 is optimaim when Q,(A - 1) Owe will show that t193 iriilmois r"e,.wk- tlI%I Re% iRep I tA4'- Arv W9,
Jil t4...m..I 1411,4 dSFoML IfIUttS tee kIrdflsi 44M~rIed "voll, dCsIsolIo fwl.

soilen this hdprens the state q can only be in A~ , with k 44K. and we . ls,. taez Ent 1If st S .I u '.sk Jons 195
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Abs tract

A dynamic alternate route strategy is developed bold strategy. The purpose of this paper is to~
for a typical node of a traffic tietwork. rhe strata- investigate the threshold st:atexy for a discrete

S By compares the quene length at the node igainst an queue dynamic model with rannom Potsznn arrivals. 0
optimal threshold value. 'When the cariphld is
exceeded. sae of the traffic is diverted along an
alternate more costiy route to its destination. 0

The local node level strategy is easily im-
plemented in real time and is also adaptive toX
changes in route capacities. input rates or the rel-
ative delays along the alternate route. It is also 111 D

Ssuitable for use in a decentralized routing strategyX
for large networks. &L

Introduction
The stare and forward netw{,rk model has been

fourd to be very useful for problems concerned with Fig.lI A single queue alternate route model.
tovidestinatfic thoes. cogthd thisoel, wheneverithe
movdintficn thougs. congetstdel wornvfro origi

* instantaneous traffic demand exceeds the capacity of A Threshold Strategy for Local Alternate R~outing
the netw~ork to use the demand for service, congestion
builds in the network in thie form of queues which are Consider any source node and a single desti-
stored at the network nodes. For a fixed network nation node with L routes between them indexed by i
structure, the problem faced at each node is how to a 1. ... , L. The problem is to assign traffic to2
choose the routes along %aich to send traffic on these routes in order to minimize the iver~lgo delay
toward its destination wbile minimizing some measure in reaching the destiziation. .
of cost or delay and satisfying the capacity con- We assume that traff-ic arrives at an average
straints of the network links. For stochastic traf- rate A with Poisson interarrival times and that th~e
f ic demand most of the recent work has emphasized 17ingth of each unit of t.affic is exponentially
dynamic Or adaptive routing schemes :1-o] which use distributed with mea I/i. (For mesages chi units
information about the actual state of the node or are in bits and for vehicles the Anits are in
naetwork to determine the best routing. In almost all feet). All traffic arriving at the node is as-
this wtork a node with L routes to the destination is signed to a single queue and the decisicn on which
modelled as L parallel H/4l/1 queues. The routing route to uso is made only when it reaches tie front
decision is made at the time a customer arrives by of the queue. We have then the situation of a

placia hain in one of the L queues. Foschini and single queue with many potential servers as showc.
a1x[2j Show that for high traffic demand a join- in Fig. 1. Letting Q denote the total auma.-r of
the-shertast-quoue rule gives average queueing delays customers (messages or vehicles) waiticg in the
approaching that of the M/411L queue (i.e. average queue and in service, Little's formula TQ= (t/
delay is reduced by a factor of L compared to equal gives the average time spent an ttke queue And in
splitting). Foe~ two alternate routes, Boorstyn and service. Furthermore all traffic using the . th
Livoe (61 also get performance approaching the Nh/l/2 route will encounter an additional average delay 3-t
case by adding a third queue which can use either of S. before reaching the destination. This addi-
t he two servers when the dedicated queues become tional dasy includes both transit deloys if aay
empty. and queuieg and ser-vice delays at nodes alco; the

it would seem that a more direct approach to route to the destination. The average to--al delay
achieving such redu -ced queeig delays at the a node to reach the destination is thus given by
is to operate the node using a single queue with L
possible servers. The routing decision can then be LL
Put Off Until the moment a customer gets to the nead T a ~ Q I A. S.()
of the queue and must be put into service. In Fig. I i1 1 3

* the box 0 denotes a dacision rule which allocates -

traffic to the route servers. rhe decision can then Whkere A.i is the average rate at whirb traffic is
be made *a the basis at the Latest state information sent along route i. For A detera~aISLL: verha.On 0!

sodi also on the delays to be encountered Along the this problem with constant &.rival cite. t~le optx-
different routes (I.mal routing strategy was faun-' to be a thres.,ioll

This problem has been solved for the case of scrateg:'.l That isa to say when the routes are
deterministic input demand (7,81. where it was numbered io that
found that the aptimal routing strategy~ is a thres-

This work was supported tn part by a grant irom GTE Sl I SL (2)
fiesearch Laboratories, then the optimal strategy is to Use L3Ute L at fll
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capacity If and only if Q exceeds a threshold K. where P(k) ProbIQ a kS. Note that only route I
(where 0 a K < _ <... K ) This means teat foi (server 1) is used for I < Q ( K whereas both routes

Q ( K onl the first I routes should be used. (servers I and 2) are used for Q ! 1+1. The set of

For very small Q only route I (the one with smallest equations (4) are easily solved to give
delay is used and as Q increases the next best alter- Y k P(O) for C < k < K
nate es are added. Work is presently bein L)
carried out to prove the optimality of this type of k-K I
strategy for the stochastic problem considered here. Y 1 Pro) for £+1 < k
Ona h euristic basis out would expect a threshold where y, 4 X/,/ and y2 0 KI(I1s, 2 )  Summing (5)
strategy to be optimal Since the first tern of (1) as h 1Y a
small when all routes are used and the second term is over all k and equating to I gives for y, 0 1
minimized when only route I is used. For very small
values if Q it should be best to use only route I u(1-)
when Q reaches a level at which the increased cost of P) K X (6)
using the next best route 2 is offset by the amount 1¥ K1 1 1- K (1
that Q can be reduced, then route 2 should also be I , 1Y
used. The same rationale for larger values of Q 111 112
leads to the threshold strategy outlined above. This
is the type of routing policy which is considered in where a 9(y Iy2)/( -y2).
the following discussion.

Substitute a _ . into (1) wherepi a the Since route I is used whenever Q > 0
service rate for ioute i &'i * p C1 where Ci is the"

capacity of the first link an route 1) and P. is the YIoGY]
probability that route i is used. We seek io mini- pl I - PM - for y•1 1 (7)
ixme the cost 1-ay

LI

J m AT a [Q) + I S P P 1 (3) Equations (6) and (7) and those to follow are
1011 valid for y1 I as well as 1 I provided y2 

< 1.

by choosing the threshold levels K < I Analogous equations for ¥1 a 1 can be easily ob-
1 12 tuned for the entire development presented here.

Note that K a30 because whenever Q > 0 some aervi 0 Route 2 is eased only for Q > K, so for y itmest be prvided so route I (defined as the route I
with the smallest delay) should be used. The rela- yo)Yl!I
tie. between the cost and threshold levels is cow-

plicated in the genral case of L alternate routes so P2 | 
- I (k) a )

we will proceed with the case of L a 2 to demonstrate I,111K
the approach. m

Two Alternate Rutes ~Using E(Q) a I kP(k) with (S) and (6) Sives for
kuO

We first will consider a simplified situation y, ,

- (admittedly unrealistic) where avapping(S) is allowed r /1(1) 1
between the two servers. That is. if server 2 is 1(Q) I .1 y I
busay when server I completes a service which results [ 2 2 4 a1 K4
in Q < K then the customer being served by server 2 L'[ l(Y 1 (1.Ii) 10yl
has the service completed by server 1. This results (9)
in the one dimensional state transition diagram shows Let I denote the routing cost associated with
in Fig. 2. When swapping is not permitted (NS) then (3). Then (7) and (8) give for y $I
any service begun by a server must be completed by (
the same server. The threshold strategy leads then SP Q -a K S (Y I
states labled (ka) denote that k customers are in the "I PI p*2 P2 12ay

system but only server 1 is being used to provided (10)
service.

L I L I We observe that as K ' , E(Q) in (9) in-
p creases monotonically and R in (10) decreases

•* * ' * 0 monotonically so there is some value K* for which J
= E(Q) + R has a minimum. This value could be

04 04 01 0*02 PI.P3 found by a direct search or its approximate value
can be determined by finding expressions for theFig:) tol trnsiiondioromforS mdel changes AE{Q} and AR as functions of K. The
optimum value K* will be an integer near the value

using threshold K. at which AE + A R r 0. In this case we find.

For Fi8. 2 we find that the 6 model is charc- aterized by- ,Y Kl ! a (S2.s1)(P .N) + 1 2.

AM~-1) * P I PMk for I < k <_ XC (11) 1 1 PX-I1

(4) When y < I then neglectiog the second term on
a (p *ark) for K*I < the left of' (16, gives a starting point for a one

1



dimensiomal search for X. When Y I 1 since the k
terms on the right ace all 8egate ve find that bk*1 0 Yl bk •  3 i *bj for I k < K (17)

J2 hea
In S2uS)4- ) + + Ml \ where b. a I sad y3 df. Or for easier Cal-

in Yh
igdh a bi ad iterate

so the right side of (12) can be used to start a
one dimensional search for * d u dhl * (13)

h. la • 0. bk~l slbk +Y3 4dk for I < k < '

starting with do a 0, b, z 1. Also since P(k) p(k)
S + PM(k) (Note P(k) a p(k) for k ) 11) eq. (13b)

if (16) je!s

P(k) a yl P(k-1) - y3 bk p() for 2 ' k < 1 (19)

Ig. 3 State transition diagram for N S wbere from (13s)

model with threshold K. PC) a V/ ,(o) (.3) pMI) (20)
For bse IS model where Pwapping is not allowed The solution of (19) can be written as

we fnd free Fig. 3 that

(a) P ?(0 Pa(1) " + P2 pCl) Pk) 1(hYI)pO1) - V3 [ ,(k J),b1 p(l)

(b) ,[4p(k-l) p (k-)] a IIP(k)"p (k)] + V2 p(k) Jul

for < < (13) for k a 2, ..., K. (21)

k so by defining

(e) Ap(k) + p2 Ip(j)a p, p(k*) for 1 < k < K k-I
Jl k i 1

(k-l-J) ha for I( k < •

(d) A p(k) - (p1l 2) p(khl) for 1 1 < k (22)

(a) k (pW + p aCK] (p14'2 ) pelt!) we can Iterate

where
r + n lIak*bl for I < k< K-1 (23)

p(k) * Prob (Q a k sd server 2 is busy) starting with *I a 0. Thus we see that (20) and

ps(k) a rob (Q a k and server 2 is not busy) (21) become

Eq. (13d) can be solved to give 1(h) a TIk PM() + y (k-1) (l- 3 ) p(l)-y3ak p(l)

Sph) a 12 (h-K-
1) p(E l) for k 1 ! (i4) for < k < , 1. (24)

Thus all the P(k) can be expressed in terms of
where p(1 1) is obtained from (13e) once p(K) and p(l) nd P(0). But p(l) itself can be expressed in
p (1) are known. Equations (13a-c) give 21 equations terms of P(O) because (13e) and (16) gives
fsr the reainis (21) unknown P(O), p(l),
p(0), pa(1), "' Pa00 "  

Y2 P() a p(1 l) a b+ 1, p(l) (25)

The additional condition needed to solve is as so using P(K) from (24) in (25) gives
usul K

IPC) a 1 (IS) p (b) K0 PP(0)kno (K[l/'Y2) * Y/3 aK °'1(1' (26)

As analytical solution of these equations leads to Thus all the P(k) are expressible in terms of P(O).

complicated expressions. However a computational When these are inserted into (15) we find that for

solution is easily obtained, since (130j can be YI 1
solved Iteratively to give p(2) ... p(K*I) in terms !
of p(l). That is if we define the coefficients bk by P(O)-1"¥1K (K'1) i b

p(k) bk p() for I -• k < . 1i (16) [.1 i -Yl (1-' 3) 13 : k + Y 2( ' 2 j'

then using this is 13) gives (27)

* 9



where *is defined by (26). so all other probabili-
ties are determined. Here35

P, INul-P(O)-POl)a I - 0+0) P(O) 3. a

(24) ~ 32-

KK K 3
P2 1? 0 2 ka pM 1 P W + I P W

hal kuC hal 3

and as before

haM I IC W (29

pit 4b Toss~omuo gwpI..

cam~~~~~A hhab acuae.L decreases we expect that Kir will increasecan hen e caculaed.since server I can move easily serve the demand by
Ezanie iitself and at sae point K0 will be infinite (i.e.ftappe, Iit I$ best to use only route 1). As X increases

A example with Vi a 30, p1 a 10 ka 25 and S a 1. server 1 requires met help in holding E(Q) down so
3a2was analyzed. lhe results a;@ show Isfg K0 decreases. Is fact for Pi 1 A , II # P. server2

Rboth the S and NS models. I& this example EjQ) =sat be used some of the time to keep E(Q) finite.
increases monotonically with threshold K for both Fig. 5 shows the total 4elay T z J/A for the NS
models. For most values of I the US model gives server of Example 1 with A a iS, 25 and 35. For Au
slightly lower values because the Second server 15, T decreases monotonically with K giving K* a
operates more of the time than for the S model. The andT mms a 16/15 a 1.067. for A.a 35 we see that
apparent inconsistency for Kul is readily explained T-m as K-. since A > P A minimum occurs at K* 4
by the fact that is the US model it is possible for giving T win a 50.2/35 1.434. The AX 25 curve is
the faster server (in this case server 1) to be idle the DES curve of fig. 4b divided by 25.

* ~ while the slower **ever is busy. For low values of
* threshold this happens more often with the result
*that I(Q) is raised. Example 2 will present a more 35

wilntb oooi u ilatal ipastriking illustrationl of this effect in which E1Q)j

minimumo. As K - a both models approach the WWIl 1
* case since the second server is not used, so Lis. E(Q)

:ihJ(ga -A) a 5. The routing costs R decrease mone-

ncalli with threshold K as the more costly route 2
is used less frequently. As expected US has largerI
values for R than S does because US cannot switch a 1I.4.
customser being served by server 2 to sever I WhenQ J
falls below the threshold value. As A4m,P - 1, P -o so R 4 25 for both models. The total Icoat J 2 Is
shown I. Fig. 4b. US gives Jmsim a 29.197 at K* a 9

are fairly broad. In this example using the simpler 2S

model to find the minimum would give performance Ia
imperceptibly different than using the more realistic g

6 00 Is 20 IS K

4 s 32 S oooo~Lembfo*feti
Peach th deTno bayoth aor oe i. It isk

Is Example 1, the route with smaller routing
2110 delay 5 als* had the faster server 0gj, >P2) so the

49 delay &~ service using server 1 88d the delaY to

48 #ids that situations ca: arise where these two

-26~.. N enough than eves if S tS route I Ca tl ethe
a preferred route Binie t16 large delay in using
4Sa server 2 outweighs the shorter delay is reaching the

S desinato, aogS root. 2.

1 6 00 a Kmere P, a 3S ;2 a~ S. Sa)I 2 a I aod Ah

Ft P.44 o.sg I ef.$4sts IV,, Clos 1 20. Fig. 6. show 1Q) and A foe the US and S



models. It can be seen that for the 4S model E|C) S values Tbus fo: examnie If t is the propaKa-

has a minimum as explained above. This occurs at K = ion delay fcom a node llcng ioW. L to neigghborLr.4
4 and gives min EQI = 1.2.43. The rouring costs R node j then s. = t t r will be abed In the iocal
increase mouotunica~iy wxtb 9 here because St > S V rouLeing stgaitey. I WLtd each upiate a liode Would

Fig. 6b shows that the NS model has a Minimum a K x recalculate the thcesnold values oa which its resl

2 of6b mina 23.114 waile the S model has a Mnimum1 time routing decision Is bosed Using the latest
of J in .value of S , p. and k. These inforaMsAL3n updates

of J min 22.933 at K* a 1. would be asde At a rate much slower than required

for the local routing decisions.

"S .Conclusion

14 " S This paper suggests an alternate route strategy
1/ * which simply compares the number of customers Q ac a

n sode against an optimal threshold value K*. When
=-the threshold is exceeded tLen some traffic is

,1 .o diverted along an alternate route. The real time

I strategy is dynamic because it adapts Its routing to
the size of Q. It is also adaptive in the sense

112 . that I* can be recomputed readily when operating
1(0) parameters such as p. , A or S change. Thus it

seems ideally suited f or use in a decentralized
/ routing procedure for large networks where a low

/ 14 rate exchange of information between aeighhoring
*jS nodes can be used to update the op.erating thres-

holds.

S 10 It " m nazCuEM se eeem mb a t 6.ms 2/IG
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The local routing strategy just discussed is
Mwll suited for use in a decentralized routing scheme
for larger networks. Since each node n1 is miinizing
the average time T that it takes an eutering custo-
mer to reach the dAstinatton, If this information iS
exchanged periodically betwee, neighboring nodes it
gives each node the information needed to update its
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Basil S. Maglaris
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Abstract

The optimization of two-server Markovian queues with unequal

rates of service is analyzed via the theory of Markov decision pro-

cesses using an average expected cost criterion. It is shown that the

optimal policy, that minimizes the steady-state average time delay

experienced by customers in the system, is a deterministic threshold.

Under this policy, the slower server is used whenever "he number of

waiting customers exceeds the threshold value.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Stochastic optimization of queueing systems has been extensively

studied due to its direct applicability in diverse engineering and

economic disciplines. Early works on single server systems dealt with

optimal control of the service rate in Markovian queues as in

[CRABILL - 72], (ZACKS - 70] and (BLACKBURN- 72]. Optimality

criteria involved service costs/rewards, service rate switching penal-

ties, customer delays and start-up/shut-down costs. In [NAOR - 69]

the queue size was controlled by imposing tolls to arriving customers

and in (KNUDSEN - 72], this was generalized to multiple server

systems. In several queueing control problems the optimal strategies

depend on thresholds on the queue size. For excellent reviews on

the methodology involved, see [PRABHU - 73] and (STIDHAM - 82],

where specific hints are presented on how to apply the tieneral semi-

Markov decision theory, (HOWARD - 71], [ROSS - 69] to queueing

processes.

A wealth of applications requiring optimal control of queues

emerged within the context of store-and-forward data communication

networks. Switching nodes in the network can be modeled as queueing

systems with various streams of incoming data and several output

options. It was found that adaptive routing at the node level signifi-

cantly improves the delay performance of data messages as reported

in [BOORSTYN - 81], [YUM - 81]. In [FOSCHINI - 78] a diffusion 6

approximation was used to analyze node models where newly arriving

messages had the option to join queues dedicated to alternate routes.

In [EPHREMEDES - 80], techniques from the optimal control of queues

were employed to derive optimal strategies for the above node model.

In [SARACHIK - 82], the adaptive routing problem was formulated as

W .e
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an M/M/2 queue with different service rates, and based on previous

results, [SARACHIK - 81] pertaining to deterministic input models, aOI

threshold policy was anticipated to minimize delay. Note that an

M/M/2 queue exhibits lower delay than two dedicated queues since

arriving messages in the latter case decide on a route by estimating a

priori which server will become available first. In figure 1 we illus-

trate an M/M/2 queue with two unequal service rates, > b If

the two rates are not substantially asymetric, immediate use of any

available server on a FCFS basis appears to be an efficient way to

empty the system. At the other extreme, however, with server a

many times faster than b, it is reasonable to defer use of b unless

the number of messages in queue is large enough to feed the fast

server for the duration of service in b. Obviously, the "customer"

in b receives unfair service but the average system performance im-

proves. This is an illustration of the discrepancy between "indivi-

dual" and "social" optimization as reported in [KNUDSEN - 72]. In

• what follows, we formulate the M/M/2 optimization as a Markov decision

process and prove that the optimal policy under certain conditions is

of the threshold type.

*

2. MARKOV DECISION PROCESS FORMULATION

The optimization problem involves the minimization of the average

number of customers (messages) in the system, including those in

service. This is, by Little's formula, equivalent to minimizing the

average message delay.

* The state must indicate the number of customers in the system

and denote whether each of the servers a and b is busy servicing a

customer. Let the state be

oA



'A

0 Empty system

ia, i > 1 i customers in the system and only server a busy

ib, i > 1 i customers in the sytem and only server b busy

i, i > 2 . i customers in the system and both a and b busy.

Actions may be taken whenever an arrival finds one or both

servers empty and a choice must be made whether or not to serve or

which server to use, and whenever a departure creates the opportu-

nity for a waiting customer to proceed to a server. In order to "dis-

cretize" the continuous time process defined on the state space above,

we uniformize with respect to R, the maximum total rate out of all

states. Obviously R = A + pa + Pb corresponding to a state i, with

both servers busy. For states ia, ib and 0 we now consider transi-

tions at rate R some of which represent arrivals or departures and

others represent "self loops" or transitions not triggered by external

events. As an example, from state ia, i > 2, we may have the follow-

ing transitions:

Upon an arrival, with rate A ia - (i + 1)a OR

ia - (i + 1)

Upon a departure, with rate pa ia - (i - 1)a OR

ia (i -1) OR

ia - (i - 1)b
4]

Remaining transitions with rate ia - ia OR

ia i

This uniformization technique if suggested in [STIDHAM, 82] as a

means to simplify the algebra involved with the optimaiity equations

without changing the steady state statistics of the process.
6]
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The possible transitions out of a state depend on the actions

taken at transition points, whenever there is a choice. The action

space is finite; either serve the customer at the head of the queue

with a specific available server or r, t. No swapping is allowed i.e. a

message already in server a may not be switched to server

b. Furthermore, we assume that if there are customers in the system,

at least one server must be active. This assumption may be proved

but we omit the formalism to provide a clear picture of the state

transitions. In Figure 2 we depict the state diagram with all candidate

transitions. Solid lines and circles identify a set of actions leading to

a threshold policy at i = 3. Under that policy all dotted states are

transient and do not influence the steady state averages. Rates such

as , pa denote transitions opposing to the threshold policy but valid

candidates for an optimal policy. -.

The optimal policy n, would minimize the average expected cost g

uef,.ned as the average number of customers j under n:

g = min {E(j)}

ith

If C(Xn) denotes the cost of state Xn at the nth period between the

nth and the (n + 1)st transition (with average dwell time 1/R), then

N
E (j) = li 1 E Hn -m N + 1 7(X )IO nN n=O

The one period cost C(Xn) is exactly the number in system at Xn

C(i) = C(ia) = C(ib) = i

In order to use the results of the Markov Decision theory direct-

ly, we first limit the queue capacity (maximum number of customers)

........ .. .. .... .... ...... ... ... .....,
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to a large but finite number M. Arrivals into a full system are

blocked and cleared. The minimization criterion involves customers

already in the system and ignores the effect of blocking. This trun-

cation is a standard technique, [PRABHU - 73] to alleviate problems

induced by unbounded one period costs and to handle ergodicity

requirements for average expected cost minimization. Certainly if M

is large enough and the process stable, truncation is a good approx-

imation. Furthermore, it will be shown that the form of the optimal

policy does not depend on M and thus we may postulate that if a

stable optimal policy exists it is of the same form as in the truncated

problem.

Under the modeling assumptions stated above, all conditions for

the existence of a deterministic stationary optimal policy are satisfied,

[ROSS - 69, p. 149] and thus the policy n minimizing the average

number of customers in the system is a deterministic assignment of

actions to states.

3. FORM OF THE OPTIMAL POLICY

In order to determine the form of the optimal policy, we examine

the equivalent discounted cost problem with a discount factor a < 1.

As shown in [ROSS - 69] this problem can be transformed into an

average expected cost minimization by letting a -, 1.

Let V(i) V(ia), V(ib) denote the a-optimal costs starting from

states i, ia, and ib respectively. With Xn representing the state

during the nth period. We have

9n V(X O) = min En an C(Xn)]/IX O}
n n=0

XoX n e{i,ia,ib), C(i) = C(ia) = C(ib) =i

.- - - - -• -
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The recursive optimality equations for the V's are given below:

0

(X9Ja+IPb) V(O)=a [X-minfV(la), V(lb)) + (Pa+Pb)(](1

(AX+P~*b) V(la)=l+a( X-in [V(2a), V(2)) + pa V(O)+PbV(la)] (2)

(k+Pa+Pb )V(lb)=l+a [h*I-min V(2b), V(2)) + TPb V(O)+PaV(lb)] (3)

(Xk+pa p)V( 2a)= 2*I* [X mn{V( 3 a), V( 3 ) J+ janV(1a),V(1b)) +

pjb mnjnV( 2 a) ,V(2))] (4)

0(K+pa+Pb)V(2b)=2+a mi V(3b)V(3) )+b minV(a),V(lb)j +

~ Vlb)pbV(la)] (6)

+ imnV(ia),V(i)1], i>2 (7)

*(A+p a+ib)V(i b)=i+[minV(i+,b) ,V(+1))+Pbmin{V(i-l,b),V(i-l~a),V(i-l)I

+PI1Ufli{V(Ib),V(i)fli i>2 (8)

(X+Iia+Pb)V()=+[AV(+)+bmliflV(i-1) ,V(i-1,a))

If M is the maximum (blocking) state

0 (X+p a+Pb)V(M a)=M+a[(X*V(M~a)+Pain[V(M-l ,a) ,V(M-l ,b) ,V(M-1))I

+ bfln{V(M,a),V(M)I] (10)

('+Pa+Pb)V(M b)=M+a(X-V(M,b)+P*binV(M,b),V(M1lDa),V(M-1))

* +p amin[V(M,b),V(M)}] (11)

(+.a+b)V(M)=M+X*V(M)+P.bmi{(~)VMla}9

+p mfnjfV(M-1) ,V(M-1,b)) (12)

* Let R denote the unforrmzation rate:

R X= +
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LEMMA 1

The functions V(i), V(ia), V(ib) are increasing in i and

V(la)> V(O), V(lb)>V(O), V(2)>V(la), V(2)>V(lb)

Proof

We will use induction on the recursive equations (l)-(9). First

assume that we start with a set of V's satisfying the Lemma. A

logical choice is to set the cost at step 0 equal to the one period

costs:

V 0 0I) V V0 ia) =Vo(ib) i

Suppose now that the lemma holds after n subsequent applications of

the recursive equations to :

V n(i)u V n(ia), V n(ib) are increasing on i

To complete the proof we must show that the lemma will hold at the

(n+1)st step. We will demonstrate this step for V n+i (i), i>2. From

(9) we have:

RVn~ (i+1)=i+1+aR[fl(i+ 2 )iPbmin[Vl(i),V a))+

Rn+1 (i=4tX n (il+bm(f~-)V(-'

+Pamin[V (-)n(i -b)]

Now (i+i, Vi (i+> 1),1 (by asupio), m) + vC)V(~)
n n nn'

min[V n(i-i)' Vn (i-l,a)1 and min[V n(i)V Vn (i,b))>min[V. 1 (i-i) Vn (i1b)

since the minimum of two increasing functions is increasing. Thus

RVn ~(M*) > RV .. (i). Using the same reasoning it can be easily

seen that all costs V ~(i), Vn (ia), Vn~ (ib) are increasing on i up

to its maximum M and that Vn (2) > Vnl( 1a) > Vn (0),Vn (2) >

Vn+i (1b) > n10
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LEMMA 2

If Pa>ljb V(la)<V(lb), and V(i)<V(ib), i>2

Proof

We use the same inductive argument as in the proof of Lemma 1.

Assuming that the inequalities hold at step 0 and step n, we have at

the (n+l)st step

RVn+1(la) 1 + a[+ -min{Vn(2a) Vn(2)] + PaVn(O) + PbVn(la))

RVn 1 (1b) - 1 + a[ )Vn(n(0) + aVn(b)

In order to show that Vn+1(la)<Vn+i(lb), since Vn( 2 ) > min m Vn( 2a),

Vn(2)), it suffices to show that

Pan + pbVn(la) < PbVn(O) + PaVn(1b) or

PaVn(1b) " PbVn(la) > (Pa " Pb)Vn ( o)

Since Vn (b) > Vn(la) (by inductive assumption), Pa>Pb and

Vn(1a)>Vn(0) (Lemma 1), it follows that

PaVn (ib) - PbVn(la)>(Pa - Pb)Vn(la)>(Pa - Pb)Vn(o)

This proves the first argument, V(la)<V(lb), assuming Vn+l(i) <

Vn+ (ib). From (5) and (6), applying the inequalities at step n, we

have

RVn+i( 2 ) = 2 + a[Vn (3) + PaVn (b) + PbVn(la)]

RVn+1(2b) = 2 + a[Vn(3) + PbVn(1a) + PaVn(2)]

From Lemma 1, we have Vn( 2 ) > Vn(lb), thus Vn+ (2) < Vn+i( 2b)

From (8) and (9), we have that for i>2

RVn+1 (i) =i+a [AV n ('+i)+Pbmin { Vn (i- 1),Vn (i-1,a) } +PaVn (i-1)]

RV n+1 ( ib )--'+a [ kVn ( i+ 1)+Pbmin { Vn ( i-' , a ),V n ( i- 1 ) 1 + PaVn(i)]

and since V (i)>V (i-1) it follows that Vn l(i)<Vn+i(ib).

n n",,' . .. ,-,
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Note that we make use of arguments from Lemma 1 in the induc-

tive proof. This is valid since the two Lemmas are consistent and

may start from the same initial set of V's. Alternatively, one can

combine the two Lemmas into a single inductive proof.

COROLLARY 1

States ib, i>1 are transient under the optimal policy.

Proof

Observing the optimality equations, we notice that under Lemma

2, there is no path from states (i) and (ia) into any state (ib), i>.

State (1b) may be reached upon departure from 2. This statement

conforms with the intuitive argument that there is no reason to use

the slow server when the fast server is idle.

LEMMA 3

If V(i-1,a)>V(i-1), i-1>1, then V(j,a)>V(j) for all j > i

Proof

Assume that in the optimal policy, there exists a state i-1, such

as V(i-l,a) > V(i-1). In this case, we will use the inductive procedure

again but now keeping the costs of states (i-1,a) and (i-1) fixed to

their optimal values. The iterative application of the optimality equa-

tions to the remaining costs, will converge by contraction to their

optimal values. The a-priori knowledge of V(i-l,,. and V(i-1) will

reduce the number of unknowns, and if our guess is correct, it

just creates two redundant consistent equations.

At step 0 we set Vo(i-1,a)=V(i-1,a) and Vo(i-1)=V(i-1). The

remaining Vo's are set to arbitrary initial values satisfying the Lemma
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and the monotonicity property of Lemma 1, in reference to V(i-l,a)

and V(i-1). It can be easily seen that the monotonicity property will ;

hold throughout the subsequent operations, by translating the proof

of Lemma 1, to incorporate the fixed values V(i-l,a) and V(i-1).

Assume that at step n the Lemma holds. Remember that no

change is allowed for the cost of states (i-2,a) and (i-1). From (7)

and (9), we have

RVn+I (i, a)=i+a [Vn (i+l)+paVn (i-)+bVn(i)], Vn(i-l)=V(i-l)

RVn+1 (i)=i+a [. n (i+l)+hbVn (i- 1)+PaVn (i- 1)]

and since Vn(i)>Vn(i-), it follows that Vn+l(i,a)>Vn+l(i). The same

equations apply for all j > i. At j=M, Vn (j+l) is replaced by Vn (M)

and similar inequalities hold. This completes 'the proof of the Lemma.

THEOREM la

The a-optimal policy for the finite M/M/2 queue, defers service

from the slow server until the number of waiting customers exceeds a

threshold value.

Proof

From Lemma 3, it follows that for the least K > 1 for which

V(K+I,a)>V(K+1), all states (ia), i>K, will exhibit greater costs V(ia)

than V(i). Thus new arrivals and departures will favor states (ia),

for i <K and states (i) for i>K. This threshold K will render all

states (ia), i>K, transient along with states (ib), i>1 (Corollary 1).

The threshold value, depends on the parameters X,a It may be

that for pa>>b, the threshold K approaches the limit of the queue

size in which case, we never use the slow server b. Equivalently if

a/Pb is close to unity, the threshold moves to 1 which is exactly an

M/M/2 queue with arrivals on empty state routed to server a.

-, - - .- - -. -- .- - - -- - .- - - - . .- "- -.
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THEOREM lb

The optimal average expected cost policy for the finite M/M/2

queue is a deterministic threshold as in Theorem la.

Proof

For the finite state problem, state (0) is recurrent for all deter-

ministic policies considered in the a-optimal recursive equations (1)-

(12). Furthermore the one period cost i is bounded by its maximum

M and hence all conditions for the existence of optimal average expected

cost policies are satisfied as in [ROSS - 70), Corollary 6.20. The

structure of the optimal policy n will be the same as in the discounted

case and the optimal average expected cost, g=E (i) is given by

g = lim (I-a)Vy(0)

The truncation of the state space was introduced to guarantee

that the one period costs are bounded, and that state 0 is recurrent

under all policies. However, since the threshold structure does not

depend on the maximum queue size M, it can be concluded that if a

stable optimal policy exists to the infinite state problem, it is of the

threshold type.

4. DISCUSSION AND NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In the previous section we proved that the optimal policy mini-

mizing the average queue length (or average delay) is of the thresh-

old type. Obviously the criterion involves "social optimality" from the

system point of view. Individual customers (messages) would never

chose the slow server regardless of the state of the system unless 4

their service time on the slow server is less than the sum of their
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service time in the fast server and the waiting time before being

served by the fast server. The optimum threshold value depends on

the parameters of the system, namely the ratio of the service rates

and the total system utilization. In order to illustrate this dependence

we solved the equilibrium equations in an infinite size system for

various thresholds, service rate ratios and traffic intensities. In

Figure 3, we depict the average queue length at traffic intensity

0 A/(a+Pb)=O.5. As expected if server a is much faster than b (39 to

1), the optimal threshold becomes very large, eventually leading to a

single server queue with the slow server never used. Conversely for

0 relatively balanced rates (2 to 1 or equal), both servers are always

used as in an uncontrolled M/M/2 system (preference is given to a if

both a and b are idle). For rate ratios 3 to 1 and 7 to 1 there

exists clearly an optimal threshold at 2 and 4 respectively. A con-

sequence of using thresholds is that we obtain i:nbalanced traffic

volumes routed via a and b. In Figure 4, we illustrate the percentage

of the traffic routed via a, 100 x Xa/K. Notice, that even with bal-

anced rates 1 to 1 and K=1 (pure M/M/2 system), more traffic is

routed to a than b, due to decisions taken upon arrivals to an empty

0 system. As the threshold increases, certainly the Xa/X ratio ap-

proaches 100%. This observation led to the suggestion of threshold

policies in adaptive routing schemes, where the traffic served via

* each outgoing link (server) is constrained to a value determined by

some global criterion. In [MAGLARIS - 83], we formulated this

problem and proved that threshold policies minimize average queueing

10 delays with constrained output flows.
-1

-I*1
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Finally, in Figure 5, we demonstrate the effect of the traffic

intensity on the optimum threshold value. As intuitively expected,

queues close to saturation do not have the luxury of threshold poli-

cies and must operate both servers at full capacity. Lightly utilized

queues do, however, exhibit improved performance under threshold 'O

values which increase as the utilization drops. Depending on the

Va:b ratio, a system utilized at low levels would involve thresholds

approaching a positive integer close to pa/Pb - 1. As an example,

for pa:Pb = 7, and very low traffic intensity, the optimal policy uses

the slow server only if 7 messages have been accumulated, i. e. the

threshold value is 6.

44~
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A SHORTEST PATH ALGORITHM FOR THE SOLUTION

OF THE SIMPLE KNAPSACK PROBLEM AND EXTENSIONS 0

Aaron Kershenbaum*

Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

Polytechnic Institute of New York

Brooklyn, NY 11201

ABSTRACT

We consider several versions of the Knapsack Problem and show

that they can be solved using a shortest path algorithm requiring both

storage and running time which are polynomial functions only of the

number of types of object and the size (weight) of a single object.

This is a significant improvement over previous algorithms for the

solution of the Knapsack Problem using shortest paths, which typically

require storage and runtime which are functions of the total knapsack

size.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Knapsack Problem, which is interesting in its own right, has

also received much attention recently [3] as a means of solving integer

programming problems via a relaxation technique using group theory.

Formally, the Knapsack Problem can be stated as:

M
Maximize z = I pixii=l

*This work was partially supported by NSF under Grant ENG 7908120

and by U. S. Army CECOM under Contract DAAK-80-80-K-0579.
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M
subject to = I wix i = Wi=1 1

x > 0 for i 1,2,...M

xi integer
I

Thus, we are given M types of object with weight wi and profitability

pi per object of type i. We are required to maximize the total profit

subject to a constraint that the sum of the weights of the objects

selected equals W. In the simple (unbounded) version of the problem

there is no restriction on the number of objects of each type which

may be included in the solution.

Sometimes an inequality constraint is used in place of the equal-

ity constraint, i.e., one seeks objects whose aggregate weight does

not exceed W. Such a problem can be transformed into a problem

with an inequality constraint by including an additional object with

unit weight and zero profitability. Here we will concentrate primarily

on problems with equality constraints.

We assume that W and the wi are non-negative integers (or,

more generally, that they are commensurate) and that the pi are

non-negative.

Previous approaches to the solution of this problem include those

reported by Horowitz and SahnJ 11 using dynamic programming and

implicit enumeration. These approaches have been found to be effec-

tive for a wide range of problems but have exhibited excessive run-

times for problems with a large number of nearly equally valuable (in

terms of cost per unit weight) objects. Also, their worst case run-

ning times are exponential in the number of object types. Denardo

-48-
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and Fox [ 2 ] have developed an approach which overcomes these ob-

jections by solving the problem as a shortest path problem in a net-

work with W nodes and W x M arcs. Thus, their approach requires

storage proportional to W and runtime proportional to W x M. If W

0 and M are sufficiently small, their approach is extremely attractive.

If W is large, however, the storage, and to a lesser extent the run-

time, become prohibitive.

40 Denardo and Fox present their algorithm in the context of using

a Knapsack Problem as an integer programming relaxation. In such

cases, W is generally of the same order as the wi . We extend their
approach to the case where W is -very large but the individual wi are

not, and exploit the underlying cyclic group structure of the problem

to develop an algorithm with both runtime and storage requirements a
function, only of the weight of a single object and the number of

object types. Garfinkle and Nemhauser [4 point out the relationship

*to the group structure but do not discuss application of the structure

to develop an algorithm as efficient as the one presented here.

II. BASIC PROCEDURE

For the sake of clarity, we begin by describing the basic proce-

dure and justifying it. In later sections, extensions and refinements

of this procedure are considered.

We begin by defin. q a network K = (N,A,L) corresponding to

the Knapsack Problem (KP). The node set, N, contains W + 1 nodes

numbered 0 through W corresponding to the aggregate weight of the

objects selected thus far. At each node, i, there are outgoing arcs

-49-



corresponding to feasible objects which may be selected to augment a

partial solution with weight i. Thus, at node i there will be arcs 5

(i, i + wK) for all K such that i + wk < W. The length of an arc

corresponding to an object of type K is Pk" We thus have:

N = {OI.... W)

A = {(i, i + wk)! i = O,1,...W, for all k such that i + wk W]

L + (lI. ! (i,j)zA, where i = for arcs corresponding to type

k objects)

The network thus contains approximately MW arcs. We will assume

that Wk l Wk for k, 0 k 2 as if two types of objects have the same
1 2

weight the one with the smaller profit can be ignored. We also assume

wk > 0 and > 0 for all k. We will refer to arcs corresponding to

a type k object simply as type k arcs. Figure 1 illustrates part of a

network corresponding to a KP with 4 types of object, described in

the table accompanying Figure 1. For the sake of clarity, only nodes

0 through 7 and arcs from nodes 0 and I are shown in Figure 1.

Paths from node 0 to node W in such networks correspond to

solutions of the associated KP. The length of a path, defined as the

sum of the lengths of the arcs in the path, is the total profit of the

solution. Thus, the longest path corresponds to the optimal solu-

tions. Note that, by the assumption that wk 0 for all k, the net-

work is acyclic and so the problem of finding the longest path from 0

to W is solvable using Bellman's shortest path algorithm suitably modi-

fied to find longest paths. Defining di to be the length of the cur-

rent estimate of the longest 1.-,. fr node 0 to node i, this amounts

simply to:

that wk Wk for K1 0 K2 as

-50-
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Alciorithm 1

Step 0: do 4- 0

Step 1: For i 1 to W I

For all j such that (i,j)eA
{d. = max (d j,di +ij)

One can also keep track of the solution itself by setting a ,- i when-

ever the value of d. is updated. At the end of the algorithm one can

trace the path back from node W to node 0 using the a. We refer to

d. as the label on node j and to a. as the predecessor of node j.

Step 1 is known as a scan of each node, i.

Algorithm I is the simplest possible shortest path algorithm.

The nodes are scanned in numerical order and each node is scanned " P

only once. The algorithm has a running time on the order of MW

operations and a storage requirement on the order of W. If W is

very large, the approach becomes unattractive. The approach des- le

cribed below avoids this problem by solving the problem using a

network which is, in general, much smaller. The key to reducing the

size of the network is embodied in the following lemmas. Define

* P
v max (wk) and w* - w. such that 2 -=max k. Thus h is the

k k wk

weight of the "heaviest" type of object and w* is the weight of the

"best" type of object.

The proofs of some of the lemmas rely upon elementary proper-

ties of cyclic groups. The interested reader is referred to (61 for

more details.
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Lemma 1: An optimal KP solution exists containing no set of

objects whose aggregate weight is a multiple of w*.

Proof: Given an optimal KP solution containing a set of objects

of aggregate weight nw*, we can replace these objects by n "best"

objects without altering the total weight. The net change is profit,

Ap is defined by:

p = np* - Z pj

j (-- p* pj)

By the definition of p*, each term of the sum is non-negative

and hence Ap > 0. We can thus replace the set without destroying

optimality and the lemma is proven.

The terms in the above sum can be interpreted as the amount of

profit "wasted" by using a type j object instead of a best object. We

can in fact redefine the arc lengths in the network corresponding to

a given KP to be precisely these quantities. The optimal KP solution

then corresponds to the shortest path from 0 to W. This can be seen

to be true by observing that the above transformation of the arc

lengths affects the lengths of all paths from 0 to W in precisely the

same way. If the length of a 0 to W path in the original network was

p the length of the same path in the new network is p* - , - p

Thus the relative length of all 0 to W paths are reversed. Alterna-

tively, one can observe that the optimal path is the one which wastes

the least profit. In the sequel, we use this form of the length func-

tion as it will allow us to improve the efficiency of the algorithm. We

refer to the network using this length function as K1.
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In Figure 1, the new lengths of arcs of types 1 through 4 are

1,2,0, and 2, respectively. Note that type 3 arcs are best and that ,p

best arcs have 0 length. All arcs have non-negative length. If the

best type of arc is not unique (e.g. if w2 = 9 in the above example),

it is possible for the length of more than one type of arc to be 0.

To avoid confusion, we assume that the best type of object is unique.

The extension of the algorithms to this case is straight forward.

Lemma 2: An optimal solution exists containing no more than .

w* - 1 non-best objects.

Proof: Any set of w* or more objects must contain a subset of

weight nw* for some n > 0. To see this, consider a set of w* ob-

jects, iiJ2 .... iw*. From the sums
i.-

S. = ( I Wi ) modulo W*
k=1 k

i
If S = 0 then i Wk nw*.

k=1 k=

If S = S for A > j then I W = nw*.
k=j k

But there are w* S.'s and only w* - 1 nonzero values of modulo

w*. Hence, either S. = 0 or S S for some k and the set contains

a subset of weight nw*. From the proof of Lemma 1 we see that we

can replace any such subset by n best elements without decreasing

the profit. Thus, we need only consider sets containing w* - 1. or

fewer non-best elements together with zero or more best elements.

An optimal solution can always be obtained in this way.

But since all elements have weight no greater than 0, the ag- -P

gregate weight of the non-best elements in any such optimal solution
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will not exceed Q*(w* - 1). If W > ww*, we need not consider W

explicitly as a constraint. We need simply apply the above algorithm

to get d. for j < %w*, and then complete the solution by adding the

appropriate number of best objects.

Indeed, we are only interested in the weight modulo w* of a

partial solution since any two solutions whose weights differ by a

multiple of w* differ only by one or more best objects. We thus

have:

Lemma 3: If W > *w*, the optimal KP solution can be found by

adding zero or more best objects to the set of objects defining the

shortest path in the network formed by merging all nodes with the

same weight modulo w* as described above.

Proof: Consider the original network before the nodes were

merged. Consider the 0 to W path corresponding to an optimal solu-

tion. By Lemma 1, we may assume this path contains no set of arcs

(correspond to objects) of weight nw* except for best arcs. Since

* the network contains paths corresponding to picking these objects in

all possible orders, we may assume that the path under consideration

has all the best arcs at the end. Consider only the initial subpath

corresponding to the non-best arcs.

Now, consider what the transformation does to this initial sub-

path. All the nodes in this path have different weights modulo w*.

* : Thus the transformation changes this optimal 0 to W path in K, to a 0

to W" path in the network with merged nodes, where W" = W modulo

w*. Note that other paths, including some optimal ones, become

complex paths containing cycles because they contain subsets whose

aggregate weights are a multiple of w*. The path we are focusing on
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however remains a simple path and can thus be found using an ordi-

nary shortest path algorithm.

No new paths are created by the transformation. Thus, an

optimal KP solution can be obtained by appending 0 or more best arcs

to the shortest 0 to W" path in the new network, and the lemma is

proven.

It is thus possible to define a new network

K2 = (N,A,L):

N {0,1,...w*-l}

A = ((i,j) I j (i + wk) modulo w* for some K}

L = ij l(i,j)e A, ij W * for

k defining (i,j)}

This network has only w* nodes instead of W. Furthermore, we NO

note that if (Wk Wk ) modulo w*, then type k, and type k2 arcs
1 2

are parallel and the arc corresponding to the object with the smaller

.ij can be ignored. Thus, there is at most 1 outgoing arc from each

node to each other. The total number of arcs is thus at most

w*(w* - 1). We have thus removed dependency on both M and W and

have a procedure whose running time and storage are a polynomials

only in w*.
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ALGORITHM~ DESCRIPTION

We now describe the actual procedure in more detail and analyze

its storage and runtimne.
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The following is the essence of the procedure:

Step 0: (Initialization)

d0  0
d j = - j = 1 ... w *- I

where d. is the current estimate of the length of the shortest path

from 0 to j.

Step 1: Find i, the best node to scan next. This is discussed in

detail below.

Step 2: (Scan node i)

For k 2, ... M

Let j = (i + wk) modulo w*

If d > d + e then d d + I and PR= k

where 1ij is the length of an arc corresponding to a type k object

(eij = wk(P*/w* Pk) as defined above) and PRj records the type of

the arc used to label node j and hence keep track of the optimal

solution.

Step 3: Return to Step 1 if any nodes remain to be scanned; other-

wise stop.

It is clear that the storage required for this procedure is linear

in w* + M. If Step 1 is sufficiently simple and each node is only

scanned once, the procedure's runtime will be dominated by Step 2

and will be proportional to Mw*. This is in fact the case, as we will

see.

A node, j, must be scanned if its label, dj, is improved (re-

duced) as it may then improve the labels of other nodes. If we are

to ensure that each node is scanned at most once, we must defer 4
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scanning it until its label cannot be improved. When all arc lengthb

are positive, as they are here, this objective is achieved by scanning

the nodes in ascending order of d. This is Dijkstra's well known
11

shortest path algorithm.

In the general case, Dijkstra's algorithm requires that in Step I

we find the as yet unscanned node with the smallest label. If this

were done naively, it would require an examination of w* labels and

* the overall procedure would require (w*) 2 + Mw* operations. In this

case, however, we can implement Step 1 carefully and do much bet-

ter.

We form "buckets" of nodes to be scanned and place nodes to be

scanned together in the same bucket if they have similar labels. If

the width of the buckets is q, then we place a node with label d,

where (k-l)- < d < kq in the kth bucket. We then simply work our

way through the buckets in ascending order of bucket number scan-

ning the nodes in each bucket in arbitrary order. Thus, there is no

explicit search in Step 1. If the width of the bucket is no greater

than the length of the shortest arc in the graph, then any node

labeled by the node currently being scanned will reside in a higher

numbered bucket and hence, each node will be scanned at most once.

The only problem with this procedure, which is well known, is

that the number of buckets itself may become very large, in particu-

lar much larger than the number of nodes, if the longest arc is many e

times greater than the shortest. In this case, a great deal of storage

and running time may be wasted in dealing with empty buckets. We

now show that in this case fewer than w* buckets are required in all 9

cases.
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We begin by reindexing the arcs out of each node corresponding

to the M - 1 remaining types of object in increasing order of length.

(Recall that the arc corresponding to the best type of object was re-

moved from explicit consideration.) Thus, LI, is the length of the

arc which corresponds to the second best type of object, etc. The

wi and Pi are reindexed correspondingly. We will refer to arcs of
i

length Li , weight wi , and profit pi after this reindexing as arcs of

type i (or as arcs corresponding to objects of type i). For sim-

plicity, we will assume L. L. for i 0 j although the procedure does

not require this.

Consider the case where w* is relatively prime to wl. By the

definition above, arcs of length L I are the shortest arcs in the

graph. Since w1L and w* are relatively prime, a path containing at

most w* - 1 arcs comprised entirely of arcs of type 1 exists from 0 to

each other node. Thus, we know that no node need have a label

greater than L1(w* - 1). So, w* - 1 buckets of width L, suffice

since the shortest path will be no longer than the aforementioned one.

In the case where w* and w, are not relatively prime, the above

path will loop back to node 0 before reaching many of the other

nodes. In this case, the following preliminary computation is carried

out before setting up the buckets:

r =w*

For j =1, M-1

g= r/GCD(r,w.)

r = GCD(r, w)

where GCD(i,j) is the greatest common divisor of the integers i and j

and can be found using Euclid's Algorithm, whose running time is

bounded by the following Lemma:
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Lemma 4: Euclid's Algorithm has a worst case running time ot

order log N when applied to find the GCD of N and M, for N > M.

Proof: For N > M, Euclid's Algorithm replaces a problem on N

and M by one one M and N - qM. The worst case for this, i.e., the

one which converges most slowly, is when q = 1 at all stages. This

results in a Fibonacci sequence. It is well known [1] that the Kth

Fibonacci number, FK is given by:

*F
FK

%0r
Thus, the runtime of the algorithm is of order K for N of order

FK , i.e., K is of order log N.

We observe that, corresponding to the paths comprised entirely

of type I arcs above, there is now a tree rooted at 0, spanning all

the nodes, and containing paths with at most gj - 1 arcs of length

L. An illustration of such a tree is given in Figure 4. In this case
Y

only nodes 0i8, and 4 can be reached using only arcs of type 1

before the path cycles back to node 0. The number of nodes so

reachable is g, (three in this case). The original set of w* nodes is

partitioned into g, parts which are then each partitioned into g 2

smaller parts corresponding to the nodes which are now reachable via

arcs of type 2. The partitioning continues until all nodes are

reached. The above can be proven rigorously in the general case

using the properties of cyclic groups.

We now define buckets of variable width corresponding to the

longest path in the tree defined above. Thus, there are g1 -I
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buckets of width 11 followed by g2 - 1 buckets of width 12, etc. A

total of B = (gi - 1) buckets is required. Since the product of the

gils is w*, B < w*.

We have shown that less than w* buckets are required. We now

show that no node is scanned more than once. To do so, we show

that the width of each bucket is no greater than the length of the

shortest arc still permitted in a path.

6 2'

5' 2

2 2

i ..

4 2

Figure 4: A spanning tree bounding the lengths of shortest paths

Note that the paths from 0 to j correspond to ordered selections

of objects of aggregate weight j; i.e., there are distinct paths cor-

responding to the selection of the same objects in different orders.

We can, and should, consider only one path corresponding to each

distinct collection of objects. This is easily done by keeping track of ,9

the last type of arc in the path (which we are doing with the variable
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PR.) and only considering arcs with the same or higher index (object

type). Thus, we will find solutions corresponding to a selection of

objects in non-decreasing order of type.

Now, consider a node in bucket i of width w. This node was

either reached via a path in the tree considered above or via an arc

whose length is greater than that of any in that tree. In latter case,

the length of the smallest arc under consideration exceeds the width

of any bucket. In the former case, since we are considering arcs in

increasing order of length, again a node can only enter a bucket via

an arc at least as long as the width of the bucket.

Extensions

If W < w*, then it is possible for wi to be equal to w. and for
1 J

objects i and j not to dominate one another. In particular, if wi > wj

and ei < 9. neither i nor j may dominate. This is because the con-

straint on W may prohibit the use of a sufficient number of objects

with the smaller length. As an example of this, consider a problem

with W = 24 and (Wi,P i) of (5,50), (6,58), (11,109), (1,0). Here,

the 2I are 0,2,1, and 10, and w2 = w3 modulo 5. Neither object 2
1

nor object 3 dominates the other, however. In fact, the optimal

solution is 4 type-2 objects in this case. For W = 21 or W =22,

however, type-3 objects would be used in the optimal solution.

For W = 23, both type-2 and type-3 objects would be used. Lemma

3 can thus not be extended directly to the case whose W < w*,.

Thus, it is not possible to make the final reduction to a network

with w* nodes in this case. However, when the individual wi are

small, which is the principal case of interest here, w*h will be small

as well. The above algorithm can then still be applied effectively to
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the network with W nodes. Alternatively, one can view the following

procedure as working on the reduced graph with w* nodes but allow-

ing multiple labels on each node. We adopt this latter point of view

in describing the modified procedure below.

A label on a node, i, is now a couple (di, ci) where d. is the

amount of wasted profit to get to node i, i = 1,2,... w*-1, and c. is

the cycle number of this label. The ci are defined by the relation
1

i 3 - w*ci

where j is the node in the network K, (with W nodes) which would

have received the same label. A node i in K2 can thus have several

labels corresponding to different ci, but for any two labels (di, ci)

and (di', ci on the same node i,
d.> di - c < c.

since as we noted above the only reason for considering a larger d.

would be to obtain a smaller ci. Similarly, ior any pair of objects

with weights having the same residue modulo w* the object with the

larger weight must have the smaller length.

There are several limitations on the maximum number of objects

of any given type. In particular, m i, the maximum number objects of

type i, is bounded by

_ ,un GCD(w*,ri)-I

where ri is the residue of wi modulo W*. The first term on the right

hand side follows from the fact that any larger number of type i

objects have weight greater than W. The second term follows by the

some reasoning is Lemma 2.
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Proceeding along the lines similar to those in [31 we create

* (log 2 Mi ) + 1 objects corresponding to 1,2,4,8,... and 2b objects of

type i, where b is largest power of 2 that is less than M. We thus

now have defined a new problem with at most M log 2 W objects. At

*O most one object of each type is permitted in the solution.

Proceeding along lines similar to those in [3], we can create

(log 2 Mi ) + 1 objects corresponding to 1 ,2 ,4 ,8 ... 2b objects of type

* i, where b is the largest power of 2 that is less than Mi. We then

have a problem with at most MI = Mlog 2 (w*) objects where at most

one object of each type need be considered. Thus, we could create MI

* buckets and proceed with the algorithm as above.

One can refine this procedure by eliminating dominated objects

from consideration. In particular, if two objects i and j, have the

same residue. modulo w*, and wi > w. and ki - kj then object j may be

eliminated from further consideration. One must be careful, however,

not to allow one copy of an object to eliminate another copy of the

same object.

For example suppose there were initially 4 types of object with

(WiP i ) equal to (10,20), (3,5), (7,4) and (1,0) W = 10 and W < h*,

respectively. If W = 37 we must consider the modified procedure.

We thus create objects with (Wi,Pi) equal to (6,10), (12,20), and

(6,10) corresponding to 2,4, and 2 objects of type 2. These three

new objects together with the original object of type 2 can be used to

select anywhere from 0 to 9 copies of the type 2 object. The first

new object is identical to the third and would dominate it unless we

specifically prohibited this.
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If the Wi and P. are drawn independently from uniform distribu-
1 1

tions, this latter refinement will reduce the average number of objects

to no more than w*.n(M) objects and buckets as we see from Lemma

5.

Lemma 5: There will be on the average on the order of no more than:

[M log 2 (W*)]W* In W*

objects left undominated after dominated objects are removed in the

above procedure.

Proof: As observed above, there are approximately Mlog 2 (W*) or

fewer objects before dominance is checked. Suppose these objects

divide evenly into residue classes. There would then be Mlog2 (w*)/w*

objects in each residue class.

An object can be dominated by any other object in the same

class. If the objects are ordered in increasing order of i' an object

will be dominated unless its wi is less than the wi of all objects pre-

ceding it on the list since the weights are uniformly distributed, the

th1
K item in the list will be undominated with probability ! Thus,K"

given a list of length L the expected number of undominated elements

remaining on the list is

L

j=1 J en(L)

The result follows directly by substituting for L. If the residue

classes do not all contain the same number of elements, the result is

still true since we observe that the quantity

In(L1 ) + 1n(L 2 ) for L, + L2 = 2L
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is maximized for L, = L2= L, that is, equal sized residue classes

yield the maximum number of objects.

Thus, even for W < w*%, we have a number of buckets polynomial

in w*, not W. The running time is thus at worst of orderWw* < (w*)2% .

It is possible to extend the procedure still further to take into

account restrictions on the number of permissible objects of each

type, for some or all of the objects. First, if one is given an a

priori restriction, Ui , on the number of objects of type i, one need

only set

Mi  Mi n (Mi, Ui)

where Mi is the maximum number of objects of type is permitted and

the M. on the right hand side is computed as above. If the a priori
i

maximum permissible number of best objects is less than W/w* than a

fictitious best object with w* = W + 1 must be added to the problem.

This maintains the validity of the procedure but may reduce its

efficiency considerably if the original w* was much smaller than W.

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an algorithm for the solution of the simple

(unbounded) Knapsack Problem whose running time and storage are

functions only of the size of the "best" object weight, W* in the case

where the overall weight constraint is sufficiently large. In the cases

where the overall weight constraint is smaller or where restrictions

exist on the number of objects of a given type, we present an exten-

sion of this procedure which in practice is often very efficient and

C whose worst case running time is no greater than (w*) 2,h where is

the weightiest objict.
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A NETWORK SHORTEST PATH APPROACH TO THE KNAPSACK PROBLEM

Aaron Kershenbaum*
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ABSTRACT are commensurate) and that the p1 are non-
We consider the simple (unbounded) Knap- negative.

sack Problem and show that it can be solved Previous approaches to the solution of this
using a shortest path algorithm requiring both problem include those reported by Horowitz and

* storage and running time which are polynomial Sahni [1] using dynamic programming and impli-
functions only of the number of types of object cit enumeration. These approaches have been
and the size (weight) of the single largest found to be effective for a wide range of prob-
object. This is a significant improvement over fond t be eec itee foreaswe rne fo
previous algorithms for the solution of the lems but have exhibited excessive runtimes for

Knapsack Problem using shortest paths, which problems with a large number of nearly equally

typically require storage and runtime which are valuable (in terms of cost per unit weight)

functions of the total knapsack sie objects. Also. their worst case running times
are exponential in the number of object types.

INTRODUCTION Denardo and Fox [2] have developed an ap-
The Knapsack Problem, which is interest- proach which overcomes these objections by

ing in its own right, has also received much solving the problem as a shortest path problemattnin reeonht has a lansofsolveite u in a network with W nodes and WxM arcs.attention recently as ameans of solving integer Thus, their approach requires storage propor-

programming problems via a relaxation technique tional to W and runtime proportional to WxM. If
using group theory. Formally, the Knapsack W and M are sufficiently small, their approach is

* Problem can be stated as: extremely attractive. If W is large, however,

M the storage, and to a lesser extent the runtime,
Maximize z = I pixi become prohibitive.

i=1
Denardo and Fox present their algorithm in

M the context of using a Knapsack Problem as -an
subject to I wix i = W integer programming relaxation. In such cases,

* I=1 W is generally of the same order as the w,. We
extend their approach to the case where W is

xi 0 fvery large but the individual w i are not, and

xi integer exploit the underlying cyclic group structure of
the problem to develop an algorithm with both

Thus, we are given M types of object with runtime and storage requirements a function only
weight wi and profitability pi per object of type of the weight of the largest single object and the
J 1. We are required to maximize the total profit number of object types.
subject to an constraint that the sum of the BASIC PROCEDURE
weights of the objects selected equals W. In
the simple (unbounded) version of the problem For the sake of clarity, we begin by des-
which we consider here, there is no restriction cribing the basic procedure informally. Exten-on the number of objects of each type whichbigte ascpoduenfrly. xe-o be included in the solution. sions, refinements and a more formal descriptionmay bare given in later sections.

Sometimes an inequality constraint is used Given a particular Knapsack Problem (i.e.,
in place of the equality constraint considered given values for W, M and the pairs (piwi),
here; i.e., one seeks objects whose aggregate i=l ... M) we can construct a graph. G, with
weight does not exceed W. Such a problem can nodes =0,1 .. W and directed arcs e=(im)

be transformed into a problem with an inequa- where m-iw for some k. There is an arc in G
ity constraint by including an additional object k
with unit weight and zero profitability. Here corresponding to each i<W and each k<M pro-

* we will concentrate primarily on problems with vided m <W. Figure 1 shows such a gaph for
equality constraints. M=3, W=7, and the (pi, w1) = (3,2), (5,3),

(10,5). The length of each arr (shown next to
negative inese (or, moredgeel, enor,- the arc) is the profit obtained by selecting thenegative integers (or, more generally , that they tyre of object corresponding to the arc. Node

V This work was supported by NSF Grant numbers correspond to weight used up by the
ENG790 120.

SH1511-5/80/0000-08- S00,75@1980 IEEE



objects already selected. a path from node 0 to on the maximum number of objects is tight at
nude j corresponds to a slection of objects with least in some cases.
aggregate weight j arid the length of the path
(the sum of the lengths of the arcs in the path) Since %s is the weight of the largest ob-
corresponds to the profit obtained. There ject. Johnson's observation is proven. Thus,
exists a path corresponding to any feasible one could replace G by another graph with a
selection of objects and hence, the longest path similar structure but with only h(w*-])+l nodes
from 0 to W in G corresponds to the optimal and thus improve both the memory and runtime
solution to the Knapsack Problem. This is the performance of the procedure if the new number
essence of the shortest path technique de- of nod-s is less than W.
scribed by Denardo and Fox among others.

Using similar reasoning, we go substantiallyit is possible to accomplish the same opt- further. First, we redefine the lengths of themization, however, using a graph containing a
much smaller number of nodes. Johnson 131 arcs in G above to represent the amount of
observed that it is not in general necessary to wasted profit reaie to a (not necessarily
label all nodes in order to obtain the optimim realizable) path comprised entirely of best arcs
solution, but rather, that one may stop when Note that this redefinition of arc lengths re-

node j--w*, has been reached, where Q- max verses the previous ordering of the lengths of
different paths between nodes 0 and any other j.

(w.) and p*/w*= max (p./wj) ; i.e., 0 is the The optimal solution is thus now the shortest
j path from 0 to W in the new G, with arc lengths

weight of the "heaviest" object and w* is the given by wk (p*/w* - Pk ) for arcs which cor-
weight of the "best" object. We will explore respond to type k objects. Note that all arcs
this observation and exploit it in developing a have non-negative length and best arcs are the
new, more efficient algorithm, only ones that have zero length. For simplicity,

the validity of the we will assume that the best arc type is unique;
The key to proving tevldyofhe the case of multiple best arc types is in fact

above observation is that if an arbitrary solu- eas o l le pedure
tion contains one or more objects whose aggre- easy to handle in the procedure.
gate weight is a multiple, say q, of w*, then a
new solution no worse than the first can be We now note that every pair of nodes j and
obtained by replacing these objects by q best jwh in G are connected by a zero length arc
objects. Such a replacement leaves the total and hence that if a path of length L from 0 to j
weight unaltered and cannot decrease the total exists then a path of length L from 0 to j+w
profit. Thus, we need only consider partial exists too. For W sufficiently large, in parti-
solutions which do not contain any objects cular, for W>w*w, it is sufficient to consider awhose aggregate weight is a multiple of w. new graph, H, with only w* nodes correspondingThe appropriate number of best objects can be to the original node numbers modulo w*. Thisadded to complete any such solution at the end gives rise to a graph of the type shown indof the procedure. Figure 2 for the same example giver in Figure 1except that W is now assumed to be much larger.

nbe at most w- objects in any (This graph is in fact a Cayley color graph for 4There can the cyclic group of order w*.)
such partial solution. 7o see this, consider a
partial solution containing b objects with weights

w(1), w(2), ... w(b). Form the sums s=(Iw(i))

modulo w*. The si must all be different and
must all be integers in the range 1 to w*-1. of ,
Otherwise, the b objects contain. a subset of
aggregate weight qw* since

sj = 0 o Iw(i) Z qw*

and
k

Si = sk - Ew(i) = qw* for J < k
i=j+I.0

Note that It is in fact possible for such a
partial solution to contain w*- ] objects, for
instance w*-I objects with weight w1 when w. Figure 1. A graph for Figure 2. Cyclic graph

Si solving the for Knapsackand w* are relatively prime (i.e., contain no Knapsack Problemcommon factors greater than 1), so this bound nPoblem
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Note that this graph contains arcs both
from higher numbered nodes to lower numbered
nodes and vice versa, unlike G which contained
only arcs from lower numbered nodes to higher
numbered nodes. Also, note that arcs appear as
zero length self loops and can thus be ignored.
Since all remaining arcs are of positive length.
all cycles are of positive length and the shortest
path problem is well defined. Thus, we have
almost reduced the problem to one of finding a
shortest path in a graph with w* nodes instead ',
of W nodes, the resultant path augmented by the
appropriate number of best arcs to form the
optimal solution.

The only loose end to tie up is what to do
n the case where W < w*. In this case, it is
possible that the shortest path found in H above
may correspond to a path to a node greater than
W; i.e.. the "appropriate" number of best arcs
Is negative. Put another way, the reduction
from G to H was based on the assumption that Figure 3. A graph for solving, the Knapsack
node j is dominated by node J+w* in G since the Problem when W < w* w
lower numbered node could always extend its
paths through the higher numbered node via a
zero length arc. This is not true, however, U The following is the essence of the procedure:
j+w W-* since a path to W may exist from the
lower numbered node but not from the higher Step 0: (Initialization)
numbered node. do 0

We can handle this problem by adding an
additional 0 nodes to H, corresponding to the
nodes W-0+12 ... W in G and adding arcs from
appropriate nodes 0, ... w*-1 to these new where dj is the current estimate of the
nodes corresponding to each type of object. length of the shortest path from O-to
Finally, we add arcs between lower numbered J.
nodes and higher numbered nodes correspond-
ing to each type of object, exactly as in G. Step 1: Find I, the best node to scan next.
This entire transformation, which at first ap- This is discussed in detail below.
pear complex, amounts simply to collapsing G
by removing the nodes in the range w* through Step 2: (Scan node 1)
W-% since the removed nodes are not essential
to finding the optimal solution. For k=2, ... M

Figure 3 shows part of such a graph in a Let J=(l+wk) modulo ws
case where wm5. =6, and W=22. Shown are
only the arcs corresponding to an object with If d >d + L then djrd + Lk and
weight 2. Thus, even with this complication, PRkk
both the runtime and storage have been re-
duced to a polynomial in ), w, and *; i.e.,
there Is no functional dependence on W. Note where Lk is the length of an arch
that if W < w* then we simply solve the corresponding to a type k object
problem usling G; no reduction is necessary. (Lk=Wk(Pe/w - Pk) as defined above)

In the sequel, we will limit the discussion and PRj records the type of the arc
to the case where W > w*0. The case where W used to label node j and hence keep

* < w*0 follows by the above transformation, track of the optimal solution.
adding storage and runtime proportional to *.
The final phase of the procedure in this case is Step 3: Return to step I if any nodes remain
an ordinary shortest path algorithm where to be scanned; otherwise stop.
nodes we through w*t are each scanned se-
quentially. It is clear that the storage required for

this procedure is linear in w,,M. If Step 1 is
ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION sufficiently simple and each node is only scanned 4

once, the procedure's runtime will be dominated
We now describe the actual procedure In by Step 2 and will be proportional to Mw. This

more detail and analyze its storage and runtime. Is in fact the case, as we will see.
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A node, i. must be scanned if its label, length 1. are the shortest arcs in the graph.
di. is improved (reduced) as it may then im- Since wI and w* are relatively prime, a path
prove the labels of other nodes. If we are to containing at most w*-I arcs comprised entirely
ensure thcit edch node is scanned at most once. of arcs of type I exists from 0 to each other
we must defer scanning it until its label cannot nude. Thus, we know that no node need have a
be improved. When all arc lengths are posi- label greater than L1(w*-]). So, w*-I buckets
tive, as they are here, this objective is achiev-
ed by scanning the nodes in ascending order of of width suffice since the shortest path will
d. This is Dijkstra's well known shortest path be no longer than the aforementioned one.
algorithm. In the case where w* and w are not rela-

Djkstras algorithm tively prime, the above path will loop back to
in the general ease, findsthas yethn node 0 nefore redching many of the other nodes.*requires that in Step 1 we find the as yet un- In this case, the following preliminary computa-

scanned node with the smallest label. If this In is cared t fo reltin uthbuck-
were done naively, it would require an examina- tion is carried out before setting up the buck-

tion of w* labels and the overall procedure ets:

would require (w*) 2 * Mw* operations. In this r-W*
case, however, we can implement Step 1 care-
fully and do much better. For j=1, M-1

We form "buckets" of nodes to be scanned g.= r/GCD(r w
and place nodes to be scanned together in the
same bucket if they have similar labels. If the r=GCD(r,w ) q
width of the buckets is q, then we place a node

with label d, where (k-1) < d < kq in the kth
bucket. We then simply work our way through where GCD(i,j) is the greatest common divisor of
the buckets in ascending order of bucket num- the integers i and j and can be found using
ber scanning the nodes in each bucket in Euclid's Algorithm.
arbitrary order. Thus, there is no explicit
search in Step 1. If the width of the bucket is We observe that, corresponding to the
no greater than the length of the shortest arc
in the graph, then any node labeled by the paths comprised entirely of type 1 arcs above,
node curiently being scanned will reside in a there is now a tree rooted at 0, spanning all the
higher numbered bucket and hence, each node nodes, and containing paths with at most g1 -1
wiii be scanned at most once. arcs of length L. An illustration of such a tree

The only problem with this procedure, is given in Figure 4. In this case only nodes
which is well known, is that the number of 0,8, and 4 can be reached using only arcs of
buckets itself may become very large, in par- type I before the path cycles back to node 0.
ticular much larger than the number of nodes, The number of nodes so reachable is g, (three
if the longest arc is many times greater than in this case). The original set of w* nodes is
the s.hortest. In this case, a great deal of partitioned into g, parts which are then each
storag, and running time may be wasted in
deali~g with empty buckets. We now show that partitioned into g2 smaller parts corresponding
in this case fewer than w* buckets are required to the nodes which are now reachable via arcs of
in all cases. type 2. The partitioning continues until all nodes

are reached. "Ine above can be proven rigor-
We begin by reindexing the arcs out of ously in the general case using the properties of

each node corresponding to the M-1 remaning cyclic groups.
types of object in increasing order of length.
(hecall that the arc corresponding to the best We now define buckets of variable width
type of arc was removed from explicit consid- corresponding to the longest path in the tree
eration.) Thus, L1 , is the lenth of the arc defined above. Thus, there are g1 -l buckets of
whicA corresponds to the second best type of width L followed by g2 -I buckets of width L
objert, etc. The w i and pi are reindlexed 12

e etc. A total of B= I (gi-l) buckets is required.

correspondingly. We will refer to ircs of ilengih L . weight w , and profit p, after this Since the product of the g,'s is w*, B < w*.

reindexing as arcs of type i (or as arcs cor-
responding to objects of type i). For sime- We have shown that less than w* buckets
plicity, we will assume L. 0 L for i#j although are required. We now show that no node is -the procedure does not require this scanned more than once. To do so, we show

o that the width of each bucket is no greater
Consider the case where w* is relatively than tne length of the shortest arc still permit-

prime to w I. by the definition above, arcs of ted in a path.
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Note thdt at Most w'- ] types of arcs can thus
remiin betw(en the nodes 0 and w-l and both

* the siorage and running time become functions
only of w$, not % or M. (In the case of in-
equality constraints, this dominance can be
pushed still farther and object i can be eliminat-
ed if w w and P < P)

Since the shortest path to any node is
bounded by v= (gi-I)Li, when scanning a node
with label b, arcs of length greater than v-b
can be eliminated from consideration. Since arcs
are scanned in ascending order of length, this is
easily implemented by terminating the scan when
the first such arc is encountered.

We are currently carrying out computational
* experiments to compare the efficiency of this

procedure with others currently in use.

Figure 4: A spanning tree bounding the [11 Horowitz, E. and S. Sahni Fundamentals
lengths of shortest paths of Comuter Algorithms, Compuiter Science

Note that the paths from 0 to j correspond Press, 198.

to ordered selections of objects of aggregate (2] Denardo, E. and B.L. Fox, "Shortest Route
*o weigt -J, i.e., there are distinct paths cor- Methods: 2 Group Knapsacks, Expanded

responding to the selection of the same objects Networks, and Branch-and-Bound" Opera-
in a different order. We can, and should, con- tos and Bra.ch-ano 3 ea-
sider only one path corresponding to each dis- t.ions Research vol. 27 no. 3 May-June
tinct collection of objects. This is easily done 1979.
by keeping track of the last type of arc x in [31 Johnson, E.L. "Integer Programming:
the pati (which we are doing with the variable Facets, Subadditvity, and Duality for
PR.) and only considering arcs with the same or F act Sbdi-ivity and Ity R
higher index (object type). Thus, we will find Group and Semi-group Problems" IBM Re-
solutions corresponding to a selection of objects search Report RC 7450, 12/78.
in non-decreasing order of type.

Now, consider a node In bucket i of width
w.. This node was either reached via a path In
tl4e tree considered above or via an arc whose
length is greater than that of any in that tree.
In latter case, the length of the smallest arc
under consideration exceeds the width of any
bucket. in the former case, since we are con-
sidering arcs in increasing order of length,
again a node can only enter a bucket via an arc
at least as long as the width of the bucket.

CONCLUSIONS AND REFINEMENTS

The basic procedure as stated is seen to
have a storage requirement proportional to
w**+M in the worst case and runtime propor-
tional to (w*+w)M in the worst case. This is a
significant improvement over procedures of this
type currently in use. Several refinements can
be made to the basic procedure, however, to
improve its performance still further in specific
cases.

If W UW' and pi<pj, object i can be eliminat-
ed from consideration. In fact, if wi and wj are
congruent to each other modulo w* and pj'Pj,
object I can be eliminated from consideration In
paths between nodes i and I in the range 0 to
w0-1 (but not other nodes in the case W<wQ.)
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Generalized Augmenting Paths for the Solution of Combinatorial
Optimization Problems
Aaron Kershenbaum

Polytechnic Institute of New York

Abstract

Alternating chain procedures can be thought of as generalizations of the greedy
algorithm in that instead of accepting the best remaining element, they seek to
obtain a better augmentation by examining a wider r-dnge of alternatives. It is
possible to generalize the notion of an augmenting sequerce to include augmentations
which are in effect trees as opposed to simply paths such that these augmentations
are sufficient to guarantee optimality. Unfortunately, in the worst case, these '
trees are of exponential size. We examine the application of suLh generalized
augmenting sequences to the solution of NP-complete problems and examine their

effectiveness and efficiency.

Introduction

The theory of NP-completeness, which was first expounded by Cook [1], has led
to a search for a unified treatment of combinatorial optimization probems. Cook
was able to characterize a very large class of interesting and important problems

as being equivalent in the sense that an efficient algorithm capable of finding an
optimal solution to any one of these problems can be used to obtain optimal solu-

tions to all of the others. Many papers by many authors and an excellent com-
pendium [2] of problems in this class (as well as techniques for proving that a
problem is in this class) have been published since Cook's seminal paper. Prob-
lems in this class are called NP-complete problems (or, more properly, NP-hard when
they are optimization problems as opposed to decision problems).

Cook's results can be interpreted in several ways. One of these is to say that
many clever people have spent many years trying and failing to find efficient
algorithms for individual problems in this class. Surely one of them would have
succeeded if, in fact, such algorithms existed. Hence, it is unlikely that such an
algorithm will be found and it is tempting to stop looking for one. This leads to
the development of heuristics for the solution of such problems [3] and to proba-

bilistic methods [4].

An alternate Interpretation Is that this pessimistic view is justified only with re-
spect to algorithms which guarantee optimal solutions and reasonable runtimes for

0 all instances (input data sets) of a problem. In this paper we speak of an algo-
rithm's runtime being reasonable if it grows polynomially rather than exponentially
with the size of the problem. This does not preclude the existence of algorithms
with guaranteed reasonable runtimes and which yield optimal (or near-optimal)
solutions with high probability. Nor does it preclude the existence of algorithms

L .



which guarantee optimal solutions and which have reasonable runtimes with high

probability. There are many examples of both types of algorithms which are used
in practice to solve specific NP-complete problems. Most important, the theory of

NP-completeness does not preclude or even lessen the likelihood of the existence of

algorithms which solve specific (nontrivial) instances of a problem and guarantee
both an optimal solution and reasonable runtime.

In this paper, we explore this second, more optimistic, point of view and present

a family of algorithms for the solution of an NP-complete problem. Some algorithms
in this family have guaranteed reasonable runtimes. Others guarantee optimal

solutions. While the algorithms are presented for the solution of a specific prob-

lem, the technique can be extended to the solution of other problems as well.

Matroid Theory

A specific way of approaching the solution of many combinatorial optimization
problems is via matroid theory. The excellent book by Lawler 15] gives a complete
treatment of this. Here we outline the fundamentals of this theory which are

necessary for the presentation which follows.

A matroid is a couple (E,F) where E is a finite set of m elements:

E = (eej I J =  1,2, .... M

and F Is a family of independent subsets of E. The notion of independence is
quite general. We require, however, that it satisfy two properties:

PI: Every subset of an independent set is independent, i.e., if -%

I e F and J C I then 7 E F

P2: If Ip and Ip.1 are independent subsets of E containing P and P + 1

elements, respectively, then there exists an element, e L Ip 1 (e t 1p)

such that Ip '-/e) is an independent set containing P + 1 elements.

Given two matroids, (E,F 1 ) and (E,F 2 ), defined on the same set of elements, but

using two different notions of independence, we define an intersection of them to

be any subset, IC E, such that I E fr, and I F F2 . This definition can be ex-
tended to cover three or more matroids as well.

Many combinatorial optimization problems can be thought of as finding the best . P
independent set in a matroid or the best intersection of two or more matroids. If
weights, wj, are associated with the elements, e1 , in E, then one can speak of the
best set as being the one with largest total weight. The maximal (or minimal)
spanning tree problem can be thought of as finding the maximum (or minimum)

weight independent set in a matroid (F,F) where E is the set of edaes in the -.

graph and F is the family of forests. A forest is defined to be a set at 0 or more
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edges which do not contain a circuit. As another example, Lawler 15, p. 304)

shows that the Traveling Salesman Problem can be thought of as finding the best
intersection of three matroids. The problem of finding the maximum weight inter-
section of three matroids has been shown to be NP-complete 12). Lawler shows (5,

0 p. 364] that the problem of finding intersections of four or more matroids can be

reduced to that of finding intersections of three. There are many other combina-

turial optimization problems which can be naturally thought of as matroid intersec-

tion problems. The theory of NP-completeness assures us that all problems can be

thought if in this way.

We will consider one of the simplest possible 3-Matroid Intersection Problems in the
sequel for the sake of clarity. The problem considered is the Three Dimensional

Assignment Problem (TDAP). In this problem, we are given N people, N jobs,
and N days. There Is a cost, Cijk of having person I doing job j on day k. Each

person is to do only one job, each job is to be done only once, and only one job
is to be done on a day. Formally the problem is:

Minimize Z = l,,k Cjk Xijk

such that

SI Xijk z 7 Xijk 2 Xijk 1 for t,j,k = 1,2, ... N Xij k £ 101)

Thus, setting Xijk to 1 corresponds to having person i do job j on day k. This
problem can be viewed as an intersection of three partition matroids. Given a set

of elements, E (in this case, the X ijk), a partition matroid can be defined by a
partition of E and a vector, A, constraining the number of elements of E which

may be selected from any part of the partition. Formally, we have the partition of

E into subsets Ej, j 1, ... k, where

U E =E and E Ej z for 1 J

and an integer vector A a(jl ... k)

A matroid (E,F) is then defined where F consists of all subsets, I, of E formed by

selecting no more than aj elements of EjY

In the case of the TDAP, the first partition of the X is by person, i.e.,

Ei = (XijklJ = 1 ... N; k = 1, ... N) }

and ai = 1 for all i. The independent sets in this first matroid correspond to
assigning each person at most one job. Similarly, two more matroids can be de-
fined to constrain jobs and days. Inlersections of these three matroids correspond

to feasible partial assignments and intersections of maximum cardinality correspond
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to feasible complete assignments. If we define weights W associated with theijk
Xljk:

Wijk - C - Cijk

where C is larger than any Cik , then the maximum weight intersection corre-

sponds to the optimal solution to the TDAP.

Augmenting Paths

We now define a family of algorithms for the solution of matroid intersection prob-

lems. These are generalizations of the basic procedure given in [6].

Given a matroid (E,F) (and hence a notion of independence) and a (not necessarily
independent) subset S, of E, we define the span of S, denoted sp(S), as S to-
gether with all elements of E not independent of the elements in S, that is

*,.. sp(S) = e • I I '...(e) i F where I is any independent subset of S)

If S is an independent set and e t sp(S) then e forms a unique cycle, which we
denote by C(e), with S. A cycle is a dependent set which becomes independent if

any element is removed from it.

If the matrold intersection problem only involves two matroids, we can obtain

a maximum weight intersection by producing a sequence cf intersections, I

containing K elements, for K = 1,2, ... m. Each I(K) is the maximum weight
intersection containing K elements. The algorithm which produces the I(K ) is
cailed an augmenting path procedure because it augments I(K) to produce I(K + 1)

by finding the longest path in the graph G(K) defined below.

We define G(K) to be a bipartite graph with nodes corresponding to the elements,
e1, of E plus distinguished start and finish nodes, a and z. Directed arcs are
defined as follows:

(al) I E- sp(I(K))  (i,j) I t E -I ( ), j e C(2)(i)

0Z) ItE SP2(I ) (K) (2
(loz) I £ E -sp2(I(K )  (ji) 1 e E - I(K) i £ C(1)(i)

Paths from a to z correspond to augmentations of I. that is, to sets of elements
to be added or deleted from I(K) to produce an intersection with K + 1 elements.
Notice that all a to z paths go alternately through nodes not contained in I(K) S

(which are to be added to I(K)) and nodes in I(K ) (which are to be deleted).

Note also that there is one more node of the former type than there is of the
latter and hence an augmentation results. If we associate lengths with the arcs
equal to the weights of the elements which the nodes correspond to (positive for
elements to be added and negative for elements to be deleted), then the length of ,

a path corresponds to the incremental weight of the augmentatinn. The longest

- i - - i I - f " .. ... . . . . " . _ - _ ,
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path results in an optimal augmentation. Such a path can be found using a short-

est path algorithm suitably modified to find longest paths. G(K) contains no

positive cycles and so the algorithm converges.

These augmentations do, indeed, result in intersections. As one passes through

nodes from a to z we see that an element is added preserving independence in the

first matroid but not the second. An element is then deleted restoring indepen-

dence in the second matroid and hence the intersection. A node is then added

which, because of the deleted node, maintains independence in the first matroid.

This process continues until the added element maintains independence in the

second matroid as well as the first, thus completing the augmentation.

As an example, consider a two dimensional assignment problem (involving, say,
(2)only people and jobs.) The W ij's for this problem are given in Figure 1. I is

clearly 11,22, i.e. , person I assigned to job 1, and person 2 assigned to job 2.

G(2 ) is shown in Figure 2. The arc lengths are shown as are the lengths of the

longest paths to each node from node a. The longest a to z path is &,11,12,22,23,z
which corresponds to deleting 11 and 22 from the intersection and adding 31,12,

and 23. The length of this path. 7, is the difference between the weight of I(3)

and 1(2). A complete description of this process and a proof of its validity is

given in 15).

Generalized Augumenting Paths

In the graph shown in Figure 2, one can obtain an optimal augmentation (i.e., one

which takes us from an optimal assignment of K elements to an optimal assignment

of K + 1) because:

1. If the current intersection is not maximal then an augmenting path exists.

2. The labels given to the nodes during the longest path algorithm completely
summarize the augmenting paths.

We now wish to generalize the notion of an augmenting path. and hence the entire

procedure, to the problem of the intersection of three matroids. One way of doing

this is to "freeze" one of the matroids and only consider alternating sequences

within the other two. In this case the first node, s, in an augmenting path would
be independent of I(K) in two of the three matroids (or in all three, in which case

it is the only node in the augmenting path). Say s, is independent of 1(K) in the

first and third matroids. We could then freeze the third matroid and maintain the 0
same span within the third matroid throughout the augmenting path. Thus, the

deletion of sI for i even reduces this span and the addition of si for I odd restores

it. We thus reduce the search space to two matroids and the same polynomial

bounded procedure will work. Note that, alternatively, we could have considered

the first matroid frozen. Indeed, it is so frozen ir the two matroid intersection

algorithm. Thus, there are three types of augmenting paths, oie for each matroid

4D1
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within which s, is dependent. Unfortunately, while this procedure is polynomial

bounded, it does not guarantee optimal solutions as there are augmentdtions which

have no such corresponding argumenting path.

In order to guarantee that all augmentations are explored, we must relax the
definition of an augmenting path still further to include cases where independence

is not necessarily restored by the deletion of si for i even. Thus, an augmenting
path may start with any element, s1 , which is independent of 1(K) in at least one

of the matroids. Unlike the procedure given for two matroids, one may begin with

independence in any matroid. Consider the graph shown in Figure 3 corresponding
to two augmenting paths, Path I and Path 2, for the partial assignment 111,222,333
(i.e.. person 1 to job 1 on day 1, etc.) in a TDAP. These paths are not strictiy

comparable in that they exclude different elements along the way. Thus in Figure
2, when node 22 is labeled using the path a,32,22 it is equivalent (in terms of how

the path can continue, not necessarily in terms of the numerical value of the label)
to being labeled using the path a,31,11,12,22. In Figure 3, however, when node 4

111 is labeled using the path a,411,111 it is different from labeling 111 using the
path a,154,111 because different continuations of these paths are possible. Thus

starting with a,411,111 we can continue to 152 but not 215 and, conversely, start-
ing with a,154,111 we can continue with 215 but not 152. Thus, Path 1 and Path
2 are not comparable in terms of their lengths only.

Such paths must also be compared in terms of their spans. We note that if two

paths from a to some node i result in sets having identical spans then the same
continuations of both paths are possible. (This was the case for intersections of
two matroids.) Indeed, it is possible for paths to have slightly different spans

and still have the same set of possible continuations. In particular, if the only 4
difference in the intersections of the spans of two paths are nodes outside the
intersection of the spans of I(K), then the paths are comparable. We can thus
generalize the augmenting path procedure to consider all undominated a to z paths
where one path dominates another only if it has the same continuations and a

larger length.

The notion of a path itself, however, must be generalized as well. In the case of
3 matroids, not all augmentations correspond to paths. We see an example of this
for a TDAP. The augmentation (412,234,341,123) - [111,222,333) does not cor-

respond to any path in the conventional sense. It is possible however, to extend
the augmenting path procedure to include such augmentations by extending the

notion of a path.

We define a generalized augmenting path with respect to an intersection l(K) to be
a sequence of nodes S = (s 1 ,s 2 , ... sin) where si E - I(K) for odd i and si £

I(K) for even I. As before, l(K) + -s - ... * sm is an intersection. Also,

the even s. are deleted in order to remove dependencies created by the inclusion -J

V. • •
: " - ' " ' " " " i I

' " .. . h . .. " ... . . . . .
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of the odd si. Now, however, the subsequences I(K) * s - S 2 -Si for even

need not correspond to intersections.

One can thus guarantee an optimal intersection as in the case of two matroids. The

number of generalized augmenting paths one may need to consider, however, may
grow expbnentially with K. In practice, however, the number of such paths can
be controlled at the expense of optimality. First, the length of any path, (si, s2 ,

sj) can be reduced by a penalty to account for the nodes which still must be
deleted to restore the intersection. In the case of arbitrary matroids. this may be
complex to compute. In the case of the TDAP, however, where 3 partition
matrolds are involved, and all cycles contain 2 elements, it is easily computed.

In some cases the above may keep the computations reasonable. In others, it may
be necessary to reduce the number of paths considered by relaxing the definition
of dominance. This will also result in a heuristic rather than an optimal solution.
In the case of the TDAP, one such relaxation is to ignore differences in the spans

outside the intersection of the span of I(K) . This is motivdted by the fact that
we consider deleting elements in l(K ) in order to include elements blocked by
them.

We can thus consider a hierarchy of generalized augmenting path procedures with
increasingly stringent dominance criteria and increasing runtime. A tradeoff
between optimality and runtime is then available. We are currently investigating
this tradeoff tsing the TDAP as an example.
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A Note on Finding Shortest Path Trees
Aaron Kershenbaum
Department of Electrical Engineering, Polytechnic Institute of New York,

333 Jay Street, Brooklyn, NY 11201

Two shortest path algorithms are compared and it is shown that, while one outper-
forms the other in practice, the former's running time is exponential in the worst case
while the latter's is polynomial. A procedure which constructs such worst case ex-
amples is given.

fil In the excellent paper "A Computational Analysis of Alternate Algorithms and
Labeling Techniques for Finding Shortest Path Trees" by Dial, Glover, Karney, and
Klingman I I ] the statement is made "that the label-setting algorithm has a worst case
bound, that is an order of magnitude better than the label-correcting algorithm." It is,
in fact, easily shown that this statement is true for the performance of Algorithm CI
relative to the performance of a label setting method. In Algorithm Cl, since the
sequence list is managed in a FIFO fashion, paths are generated in order of the number
of arcs in them. Each node can thus be scanned at most N times (creating paths with
K arcs, K = 1 ... , N), where N is the number of nodes. Since nodes are scanned only
once in label setting algorithms, the result follows.

The situation is surprisingly different with respect to Algorithm C2. I have used this
algorithm to find routes in very large, very sparse real networks (thousands of nodes
and average nodal degree between 2 and 3) with a variety of length functions (gen-
erally distance-related) and have found it to outperform all others. This is exactly
as the authors indicated. The worst case behavior of this algorithm, however, is
exponential!

Consider, for example, the network in Figure 1. Suppose that the list of nodes adja-
cent to node I (the root) is in ascending order of node number and that the list of
nodes adjacent to all other nodes is in descending order. We find that every time a
node is scanned, node 2 is relabeled and scanned. In fact, node 2 takes all labels be-
tween 20 and 5 and is scanned every time it is relabeled. Here N = 6 and node 2 is
scanned 2 N-1 times. Networks with this characteristic and of arbitrary size can be
formed as follows.

Step 1. Start with a network with two nodes, I and 2, and two arcs (1, 2) and
(2, 1) with L(I, 2) = I and L(2, 1) = I, where L(i, /) is the length of the
arc from i to j.

NETWORKS. Vol. 11 (1981) 399-400
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FIG. I.

Step 2: For K = 3 to N alter the network as follows:
(a) Add node K.
(b) Add arcs (K, ) for i = 2 .... K- I with L (K. i) =L (l, i).
(c) SetL(l,i)=L(l,i)+ 2N-' + 1.
(d) Add an arc (,K) with L(I, K) = I. II

During the execution of algorithm C2, the node _ takes all labels from N- I to

2N-2 +N- 2 and is scanned 2N-2 times.
It should be noted that this pathological situation is a product not only of the un-

usual arc lengths but also of the ordering of the adjacency lists, in particular that lists
of adjacent nodes are ordered with the nearest node first for all nodes except the root.
If the adjacency lists were ordered oppositely, each node would be scanned only once.
Thus, we see a strong dependence of the performance of Algorithm C2 on a preorder-
ing of the links. The general idea would be to order links in such a way that they
would be likely to be scanned in ascending order of their labels. Alternatively, adja-
cency lists could be ordered nearest node first and the sequence list management could
be altered only slightly to add the entire list of relabeled nodes to top of the sequence
list in forward order (rather than the reverse order implied in Algorithm C2) of the
adjacency list of the node being scanned.

In summary, we note that Algorithm C2 has excellent behavior in practice and pre-
processing is probably warranted only if mnAtiple applications of the algorithm are
being done (e.g.. from multiple sources).
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liD. Probabalistic Analysis of Algorithm Performance

The problem of finding an optimal set of repeater locations

covering a given set of terminal sites, or set of potential repeater

locations and a covering matrix specifying which terminal sites can be

covered by each repeater location, is an important problem in the

design of multihop packet radio networks. The problem in an instance

of the classic set covering problem which has many other applications

as well. The set covering problem is known to be NP-complete and

as such it is unlikely that an algorithm will be found which can

guarantee an optimal solution and also guarantee a reasonable runningV1
time, that is a runtime which grows polynomially in the number of

terminals and repeaters.

The theory of nondeterministic polynomial completeness (NP-

completeness) basically states that there is a large class of problems,

which includes almost all optimization problems of interest in the area

of network design, which have the property that a solution to one

could be used to obtain a solution to all the others in a reasonable

amount of time. It has been shown that one problem, the Satisfiability

Problem, has the property that all problems in this class can bc
At

transformed into an instance of it. Thus, an algorithm which could

obtain an optimal solution to the Satisfiability Problem, could be used

to solve all the others. Techniques have been developed for proving

that many other problems are NP-complete. Proofs have been given

for the NP-completeness of over 200 other well-known problems.

In our previous work we reported on results obtained using a

new set covering algorithm. The algorithm obtained optimal solulions

for moderate sized problems with up to 300 node networks and cover-
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age related to distance. That is, if the average matrix reflected the

fact that a repeater was far more likely to cover a nearby terminal

than one farther away, then the algorithm worked very well, con-

verging to an optimal solution very quickly.

If on the other hand, the coverage matrix was random, the

algorithm ran much more slowly and only problems with up to 50

terminals could be treated efficiently. In examining why the

algorithm had difficulty treating problems with random data, we

observed that the difficulty stemmed from the large number of optimal

and near optimal solutions available. The algorithm had no difficulty

finding an optimal solution but, rather, had difficulty in verifying the

solution was optimal in a reasonable amount of time due to the presence

of a large number of alternate solutions of comparable quality. This

led us to conjecture that it might be possible to develop algorithms

which had a reasonable running time and which could find optimal

time or near-optimal solutions with high probability. It is known that

asymptotically, as the size of the problem becomes infinite, there

exists algorithms which give optimal results almost always. These

results are an outgrowth of the same symmetry which makes it difficult

to verify the optimality of the solutions produced by our set covering

algorithm.

These results are encouraging but of no direct use in solving

network design problems since real problems are of finite size and

nothing was said about how fast the algorithms converge probablis-

-tically to an optimum; i.e., what the probability is of their finding

the optimum, or a solution within some bound of the optimum. We

thus sought to investigate what could be said about the probabalistic

p.
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performance of known heuristics for problems of moderate si/e. We

chose the set covering problem mentioned above as the first problem

to investigate. The probabalistic model of this problem follows.

We are given a set T={t, t 2 , .. tNi of N terminals a set

R={r1 , r2 ... r I of M potential repeater sites, and an N x .NI

covering matrix, C, where c.. is I if t. can be covered by r.. e
IJ 1 J

seek a subset of R containing as few repeaters as possible and cover-

ing all terminals. The elements of C are chosen randomly and inde-

pendently. Specifically, we assume Pr{cij=1}=p and Pr{Cij =}1=-p=q.

We define R j, the set of terminals covered by rj, by:

4V Rj = {tiIcij = 1

Similarly, we define Ti, the set of repeaters covering ti, by:

T i  {rjIci = 1}

A cover of the terminals is then defined as a subset SCR satisfying:

U R.= T
r.&S J

A minimum cover, S*, is then a cover containing as few elements as

possible, i.e.

U R.=Tr. S* J

and IS*t < IS for all S such that U R. = T.
r.&_S

Note that the minimal cover is not in general unique. Indeed

our approach rests on the existence of a large number of minimal and

near minimal covers.

In order to analyze the probabalistic behavior of a heuristic -e

must do two things. First, for a given set of values of N, NI, and

p, we must find the probability that IS*l - K, that is, the probability
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that there exists a minimal covering containing exactly K repeaters.

Let

P(N,M,K) Pr{IS*I - K} for given N,M, and p.

Next we must find PALG(N,M,K), defined as the probability that the

algorithm will find a solution with exactly K repeaters. A figure of

merit for evaluating the probabalistic behavior of the algorithm is

then

M M

I KPALG(NM,K) - . KP(N,M,K)
K=0 K=0

ALG M

I KP(N,M,K)
K=O

This is simply the relative error made by the algorithm, i.e.,

the difference between the avarage number of repeaters in a covering

found by the algorithm and the minimum number required, normalized

by the minimum number required. We believe that J im F ALG 0 for

any M, and p, and any reasonable algorithm where a reasonable

algorithm is defined as one which stops when it has a cover. In

particular, we believe FALG-*O for an algorithm which picks repeaters

randomly until a covering is obtained.

We begin by evaluating Q(N,M,K), the probability that a ran-

domly chosen set of K repeaters covers all N terminals. Notice that

this is not the same as the probability that an algorithm picking

repeaters at random will stop after K repeaters since in some cases

fewer than K will also suffice and the algorithm will find them. Also,

Q(N,M,K) is a cumulative distribution, that is it relates to the proba-

bility that K or fewer repeaters are required for a covering rather

than exactly K. We do have, however, that
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K
Q(N,M,K) < 2i P(N,M,K) (II1).2) 6

L=0

that is, the probability of a randomly chosen set of K repeaters

covering all N terminals is less than or equal to the probability of the

existence of a covering containing K or fewer terminals. Thus we

have,

P(N,M,K) > Q(N,M,K) - Q(N,M,K-1), K>I,

that is, the difference between two successive Q's is a lower bound

on the corresponding P.

Q(N,M,K) is easy to evaluate because repeaters picked randomly

are picked independently of one another and our random model

assumed their original characteristics are independent. The

probability of a single terminal not being covered by a single repeater

* is q(=1-p). The probability of a single terminal not being covered by

Kany of the K repeaters is q .The probability of at least one repeater

of K covering a given terminal is then 1-q Finally, the probability
0 that all N terminals are covered by the K repeaters is (1-q K) N . We

thus have that

Q(N,M,K) = (I - qK)N (lID.3)

Note that this is not a function of M except in the trivial sense

that M must be no smaller than K. Figure IID.I shows values of

Q(N,M,K) for p=. 5 . Figure IID.2 shows values of Q(N,M,K)- S
Q(N,M,K-1) for the same examples. Both show a tendency for solu-

tions to cluster about a narrow range of K. This is encouraging in

that it implies that probabalistically, simple algorithms should do well.

Q0
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As yet, we do not have an exact analytic expression lor

1P(N,M,K). We can get a tighter lower bound on it by evaluating the

distribution of solutions from increasingly sophisticated algorithms. A

simple minded algorithm would be to pick repeaters randomly until one

obtained a covering. The probability of obtaining a solution with K

or fewer repeaters using this algorithm is P1 (N,M,K) given by:

N N i N-i
PI(N,M,K) = pq P1(N-i, M-1,K-1) (11D.4)

i=O
since the Kt h repeater will cover i terminals with probability( )piqNi

and the remaining K-1 of M-1 repeater must cover the remaining N-i

terminals. Note that this is, again, not a function of M except that

M must be no smaller than K. The probability of obtaining a covering

with exactly K repeaters is given by P1 (N,M,K)-PI(N,M,K-1).

A somewhat more sophisticated algorithm is to consider repeaters

in a random order and to select a repeater only if it improves the

chances of obtaining a covering more by picking it than by not

picking it. Letting P2 (N,M,K) be the probability of obtaining a

covering containing K or fewer repeaters using this algorithm, we

have

N
P(N,MK) = N pqN-{max (P 2 (N-i M-1,K-1), P2 (N,M-1,K))}P2NMK i pq mx(P

i=O
(1ID.5)

P2 (N,M,K) is plotted for N=5 and ,:10 in Figure IID.3. Along with

it, the probability of obtaining a covering using K randomly chosen

repeaters is plotted. Notice that this algorithm's performance is a

substantial improvement over randomly picking repeaters. Notice

also, that. P2 (N,M,K) is a function of M. This algorithm is very

simple and has a reasonable running time even for very lar(e N and
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C. PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHMS

We have obtained results in this area indicating that even rela-

tively simple algorithms will, with high probability, obtain near optimal

solutions to certain difficult optimization problems. This is encouraging

in that it implies that problems, previously considered intractable, may

in fact be solvable, at least with high expectation of success. The

results are also useful in guiding heuristics towards potentially fruitful

areas within the solution space and in avoiding unnecessary effort in

areas where little further progress can be expected.

-29-
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Specifically, we have analyzed the intrinsic probabilistic behavior
,

of the 3-Satisfiability Problem and found that, independent of the size

of the problem, there is only a limited region of uncertainty, i.e., only

a finite set of values where even the simplest sensible algorithm can

make an error. This problem, which is described in detail below, is

representative of a very large class of difficult combinatorial problems

and can, in fact, be used as a vehicle for solving many other problems.

Thus, we believe these results can be extended to other problems as

well, most notably, to problems in network design such as facility

location and link topology optimization. We are currently in the process

of investigating such extensions and of examining the probabilistic

performance of several specific heuristic algorithms.

C.1. Probabilistic Behavior of the 3-Satisfiability Problem

The 3-Satisfiability Problem has a simple and homogeneous struc-

ture which makes it easy to develop and study a probabilistic model. It

also does not involve any numerical data which would otherwise obscure

the nature and generality of the results which we obtain. These re-

sults can, however, be directly extended to optimization problems which

do involve numerical data, as we will see in the following discussion.

In the ordinary satisfiability problem, we are given a Boolean

expression, E, over m Boolean variables vl,v 2 ,. ... ym and we ask if

there exists a set of truth values for the variables which will result in

E taking the value True. Thus, each of the v i can take either the

value True or False (alternatively denoted by 1 or 0) and E will then

take either the value True or False based on the values of the v i . E is

usually given in disjunctive normal form, i.e., as a set of clauses all of

-30-



which must be True in order for E to be true. Each clause contains

one or more variables and is said to be true if at least one of the

variables in the clause is assigned the value it takes in the clause.

Thus for example, E = (v, + v 2 )(v 1 + v 3 ) has 2 clauses. The first,

(V 1 + V 2 ) is true if either v, is True or v 2 is True. The second is

True if either v, is False or v 3 is True. Thus E is satisfiable as the

values v, = True, v 2 = True, and v 3 = True satisfy both clauses and

hence E. There are several other assignments of truth values v 1 , v 2 ,

and v 3 which will satisfy this E. The expression (v 1 )(V1 + V2 )(v 2 ) on

the other hand is not satisfiable.

The 3-Satisfiability Problem is a version of Lhe ordinary Satisfia-

bility Problem where all clauses contain exactly 3 variables. Garey and

Johnson, in their book Computers and Intractability, show this problem

is NP-complete by showing that any ordinary Satisfiability Problem can

be transformed into a corresponding 3-Satisfiability Problem of roughly

the same size. Thus the two problems are equivalent.

Many other problems can also be transformed into corresponding

3-Satisfiability Problems. In particular, combinatorial optimization

problems such as the Traveling Salesman Problem or the problem of

locating earth stations in a satellite network can be so transformed.

Thus, we can produce a Boolean expression which corresponds to a

particular optimization problem in the sense that if the expression is
0

satisfiable then the optimization problem has a solution with a value less

than or equal to a given constant (for minimization problems) or greater

than or equal to a given value (for maximization problems). Further-

more, the satisfying truth assignment can be used to obtain the solution

to the corresponding optimization problem directly. By altering the

-31-
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value of the constant in the above transformation the optimal solution to

the corresponding optimization problem can be found via binary search;

i.e., if we know the optimum lies between values c I and c 2 , we try the

value cl + c2 /2. This technique is known as thresholding.

One can determine if an expression is satisfiable by assigning all

2m possible truth values to its variables. This approach is, of course,

not practical for large values of m. There are many sophisticated tech-

niques for answering the question whether or not a given expression is

satisfiable, but all have running times which ultimately grow exponen-

tially with the number of variables and thus are limited to problems of

modest size.

We obtain here a technique which yields the a priori probability of

an expression with a given structure being satisfiable given a probabil-

istic model of the space from which the problem is drawn. For prob-

lems where this probability, PsI is very close to 1 or very close to

zero, we need seek no further. Only for problems where Ps is signifi-

cantly different from 0 or 1 need the question be investigated any

further. In some cases, the P5 itself is all that we need. For exam-

ple, if we have found, using a heuristic algorithm, a solution of value

c1 to a given maximization problem, and have determined that P5 is less

than .01 for an expression corresponding to the existence of a solution

of value greater than or equal to cl + a (for a much smaller than cl),

4 then we are reasonably certain that there is not much to be gained from

an attempt at further optimization. This is very important because it

has often turned out that it is much harder to verify the optimality (or

near-optimality) of a solution than to find an optimal solution especially

when the solution space is rich and there exist many alternate near-

optimal solutions.
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We consider a uniform probabilistic model for the 3-Satisfiability

Problem where all clauses are equally likely. Thus a problem is totally

characterized by v and b, the number of variables and clauses, respec-

tively. We will consider two models which are nearly equivalent. In
0

one case, clauses are picked without replacement, i.e., a given clause

can appear at most once in an expression. In the other case, clauses

are picked with replacement.

Duplicate clauses do not affect the satisfiability of an expression.

We can thus relate problems where the clauses are chosen with replace-

ment to problems where the clauses are chosen without replacement by

saying that a problem with v variables and b clauses chosen with re-

placement is the same as a problem with v variables and b' clauses

chosen without replacement if the number of distinct clauses in the first

problem equals b'. The relationship between the T.'mber of clauses

chosen with replacement, b, and the average number of distinct clauses

is given by the following argument.

Let Xb be the number of distinct clauses when b clauses are

selected with replacement. Then Xb < b and Xb = Xb- 1 + a, where

a 1 with probability Pnew and a = 0 with probability 1 - Pnew" Pnew

is the probability that the bth clause is different from all the first

b - 1. Pnew is simply the ratio of the number of unchosen clauses to

the total number of possible clauses. The number of possible clauses is

B = 8(s)

since each clause contains 3 variables each of which can take either of

two values. Thus Pnew is given by:!" "
B - Xb 1

P =(C-1)new B
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Let f(b) be the average number of distinct clauses. Then

E(X blXb-1) X + P (C-2)

and
f(b) = E(X ) = f(b - 1) + B f(b-1) C_3)

Thus

B-1f(b) f(b-1) x B (C-4)

As an example, if v = 10, then B 960 and f(50) = 48.7. As we will

see, we are most interested in values of b near 5v. For v = 20 and

b = 100, f = 99.5. As v increases, f/b approaches 1 very quickly.

Thus, there is little difference between choosing clauses with or without

replacement.

C.2. Analytical Method 1

We now turn to the problem of estimating Ps (v, b), the probability

of expression E, with v variables and b clauses, being satisfiable.

Given a problem with v variables and b clauses, we define the truth

assignment graph, G, associated with that problem to be a graph with

2v + 1 nodes. Nodes 1 through 2v correspond to the possible truth

values for the v variables and node 0 is a distinguished pseudonode.

Each clause in E is inconsistent with one eighth of the truth assign-

ments, specifically those in which all three variables in the clause have

values opposite to their values in the clause. G contains an arc be-

tween node 0 and any node corresponding to a truth assignment which

does not satisfy E. We thus proceed through E clause by clause and

add arcs between node 0 and nodes which do not satisfy the clause.

V-3
There are 2 arcs corresponding to each clause. In general, arcs
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"belonging" to different clauses overlap, i.e., there will be truth

values inconsistent with more than one clause. We do not show the

multiplicity of these arcs. Thus, G will in general contain fewer than

v-3b x 2 arcs. We are interested in G because PSI the probability E is

satisfiable, is precisely equal to the probability that G is not con-

nected. Figure C.1 shows a truth assignment graph.

The problem of whether a random graph is connected or not has

been studied extensively by Erdos and Renii. We will proceed along

similar lines.

-0

( 0 000) 0001 00(10 0011I

6j1I 00D i0 I 011 .

if /

/
/

E = (v1 + v 2 + v 3 ) (v 1 + v 2 + v 4 ) (v 2 + v3 + V4 )

FIGURE C.1. A TRUTH ASSIGNMENT GRAPH

We define A(v, k, b) to be the number of Boolean expressions

whose corresponding truth assignment graphs contain k or more isolated

nodes (i.e., nodes with no incident links). Ps(v, b) is then given by
Ss

P (v, b)= 1 - 2. (- 1 )k A(v, k, b) (C-5)s Bi-k=O (b)

0 -35-



where B v

This relation follows from the fact that if an expression is satis-

fiable then its corresponding truth assignment graph must contain at

least one isolated node. Note that the alternating sum is required in

order to account for the situations where graphs with more than k

isolated points are included in terms with k or more isolated points. We

seek the number of expressions with graphs with one or more isolated

* points. The alternating sum gives us the number with exactly zero

isolated points.

We can write A(v, k, b) as

V
A(v, k, b) = I (Y) 2i NM(v, i, k) B(v, i, k, b) (C-6)

i=0

where NM(v, i, k) is the number of ways of selecting k clauses which

match in i specific variables (i.e., k clauses in which i specific vari-

ables take the same truth value in all k clauses) and B(v, i, k, b) is

the number of Boolean expressions whose corresponding truth assign-

ment graphs have k or more isolated points and the isolated points

match in i variables.

V-i (2v-i-m
NM(v, i. k) = (- v-i 2mi (2 -

m=O k m
(C-7)

where the approximation is made by replacing
2v-i-m (v-i-m k

(k ) by k
k

Now, B(v, i, k, b)= (c(vi k) ) where c(v, i, k) is the totalb

number of clauses which are permissible in the sense that they give
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rise to graphs that have the requisite number of isolated points and

matched variables. c(v, i, k) can be estimated by

kc(v, i, k) 8(v) exp[-2 ](C-8)
(2 k- 2 )Sv

The details of this approximation, which are somewhat lengthy, are

given in W. Chuang's thesis.

Using the above approximations and Sterling's approximation

N+ -N

n. 4n- N e

we find by algebraic manipulation that

Ps(v, b) 5 1 - exp[-exp (-c)] (C-9)

where b = 8(kn 2v + c)

and c is a constant.

Thus, only for b - 5.5 v does Ps(v, b) take values significantly

different from 0 or 1 since for any value of c less than -2, Ps is nearly

1 and for any value of c greater than +4, Ps is nearly 0. Figure C .2

summarizes the relationship between P5 and c. Note that this is not a

function of v or b directly. The approximations used in obtaining this

analytic form are, however, functions of v as we will see. The approx-

imation turns out to be reasonable for modest values of v (e.g., v in

the range 10 to 30) which we are interested in. Note especially the

sharp drop from 1 to 0 over the interval c - -2 to c = +4.

C.3. Analytic Method 2

Because of the approximations made in the previous analysis, we

sought a second method to independently verify the approach. We
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consider the case now where clauses are selected with replacement. We

note that all clauses are equally likely and that a given clause elimi-

nates 1/8 of the possible truth assignments. Indeed, because of this

symmetry, on the average the bth clause in an expression eliminates 1/8

of the remaining truth assignments which satisfy the first b-i clauses.

We say a truth assignment is eliminated if it does not satisfy an expres-

sion. Thus, if we define Ns(v, b) as the number of truth assignments

satisfying an expression with v variables and b clauses, we have the

recurrence relation

lqs(v, b) =R s(v, b-l) 2v-3 + 2 - I s (v, b-i) 22v

S b- 1) = () (v, 0) (C-0)

where s is the expected value of Ns .

VSince R (v, 0) = 2 , i.e., all truth assignments satisfy an expres-

sion with no clauses, we have

s(V, b)= (Z)b 2v  (C-11)
N(,b) 8

Ps(v, b) is by definition the probability that Ns(v, b) is greater •

than zero. Unfortunately, we only have an expression for Ns, the

average value of N and not for the value of N itself.

0 If Ns (v, b) >> 1, then we would expect Ps (v, b) ! 1. If Ns(v, b) < 1, 0

then we may assume that Ns(v, b) is either 0 or 1. Then

Ps(v, b) = P(Ns(v, b) = 1) = Ns(v, b). Thus we use the approximation

O 1 , Ns(V, b) >1
Ps(v, b)= b ( (C-12)

S(v, b), F4s (v, b) < I
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This approximation is reasonably good. We first find b such that B,

N (v, b) = 1:

(7)b 2v = 1

V

b og2 8 - 100 27 5.2 v (C-13)

We then have

Ps (v, b) - 7 b-5 2v (C-14)
(-) •b > 5.2v

This function is very similar to the one obtained by the first

analytic method and again the region over which Ps(v, b) drops effec- 4

tively from 1 to 0 is limited again to a small range and is independent

of v and b. Figure C.3 illustrates the relationship between P5 and c

(where c = b -85.2v

The dotted line of Fig. C.3 shows P as found by Method 1 for
5

the same values of c. As can be seen, for c > 1 the curves are vir-

tually identical. There is, however, a 5% difference between the con-

stants relating v and b in the two approximations. Nevertheless, the

two analyses corroborate eath other and give rise to the same analytical

behavior of Ps; i.e., v and b are linearly related at the point where Ps

drops and P5 decays exponentially.

. C.4. Simulation

Finally, in order to compare the accuracy of the two analytic

methods, we performed a simulation to measure Ps(v, b) directly. In

the simulation, clauses were generated at random with replacement, all

clauses being equally likely. Each time a clause was generated, the J

truth values it eliminated were eliminated. This procedure was con-
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FOR Ps (v, b)
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tinued until no truth values remained. For each value of v, the value

of b at which the last remaining truth value was eliminated was re-

corded and became a sample, b. An estimate of Ps(v, b) is then

formed by

(# of bi > b)
P (v, b) (C- 15)

s (total # of b(-

Figure C.4 gives the results of this simulation for v = 10, 20 and 30.

As can be seen, the true value of Ps(v, b) lies between the N values

predicted by the two analytic methods and is somewhat closer to that

predicted by the second method. The important property of rapid

decay from 1 to 0 is borne out.

I7

!et
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D.1 Second-Order Greedy Algorithms for Centralized Tele-

processing Network Design

Kershenbaum, Boorstyn, and Oppenheim

IEEE Transactions on Communications, October 1980
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Abutract-We consider the prohlem of designing a centrabied procedure( (71 ) have led to some isight into the reinicilt oi
telecommunication network comprise*d of multipint line Kir a wt eiunistic proccedures. The procedure descnbed below is an o'ut-

* or terminal locations. traffic requirements. andt a common central growth of this work.
*site. The optimal solution to this problem is a capacitated minimal Currently, the most widely used procedures for the solution
*Spanning tree. We develop a class of heuristic algorithms for the of the CMST problem are heuristics 13J, (41, (81, (1101 which
* solution of this problem by imbedding esisting heuristics, referred to produce solutions within SO percent of thc optimumn (im k-ases

as first-order greedy algorithms, inside a loop where small, carefully where the optimum is known) and which have runring tieN
Chosen Sets of ares are alternately forced in and out of the solution, which are a low-order polynomial, generally between quadriue
The resultant procedure is shown to he superior to tsisting5 tvch- and cubic, in the number of nodes. Karnaugh J6 1 lia',dctu' I
niquers, producing solutions typically 2 percent better. while requiring a family of second-order greedy algorithmis (SOGA's) w'u.!
only a modest amount of additional computer time, iterate the above heuristics (which he refers to as F- f first)

INTRODCTIONOGA's), and have longer running ties, but produce caults
* INRODUTIONgenerally 2-3 percent better than the above heuristics. The *

The problem considered is that of finding an optimal procedures described bclow are variants of the generil Sit; A
(minimum cost) design for a centralized telecommunication procedures described by Karnaugh. produce' results ofom
network given a set of terminal locations, traffic magnitudes parable quality, and are considerably fa.-ter than hsis. lnucc.
between these locations, and single common source or destina- in many cases their running times are Competitive wifh (lie
tion (central site). In order to retain simplicity and low cost in simpler procedures (FOGA's) previously used.
the terminal hardware, such networks are configured as trees POEUA ECITO

* ~~comprised of communication facilities of a single capacity. POEUA ECITO
Thus, the optimal solution to this problem is a capacitated The most often used heuristic solutions to the CMST prob-
minimal spanning tree (CMST), i.e., a tree of minimum total lem share the following properties: I) their running time is a

*length satisfying a constraint or set of constraints that limit polynomial in the number of nodes;, 2) in the absence of co~n-
the total traffic and/or number of nodes in any subtree rooted straints, they will yield a miunimum spanning tree (NIST); zind

*at the central site. In centralized networks, such subtrees are 3) the quality of the solution (i.e., ILhe amount by which! it df-
*called multipoint lines, tens from the optimum) is not controllable and, excep~t very

More formally, we are given a set of N locations (nodes), in loosely, is not known.
addition to the central site; a symmetric distance measure D = The basic heuristics used to solve CMST problems can c,!
{d11 I' i, = 0, 1, -, NJ, giving the cost between any pair of divided into two categories- pimral procedures which seck tc
locations; and a constraint M on the total number of nodes or improve a reasible starting solution or partial solution, ano
traffic in a multipoint line. We seek a spanning tree T rooted at dual procedures which seek to make a low cost (infeasible)
the center, satisfying the constraint, and of minimum total starting solution feasible. We concentrate on primal proce-
length. dures, having found them to be generally more flexible. It

This formulation is quite general. All we require of the cost has been shown (8) that most such procedures fall with~n the
function is that the cost of a link di, not depend upon what framework of the following scheme.
other Links are present in the solution. The constraint is, like- 1) Start with each node on a separate multipoint line
wise, quite general. One catn, in fact, have more than one con- directly connected to the center. Associate a weight vv, with each
straint, and the constraints may be on total traffic, number of node i by applying a given rule (w-rule). For each potcr-,ial

*nodes, nodal degree, number of links in cascade, or any other L-nk L,, interconnecting a pair of nodes i and j, define a trade-
quantity associated with the design. We require only that if off function 1r, as d,-
some subtree S does not satisfy the constraints, then no other 2) Consider the tnot previously considered) I,,~ for which
subtree S', containing S, satisfies the constraints. We also as- r,j is minimum. if nodus Iand / are in separate multipoint lines

*sume that a star solution, i.e., all nodes connected directly to and the subtree formed by merging these lines does not violate
the center, is feasible. This can always be satisfied by spit- ainy constraint, then add Lij to the network, replacing L,, or
ting a location in to two or more nodes. ,j., whicliever is more costly. If not, reject I.,,.

Several heuristics and optimal techniques have been devel- 3) Update the w, and t', and return to Step 2) until nuo
further gain can be obtained. Usually, w, = w, for nodes

Paper approved by the Editor for Computer Communication of the i and I in the same multipoint line.
IEEE CoinmunicatIions Society for publication after presentation at tile The implementation of such a procedure has been considered
Ist International Synmpisium on Policy Analysis & Infotroition Sys in detail (91. A careful implementation is shown to be of

*tems, Durhami, NC,.1tine 1970. klanuscript received Mfay 10. i 97h; re- ordei A 2 log2 A hr stenme flctosadi n
vied May 8, 1910. This work was supported in par, hy ARP. Con- .hr stenme flctosadi n
tract DAIIC-15-13-CO 135. in part by NSF Grant NSr-EING; 79081 20, wishes to consider all branches. It is of order.%' K log2 N if one
and in part by U.S. Army CORADCONM. only examines the K nearest neighbors of each node and if' the

A. Kershenbauini and R. R Itoorstyn arc: with the D~epartiment of w-rule itself is not too computationally complex. In practice.
Electrical Engineering and Comptiter Science. Polytechnic Institute 1,2 the most widely used is-rule is to set the weight of each node
New York. Brooklyn, NY 11201.

R. Oppenheim is with the Graduate School of' Management, in a subtree to be the mnimum distance between any node in

Rutgers University. Newark, NJ 07102. the subtree and the center. 1 his is known as die Esau-Wtllams
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algorithm. Karnaugh (61 described an alternate implements- MST arc nut part o! ,zti' Ill- lli' ams solution (when the

tion of the Esau-Wilfiams procedure which has a different Esiau-Willians Ihti-, 11,?cf iN rot onlinlal). rnerely
computational complexity, generally between quadratic anJ so; !,']-l , . .ia.rA . zIti., le :. .o Cx-
cubic, but which produces identical results. Whie the airline 'hen .k , ....... t .
SOGA's described below can work with any imbedded FOCA, Ilven ,'! t f .. ::;yap-

for the sake of comparison with previous work, we performed t o • !'' -. t

experiments with an inbedded Esau-Williams algorithnL r .dts tO

In order to implement a SOGA, one must decide which ai . 'r hf I,
one will attempt to forte in or out of the solution. KarnautLh -

suggested two possibilities which are briefly described below. 1i,; ;! ft. i. .
The reader is referred to 161 for a complete description. , ,,e

1) Inhibit-At each stage in its execution, the FOGA brings siuuied durvr thee '-rO' : :, If s Ieuris- "

in one arc connecting two previously unconnected sets of 'i, !1 , nil ,,hn
nodes. The Inhibit loop successively prevents each of th ,
mergers which took place in the previous iteration from taking node (or ro.-; all ,," ', able to inc de some
place. Thus, one iteration of the Inhibit loop involves up to A' desiuahle arc I of a, o lcu ,t is quite likely that one
(where N is the number of terminals) iterations of the FOGA, or more of these a, s' arcs, indeed, as mentioned
each of which prevents a single pair of node clusters from above, this was al with 'lie experiments carried
merging. At the end of each iteration of the Inhibit loop, the out.
best of the generated solutions (and its mociated cluster Thus, a heurist h wlc- l atteopls to improve
inhibitions) is kept and used in place of the oginal(unhibited) solutiocs r".,n,!a*,eI Iru': ,stic by fc-log the
FOGA solution, and the Inhibit loop is repeated until no inclusion of one ot :' t.h the primal heuristic
further progress is made. left out. This gives p' , procedure.

2) Join-For each node ae, find its nearest neighbor bi and Step 1: Generat ircs f,,, ={ai/= la ",N-1}.
nearest neighbor among those nodes which are closer to the Generate a feasible Tf = {b/1i = 1, . N - I}. 4
center than a,, cl. Successively, one arc at a time, force arcs (aj, Find S = T,- I ms problemns of interest, S is
bi) and (aj, c,) into the solution if they are not already present. nonempty.)
One Join loop consists of a sequence of executions of the Step 2: For eac -S, set S 2  S -S 1 . Remove
FOGA, each with a single forced arc. The Join loop is iterated, all ai C S2 from th.. 'tart a solution by including all
starting from the best solution obtained during the previous ai E S, Apply the tic: to c-rrpite th.: generation
loop, until no further progress is made. The number of FOGA of a solution.
iterations in a Join loop is bounded from above by 2N - I It should ne nolt 'to-niat, ic procedure would be
but is, on the averagesomewhat less than N, theexact number to include a, in Sl. to e.; ihde al in S2. It was felt,
being a function of the particular problem, however, that if eler. were r,-tiined as candidates for

Thus, both the Inhibit and Join procedures have running inclusion, duplicate would he likely to result. The
times of order CN times the running time of the embedded exclusion of elemen-': uarantees unique solutions, and
FOGA, the Join procedure being somewhat faster. The factor hence should increas, celihood of generating improve-
C is the number of iterations required for convergence, Le., ment.o
to reach the point of no further progress. it would be possible

- to greatly improve the running time of the SOGA if one could COMPLY N AL EXPERIENCE

restrict one's attention to a small (i.e., 4N) subset of forced In order to assess t; fecdjvt :-.s an , efriciency of the
inclusions or exclusions. Also, Karnaugh mentioned that the procedural r.-'hcnm ,--,,-d I !., -i. .;ctit-n, a series
Join procedure, while somewhat faster than Inhibit, is weaker of experiments was run. Nodfs, -,ere generated with random
because it restricts itself to local transformations involving locations ove: t 'u .;•it ' problenmv with
nearest neighbors. N = 40, 60, 9 1 1'. :c il ,

The procedure descnbed in 171 is a branch-and-bound on the nunibe - ','', .. . ' ,n o - N/20
• " algorithm for obtaining optimal solutions to CMST problems. and m = N/4 w:i.c ,.' i
*.'.' While it does not converge to an optimal solution quickly Alternativel. vu'un , " ',-ld '1-17 been used,

enough to be useful as a design procedure, it was sufficiently but we did not 'et- . . ". rc,".
effective to be useful in obtaining optimal solutions to a num- have been obt.inrf, ,
ber of problems of sufficient size and constraint tightness to running time f" ;:

be able to make observations about characteristics of optimal Algorithm with, tho, t .lorithm 8I1
solutions. This led to the characterization of arc subsets which Karnagh (hi ,' .. * i ,
are small and at the same time reasonably effective for use as Esau-Willianis ptoce... ..... • in niCLu' "fl

candidates in a SOGA. In particular, it was found that arcs an [[1H 370/158. C.
present in optimal solutions but not present in heuristically KL 20/50 which is stf . ... s -..u - '" /i,

generated solutions were almost always MST arcs. While it is order to establish a he t ,uc ,mpirisons wil)
not necessarily so that all arcs present in the optimal solution Karnaugh's proce+!r ': ' '' , , Tab!,- I. we f- oi
and not in the Lsau-W%%';ms so!utiin are MST arcs, in all tite compared oiur im,! r . I ,
experiments run and Cm~c.i.ed to this end. invariably at least '\e found that ic *.... and
one arc in the optimum, but not L the Esau-Williams solution. compitautional cow ,exi;, ' ,1tadritic and ibic)
was an MST arc. for the lirst FOGA itcv,:,o, ! ,v i, ,htaning an initil solu-

This is not to say that it is conjectured that one must al- tion), bit 1hat ou: zi: I!, is of 3 lower order of
ways be able to find an optienum solution which contains an compi,'xt)y for lat,'r 'it . ,,rcr in nnnint times
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for later iterations was roughly a factor of 5/2 for .V' = i20.
Since most of the execution tune of the overail procedure is in
iteration of the FOGA, we conclude that this coincides with
the differences in running times between the two versions of

* Inhibit in Fig. 2.
Next, by running a sequence of 120 problems for N be- S

tween 10 and 100, we examined the size of the subsets S gen-
crated, i.e., the average number of MST Links not present in
the FOGA solution. Most primal heuristics generate subtrees
which are MST's on the set of nodes they contain along with
the center. Most of the arcs in these subtrees (with the excep- ..

* lion of the arc directly connected to the center) will be MST
arcs. Thus, one might expect that the cardinality of S, IS I
N/rm, and a vast improvement can be made over a blind branch
exchange or SOGA procedure. In practice, we found that I S I
ranged between N/m and N log N/m.

There are, in fact, 2's1 subsets of S. Thus, for moderately 20 ,0 MO MC 00

• larne tightly constrained problems, S could grow large enough 11"1" 0 "00"

to make evaluating all subsets impractical. Furthermore, it is Fi. 1. improvements obtained with new heuristic.
reasonable to assume that not all arcs in S interact with one
another i.e., improvements in separate parts of the network MNIIIT (KARAUG'S IMPLEMENTATION)

can be found and justified independently of one another.
Thus, the heuristic was modified to only consider subsets
S t C S such that IS1 I 1- K for some given K. The best subset
SI * is found and permanently forced into the solution. We I\,IB,,

then set S = S -S1" and repeat the procedure until no further JOIN
improvement can be made. In practice, K = 2 worked well.
Experiments were run with larger values of K; only in
isolated cases was any improvement over K = 2 obtained.
(Even K = I worked well in many cases.) Thus, it was decided "Mw HEURISTIC

in all the remaining experiments to use the extended proce- z

dure and restrict the examination to subsets of cardinality less
than or equal to two.

Using this modification of the new heuristic, it was observed dhU- IWILLIANS

that forcing arcs between nodes which are close to the center (UNIFIED)

seemed to have the greatest effect on the value of the solu-
tion. This was probably a consequence of the fact that the
Esau-Williams algorithm starts with nodes from the center, d
and hence, dealing with nodes near the center first radically .o 1 o OES
changes the solution value. Fig.2. Comparison of run times.

In particular, it was found that for small networks (N< 20), F
there was little difference (usually < I percent) in perform-
ance between the new heuristic and the Esau-Williams solu- could be introduced, and thus, the procedure could iterate at
tion. This is almost certainly because both procedures were most I S 1/2 times. In practice, the number of iterations grows
generating near-optimal solutions. However, for larger net- more slowly than Is I.
works, particularly for tightly constrained problems, the new Thus, a careful implementation of the procedure has a
heuristic performed noticeably better with improvements aver- complexity of I S 13N log N.
aging about 1.5 percent. Fig. I shows the improvement relative Finally, a version of the Inhibit and Join procedures (as
to the Esau-Williams algorithm. As can be seen, the improve- described in (61, but using the Unified Algorithm in place of
ment increases with the problem size. Results were even more the alternate implementation of Esau-Williams) was coded and
encouraging for large networks with the central site in the run on another set of problems, and the heuristic described in
corner. Such networks may be viewed as one-fourth of a net- this paper was then run on the same set of problems. Thus, we .
work of 4N nodes with the central site in the center. For such were able to directly compare the quality of the obtained solu-

problems, improvements averaging 4 percent and as high as tions, as well as the running times of the new heuristic with
8 percent were observed. Thus, the procedute appears to be of Inhibit and Join. The running times are summarized in Fig. 2
value for many realistically sized problems with tight con- and Tables I and 1I. As can be seen the new heuristic is much

straints. faster than Inhibit and faster than Join. Indeed, it is only two-
A straightforward implementation of the Esau-Williams three times slower than the Unified Algorithm.

procedure has a computational complexity of order N 2 log 2 N. The quality of the solutions obtained varied. Overall, the

A more careful implementation (9] can reduce the complexity results were consistent with the experiment described above,
to order N log2 N. As discussed previously, I S I was found to although a drop in effectiveness is noted for the 120-node
range between N/m and N log N/m. Since we examine subsets problems. We do not consider this latter phenomenon signifi-

of cardinality at most 2, Is I subsets are examined on each cant since there was a large variation in individual runs, and
iteration. At worst, IS 1/2 successive subsets of cardinality 2 the first experiment, which was based on a much larger num-

"9
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TABtLE I dc.ag n of centr Ali zed comipuicr nlciwork b. ''Network j. vol I nil 1.
AC)NIl'AH ISON u I UTiNkr (IN SEC(OND)S) pp 43-57 1971

1 61 Mi Kailitie. A newi~~., j- -giis~o i uliiini nci~ork

Number if1 .odes oPoiili4iii. Ifffr .~i -mrnun i,. ('()'1 24. pp stxi-

Alorth 4 6 9 10- 7 A Ker,henhjuri arid k li--isi~n. ( enitAlize icIcpri.;cs,,ing
Alg~ithmj 40 bO 9 1 I 0 IIneiwork design. in I'r-. itt-t Idle. .'mun I onft )cc 195

pp 27 11-27 14
Innhibit IlKarnaugh's 181 A Ker-shenbui and i Chou A unite ici'rilhm for icsigring

*Implementation) 9. 0 26. 7 118 240 mullidrop icleprolebsiny iilciwork%.* 1IL Trans Cummun . d
inhiit Z8 95 4b 113COM22. pp 1762-1772. Nov 1974

* Ihibt 2 8 . 5 46 13 191 A. Kershenhauni. -Computing .. apaciiaied nunjninal spanning lice$
Join 1. 4 4. 3 12 24 cfficicnily.- Ne.,Kor~s voI 4. no 4. 1974. .

1101 N V Reinlcld and A. R Vutgcl. Afathemag,,-al Programm,nig
New Heuristic 1.2 3.6 8 13 Englewood Cliff%.. NJ. Pirentite Hall. 1958

Eau-V.sIlamj (unifiedl 0. 1.J 1 2.6 4.7

TABLE 11
* PERCENT IMPROVEMENTS IN PERFORMANCE OVER

ESAU-WIL LIAMS

Algorithm 40 ber o0 No0es bO 120

LIibbt 2. 2 Z.0 3. 2. b 1.0

-New Heuristic 2. 4 i.S 2.6 0. a .

join Z. 1 1. 5 2.0 0.9 1.

,,er of prohlems. exhibited no similar behavior. In some cases,
the new heuristic outperformed Inhibit; in others, Inhibit
performed 1: ter. On the whole, the quality of the solutions
obtained witf Inhibit was 2.6 percent better than those ob-
taiineu using elle Fsau-Willams procedure, while those obtained
itsing the new heuristic were 1.9 percent better than Esau-
Wilims. Hot Inhibit and the new heuristic outperformed
Join fairly consistently; Join averaged a 1.6 percent improve-
nient over Esau-Williams.

CONCLUSION

We found the new heuristic to be of definite value as it
rotained solutions roughly 2 percent better than the Esau-
U.. iiams procedure without greatly increasing the running

* time. In comparison with Karnougji's SOGA's. the new heuris-
tic is iituch faster and obtains solutions somewhat better than
Join and somewhast worse than Inhibit. We conclude that the
nlew heuristic is useful as a practical design procedure, even

* when imbedded in a larger procedure which solves more
global problems.
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Abstract

* The problem considered is that of finding an optimal (minimum

cost) design for a centralized processing network given a set of

locations, traffic magnitudes between these locations, and a single

common source or destination. Several heuristics, which are efficient

(in terms of their execution time and memory requirements on a

digital computer) and which produce seemingly good results, have

already been developed and are currently accepted techniques. Some

work has also been done on finding optimal solutions to this problem

both as a design tool and as a means of verifying the effectiveness of

proposed heuristics. We focus in this latter area. Currently known

techniques for the optimal solution of this problem via integer pro-

gramming have fallen short of the desired objectives as they require

* too much memory and running time to be able to treat problems of

realistic size and complexity. We develop an improved technique

which is capable of handing more realistic problems.

This work was supported in part by the U.S. Army CORADCOM,
Contract No. DAAK 80-80-K-0579 , and by the National Science Foun-
dation, Grant No. ENG-7908120
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

The problem considered is that of finding an optimal (minimum

cost) design for a centralized telecommunication network given a set

of locations, traffic magnitudes between these locations, and a single

common source or destination. The vast majority of telecommunication

networks currently in existence are of this type. Thus, this problem

has been much studied (2,3,4,5,8,9,12,16,24,28,31,32).

Several heuristics, which are efficient (in terms of their execu-

tion time and memory requirements on a digital computer) and which

produce seemingly good results, have already been developed and are

currently accepted techniques. Some work has also been done on

finding optimal solutions to this problem as a means of verifying the

effectiveness of proposed heuristics. Currently know techniques for

the optimal solution to this problem via integer programming have

fallen short of the desired objective as they require too much memory

and running time to be able to treat problems of realistic size and

complexity. We develop an improved technique which is capable of

handling problems of realistic size.

More formally, the problem considered here is that of finding a

minimum spanning tree subject to one or more constraints which in

general are equivalent to demanding that the sum of the traffic asso-

ciated with the nodes in any subtree must not exceed some predeter-

mined maximum.

A minimum spanning tree is a loop-free collection of arcs joining

a set of nodes such that the sum of the lengths of the arcs is mini-

m ral. In the case of a communication network, these collections of

arcs are called multidrop lines.

|-.'
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It should be noted that this constraint form is quite general 11nd

encompasses many real-world constraints which arise in the design ot

centralized telecommunications networks. Thus, for example, in

addition to treating the obvious constraint imposed by line capacity,

it is possible to treat a restriction on the number of terminals on a

multidrop line by associating a unilorm traffic with each terminal.

Also, the length (cost) functions which can be treated are quite

general. Any function which is not a function of the tree chosen is

permissable.

Formally, we seek to solve the following problem:

Given

1. A vertex (node) set V =vii=0,1,. n} representing the

terminal locations in the network. Node v is a distin-

guished node which we wilt reter to as the center.

2. A symmetric function giving the length (cost) d of an arc

between any pair of locations.

3. A constraint, m, on the number of nodes which may share a

multidrop line. This constraint can be generalized to allow

a weight or traffic, ci , to be associated with each node and

to require that the sum of the weights associated with the .

nodes on any multidrop line not exceed m.

We define the set of nodes in the jt h multidrop line to be V. and

the multidrop line itself to be a minimal spanning tree TV . on V. Ui 0v.

Thus, the constraint can be stated in terms of the cardinality of V.

as IVjI < m V.. In the more general form, the, constraint would be
J I *

c i < m V i . We wish to find a tree, TV of minimum total
v h Vi

length satisfying the constraint in 3, above. That is, we wish to



N
minimize I. dip subject to ', v~lere %v 1is the immedikite prcdvesu,)

ol v. , i.e., the node closest to v. on 0- path betw'een v. iddi

Tand TP is any spanning tree. We consi -er etxa 't (optimal ) solut ions

to this problem. The primary motivation for the work is to devlpI

an exact algorithm capable (d permit tinq stud'. (,I the [pirtorn),inet

heuristics on a broader class of problems than was previously studied,

to gain insight into the performance of both exact and heuristic

procedures and, in particulir, to pinpoint where and why they thil.
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II. OUTLINE OF A NEW OPTIMAL SOLUTION TECHNIQUE

There currenty exist several techniques which will yield optimal 0

solutions to the CMST problem. These techniques can be divided into

two classes - branch exchange methods (as proposed by Lin (22) and

Frank (9)) and branch and bound methods (10,22). We concentrate "

on the latter class of techniques.

The specific application of branch and bound techniques to the

solution of the CMST problem was proposed by Chandy and Russell l

(3) and was subsequently refined (2) so that it could treat somewhat

more meaningful problems. Subsequently, Elias and Ferguson (4)

proposed further refinements and thereby expanded the range of

applicability of the technique. Gavish (34) recently developed a

bound using Lagrangean relaxation.

The basic technique is, as has already been mentioned, a branch ..

and bound algorithm. The original problem considered has all branches

in the category "permissible," i.e. , any branch may or may not be

part of the final solution. Subproblems are generated by selecting a

permissible branch and making it "prohibited" in one subproblem or

"required" in another.

The relaxation used is simply to generate a modified MST by

including all "required" branches, excluding all "prohibited" branches,

and forming the tree of minimum total length by connecting (as yet

unconnected) nodes using remaining ("permissible") branches. 0

Clearly, a solution obtained in this manner is a lower bound on

the value of a feasible solution to the subproblem as it is the tree of

minimum length. Note also that in the case where all arcs are speci- :-

fied (prohibited or required), the lower bound and solution are

4"
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identical and the subproblem fathoms. In general, the subproblem

fathoms when

1. No feasible solution exists to the subproblem. This occurs,

when the required branches form a loop, when the required

branches create a subtree violating the constraints, or

when the prohibited branches disconnect the network.

Other criteria exist but are difficult to test for.

2. The lower bound equals or exceeds the value of the best

solution found thus far.

3. The lower bound solution is feasible.

When all subproblems have fathomed, the current best solution is

the global optimum.

A number of observations have been made, which can be used to

accelerate a basic branch and bound technique. One of these, which

is used in the sequel, is given in Theorem 1 below:

Theorem 1: (3)

If branches (v0,v ), (v0v (v0'v are part of
1 01,vJ are pato

some MST, T, on V then there exists a CMST including

these edges.

Corollary:

If arcs (v ), (v ) . , (v 0 ,v. ) are present in the

modified MST produced in any subproblem, then (if any

CMST's exist in the subproblem) ther- exists a CMST on

the subproblem containing these arcs.

The preceding theorem and corollary allow one to avoid consider-

ing subproblems with such arcs prohibited. The techniques devel-

oped in the sequel make explicit use of both observations as well as

others made in the references cited.
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The inherent problem with the existing procedures lies in the

relaxation method used. At. each step, the problem is relaxed to a

modified MST. Unfortunately, this bound is often too loose to elimi-

nate a sufficiently large percentage of the subproblems to make the

procedure practical. This is particularly evident when the constraints 0

are tight; it is for such problems that the relaxation is loosest.

Unfortunately, it is also for that class of subproblems that the known

heuristics display the widest variation in the quality of solutions. •

Note that any optimal solution to the CMST problem has the

property that all subtrees are MST's on the set of nodes contained in

the subtree and the center. Thus, it suffices to find the optimal

partition of the nodes into subtrees. The technique which is devel-

oped in the following sections will thus generate partitions of the

nodes.

The technique works within the framework of branch and bound

algorithms, as did the techniques referred to above. We develop two

*0 algorithms, one based on generating subproblems by restricting

nodes, and the other based on generating subproblems by restricting

arcs. These techniques differ from previous ones in that the relaxa-

* ttion used here is tighter and thus, a smaller number of subproblems

need be examined.

We begin by restricting the problem slightly. We seek a CMST

subject to the constraint that the number of nodes (rather than the

sum of the weights of the nodes) in any subtree not exceed a pre-

specified maximum. Since our primary intent here is to study the

. performance of CMST algorithms, this modification would not, in

general, have a significant effect. Indeed, if one preferred, a node
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of weight K could be replaced by K nodes of weight 1, providing one

is willing to allow the original node of weight K to be split among

more than one subtree.

Tu find a partition of the nodes V : {v I i = 1,2,.. .n} into

subtrees, we begin by making n copies of each node corresponding to

the possibilities of the node being in any of n possible subtrees.

Thus, vij corresponds to node vi being in subtree j.

The problem of obtaining an optimal partition of nodes into

subtrees can be thought of as one of selecting an optimal subset from

the set E = {viI i=1,2,...n; j=1,2,.. .n}. Feasible subsets of E,
iI

i.e., those corresponding to partitions satisfying the capacity con-

straint, will contain 1 vii for each i and at most m v's for each j.

If we associate a weight, wij, with each vi, the opLimal subset of E

(hence the optimal partition of V) is defined as the feasible subset of

minimum total weight.

An efficient algorithm (see 14, 21, 35) exists for the solution of

the problem of finding the optimal subset of E given the values of

w The algorithm, which can be thought of as a matroid interesec-

tion [1,17,19,20,29] algorithm or alternatively as a series of shortest

path problems in appropriately defined graphs, has a worst case

running time of order n3 and in practice has a running time closer to

order n2 (see 35). Unfortunately, the set of weights, wij, which

correspond directly to the "cost" (contribution to the overall length

of the CMST) of vi in subtree j can be specified only when the pro-

blem solution is already known. We can, however, define a set of

weights, wij, which have the property that the optimal partition found

using these weights will have a value (sum of weights) which is a
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lower bound on the length of the optimal CMST. Thus, we can relax

the CMST problem to the problem of finding an optimal partition.

This, together with generating subproblems by successively restrict-

ing either nodes or arcs, gives rise to an optimum CMST algorithm

within the branch and bound context. -0

An appropriate set of weights, wij, can be defined as follows.

Suppose we are given, for each subtree j, the set V. of nodes per-

mitted in the subtree; a procedure for obtaining the V. will be given •

below. One can then find T., the minimum spanning tree on the

nodes in V. ij {vo}. Let d.. be the length of the arc connecting v.

to its predecessor in Tj (i.e., dij is the length of the last arc in the

path from v0 to v. in T.). The following theorem, which is proven in

(35), allows us to obtain appropriate wij

Theorem 2: The weight of the optimal partition using w.. = d.. is a

lower bound on the length of the CMST for the same V and M.

Furthermore, it is proven in (35) that other similarly defined

wI's also preserve this lower bound. In particular, suppose T.ii
contains a path (vo,.v p , v .... v . . .. v, ) as shown in Figure
1. Let S be the set of nodes {v ,...v k ... Vs and let wk be the

largest weight of any node in S. Suppose w pj' wk Define A

Wp Wkj. Then the following theorem holds:

Theorem 3: If a set of weights w.. = d is nodified by transferring

weight a from wpj to wsj where N, vp and vs are defined as above, S

the weight of the optimal partition is still a lower bound on 'he length

of the CMST for the same V and m.

Theorem 3 allows us to transfer weight from a node to its suc-

cessors in T. in order to guarantee that the lower bound obtained
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from the partitioning problem is at least as tight as the bound ob-

tained using an MST, as is done in (2), (3), and (4). A proof that S

this can always be done is given in (35). As an example of how this

works, consider the network shown in Figure 2a. The MST for this

network and the node weights corresponding to it are shown in Figure

2b. These weights correspond to the bound obtained using, an MST.

Suppose, however, that we restrict v3 from being part of a given

subtree j. The weights shown in Figure 2c would then be obtained if S

we simply set w = dij. Note in particular that w2 j has been reduced

from 5 to 1. This reduction in w2j could result in a loosening of the

lower bound. Theorem 3 allows us to transfer up to A = w1 j - w2j,

i.e., 7 units of weight, from w1 j to w2 j and obtain the weights shown

in Figure 2d. Note that the w.. in Figure 2d are at least as great as
ii

the wij in Figure 2b. Thus, the lower bound obtained using the wij

in Figure 2d will be at least at tight as that obtained using an MST.

In fact, the bound so obtained is significantly tighter, as is shown

by the computational experience given in Section V.

We now turn to the question of the branching rule within the

branch and bound procedure. Little was said by Chandy and Russell,

Chandy and Lo, and Elias and Ferguson on the order in which sub- 'S

problems are considered in the branch and bound procedure. Classi-

cially, two approaches are available. The first is to always consider

the subproblem with the least lower bound. Alternatively, one can S

use depth first search, where one always solves most recently gener-

ated subproblems before returning to older subproblems. There are

advantages and disadvantages to both approaches. -
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The first approach allows one to proceed without any good

feasible solutions to guide the process. The assumption is that

subproblems with the lowest lower bounds will give rise to the best

feasible solutions. Hence, one prefers to explore these subproblems

first in the hope that they will give rise to low cost feasible solutions

which will eliminate other subproblems (with higher lower bounds)

from consideration. Also, by examining subproblems in this order,

one is continually narrowing the range between the upper and lower

bounds, and hence, has the option of terminating the algorithm when

the interval shrinks to some prespecified width.

1 There are, however, two major drawbacks to this approach.

First, one must keep (a potentially large number of) subproblems

around in order to select the next one. Thus, the storage required

I for the procedure is potentially exponential. In practice, it was

storage, not running time, which was the active constraint on problem

size in previously developed techniques. One could temporarily store

subproblems in secondary storage, but this would complicate and slow

down the procedure.

Second, by considering problems in ascending order of lower

bound, one will, in general, be sequentially considering dissimilar

subproblems. Thus, one cannot easily take advantage of information

obtained in the solution of one problem for the solution of another.

For example, in the Elias and Ferguson technique, the similarity 0

between modified MST's for related subproblems cannot be easily

exploited if this first procedural outline is adopted.

Using depth first search overcomes both of these objections.

Indeed, a great deal of simplification is obtainable both in the genera-



tion of subproblems and in obtaining solutions owing to the similarity

of successively considered subproblems.

The maximum number of subproblems which need be kept around

at any time is bounded by the number of nested specifications it is
-S

possible to make. Thus, if one is restricting nodes, the bound is n;
n

if one is including or excluding arcs, the bound is (2). This essen-

tially eliminates storage as an active constraint on the size of the

problem which can be considered.

A further reason for using depth first search is that the major

reasons one would ordinarily choose the first procedure are not

present here. Any of the existing heuristics can be used to quickly

generate a good upper bound. Furthermore, the procedures devel-

oped in the sequel lend themselves to generating feasible solutions for

all subproblems. Thus, a good upper bound is always available.

Hence, depth first search is used in developing the techniques

in the sequel. It should be further noted that the philosophy used

in developing these techniques was to create the simplest, most flex-

ible framework within which to work so that a variety of acceleration

techniques could be developed and tested. The concentration is on

restricting the number of subproblems examined (which is exporintial

in n) rather than the amount of work spent on each subproblem

(which is a low order polynomial in n).

-1
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III. NODE PARTITIONING

The first exact technique built around the above relaxation is

one which generates subproblems by restricting the subtrees a node

is allowed into. The procedure is described below. We begin by

describing the initialization procedure.

Step 0: (Initialize)

0.1) Find an upper bound, z , using a heuristic to generate

a good, feasible solution. .-

0.2) Find an MST, T, and identify arcs (v0,vil), (v0,vi2),
1 2.

... (v 0 ,v
k

0.3) Reorder the nodes so that V1i v i . "... v. are now vl
1 2 'k1

(TRUE ij
0.4) For 1 < n, set Ri= FALSE i - j

[Rij is a logical variable which is set to TRUE if vij has

been removed from consideration in this subproblem.

Observations made above allow us to remove some v

immendiately ].

TRUE i >j
0.5) For k < i < n, set Rij (FLSE i < j

0.6) For , < j < n, find an MST, T on Vj VVo, where
A A I

V (- =vIR ij = FALSE} i.e., V is the set of nodes

permitted in subtree j.

0.7) Set wij = di f where dij is the distance from v i to its

predecessor in T.

0.8) For j = 1,2,..., k, exchange weight between wij for
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different values of i so that the resulting modified

weights, w. , satisfy:

w, > w

where w10 = d in the unconstrained MST, T, gener-

ated in Step 0.2 above.

0.9) For j = k+l,..., n, exchange weight between wij so

that the resulting w.' satisfy

w!. >w' W-1.-.
1) - 1]

The justification for all of these steps was given in Section 2.
Steps 0.8 and 0.9 guarantee that the individual w.'. will all be at

1]

least as great as the weights assigned using unconstrained MST.

Hence, this is a realization of the statement that the lower bound

obtained using this procedure must be at least as great as the lower

bound obtained using an MST. This also holds true for subproblems.

Thus, we have initialized a subproblem with nodes 1,2,..., k forced

into subtrees 1,2,..., k, respectively, since, for i < k, Rij = TRUE

for i j. In the course of the depth first search, we keep track of

the following variables:

d = The depth of the search, i.e., the number of nodes

which have been forced. d is initialized to k.

dMiN - The minimum allowable depth. d is initialized to k

since at least k nodes should will be forced.

IWd - The subtree which the dth node is forced into.

The depth first search proceeds by forcing node k+1 into sub-

tree 1; i.e., d is set to k+1 and IWk+1 is set to 1. It continues

either by increasing d (to force another node) changing IWd (to force

[2d
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a node into a different subtree) or decreasing d (to release a node

after forcing it successively through all subtrees). The depth first

search procedure follows.

Depth First Search Procedure

Step 0: Initialize problem (Steps 0.1 through 0.9 above). 6

Set d = k+1

Set dMIN = k+1 Set IWd = 1

* Step 1: Solve the currently defined subproblem; i.e., find a

lower bound zL , and a feasible solution zF .

Step 2: If the current subproblem fathoms; i.e., zL > ZF , go

to Step 3; otherwise go to Step 5.

Step 3: Set IWd = IWd + 1

If IWd > NMAXd go to Step 4; otherwise set up a new

*subproblem and go to Step 1. NMAXd is the highest

indexed subtree which the node at depth d may be

forced into. In section 3 we observed that one should

* not skip over subtrees. Thus: -e

NMAXd = max (K, max [IWi]) K < i < d

Step 4: Set d = d+1

If d < dMIN stop; otherwise set up a new subproblem

and go to Step 1.

Step 5: Set d = d+1

to Set IWd =1 -

Set up new subproblem and go to Step 1.

To set up a new subproblem, one need only modify the values of

• a few Rij to impose (or remove) the restriction implied by the alter-

nation of d and IWd. Thus, after d is set to d+1 and IWd is set to 1:
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CFALSE j = 1
Rdji TRUE j > 1

After IWd is set to IWd + 1:

Rd iWd - FALSE

Rd,iWd -1 = TRUE

After d is set to d - 1:

( ( FALSE j < NMAX d
R =d+l,j =

. TRUE j > NMAXd

The search space can be further pared using the corollary to

Theorem 1. If, in any subproblem, one finds that two nodes, v. and
1

v., both forced into the same subtree appear in separate subtrees in

the MST formed. on the; set. of permissable: nodes in that subtree, thenIA

the subproblem may be discarded.

As was mentioned, this optimal technique based on generating a

partition lends itself simply to obtaining a feasible solution to each

subproblem. The partition generated at each step is feasible. One

need only generate MST's on each group of nodes to obtain a feasible

solution. A simple acceleration technique, which proved to be quite

effective in practice, was to reorder the nodes Vk+l,..., vn by

distance from v 0 , nearest first. This tended to increase the lower

.4 bound most rapidly. Such nodes, when restricted to a single sub-

tree, were absent from all others, and the "deprived" subtrees were

often forced to connect to v 0 over longer arcs.

The Rij are used in the optimal partitioning procedure in a

straight forward fashion; any element vij, with its corresponding R

= TRUE, is considered to be removed from the problem.

.1

% • , ,
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The weight exchange procedure described as part of the initiali-

zation, which guarantees that the weight on each node will be at least

as great as its contribution to the length of an MST, is used here as

well. At each level, K, in the decision tree, we save the values of

the w'. in a variable referred to as wK We then demand that w.=e]e t w
wK> .i 1 i.e., we exchange weights to enforce the restriction. The*

justification for doing so is identical to that used in the initialization

procedure. Note that this exchange guarantees not only that the

lower bound will remain tighter than an MST, but also that the lower

bound will be monotone with the depth in the decision tree. Neither

of these things is true without the exchange.

0:

*,
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IV. ARC RESTRICTIONS

Another method of applying this relaxation technique to the -

solution to the CMST problem is to restrict arcs; i.e., to force arcs

to be either "prohibited" or "required" as was done by Chandy and

Russell and Elias Ferguson. Thus, the initialization and subproblem

solution are essentially the same as they were in the technique des-

cribed in the previous chapter, but the method of generating subpro-

blems is different. The solution order is still a depth first search.

Some differences exist in the initialization procedure. Instead of

forcing a node into a subtree, we simply "require" the arcs (il,O),

S(iK,0) which are part of the unconstrained MST. This is, of

course, equivalent to what was done in the previous case. It is

implemented in a slightly different way, however.

The entire procedure, both during initialization and during

subsequent subproblem generation, restricts itself to dealing with

established arcs, i.e., arcs which connect a node directly to v0 or to

other nodes connected to v0 by established arcs. Thus, each

"required" arc forces a node into a given subtree and each

"prohibited" arc forces a node out of a given subtree. As a new

subtree is encountered (i.e ...., when an arc of the form (v O, vi) is

made "required"), we simply assign the next available subtree number

to the subtree.

Subproblems are generated by successively restricting (requiring .

or prohibiting) established arcs. We again use d to represent the

depth of the search. Here, however, d refers to the number of

forced arcs rather than the number of forced nodes. Note that while -
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the number of required arcs is limited to n, the number of prohibited

arcs is not. We thus have a different type of decision tree than we

did in the previous section.

When forcing nodes into subtrees, we dealt with a tree of depth

* n but with nodes of degree sometimes as great as n. Here, we deal "

with a binary tree of depth as great as (n). It is not clear, how-

ever, especially with the paring techniques being used, which deci-

* sion tree is actually larger.

The arc chosen for inclusion is,in each case the next arc to be

brought in by Prim's MST Algorithm (25); i.e., the shortest arc

* connecting a node to some node connected to v0 by required arcs.

This has several advantages:

1. The arc chosen, if excluded, will tend to raise the lower

* bound. This is important as it helps control the size of the

decision tree. Since a potentially large number of succes-

sive arc exclusions is possible, it is important that an arc

• exclusion result in an increase of the lower bound as often -

as possible so that the fathoming process will limit the

depth of the search.

2. If the arc is of the form (v0 , vi), it need only be consid-

ered as "required" and not "prohibited." This is a direct

consequence of Theorem 1.

tO 3. If the arc (v i , v.) is prohibited, and hence, vi is excluded 0

from the subtree containing vj, then so are all arcs of the

form (vi, vK), where vK is forced into the same subtree as

to v. This is a direct consequence of an Elias and Ferguson -.

result.

.(0
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We omit the details of the remainder of the implementation of the

arc restricting procedure as they are similar to the node restricting

procedure described above.
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V. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIENCE

The procedures described in the previous two sections were

coded in FORTRAN and run a PDP-10. In this secton, we discuss

the results of experiments run to test the behavior of their run time

and effectiveness as a function of problem size and constraint tight-

ness.

Problems were generated by reading in n and m and generating

random X and Y coordinates for the nodes within a unit square. The

location of the center was, in various problems, either random,

centered, or in the corner. Euclidean distances were used. Most

experiments were run with the center at the geographic center of the

unit square; in this way, larger problems could be examined.

Several series of problems were run with identical values of n

and m (and, of course, different randomly generated points) to see

how stable the running time is from one problem to another. The

standard deviation was found to be close to the mean for the problems

run. This essentially says that we should not pay close attention to

exact run times or the exact number of subproblems examined.

Series of problems were run varying n and m and using both the

node restricting and arc restricting procedures. Both procedures

were run with the identical problems and, furthermore, the same set

of nodes was used (with new nodes added as the problem size grew)

for all problems in this series. This results of this experiment are .

shown in Table 1. As can be seen, the running times for both

procedures were comparable and run time grows exponentially with

problem size. (It was gratifying to find that the optimal solution

values found by both procedures always matched!)
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It has already been mentioned that these procedures yield lower

bounds which are at least as great as those obtainable using uncon-

strained MST's. This was verified empirically by actually generating

lower bounds with MST's as the algorithm proceeded. The program

iwas to print any exceptions, i.e., any times where teMST gener-

ated a higher lower bound; none occurred. Figure 3 shows some

typical lower bound values obtained using partitioning and MST's. As

can be seen, not only are the partitioning lower bounds greater, but

they grow more quickly with depth. This is significant, as a linear

increase in lower bound value will reduce the run time exponentially.

To measure the impact of the difference in lower bounds between

the MST and partitioning methods, several problems were run first

with the partitioning method and then with the MST method of lower

bounding. The results of this experiment are shown in Table 2. As

can be seen, the partitioning algorithm examines a much smaller

number of subproblems, and apparently, its effectiveness increases as

the problems grow larger. Thus, although it is somewhat more diffi-

cult to evaluate the lower bound using the partitioning algorithm than

it is using an MST, it is less than n times as hard to do so. The

reduction in the number of subproblems which must be examined

appears to be sufficiently great to warrant the use of the partitioning

technique. Indeed, as the problem size grows, its attractiveness I
seems to increase. *1
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this study was to develop improved exact tech-

niques for the solution of the CMST problem (a model of the multidrop

line problem) so that known heuristics for the solution to that prob-

lem could be examined on a broader class of problems and so that new

heuristics could be developed on the basis of what was learned.

Much of this happened. An improved exact technique, based upon

generating lower bounds using partitioning instead of MST's, was

developed and computational experiments were run using it. The

bounds yielded by these techniques were tighter than those yields by

the MST based techniques, and hence, the number of subproblems

which had to be examined in order to obtain a solution was smaller.

Indeed, the decrease in the number of subproblems examined more

than compensated for the increased effort required for 'he examina-

tion of each subproblem. Thus, the new techniques served their

purpose in that they permitted the examination of problems not care-

fully examined before. In particular, it was possible to examine

problems with very tight constraints, although it was not possible to

examine problems of substantially greater size than had been pre-

viously examined.

Even with the improved technique, the growth of run time with

respect to problem size was found to be exponential, albeit of a lower

order than previously know exact techniques and of a much lower

order than the solution space. Thus, one cannot use the technique

for large problems. A number of acceleration techniques were devel-

oped and incorporated into the procedure.
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Thus, it was possible to examine sufficiently interesting problems

using the exact technique to make several insights into the problem. "

The first is that the performance of the known heuristic degrades as

the constraint tightness increases and improves as the problem size

increases. An imporved heuristic [33] was also developed on the

basis of this study.

allp
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Table 1: Number of Subproblems Examined

n m Node Restricting Arc Restricting

8 2 16 34 I
8 3 13 24

10 2 120 199 -•

10 3 57 68
10 4 67 73
12 2 298 696
12 3 375 362
12 4 171 138
14 2 766 723
14 4 526 379
16 3 not run 1085
16 4 818 737
18 3 not run 6832

:5
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TABLE 2: COMPARISON OF NUMBER Or' SUBPROBLEMS EXAMINEDI
USING MST AND PARTITIONING-AS L[OWER BOJND)S

NUMBER OF NUMBER OF'
SUBPROBLEMS SUBPROBLEMS

n m(MST) (PARTITIONING)

8 3 87 24

12 3 2,767 3624

20 7 4,205 146

* 4j1
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r. introduction

There are many network design probLems which
vould be easily solvabLe except for the presence
of a fixed charige in the cost of each facility.
The presence of the fixed charge however, which
cannot be ignored uWi.hou destroying the validity

* of the mdel, makes these problem much more T
difficult to solve. We begin by presenting -
several such problems md a general technique L '
which may be of use in obtaining soLutions to all T '
of them. Wde then focus on one such proble aad
actually apply the technique to its s'iiution. T

II. Problem Statements C T

The moot basic problem, and the one which we
will ultimately focus on, is that of Locating
earth stati&ons ina saJtellite ner-work. 'is are\

liven a fixed set of I terminal locations and a
set of 3 potential earth Station ocatiAn sites.
Terunals communicata with one another via the
satellite and they reach the satellita via direct
trrestiaL connection to an earth station (see T
Figure 1). The :ost of connecting termaal t to
earth station j is given by c, The cost of an T emina

th
earth station at the 1 Potential site is de- [] f Stam
noted by 4. The cost of a satellite lin" (or ofF). S.u-
the satellite itself) is is asued to be dis- TaruUW Link
Cance independent and Linesr'7 related to its
capacity. Thus, toe cost oi the Satellite links -taUAtL

is not affected by the selection of earth sta-
t-on and c-n tneretore "' 3noree. wo assume
initially tt tnere are no capac .y Censtrats $igre 1. ZTRK ?IQE50
on the earth Stations.

The problem described above As a et1l- subject to:
knowm uncapacitated facility L ct-n problem
* (UTLP): . I for all iJ xj

aNiniie Z = I 1 C. X *IdY X < Tj for all i and

• This work was supported in part by the USj, Ti A[r, my for ll. d
*Ceradcam untder raat DMXC(-0-O-E*O59 anJ oy vhere I., correspotds to t~he fraction mE

tie National Science Foundacoa under rcant t6110L assigned to -sc.- ty , ar- v, is

i-1! facilit'i j is nc~us'ed n the soltion.

0\



This problem bas been such studied (1-101. The lowing transformation. A bogus potenti l earth
book by Handler and .ircandaoL (31 is a compen- station location, e r+11 is introduced with d 2, O
dium of related problems and solutions. The a C 2V for i1.. N. The corresponding
procedure of Erlenkotter [31 has been shown to be iarl . h
successful in obtaining optimal solutions to many capacitated or uncapacitated problem is then
significant uncapacitated facility location solved to find the optimal solution including all
problems. The procedure we will describe in the terminals. The bogus earth station and all
following section is equivalent to Zrlenkotter's terminals associated with it are then removed
procedure in the case of the uncapacitated facil- from the optimal solution to yield an optimal
ity location problem but differs from his in that solution to the problem with a choice of which
it is based directly in combinatorics (rather terminals to include (4]. Thus, we will limit
than in a linear programing dual) and is direc- considerations to the fixed terminal problems in
tly extensible to many other problems described the sequel.
below, among them the capacitated facility loca-ionprobem.Another. closely related, problem is that of
tion problem. locating repeaters in a radio based network.

We note that the UFLP reduces to a trivial Kere we assume we are given a sec of . terminal

problem where each terminal is connected to its locations and I potential repeater locations.
neacest (least-cost connection) earth station if Terminals comuficate via radio links to the
we ignore the fixed cost of the earth stations, repeaters. The repeaters communicate directly
This is the property which unifies all the prob- with one another, again via radio links, relaying
lm- we will examine, messages between terminals. A terminal can or

There are many extensions to the UFL7 which cannot communicate with a repeater depending on
Ther ar man exensons o te UFP wich the distance between them and the nature of the

are also part of this class of problems. If a intervening terrain. Thus, we have a UFLr with
capacity constraint is imposed on the earth ier 0, in). A w is, he aure of
stations, the problem reduces to an assignment i 0

problem if the cost of the earth stations is the cost matrix makes this problem different from
ignored and we assume either that the capacity the previously stated UFLP's in several important
constraint is on the number of terminals or we ways which will alter the effectiveness of the
allow a terminal to be associated with more than proposed solution techniques.
one earth station and the cost of connection is
linear with traffic. II. Basic Procedure

Another problem is thac of designing a
network as above where not all terminals need be We now present a general procedure for the
included. In this version of the problem, there solution of all of the above problems. For the

is a value, VI. associated with including termi- sake of clarity, we describe application of the
e ,procedure to the solution of the UFLP. Similar

mal i in the network and we seek to mximize the procedures have been proposed by Held & Karp [b],
profit, P, where P is given by and Camerin (11 for the solution of a broad

class of problems. Those procedures have been
N N M M shown to be effective in some cases and ineffec-

P a I V W - K - tive in others. One of our objectives is to shed
iL= l •i jZL 

X L ° 'J! light on inherent differences among problems
which differentiate them in terms of the effec-

subject to tiveness of these procedures and others like
them.

N
I X a Wi for all i Let C 1C j+P where P. is a penalty added

J!Ixij" WiLj Ii Li
to the cost, C i, of connecting terminal i to

X - for all x and J earth station j. If Pi >0 for all i and j and
iji

ii, Vl, Y1 c(O, 1) for all L and j I P a d

A capacitated version of this problem exists
by adding the constraints then the solution to the UFLP using C i in place

I t !S. for alli of C j and di=O is a relaxation of the original

i UFLP for any P satisfying the above con-ij
straints. ere the facility costs are distrib-

where t iis the traffic associated with uted over the terminals. The solution to the
terminal i and S is the capacity of earth sca- problem with d .O is trivially obtained by se-

i lecting the ma3imum i in each row. We notetion J.

that the solution value thus obtained is indeed a
This problem can be reduced to the preceding lower bound to a feasible solution since

one, with fixed terminal locations, by the foL-
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bound as large (tight) as possible. Thus. S.I (C C < a. J
i . -. must equal 0 for some j with C < V or else w

J would make V. larger.
where I is the set of terminals associated vith

earth station j in the solution to the relaxed Let J. =(JIS jO}. If, for all i, Cij > V.
problem. *asnl

for all jtJ except for a single j thp bound is

Ideally, we would choose the P to maximize tight. If Cij<V for two or more jeJ , there is

the value of the relaxed optimum aad thus provide a gap between the lower bound and the feasible
atihabndase tso psolution. Erlenkotter suggests a procedure for

as tight a bound as possible, i.e., solve: adjusting the V. to sometimes eliminate such

o j situations. If a gap remains, one such j is

[Z a I min (C + ) selected and alternately forced in and out of the
Stn ij solution. The procedure is continued with the

newly formed subproblems in place of the problem

This problem has been successfully approached which spawned them. A subproblem is said to

using subgradient optimization techniques (6,10]. fathom, and hence is eliminated from further

For the moment, however, we defer further discus- consideration, when its lower bound equals or-

sion of how best to set the P and note that exceeds the currently best feasible solution.
ij

relatively simple heuristics often suffice in A similar procedure can be defined for the
many cases while in other cases even the optimal capacitated facility location problem. Again the
Pi j (i.e. those maximizing the lower bound) leave fixed costs, de, are replaced by penalties, P ;,

a lower bound significantly lower than the opti- added to the Cij satisfying Pie > 0 and
mal solution to the unrelaxed problem. z Pie I dj. An assignment problem is then

For the specific case of the UFLP, a linear solved to obtain a lower bound on the original
programing problem can be solved to find the problem. Heuristics for setting the P.. and
optimal P obtaining a feasible solution are less olvious

here and very little work has previously been
M5aximize Z X I Vi  done on these problems.

Cij + Pie. Vi for all i and j III. A More General Procedure

I Pie 
= 
d for all j We now describe the procedure in a more

i general context. Define a matroid, M, to be a

2-tuple (E,F) where E is a finite set of elements
P i 

> 
0 {eli jj,''N} and F is a family of independent

This is the basis for Erlenkotter's procedure subsets of E. Our notion of independence is very
but, aain. he points out that often a simple general. We require only that independent sets,

butagan, e pontsouttha oftn asimle , satisfy:
heuristic suffices to set the P

ij*
The solution to the relaxed problem and the 1. If I e F and I' c I then I' 9 F; i.e., all

values of (slack) variables subsets of an independent set are inde-
pendent.

S. a Z MAX (0, V. - C..)

can be used as the basis for a branch and bound
procedure to find the optimum UFLP solution.
Specifically, we begin by setting the Pie and

solving the relaxed problem. We then obtain a
feasible solution to the original problem by
selecting the earth stations, j, for which S j0.

These correspond Co earth stations which justify
their cost by virtue of the savings obtained for
terminals associated with them. To see this,
note that, during the procedure,.we try to make
Vi (or equivalently, the minimum Cij in row i) as

large as possible in order to make the lower

* *0



2. Given two iadependent .sets, 1 &and ,F.1, ever, using the matroLd properties that the

containing p and p * I elements respec- algorithm [7] solves the proolem.
tively, there exists some e cI e r1

J3 P*1' j p Greedy Algorithm
such that I (e.}ZF. That is, we can
always find %sn element in the larger iide- Steo 0: I - 0
pendent set (not already in the smaller one) X 0
which can be added to the smaller indepen- Raindex the e. so that w > for
dent set without destroying independence. j < k J- k

The book by Welsh (91 is an excellent treat- Step 1: i - i + 1 I
ment of matcoid theory and the book by Lawler (7) If i N>, stop; I is the optimal
gives applications of atroid theory to the set
solution of combinatorial optimization proolemsa * *

including much of the discussion in this section. Step 2: If I (e.) C F set I I Ie }

Camsetini [I] gives much of the rest. Return to tep I

There are many types of matroids. Three Thus, we need only sort the elements of E "
types are of particular interest to us: and examine each element once, testing for inde-

pendence with the previously chosen elements.

1. Metric Matroids - Let E be the set of col- Assuming the test for independence is not too
una of a matrix and F the family of sets of difficult (and it is quite simple in the three
columns which are linearly in dependent. cases above), the overall procedure is of the

order of a polynomial in N. Thus, large problems
2. Graphic Hatoids --Ltc I be the set of edges can be solved.

of am undirected graph and F be the family
of edge sets that contain no cycles (i.e., Furthermore, even if w. is replaced by any
embers of F are ress and forests). J

monotone (increasing) f(w.) the greedy algorithm

3. Partition Hatroids - Let £ be an arbitrary will still find an optimal solution; that is, the

set and Bit i = I, *K be a partition of E; optimal solution found using w. above is also

i.e., V Ai X E and a i  a j X * for i t 
J. optimal for any monotone f(w). Thus, f need

Let F be the family of subsets of E con- only be evaluated for the e. actually chosen.
tainig no more than AI elements from BiI
i.e., Sometimes we wish to find an independent set

.I e F iff I 3.1 A for all i of minimum total weight subject to the restric-
i tion that it also be of maximum cacdinaLity. An

"-t is fairly easy to see these tree notions example of this is a minimal spanning tree (i.e.

of independence satisfy the two required proper- finding a tree spanning all nodes and of minimum

ties and thus that the three 2-tuples are indeed total length). The greedy algorithm can be used

mmtrotds. to solve this problem by setting wj Z A -
where the e. are edges of the given graph, A. is

Hatroids are of interest in the context of J

the solution of combinatorial optimization prob- the length of ej, and A > A. for all j.
3na because of the existence of very efficient

procedures for the solution of problems which can Unfortunately, many problems cannot be

be shown to be equivalent to finding the "best
'
. phrased as finding maximum weight independent

independent set in a matroid. sets in a matroid because the sets satisfying the
constraints do not conform to the two properties

Specifically, suppose a weight, wit is given above. One may, however, be able to phrase
'3 the problem as the intersection of two or aore

associated with each element e rE for some macroida as follows.

matroid (E, F). We may wish to find the set I cF The intersection of two manroids, MIZ(E. F
satisfying

C) and 12=(E, F , defined over the same set of
a NAY (W(I)elements but with two different notions of inde-

pendence, is the 2-tuple (EF) where 'FF iff

* where W(I) 2 Z w. (sIF and 1sF2 ). Unfortunately, the intersection
j .3 of tbo matroids is not a manroid and thus many

properties and algorithms do not carry over.

Without the structure imposed by the aatroid There is, however, an efficient algcrithm (c.f.

properties, the solution of this problem could awler) for finding the maximum weight set IcF

entail examining all Ie, potentially on te for an intersection of two matroids.

order of 2 subsets if IE1hN. We can prove, how-



The Lncerse¢cion 3f 9 zatroids can sLLlarc.y Coverage .atrix Cost Matrix
be defined is a -2-tupLe E.F) where eF iff ItF.

J ..= <=> C..=0
for all jsl,2, ". There is no known algorithm Lj Ij
with a runnang time polynomial in the number of C 20 <z> C. .-

elements in E to find the xaxiuoum weight IdE for ij
>2. Indeed. the problem for K > 3 has been .One could thus consider sclving the repeater
shown to be SP-complete. It has also been shown location (RLP) problem as a UTLP. In practice
that the problems for V3 are essentially equiva- this turns out to be a bad idea because of the '0
Lent to problems for .3, i.e.. it is only symmetry ot the RLP. In particular, all repeat
slightly more difficult to solve problem for ers have identical costs and all terminals con-
general K than it is to solve problems for K=3. nect with identical cost to repeaters w.hich cover

them. An algorithm for the general UFLP would

ofte spowfi turobte detaied sltionpoecone have to wade through a Large number of alternate
ofnth specif rbls.esrbdntercd optima. We can eliminate a large part of this
ing sections. problem and in fact use the symmetry to advantage

MV The Repeater Location Problem by applying the following dominance rules (c.f.
0 Garfinkle and Neahauser) to eliminate potential

The techniques described in the preceding soruinad
sections is applied to the solution of the re- Let R. * { c = 1)
peater location problem in a broadcast radio i ciJ
network. In this problem, we are given a set of ad Tj { I c z Ii
X terminal locations, t,, a set of N potential T U

radio repeaters, r3 , and a coverage matrix C j Thus, ai is the set of repeaters which can cover

defined by: tezainal i and T. is the set of terminals covered
by repeater j.

I1i t ' canmmunicate with rj

C a i c Rulel1: If Ri  Rk then t. dominates ad t
0 othervse cam be eliminated from the problem.

A feasible network design corresponds to a selec- Rule 2: If T. T hen r laminates r adr
tion of repeaters which "cover" all the terminals i k t rk

in the sense that each terminal -an communicace can be eliminated from the problem.

with at least one repeater. (We assume the re-
peaters can always communicate with one another.) It is easy to see that it suffices to con-
An optimal solution is a feasible set of repeat- sider only undominated terminals and repeaters in
era of minimum cardinality. In this simple form seeking an optimal solution to the RLP since any
of the problem, all repeaters are assumed to have solution containing a dominated repeater could
identical cost (say, 1) and unlimited capacity. have included an undominsted repeater instead and
Thus, the problem is: any solution which covers an undominated terminal

also covers all terminals dominated by it.

flinimize Z a I T To let the full benefit of dominance among
jul J  terminals and repeaters, rules I and 2 should be

applied repeatedly until no further reduction in
N5 the problem can be effected, because it may be

s.t. I C YJ I for i a 1,**' that r. dominates rk after some dominated terms-
Jlij J k1jl nala are removed from consideration. Further-

s or I for J more, in the course of a branch and bound pro-

andj cedure, where repeaters are forced into and out
of the solution to define disjoint subproblems,

Th r li bl s J €o r s o d o se e t n e ru les I and 2 any be successfully applied to find

repeater in potential location j (TJ 2) or not further dominance in subproblems.

selecting it (TJ0). This is, of course, a set A version of the above procedure was coded
covering problem (c.f. Garfinkle and Nqeshauser). up and run on a variety of problems. The results

of these runs are shown in Tables I & 1i. As can

We could also considered this problem as an be seen, the procedure is quite effective for
incapacitated facility location problem (UFLP). sany problems even though only relatively naive

In this latter case, the coverage matrix corr- branching and bounding heuristics were used. In
sponds to the matrix of costs of connecting particular, the branching rule used was to iad
location i to facility j in the UTLP as follows: the repeater wich covers the largest nu ber of

currently uncovered and undominated term nals and
alternatively forcing it in and out of the solu-
tion. The lower bound, Z., was generated for
each subproblem using the following procedure.



Step 0: Z = number of repeaters forced into TABLE II (Ranoom Coverage)
the solution in this subproblem

XT Ni a SOL'N COUNT0 if Cij I
W. i • = so 20 .10 9 1

&j a
- if CiU 50 Z.0 .20 7 31

Sty 1: For each repeater. r., let N a the 50. 20 .23 6 51 -

number of uncovered and undom.aited 50 20 .30 S IS
terminalas covered by r.. Also, let 50 20 .35 4 63

Sa l. S is the remaining weight to be 50 20 .50 3 15

assigned in column j of the cost ,-riz so 20 .70 3 27

Step 2: Find the column (repeater), K, Wth 50 20 .0 2 1
maximum Sj/N J, We olly consider j such -4

50 50 .05 17 9 0
that M., > 0. Let b SIMO 50 .0 1 5IO so 5 .10 11 157

Step 3: For i a 1. N
[For j 1, M 50 so .30 5 373

C[f cik 1 and Cij 1, SOLj w Wij b so 50 .50 3 41
N N1 -
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ABSTRACT ure switching technology, will always be attractive.
The algorithm presented is unified. It pro-

An algorithm is described for designing cir- vides a circuit switched network design for a pre-
cuit switched networks. In contrast to previous specified end-to-end performance criterion -- the
work, the algorithm considers both voice and data probability that a call is lost. The design spec-
traffic. The network design is cost efficient. ifies the network topology -- the connectivity of
It provides topological design as well as routing network nodes and the dimension of links in terms
doctrine. Performance analysis for both voice and of number of trunks. A routing doctrine is speci-
data traffic is carried out. fied with both primary and alternate routes. The

average cross-network delay performance for data
INTRODUCTION traffic is provided. Network cost is given, hav-

ing been computed from both link and node require-
Circuit switching is a technology which has mentS. It should be emphasized that only the back-

long been employed in voice communication networks, bone network is considered. Local traftic is as-
In such networks, prior to any communication tak- sumed to be concentrated at the backbone nodes us-
ing place between two users, a connecting route is ing standard teleprocessing techniques such as mul-
established between them. A sequence of channels tiplexing and concentration. The authors have drawn
or trunks is reserved for their use. The route is from a wealth of previous work in the area of cir-
dedicated to their communication for its duration. cuit switching. Specific acknowledgement is paid
If a route cannot be reserved, due to traffic con- to the work of Katz and Knepley r23 and E31 . How-
gestion, the user initiating the request for con- ever, it is believed that this is the first algor-
section is "turned away." His call is "lost." ithm which considers both voice and data traffic
Circuit switched networks are thus characterized carried on the same circuit switched network. Fur-
by an overhead delay in the establishment of the thermore, the voice and data traffic are not multi-
connecting route. However, they are also charec- plexed on the same channels, (in a TASI type arran-
terized by a low delay during the actual period of gment), rather they contend for available link cap-
communication. This is due to the absence of any acity.
contention after a route has been set-up. These
are conditions well-suited to voice counications DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHM
The duration of the typical telephone conversation
is normally such greater than the time for route Hixh Level Description
set-up. The overhead can be easily tolerated. Before proceeding with a detailed description

The present paper provides an algorithm for of the design algorithm it would be worthwhile to
designing circuit switched communication networks. take a look at a high level block diagram, illus-
In contrast to previous work, attention is direc- trated in Figure 1. The major functional segments
ted to combined voice + data traffic, rather than of the design procedure are shown here. The PRE-
to voice traffic alone. There is great interest LIXINARY SEGMENT provides the necessary design in-
in designing networks for such integrated communi- puts, e.g. node locations, traffic, desired perfor-
cations. Traffic volumes are much higher than in mance, etc. It also 1massages" the inputs, putting
separate networks. Consequently, savings can be them in the form necessary for later algorithmic
achieved through economy of scale. procedures. The TOPOLOGICAl DESIGN SEQGNT carries

In most integrated communications voice traf- out the optimization of the network design. It pro-
fic (at least at the outset) is much higher than video a cost effective connectivity of the nodes
data traffic. Circuit switching provides a reas- for the desired traffic. It also dimensions the
onable connection technology. This is the net- network links to meet the desired performance gol.
working alternative, which from the delay point of The ROUTING SEGMENT gives the doctrine to be used
view, is most well-matched to the dominant traffic on this topological design. It defines the routes
element. If data traffic grows relative to voice through the network used tc connect desired end-

traffic, arguments can well be made for using ot- user nodes. The block labelled NETWORK SPECIFICA-
her methods of connection, such as packet switch- TIONS summarizes the network design up to the point
ing or hybrid svitcbing. Howmver, in a combined in the algorithm; that is, the topology, trunk di-
environment voice traffic will always be signifi- mensions and routing doctrine. The VOICE PERFOR-
cant. Circiit switched networks, with their mat- MANCE ANALYSIS SEQ4ENT analyzes the performance of
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the network stored in the 1ETWORK SPECIFICATION !owing way. Upon the start of a Type A message
with respect t, voice traffic. I. estimates the generation, a connecting route to the destination
average probability of a lost call for the given is obtained by dial-up. It turn'd away redialing
input traffic. This is the probability that a is carried out every ten secotods until lconnection

voice communicator desiring connection to a remote is obtained. The Tvp( A messae is bufferred and
node is turned away. Nothing is done if the aver- fed into the connecting rouate at a rate of R bits
age probability of a lost call is within 3 given per second. The rout. is hoI.d untiI the .nd ,t a

tolerance of the goal in the PRELM4INARY SEGMET. single message transfer. The connection is then
Otherwise, instructed adjustments are fed back to broken. LA and R are li.t,:d in the INPUT BLOCK.
the NETWORK SPECIFICATION. The topological design Typical values are lO7 and 9600. Type B interac-
is not changed. However, the link dimensions in tive traffic is assumed to have the following cia-
terms of trunks are changed to bring the measured racteristics. An interactive message is LB bits
average probability of a lost call close to the long. A stream of interactive messages generated
desired goal. The DATA PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS SEG- at one node with another as the destination have
MENT measures the average cross network delay for time separations of T seconds. T is the "think"
data traffic carried in the resulting network sto- time which depends upon the speed and attention of
red in the NETWORK SPECIFICATION block. The de- the terminal user generatine the messages. Upon
sired goal for delay does not impact network de- the start of a Type B messaae generating session
sign. This block is merely a post-processor. The (the generation of the first message) a route is
COSTING SEGMENT block computes the transmission dialed up, as for a Type A message. However,afte
and switch cost for the resulting network. Finall% the first message is sent, the route is not closed
the OUTPUTS block summarizes the circuit switched down. Rather, it is taken to be held open until
network design. K-I additional Type B messages are sent over it.

Messages are assumed bufferred and fed to the con-
fl* "77 ,.I ifl -necting route at a rate of R bits per second. The

.' parameters LB, T and K are provided in the INPUT
_ J L__ ....J L..i L.___. BLOCK. Typical values are LB- 1000 -- a standard

teletype line, T1 sec. and Ks200 or 1. Ks200
corresponds to classical circuit switching of an
interactive data stream. Here, after dial-up a
terminal user holds a connecting route to a compu-
ter for an entire computing session. K1 corres-
ponds to "fast circuit switching." Here, dial-up

Fig. I High Level Block Diagram of Algorithm and routing are carried out for each interactive
message.

Detailed Description
A det&lled description of each port.on of the PSLMISAV $'i5

algorithm structured in Fig. I will now be given. - - --------- -- --- ------- 1

Preliminary Segment Consists of three separ-
ate blocks shown in Fig. 2. The INPUT BLOCK stor-

14"f ILOCK CtSOs5Xas the constraints which the network is designed GA $LOCK X
to satisfy. Here are the backbone nodes and their

locations. These are labelled 1,2 ... i,..
The voice traffic is stored as a matrix -Viij and
the data traffic as a matrix [Dij]. Voice traffic

units are Erlangs and data traffic units are bits
per second. The i-J entries of each of these ma- Fig. 2 Details of Preliminary Segment

trices constitute the traffic originating at node
"i" which is destined for node "j". Voice traffic The PERFORMANCE GOAL BLOCK storeb the end-to-
is taken to be symmetric. A party initiating a end performance desired for the circuit switched
voice call must automatically provide an answer- network being designed. This is the average and-

path. An Erlang of voice traffic originating at to-end loss probability, PL I averaged over al
node "i" with destination "j" automatically imp- node pairs and weighted b,, traffic. It also inc-
lies an equal flow from "j" to "i". The design ludes the average cross network ,elav desired for
algorithm assumes a particular "architecture" for Type A and Type B messages -- agair averaged over g
handling data traffic. Parameters associated with all node pairs but weighted onlv by data trsff.c.
this architecture are provided in the INPUT BLOCK. Before the actual network design pro:-.ure can
Specifically, two different tvpcs of data messages begin some processing of the Far3Teters szored in
are allowed to be handled by the desired circuit the INPUT BLOCK must be carried out. This is done
switched network,& bulk file transfer (Type A) and in the COIVERSION BLOCK. Speciilcall", the inter-
a short interactive message (Type B). A fixed node Jistances are computed using the node loca-

Fraction of the data traffic parten, RHOA is assu- lions. The inter-node distances are stored in the
aed to correspond to Type A traffic and a fixed matrix [Lip. The i-J entry of this matrix is a

fraction, RHOB is assumed to correspond to Type 8 measure of the cost of a link directly connecting
traffic. Type A file transfer messages are taken node "i" to node "J". The network design procecnt
to consist of IA bits and are handled in the tol- operates with a combined traffic matrix of voice
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and data traffic. The combined entry has units of Length Wij L This is an NN x MN matrix.
E ii i ij

Erlang_,. Hence, the data trattic has t.,. he c.,ryvfY Length i Li weighited distance between "t"
ted to equivalent Erlang values and add,.t to the and node "". With the matrix b t "
voice traffic. This is carried out in this block, a " W h mr i1enth

i-

by computing the average number of data calls per the CONNECTIVITY BLOCK considers each succ,, .ive
second and the call holding timc for th,, issuried node pain -7, 103. It uses a "shorr-t ath"
data traffic characteristics and handling strateN'y algorithm to connect the nodes in each pair. Eacl

The following formula is used to compute EDij., the ordered node pair'I, is connected by a r,,te ot

Erlang value of the data traffic originating at directed links from X-to. However, lengths in

node "i" with node "J" as destination, the shortest path alitorithm are taken relative t

the weighted distances given by matrix [Length i .
ED R(HlOA)(D. A +(RHlOB)(D. )[L 4(l-I)T] In the first iteration the network put out by thei R J--- R K LB CONNECTIVITY BLOCK will be fully connected.

With topological connectivity defined the
With this, the Total Traffic Matrix J-T V J-+ TRUNK ENGINEERING BLOCK is entered. Each link of
LEDl is computed. i ij the connected network is considered. All of the

end-to-end shortest oath routes, determined in the
CONNECTIVITY BLOCK, utilizing a given link are erl-

Topological Design Seg'nent is the heart of utmerated. The end-to-end traffic requirement tor
the network design algorithm. Optimization of the each route is obtained from the matrix [T For
network is carried out in this segment. Details ij
of the Topological Design Segment are illustrated a given link between nodes "i" and "J", the sum

in Fig. 3. Certain parameters must be defined be- end-to-end trffic A of all "weighted"shortest
fore the optimization procedure of this segment path routes traversing this link is obtained, If

can commence. This definition takes place in the circuit switched "calls" are routed on these path-,
INITIALIZATION BLOCK. Specifically, the value of Aij upperbounds the traffic that will be offered to
a parameter "E" is set equal to I PL' This cor- directed link (i,J). The TRUNK ENGINEERING BLOCK

solves the equation E - E(Stj, A. 1 ) for Si1 and

responds to the link blocking probability "guess- quantizes it. E( is theNblicng pbabil-

timate" required to achieve the desired end-to-end ity given by the Erlang B formula. S.. provides

average loss probability. PL was given in the dimension of directed link (iJ) in trunks.

PRELMINARY SEGMENT. This "formula" for E is de- The COST METRIC BLOCK computes a measure of
ived from T as " a uo d the cost of the connected and trunk dimensionedrived from a "union)ound assuming that on the
average there are qNN links in each end-to-end network wCTich has been.producedby the -- prvious
route. A parameter "TEST" is set initially blocks. COST METRIC -LWjLijSU .

to O. This paramter is used in the test for con- over all ordered node pairs i,J which At adjacent
vergence of the optimization procedure. Finally, in the network. The value of COST METRIC is com-
a matrix [WijJ is defined. This is a NN x NN ma- pared to the value of the parameter TEST. If it is
trix. It is referred to as the "weight matrix." greater than or equal to TEST, the TOPOLOGICAL DE-
Initially, it is defined as having all entries SIG SEGQENT is exited. If COST METRIC is less
equal to I. than TEST the optimization krocedure continues.

Since TEST -O initially, the procedure continues
S..u. all.W-, for at least two iterations. When it continues,

TEST is set - COST METRIC and a new weight matrixr-i r l F 1 l LW1 J is computed from the following formula,
W - E (SA)/ E (S.A)I

The denominator in this formula is the rats of
change of E(S,A) over the interva [s. S+1I~ i.e.
E(S+l, A) - E(S,A). This can be reduced to

IE(S ,) - E(S+,A) (A!S E(S-1,A)Il

The above two formulas are evaluated at S-S
A-Aij. The TOPOLOGICAL DESIGN SEXF.NT then goes 0
the next iteration. The CONNECTIV'TY Bl.("K now

Fig. 3 Details of Topological Design Segment computes the matrix [Length. 1'] using the new wei ft
matrix. This iterative procedure continues ,ntila

The TOPOLOGICAL DESIGN SEGMENT operates by COST METRIC;P TEST is obtained. By studying tle
connecting nodes with "short" high usage routes, formula for W1 1 one may note that low values ate
With any "rational" cost measure this should be ec- obtained when dealing with a link which in resoose

onomic network. With paracnters defined in the to an incremental increase in offere'd flow can a1-
INITIALIZATION BLOCK, tlie CONNECTIVITY BLOCK is ieve the desired blocking probabilit., E, wirh :,

entered. Here, nodes are connected by routes us- few additional trunks as po sihl.,. T e TOPOL.fl(UCA,
ing the following procedure. The CONCTVrvITY DESIGN SEGMENT achieves a connectivity ot the nI',
BLOCK computes a matrix [Le-ngthij") . The i-J com- by employing short, highip uitilird directed link'q
ponent of this matrix is given by the formula This provides a cost-efficient circuit switched
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network. Note that the use of the weight matrix
and the specific formula for the weight are simi- -

lar to the tonvex branch eliminat ini meth,! used ,

to design packet switched networks.1lii " ,1 '-

Routing Segment In circuit switched networks . --. 4

when a csmuntcator At "i" wsihs r,, "talk" to ,int
at node "j", a cunnettion is first attempted Dy

reserving trunks on a path termed the "primary
route." If due to blocking the connection cannot 4,
be completed an attempt is made at reserving

trunks along an alternate route. The ROUTING SEG-hr
MENT of the algorithm, shown in Fig. 4, provides Fig. 5 The Pimary Route From Node "i"to

both primary and alternate routing doctrires for Node "." with Diverging Alternate

the network derived in the TOPOLOGICAL DESIGN SEG- Routes

MENT. The primary route from node "1" to node "J"

is taken as the shortest directed path between to design a cost-efficient network satsfvinG a.

these two nodes. "Shortne;s" here is taken to constraint on P The TOPOLOGICAL DESIGN SE(T

mean length relative to [Length113, as computed in attempts to mee this constraint by sizing the

the last iteration of the TOPOLOGICAL DESIGN SEG- trunk dimensions of each link to correspond to the

MENT. The alternate routing doctrine defined is trunk engineering by utilizing the Frlane 8 fcmu-
ao "rg v r i Ia. However, the data traffic and alternate rout-a form of "progressive routing." A detailed des-

cription of it is given in Ref. 143. Basically, ed traffic may not have the Poisson arrival statit.
tics assumed by this formula. As a result, the

at each of the interior nodes of the primary route network initially stored in the NETWORK SPF [FICA-

connecting "i" to "J", there is a table which TOr initay oed ihe eTiRK PL- IT C

lists routes to node "J". These routes diverge TION BLOCK may not meet the desired PL. The VOICE

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS SEGMENT and INSTRUCTED ADJUST- "from the primary route at the interior node. The

routes in each table are ordered in a hierarchical MENT BLOCK correct this deficiency. The VOICE PE-

manner. In attempting to reserve the primary FORMANCE ANALYSIS SEGMENT analyzes the network
stored in the NETWORK SPECIFICATION BLOCK and ob-

route, if blocking is encountered at interior node te

"k", the routing table residing at this node is ains an estimate, called PL' Of PL" Detaiis of

consulted. An attempt at completing the route is the anal[i4 procedure are given in Ref. p . Tht.

then made along the first entry in the table. If estate PL is compared to the desired value of PT.

there is blocking along this route the second is If it is within O . (typically -10-
3
), the net-

tried, etc. If there is blocking along all of work stored in the NETWORK SPECIFICATION BLOCK is

these routes the "caller" is turned away from the accepted as the design and the algorithm proceeds

network. The primary route and possible alternate to the DATA PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS SEGMENT. If P

routes in one situation are illustrated in Fig. 5. is not within A the algorithm proceeds to the IN-

In the version of the algorithm which has been t- STRUCTED ADJUSTMENTS BI;OCK, which computes a new
plemented, diverging alternate routes are taken to value of link blocking probability form the previ-
be the second shortest route, the third shortest ous one for trunk engineering. The new value,

route, etc. Shortness is taken according to the E(nev), is obtained from the following formula.(nev)'-~~ I +ll ( t - ). The INSTRUCTED AD-
last values of [ength1 13. (ne) -E .aIIM )L L

JUSTIENTS BLOCK then takes the network topology

iGm SGMENT stored in the NETWORK SPECIFICATION BLOCK. It car-

ries out the trunk engineering of each link tc sat-

Lsfy the blocking probability, E(new). A new net-
I work is then produced; the routing doctrines stav

the same. This new network replaces :he previols
*one stored in the NETWORK SPECIFICATION BLOCK. Its

PRIMARY *MITE ALTERATE loss probability is analyzed in the VOICE PERFOR-
BLOCK OITE BLOCK MANCE ANALYSIS SEGMENT. The procedure continuesm

I described above until the trunk engineering produ-

I aea 'L within A of the desired PL

[I Data Performance Analysis Segment This block

L -- _- - - ----- - ---- coutputes .D and DB, the average cross-network de-

FIG. 4 DETAILS OF ROUTING SEQiENT lay for Type A and Type B data messages, respect-
ively. The average is taken, among other things,

with respect to all node pair data traffic require-
a etwork Specification rn this module of the ments. These quantities are computed by obtainingalgoritlhm the network design is stored; that is, U F r e c r f i y e h s i h v r q

the topology, link trunk dimensions and routing hi

doctrine are summarized. croas-network delay for a deta taessaRe (either
Type A or B) which has its source at node "i" ard .

Voice Performance Analysis Segment and Ins- destination at node "j". U is computed by theTheC golo h lgrtmi Ct + C . CL  ts

tructed Adlustments The goal of the algorithm using, Dj " CL C + r C
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the average time taken in waiting to redial until a DEC 20/50 with the TOPS 20 operating syqrem.
a route is finally granted. It has been assumed The memory required was close tu 65.000 (36 bit)

that if a data communicator is turned away he re- words.
dials after 10 seconds. Hence, CL-l0 PL/(

1
'-PL)

Cp is the signal propagation time, which is deter-
mined by the actual length of the i-to-j primary

route. Most traffic will go along this route. Ct

is the transmission time for a message, given by
the formula C-message length/R. Message length

is LA or L as specified in the PRELLI1NARY SEG-
MENT. Cr Is the average time taken to set-up the

route connecting node "i" to "J" or to turn the
counicator away because of inability to reserve

a route. Let this actual route set-up time be de-

signated as 
T
r . For the Type A file transfer mes- Fig. 6s PL " .002, Cost - $2,476,025 per month

sage, or for a Type B interactive traffic with
classical circuit switching, the entire set-up de-

lay is borne by the first message. The remaining 0
K-I messages have zero set-up time. In this case
the average Cr = Tr/K. The vague of Tr(or Cr) de-

pends upon the type of signalling employed by the

circuit switched network in order to set-up a

route -- 'the methods used to transmit routing in-
formation through the network in reserving trunks.

The design algorithm assumes that Common Channel

Interswitch Signalling is employed. Separate di- Fig. 6b PL - .01, Cost - $1,903,429 per month
gLtal links are assumed to connect the nodes of

the network and are reserved strictly for signal-

ling information. Routes are reserved by sending
small addressing packets on these signalling lcs.A

Transmission occurs at the rate of R. bits per se-

conds. Typically, Rs - 9600. A circuit switch

model is incorporated into this block of the algo-

rithm in order to account for delays in the swith
These delays correspond to queuing delays in hav-

ing the switch deal with the routing requests and Fig. 6c PL .1, Cost - $1,832,319 per month

finding a path through the switch.
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ABSTRACT The problem of determining the optimal number of WATS lines
given an hourly profile of outbound calls from a given location is considered. It is
shown that the relationship between cost and carried load under the new WATS
tariff with a very small fixed charge for lines is relatively smooth and unimodal It is
thus possible to obtain globally optimal solutions to most problems by using a very
efficient local optimization procedure which only considers addition and deletion of
single lines and the exchange of one line for another Computational experience
with this procedure and a comparison with exhaustive search are presented.

1. Introduction Long Lines within the continental U.S. In this

SWide Area Telephone Service (WATS) is a case the continental U.S. is divided up into 5
bands. Band 1 consists of area codes close to

service offered by telephone companies toprovde wlue dsconts o lrge usrs.Un- the caller but outside his state. Band 2 con-
provide volume discounts to larger users. Un- of these area codes plus others some-
til recently, WATS offerings included both full what farther away. This continues until Bandand measured service. With full service wa ate wy hscniusutlBn

6, which includes all area codes in the U.S..
WATS, the user was permitted essentially un- including Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico and
limited calling for a fixed monthly fee. Meas- the Virgin Islands. In this paper, we will deal
ured service provided for a lower fixed fee. 10 primarily with the 5 WATS bands which cover
hours of free service and an hourly fee for the continental U.S outside the caller's state.

usage in excess of 10 hours per month. The Thus each WATS band includes all the lower
new WATS tariff eliminates full period WATSservce nd ofer a omewat odifed orm numbered bands and represents a roughly fixed
of measured service, percentage of the telephones in the U S re-

There are actually many WATS offerings gardless of where the caller is. The specific
f re iard aoutall ers toan d offerings area codes involved are a function of which

state the caller is in. The service applies only
from a given location on either an intrastate or to interstate calls. Most states, if not all, have
interstate basis We will focus here on the in- intrastate WATS setvice but may have dif
terstate out-WATS service offered by AT&T ferent characteristics and are not the subject

*This work was supported in part by a grant from Con- of this paper. The service applies only to out

Tel Information Systems ward calls from a single location. The in-
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terested reader is referred to [1) for all the C, is computed in a similar manner C,, is
details of this tariff. Its saliant numerical pa- simply 6 92 x H, The -,cnt.nts uw'd to
rameters are described in the following sec- compute Ce are exactly b5% of those to corn
lions. pule C& This. presumably. reflects the fact

In order to use WATS service, the user or- that DDD costs in the evening are 65% of the
ders one or more lines, which we refer to as a day rates. The night time hourly cost is. ap-
group, in one or more of the 6 bands. A line proximately 40% of an average day rate,
in a given band may be used to place an inter- again paralleling DDD costs Table 1 gives the
state call to any area code in that band. Note WATS and DDD costs (estimates) for New
that if the user has both Band 1 and Band 2 York City These are used in the computa-
groups, for example, a call to an area code in tional experiments and examples presented in
Band I may use a line in either group. In addi- the rest of this paper.
tion to ordering lines, users must decide on
how to route calls. That is, they must decide
whether to allow an outgoing call to use a Table IA. WATS Line Daytime Cost (Hourly)

higher numbered band if no lines in its band 1st 15 Next 15 Next 40 Alt Other
are available, or overflow the call to DDD Band Hours Hours Hours Hours
(Direct Distance Dialing; i.e., the call is placed
as an ordinary long distance call), or block the 1 15.13 13.46 11.79 9.98

2 17.32 15.42 13.52 11.43
call entirely. 3 18.14 16.15 14.15 11.97

4 18.89 16.81 14.74 12.47

2. The New WATS Tariff 5 19.91 17.71 15.53 13.13

The new tariff, as it is used in this paper, is
described in detail on the 8th revised page Table lB. WATS Line Evening Cost (Hourly)
14.1 of AT&T Tariff 259 (1). The significant
change from the old tariff is that full period 1st 15 Next 15 Next 40 All Other
lines are eliminated and ony measured lines Band Hours Hours Hours Hours
remain. Specifically. the cost of a WATS line 1 9.83 8.75 7.66 6.49
carrying Hd hours of traffic in the daytime, H, 2 11.26 10.02 8.79 7.43
hours of traffic in the evening, and H, hours 3 11.79 10.50 9.20 7.78

4 12.29 10.93 9.58 8.11
of taffic at night costs: 5 12.94 11.51 10.09 8.53

C - 27.50 + Cd(Hd) + C,(H,) + C,(H,)

where Tabie IC. WATS Line Nighttime Cost (Hourly)

C,1 (Hd) is the cost for Hd hours of daytime Band All Hours .9

biaffic, computed from a piecewise linear func- 1 5.26
lion. i.e. so much per hour for the first 15 2 6.02
hours, so much per hour for the next 25 3 6.31

4 6.56
hours, etc. For example, for a Band 5 line in 5 6.92New York City,

Cd - 19.91 x din(Hd, 15H] Table ID. Daytime Average Cost
From New York City

+ 17.71 x [min (Hd - 15, 25)]
Band DDD Cost (Hourly)

+ 15.53 x [min (Hd - 40.40)J- 1 19.96
2 22.86 '

13.13 x IHd - 801 3 23.944 24.94
5 26.26

where [X1 is X if X - 0 and 0 otherwise
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Thus, we see that WATS and DDD -(js.; The significant thrig is that the same model
vary in similar ways. It will be uteful for is to with the same discounts applies to all bands.
consider a model of how cost varies with band all states, and all times of day.
as it will allow us to make a quantitatve trade- The usage of a WATS line in a band is de-
off between traffic in different bands and in fined to be the average usage over the group
particular to approach the problem of decid- Thus, if there are M lines in a Band b WATS "
ing on the size of each WATS group. Table 2 group and together they carry H hours of day-
gives the relative costs in each of the bands as time traffic during a month, then Hd = H/M.
seen from New York City. These factors ap- A larger group will block less traffic and,
ply to all hourly costs; e.g.. DDD costs, the hence carry more traffic. Thus, if we add a
first 15 hours of daytime WATS traffic. etc line to the group both H and M will increase.
The factors are exact for WATS costs and rea- Since the efficiency of lines within a group '

sonable approximations for DDD costs. These decreases as the number of lines increases.
factors are different for different states, but however, H will increase more slowly than M
they exist for all states and are easily deter- and Hd will decrease. The cost/hour for traffic
mined from the tariff, carried by the group will therefore increase as

Indeed, the entire WATS tariff may be the size of the group increases. It will not.
modelled as a bulk discount on DDD. Given a however, exceed the DDD cost until the
vector, Db, the average per hour DDD cost in $27.50 fixed charge becomes a significant
Band b, the constants used to compute Cd, portion of the total cost of the line.
C., and C, can be thought of as percentages The choice of how to optimally route calls is
of Db. For example, if the average hourly day- itself an interesting problem involving trade-
time DDD cost for Band 5 calls from NY City offs between cost and quality of service. In
were $26.26 during the day, we could write practice, a user's routing choices are limited
Cd as by the capabilities of his local equipment

(PABX) and may include overflow, queueing
Cd - 26.26 x (.758 x min (Hd, 15) for lines in some bands, blocking, and even

time-of-day sensitive routing. This is, however.
+ .674 x [min(Hd - 15, 25)] + beyond the scope of this paper. The simple

assumption is made that a call is offered to the
+ .591 x [min(Hd - 40. 40)] + lowest numbered band capable of handling it

and if no lines are available in this band then
+ .5 x (Hd - 801). the call overflows to each higher numbered

band and finally to DDD, if necessary.
That is, the WATS tariff offers a discount of Thus, the focus is on the problem of deter-
between 25% and 50% relative to DDD. The mining the optimal number of i "ies in each
discount is. of course, relative to the 26.26 WATS band group. The larger the number of
figure. If this figure were lower, the discount lines in a group, the more tratc 11,e group
is, relatively, smaller. Based upon an assumed carries and hence, the less traffic overflows o
4 minute holding tirrie, this rate appears to be higher numbered groups and to DDD. The
a reasonable estimate. Shorter holding times base cost of a line is very small, only $27.50
would give, comparatively, higher discounts. per month. At first glance one might expect 0

this would lead to solutions with many lines.
However, as we will see in the following sec-

Table 2. Relallve Costs tion, the tariff provides that the cost per hour
decreases as the number of hours of usage in-

Band Factor creases and that the number of hours of usage

1 1.000 is averaqed over the lines in a band Thus, add-
2 1.145 ing a line to a group in a band will decrease
3 1.199 the number of hours of usage per line and
4 1.249
5 1.316 hence, the average cost per hour of carried

calls increases This limits the number of lines
''i-
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desired in a band and makes the problem in- certain bnds is known to be unusually short,
teresting then the one-minute minimum charge which

is applicable for most long-distance calls will

3. Optimization Procedure significantly increase the DDD cost. In this
case, one should obtain the actual number of

mented in FORTRAN and runs on a DEC calls so that a more accurate estimate of the

20-60. The software package includes an in- true DDD cost can be computed.
The major outputs from the procedure areteractive front-end which permits the user to thnubrolieinacgopadteer, the number of lines in each group and the

edit a WATS configuration, traffic, tariff, and
parameter values. Finally, it includes a full total WATS and DDD cost. Auxiliary reports

are also produced, including the cost perspectrum of design and analysis modules badthtrfiofedtondcredy

which allow him to design configurations us- band, the dtaffic offered to and carried by
each band, details on an hour by hour basis -1.

ing a variety of options for queueing. blocking and summaries of activity at major locations
and overflowing traffic. For the sake of clarity (when input supporting this is available). This
of presentation. we will concentrate on the is useful as part of more global optimization
overflow version of the problem in the re-
mainder of this paper. Thus, we will assume procedures which determine the placement of

tie lines, FX (foreign exchange) lines, and
that traffic offered to a group overflows to tane switche

landem switches.
each of the higher numbered groups and Figure 1 is a flowchart of the global optimi-
eventually to DDD, if necessary.

zation procedure. It begins by initializing theThe procedure takes as input a description

of the tariff as given above and a description configuration to an all band 5 solution. i.e.,
no lines in bands 1 through 4 and a sufficient

of the traffic to be carried by the network. This number of lines in band 5 to saisfy a given
traffic description may take one of several grade of service during the peak hour. * As
forms depending on what information is avail- wilde senite procedure is norenstive twill be seen, the procedure is not sensitive to
able. Ideally. the user will process billing infor-,.. arin suplid b thelocl tlephne om- the starting configuration used. In particular,
mation supplied by the local telephone com-
pany and get at least one month's data giving we have not observed any significant varia-

tion in the running time of the procedure or
the actual number of minutes. calls and the the quality of the solution it produces when
actual DDD (Direct Distance Dial) cost over the starting configuration is changed.
the given time period. Alternatively estimat- The procedure is constrained to produce
ing procedures may be used if this informa-

solutions with no fewer than LO, lines and notion is not available. In either case, the user
more than HI, lines in band i. The values of

develops a traffic matrix which gives the num-oer of erlangs of tr'affic ° to each band. DD'D LO, and HI,. which are inputs to the pro-
cedure can be set in several ways First. if one

cost per minute in each band, which is also an wishes simply to find an optimal solution, LO,
nrput to the program. may also be developed can be set to 0 and HI, can be set to a large

as an average derived from actual call records nbe eg - a nu of ine suft tonumber (e.g.. a number of lines sufficient to
or alternatively may be derived from an aver-
age figure for the band. Usuafli. this will not carry 99% of the load offered to band i and all

lower bands). If the expansion of an already
be a critical issue as DDD costs do not differ
widely from one part of a band to another. existing network or a local modification of a

larger network (containing private tandemIf. however, a large amount of traffic Is switches. FX lines, etc.) is being considered.
known to go to a location near the edge of theband thn tie DD ostof tis rafic illnot LO, and HI, may be set to values very close tob a n d .th e n th e D D D c o st o f th is ta ff ic w ill n o t c u r n v a e s F i l y , b s t i g L O = H ,be tpicl f~ th bad ad shuldbe om- current vailues. Finally, by setting LO, = HI,

boca t= V, a specific configuration containing V,
puted using the actual cost of calling that lines per band can be evaluated.
tion. Also, if the length of all calls, or calls to

- An erlarig is a mt-asiite of e tafc" intensity One eflan__
I% eqmivalent to I 'iinul% (if call holding time per hour Grade of w rvict ., dehned as the fraction of cAils
h e sufficient iriti, *u ,ri upy a sinqll' hline !ul firnie hl '..k-,d i,! r.im,i() l, the .v,'em

* ..0
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The current solution being examined is fast as ROLL. ADD and ROLL are called re- -
maintained in the array VAL. Thus, VAL, peatedly to improve the current solution via
contains the number of lines in band i in the local modifications until no further progress is
current solution. Local perturbations to the made. The best value prior to the current cy-
current soluticn are explored by Incrementing cle of local modification is recorded in OLD. If
and decrementing indiMdual VAL. after attempting all local modifications, MIN-

The procedure EVAL takes VAL, the traf- SUM is still unchanged, the procedure termi-
fic requirements, and the tariff description as nates. A similar technique is used to terminate
input. It then calculates the total amount of procedure ROLL.
traffic carried by each WATS band (and by An earlier version of this algorithm only
DDD) and costs out the configuration. In the considered ROLLIng between adjacent bands.
case considered here, this is done by using The procedure was not as much faster as one
the Erlang-B formula and allowing traffic to might have expected (typically, the difference
overflow freely from each band through the was less than a factor of two) and the results
higher numbered bands and eventually to obtained were sometimes slightly worse.
DDD, If necessary. In other versions of the Note in Figure 1 that band 5 is treated
procedure, overflow and blocking are com- somewhat differently from the other bands.
puted on the basis of Rapp's approximation to Variable BAND only takes values between 1
Wilkinson's Equivalent Random Method and 4 and ADD and ROLL are called accord- "4'
[4,5) and Barrer's equations [6) for estimating ingly. For each value of BAND, the proper
overflow in networks with queueing. EVAL size of the band 5 group is first determined
also compares the total cost of the current before other local modifications are attempted.
solution with MINSUM, the lowest cost for This is because the tradeoffs between other
any configuration thus far evaluated. If the bands are generally less dramatic than trade-
current cost is less than MINSUM, it replaces offs Involving band 5. With other bands the "
MINSUM and the current configuration is WATS costs, which are generally similar, are
retained. Involved. When band 5 is involved part of the

The routines ADD and ROLL explore local tradeoff is with DDD. which is somewhat
modifications to the current configuration and more significant.
comprise the heart of the optimization proce- In both the flowcharts in Figures 1 and 2. It
dure. ADD considers the addition of one or can be seen that the algorithm proceeds in an
more lines to band BAND. It proceeds by add- orderly fashion to consider all reasonable
Ing single lines to the group in band BAND local exchanges (i.e., the addition of a line in
until it finds the cost of the configuration no a band, the deletion of a line from a band,
longer decreases, and the exchange of a line in one band for a

ROLL, whose flowchart is shown in Figure line in another). The variable FIVE in Figure 1
2, proceeds along similar lines attempting to is simply the constant five. The variable BAND
exchange lines between two bands, thus effec- takes the values one through four and is the
tively rolling traffic from one band to another. current band being considered in a local ex-
ROLL begins by removing single lines from change. LOBAND takes values between one
the group in band FROM until the cost in- and BAND-1 and is the other band involved
creases. It then attempts to reduce the cost by in the current local exchange. At each stage,
adding a line to the group in band TO. Thus. EVAL is called to evaluate the current config-
ROLL considers both the possibility of remov- uration and update MINSUM if this configura-
ing one or more lines from band FROM and tion is the best yet encountered.
exchanging onie or more lines in band FROM The significant feature about this approach
for the same number of lines in band TO. is that only local changes, i.e., the adding or
Finally. ROLL considers the possibility of ex- deleting of single lines, are considered and
changing one line in band FROM for two lines movement in a given direction is halted when
in band TO. no further progress is encountered. This

It should be noted that the (tition o! AL)I) gyeativ improves its running time as com-
is actually co,itained in ROLL ADD is used. pired with a procedure conridering a com-
however, bec3use it is roughly threc limes as plete spectrum of aternatiti.s, which would
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involve considering a number of alternatives more efficient Thus. there are many factors

equal to the product over i of (HI, - LO,). working against one another and the net
The running time of this procedure is essen- result is not. in general. clear. All this is com-

hally linear in the number of perturbations (at- pounded by the fact that we are working with
tempts to move a line from one band to difleent amounts of traffic in different hours

another) examined. The time to evaluate a and so the effect of a change is further confused.
perturbation is essentially linear in the number If we examined the situation more closely.
of lines in the network. The number of pertur- however, we will see that there is a cause for
bations varies from one network to another, optimism. The actual procedure does not di-
but appears roughly linear in the number of rectly offer more or 1-.s traffic to the group; it
lines. The procedure ran for less than one either increases or decreases the size of the
minute for a network with a total of 75 lines in group. It does not calculate costs per hour; it

it. calculates the actual cost of the network.
Theoretically. in order to guarantee that Also. it makes the smallest possible changes,

such a procedure will converge to a global op- working with increments and decrements of a
timum, the function we seek to minimize single line. Thus. it makes decisions based

should be unimodal. i.e.. it should possess a upon the total net effect of a change. If adding
unique minimum which is reached by descend- a line to a group decreases the total cost. it

ing along any sequence of local exchanges. In will keep adding lines to the group until the
an absolute sense, the function we seek to net effect reverses. The changes are made

minimize is not unimodal. However, we have gradually so that the net effect can be watched
found it to be nearly so in practice. as closely as possible. The entire process can

An argument can be made for the validity be viewed as one of equalizing potentials in
of the procedure based upon the average cost an electrial network or as rolling water among
per hour in each group. The total offered load partitions within a container. The problem is

is fixed. In all cases-queueing, blocking, and that whenever you roll some water, some-
overflow-the total carried load is also essen- body comes along and alters the height of the
tially fixed. Thus, to minimize total cost. one partitions.

seeks to minimize the cost per hour of carried If the costs per hour in two adjacent groups

traffic. The procedure described above can be are nearly equal, there is little to be gained
thought of as one which constantly seeks to from rolling traffic between them. Once we
move traffic from a group with a high cost per get to this point, we can only make small mis-
hour to one with a low cost per hour and takes. It is relatively easy to get to this point

stops when all alternatives have roughly the with the WATS groups since their costs per

same incremental cost per hour. hour were close to begin with. The situation
Such a procedure would work perfectly. with respect to DDD is different. The whole

yielding an optima solution every time, if as point of using WATS is that it is significantly

traffic was moved from one group to another, cheaper than DDD. The procedure takes this

the cost per hour changed in a consistent into account by only rolling traffic between

direction. Unfortunately. in this case, it rneed groups which do not overflow directly to DDD
not. As traffic is moved to a group. the group and reoptimizing the last group, which does,
operates more efficiently and the cost per directly. Thus. for example, if we are consid-
hour for traffic carried by the group gos ering the effect of removing a line from the

down. This is good as it reinforces out deci band 2 group. .-e will also reoptimize the
sion :o move traffic into the group. Umiortu- band 5 group in the case where band 2 traffic
nately. as the traffic offered to a group in. overflows to all higher numbered groups. Re-

creases. so does the amount that overflows call that this "optimizatior' ienerally amounts
from it. If the place it overflows to has a higher to little more thani -heckiqit!f it pays to add a

cost per hour. then it makes the decision to line to the band 5 group.
offer traffic les. desirable. Furthermore, the There is only onie remaining cause for con-

group from hi:,. ti tri,ffic is removed wvill be- (m Suppose w. had a problem with identi.
come less c:f-cniril nitally but it one theni dc cal iraifiw in earh banid and we began with a
cieases thv .e of fih goup. it will becomc v,,'utiuon wIai c'qual slz,.. groups in each band.
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It might turn out that it doesn't pay to increase Table 3. Tlme.of-Day Profile
or decrease the size of any group by a single

line, but that a total consolidation into a prop- Hour Fraction

erly sized band 5 group is the optimal solu- 8 .02
fion. This is the general problem of an econ- 9 .08

omy of scale existing but not manifesting itself 10 .12
11 .10

until a critical size is reached. This has not 12 .14

turned out to be the case in any of the specific 1 .18
problems examined so far, but it is something 2 .163 .11
to watch out for. One protection against this is 4 .06

to start the optimization off first with a balanced 5 .03
solution and then with an all band 5 solution.
This is what is done. Table 1C. Table ID gives the relative costs by

band. One can observe that these factors
relate all WATS costs and DDD costs. All ex-

In order to better understand the optimiza- periments were run with 22 engineering days'
tion procedure and the nature of the solutions month.

* to the WATS optimization problem under the The first experiment had I Erlang/day of
new tariff, a set of experiments was run. The traffic in each band. Table 4 summarizes
purpose of these experiments was to test the some of the configurations explored. The
behavior of the cost function directly. Thus, configurations in Table 4 are the number of
instead of simply running the optimization lines in each band. Commas between the
procedure, we selectively enumerated solu- numbers are omitted when they are single-
b ons in order to more thoroughly examine digit numbers. First note that tne pure band 5
the solution space. Subsequently, we ran the solutions are unimodal: i.e., they decrease in
optimization procedure and verified that it did cost initially and then steadily increase in cost
indeed find the same solutions. as the number of lines increases. This is not

Table 3 gives the salient input data common particularly surprising. It is. however. signifi-
to all experiments. The time-uf-day profile is cant as an incremental procedure like the one
assumed to be identical for all bands (not a described here would not work if the cost
realistic assumption, but simple to input) and were not unimodal.
is given in Table 3A. Only daytime traffic is Starting from the best pure band 5 solution-
considered, again for simplicity. Table 1B 00002 (Configuration 3). the best solution
gives the cost for WATS lines: it is taken from (U9) is reachable through local transformations
the tariff for New York City. The DDD costs, via the configurations 3, 6. and 9. Suppose.
also estimates for New York City, are given in however, that after Configuration 6, Configu-

Table 4. 1 Erlang/Band

Number Contig. Cost Bands

1 2 3 4 5 D
1 00000 $2,889 0 0 0 0 0 2809
2 00001 2,297 0 0 0 0 1217 1080
3 00002 2,133 0 0 0 0 1816 317
4 00003 2,153 0 0 0 0 2080 73
5 00004 2,194 0 0 0 0 2181 14
6 00011 2,075 0 0 0 1017 745 313
7 00101 2,100 0 0 822 0 853 425
8 00111 2,042 0 0 822 596 506 118
9 10011 2,041 316 0 0 873 640 213
10 11111 2,074 316 386 410 428 450 84
11 11011 2.053 316 386 0 683 534 133
12 10111 2,043 316 0 652 506 473 97

1.9
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ralion was rcach,!d This would happen f Table 5B. Carried Load and CostHour
w.' tri'd addinq a line in band 3 before adding
a line in heand I Configuration 9 could still be Carried

Band Load Cost Costthour
reached via the path 8, 9, i e. by rolling one _

line from band 3 to band 1. Configuration 9 1 7.47 S 2,169 13.20
could also be reached from a balanced solu- 2 5.04 1,565 14.11

3 9.95 3,242 14.81 It
tion like Configuration 10 through the path 4 12.74 4,463 15.92
10, 11. and 9 Thus we see that Configuration 5 13.84 5,467 18.28
9 is reachable !n a variety of ways. This is en- DDD .96 556 26.26

couraging. We do not know if Configuration 9 TOTAL 50.00 $17,461

is optimal.
While we cannot be sure that the procedure he procedure was run on several actual

will. in fact. find the optimum. the data in
Table 4 is very encouraging. First, we see that problems using data derived from actual call
the paths to the best solution do exist. Second. tapes. An experienced designer then atteipted
we see that the solution space is very flat to improve the solution manually using the in-

teractive system within which the procedure
Most dead ends, if any exist, are likely to be
within 1% of the optimum. was embedded. in two cases an enumeration

Simi!ar conclusions can be drawn. from was run, automatically stepping through all

Table 5A. which is the result of an experiment possible solutions. In no case was any im-
with 10 Erlangs per day per band. Here again, provement observed. Thus, while we have nowith10 rlans pr da pe ban. Hre aain formal proof that the procedure converges to
the best solution. (117), is reachable from the
band 5 solution and balanced configuration an optimal soluton, this empirical evidence,
('15). Here again, both the band 5 and together with the essentially unimodal nature
b5.ce auaion. bod the. anded 5and of the cost function, leads us ,3 believo that it
reacabe fomthm are hen a % od he does in fact yield globally optimal solutions inreachable fr'om them, are within 1% of the

most cases.
opamum. The carried load and cost/hour are
given in Table 5B for Configuration 17. They 5 Extensions and Further Conclusions
indicate an increasing cost/hour as the band
increases with the most substantial jump be- The multiple hour nature of the problem
tween band 5 and D.DD. Other experiments does not seem to have much of an effect on
with 3 Erlangs,,day/band and 30 Erlangs/ the procedure. If an off-peak hour has traffic
day/band were run. The results weie similar similar to the peak hour. the optimization
to those reported here. should be unaffected. If an off-peak hour has

much less traffic, most of its traffic will be car-
Table SA. 10 ErlangiBand ried in-band. Neither situation seems to cause

a problem.
Number Configuration Cost FX and tie lines could be handled by increas-

1 (000 $28.886 ing the number of rows in the traffic matrix to
2 00005 21.354 include candidate FX and tie lines. Similarly,
3 0000.10 18.868 the procedure could be extended to handle a
4 0000.11 18.851
5 0000,12 18.940 more general class of overflow rules where
6 00066 17.981 traffic from one band is restricted to overflow
7 00336 17.740 orl In specific other bands In some cases,
8 01235 17.670
9 01245 17.618 where the number of overflow options is

10 10236 17.582 limited, an explicitv routing table would have
11 11136 17582 tobeente ed.
12 11226 17.526
13 1V235 17.488 Q,:eueino and blocking solutions could be
14 22222 18.271 pr,)durLed hv replilcinq th,, Frlang B formula15 22225 !7.51
16 21226 17.57 by nt, ,.pproplr:,ite h, the situation The con
q7 127 1 .,161 CI, (,; ) i l l tl.l ill tilt' (,pP intnI 'l't, above

;_.r,." ;),,i,k ipoily rw k. l;s of ;Iie L,;,t fiint tioll. not
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ABSTRACT requirements. We avoid the pitfall of designing networks

that satisfy connectivity constraints, but exhibit
We address the problem of designing a circuit- unacceptably poor performance. An important aspect of

s switched network for voice communications operating in a our work is that the design is based on the logical
military environment. The circuit-switched network topology of the network rather than its trunk group
design problem may be briefly stated as: given the topology.
topology, route tables and control discipline, end-to-end The optimal design of circuit-switched networks for
offered traffic and performance requirements, determine voice communications is complicated due to a variety of
trunk group sizes such that the requirements are satisfied. reasons. In order to appreciate this fact, we first review
One of the key requirements of a design is that the the salient characteristics of military networks that
network be survivable, where survivability is based on distinguish it from commercial telephony. They typically

* different destruction scenario conditions. Our objective have a mesh connected topology (switch interconnections)
Is to guarantee an acceptable level of performance for and use non-hierarchical alternate routing schemes.
every rode pair and under each of the different Other important operational features that are uniaue to
anticipated damage scenarios. The main contributions of military networks include the presence of multiple levels
our present work are the development of approaches for of traffic priority, preemption of calls, provision for
designing networks that simultaneously satisfy multiple route search methods (normal, preemptive, and
performance requirements for different destruction hotline). The main End-To-End (ETE) performance

* scenarios, measures of interest to a network designer are: Grade Of
We describe the architecture of a survivable, circuit- Service (GOS), Probability Of Preemption (POP), and

switched network. The key characteristics of the Speed Of Setup (SOS) of calls.
survivable network design problem are highlighted and In this paper, we focus attention on effective design of
differences with respect to classical trunk sizing problem networks that satisfy ETE GOS performance requirements
are pointed out. An Important aspect of our work is that for multiple scenarios (prespecified by the user). In the
the sizing Is based on the logical topology of the network next section, we introduce relevant terminology and
rather than its trunk group topology. One design explain the topological representation of the network. In

* approach, which we have used successfully, is presented in Section 3, the key characteristics of the survivable
detail, network design problem are pointed out. In the final

section, we develop approaches for designing survivable
1. INTRODUCTION networks. One such approach, which we have used

successfully, is presented in detail.
In this paper, we address the problem of designing a It is worth noting that recent literature [1) and [2)

circuit-switched network for voice communications contain approaches to the dimensioning of networks for
operating In a military environment. The circuit-switched more than one busy hour. These multi-hour sizing
network design problem may be briefly stated as: given algorithms address a problem conceptually simi'ar to ours,
the topology, route tables and control discipline, end-to- in the sense that requirements of each busy hour may be
end offered traffic and performance requirements, thought of as a scenario. However, the methods are
determine trunk group sizes such that the requirements largely inapplicable t, us because they consider networks
are satisfied. One of the key requirements of a design is (commercial telephony) with hierarchical routing, while
that the network be survivable, where survivability is our interest is in dimensioning networks with non-
based on different destruction scenario conditions. hierarchical routing.
Survivability constraints on a network design include: a)
connectivity requirements, and b) end-to-end performance 2. TOPOLOGICAL REPRESENTATION
requirements.

Satisfying connectivity requirements Is a classical and In this section, we fix relevant terminology and
relatively well studied problem. The main contributions concepts. We also elaborate briefly on the architecture
of our present work are the development of approaches of a typical survivable voice communication network and
for designing networks that simultaneously satisfy set the framework for subsequent sections of the paper.
performance requirements for different destruction Our discussion will focus on the backbone non-hierarchical
scenarios. Our objective is to guarantee an acceptable switched part of the overall communications system.
level of performance for every node pair and under each Users are allowed to be connected via dedicated local
of the different anticipated damage scenarios. This loops to the switch sites and roited via the backbone
objective is more general, and in our opinion more switched network to the destination handset.
appropriate, than the goal of ensuring connectivity

*
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The bac$%bone topology of a survivable network is deil,
at three level! of detail. These are: 1) plhysacal topology. 2 (lei3
2) logical topology, and 3) trunk group t -pology. A
ehyscal topilog is comprised of a set of physical sites 7
(e.g., switch sites, radio relay stations), and physical links
(e.g., microwave Links) as depicted in Figure :. The 1 (40) 3 (64

physical elements (sites ard Links) are the targets of
destruction under enemy attack. 36 (2)

(10 64 (321

101Vn 21 4A (20

1.ag a. 1* .) 4. S. 6

LOGICAL LOGICAL LINK
LINK I Uj COMPOSITION

2 it 34 -24

33 20 1.23
5 A 20 1-3-4'

P 48 32 1 R1 .2. 4 1.43,i
5 to 4 -5
6 13 a R 4'

MOM~7 2. 1.. 4. .67 2 .R-4.5
a 49 1 1'
9 32 1-4"4
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FIGURE 1: PHIYSICAL TOPOLOGY
FIGURE 2: LOGICAL TOPOLOGY AND LOGICAL

LINK COMiPOSITICN

A laxlcal Link in a nietwerk is a path In the physical
network between two 3Wi'Ch Sites Without intervening

4 switching. A logical link is considered operational (i.e.,
* ~not destroyed) if, and only if, all the physical elements AtukrUDbetween two switch sites consists of all

composing it are operational. A *air oi switches may be the logical links that connect the site pair. If n3 logical
connected by more than one logical link. U' such is the link connects a site pair, then there exists no trunx group
case, the logical links represent conceptually different between the s~te pair. The trunk gr. t; tc~oloity of a
%Afcomuication paths between the two switchles. .1 network 'consists of a set of switch rizes and trunic groups
multiple logical links exist between a switch pair, there connecting site pairs as shown in Figure 3. A route
may be physical elements (other Vhan the terminal switch between a switch pair is specified as a sequence of trunk
sites) common to two or more of the logical links. The groups. -

*loxical topology of a network conuihtu of a se, of switch Connectivity requirements on a ilesign stipsilate t.*-t
*sites and logical links connecting site pairs. for each switch pair, there must be lit least a prezzpecataed
* In Figure 2, we show a logical topology of the network nuinber of ph~ysicAlly disjoint path~s in trne physacal

whose hysica topolgyis ie nFie 1.n Theree topology~t conne icti th ath. Cetivtn
sea pysical tplogis togie inFie 1A Tdee %i ontant r topl onci a in sathre an ire tniar

respect to ttv Siver. physaczl network topole;ym accoun, in setectang tne log~cal topoijay and routes ior
Figure 2 shows just one of the chouices. ci ilf ei ert switch. pairs.
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2 3 requirements are satisfied. The above problem,
(henceforth referred to :n thus paper a! the Trunk Si--ng
Problem) requires *he sizing, of trunk ;rjups for a sinzle
scenario. A scenario is an operating condition of the
network characterized by its unique set of traffic and
performance requi ements.

The classical Trunk Sizing Problen, in networks with
non-hierarchical routing has been weU studied in the
literature (3] and [4] . Segal's [3] algorithm is bzsed on
single-moment assumption (i.e., calls offered to each

o trunk group have a Poisson distribution) and is applicatle
for networks with either originatin& office control or
successive office control. Covo L4] considered the
presence of multiple precedence leve!s of traffic and

7 (33) 4 developed an approximate method for sizing trunk groups.
However, Covo's work addresses the requIrements of only S

4 a singLe scenario. For our computational studies, we used
Segal's algcrithm for feasible trunk group sizing. We ao
not repeat Segal's algoritnm here, but refer the reader to
E 3) for details.

mntOs 1. 1. 3. 4. S. 6 The problem of designing a survivable network
(henceforth referred to as SND Problem) reqwires a sizinga
of trunk groups and logical links that satisfies the traffic
and performance requirements under muiTio!e operating

1 1 J 2 i 3 F 4 !5 J 7 ! conditions of the network. This is the most important
SIZE (iu" 18 119 166 152 120! 13 133 149132 1 characteristic that distinguishes the problem from the

Trunk Sizing Problem. Anr.-tter unique characteristic of
the SND problem is the dichotomy between trunk group
sizing and logical link :izing. The key aspects of %rus

FIGURE 3: TRUNK GROUP TOPOLOGY distinction between trunk group sizing and !cgical link
sizing are as !otlcws. In ctassical studies, a physical inK
is synonymous with a trunk group and destruct:on of a
physical link or a switch would result in the total
destruction of any route that uses it. However, for a
survivable network, the effect of destroying a physical

Associated with each physical link is its maximum element (link or wre) has "he fo!low:ng ramifications. All
capacity. It is expressed as the number cf telephone calls logical links that use the physical element are cestroyed.
that the link can transmit at the same time. The size (si ) The loss of a logical link would resuit in reducing the size
of logical link I. is the number of trunks it contains, End of the trunk group that contains the logical link. Thus,

I £ and the size(s) of one or more trunk group(s) a'II be reduced.
cannot exceed the capacity of minimum of component The effect on a route affected by the physical e!ement
physical links in it. The size of a trunk group is the sum destruction is one of the following: 1) a reduction in size
of the sizes of logical links that comprise it. Figures 1 of some trunk group(s) beJonging to the route, or 2) total
through 3 indicate the sizes of a hypothetical design. destruction of the route. The latter occu.rs when al' t'"e

The cost c. (dollars/month) of logical link 1. consists logical links composing any trunk &ro.-.D oeiongng to the

of two components: 1) a fixed cost (b.) for establishing route are destroyed. Unlike the cassical TrunK Siz:rg
o Probiem, the lss of a physical eiement does not

the logical link, and 2) a variable Cost which is necessarily imply the total destriction of one or more
proportional to its size. If the cost per circuit in I is ai , routes.
the total ost cis equal to (b as.). "he specific hoiceWe iliustrate the above facts with an example.

choice Consider the network whose logical tcpoicgy and iogcai
of a logical topology determines the fixed costs of the link composition are shown in Figure - The impact of
network. The total cost of the network is the sum of its destroying relay site R3 (see Figure 1) woud be to destroy
fixed costs and variable costs. The design problem,
considered in the subsequent sections, is concerned with logical links L4 B, L6 and L7 A t3t use (see logical lnk
the determination of a feasible set of logical link sizes ccmposition in Figure 2). These, in turn, imply d
such that the variable costs (i.e., trunk costs) are reduction in size of trunk group T. (ccntai-irg L,) from
minimized. Aithough not addressed in this paper, the
designer interested in minirrizing the total cost of the ;2 to 20. It can be observed that size of trunk group T7
network must consider the choice of logical topology as (containing L7 A) is reduced from 33 to 23, while trunk
part of the overal design problem. group T6 (containing a single logical link L6) is totally

3. DESIGN PROBLEM destroyed (size reduced to zero). M'hu the only routes
totally disrupted would be those contalining T., .rcle the

The classical network design problem may be stated as
follows. Given the trunk group topology, o:ered ETE rest of the routes are lkely to operate at a degracez
traffic and performance ,GOS) requirements, -rd routes cr;ormanee level.
and route control discipline. determine a set of trunk For a given scenar;o, the E TE GS performance of a
group sizes such that traffic and performance network is a func-ion of the trunk Uro=: t>1cl., trunk
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group sizes, routes, and ETE offered traffic of that (I j s), identify the trunk group topology, Svrviv:ng
scenario. However, in designing a survivable network, we routes, ETE offered traffic, and Derforrnce
have to size the logical links uch that for each scenirio, requiremnts. Apply Sega s agorithm a and D cornue ai

the trunk group sizes (as determined by the survivir . feasibe set of Sglunk group sizes satnsfying the ETE

logical Links) are adequate to meet the requirements o requirements of scenario i. Let a.. be the tesired size for

the scenarioj.ib
The specification of the design problem must precisely Vrunkc group i ( < i < t. where t is the total numter of

characterize the scenarios of interest. s an example, trunk groups under thi normal scernario) in scenario j.
our interest is in sizing a network with the following Step 2 requires the calculation of logical link sizes
requirements. Under a normal scenario in which no based on the trunk group sizes (computed in Step I) so
network elements are destroyed, the network must be that the total monthly dollar costs are minimized.
capable of satisfying a nominal set of offered traffic and We devote the rest of this Section (4.!) to address
performance requirements. The performance requirement Step 2. Consider a specific trunk group, say i. Let the
is Gm, the maximum tolerable end-to-end GOS. The trunk group contain m logical links and let nlk represent

value of Gmax could be 0.01. Under an overload scenario, the number of circuits in logical link k of trunk gro., i.

no network elements are destroyed, but the offered Further, let Xjik be a binary variable defined as follows:

traffic between each node pair increases to some c (say,
c a 1.5) times the nominal offered traffic between the if logical link k of trurk group i is
pair. The network sizing must satisfy the overload traffic Idestroyed in scenarioj
requirement at a less stringent performance level (say,
Gmax = 0.10). In addition, we require that whenever XJik (I J s, I < k i m)

exactly one physical element is destroyed, the surviving otherwise
network must be capable of handling the nominal traffic
requirements at a degraded performance level (say, Let b.k be the cost per circuit in logical link k in the

trunk group i. The minimum cost logical link assignment
shown In Figure 1, there are 21 physical elements (MCLLA) problem is stated as follows:
(6 switches, 4 relays. and 1I links) and corresponding to
each element a damage scenario is identified.

In the next section, we discuss two basic design Minimize: t m
philosophies for realizing feasible and near minimum cost E E bik nik
survivable network designs. Jul kal ()

4. DESIGN APPROACHES
Subject to: m

We consider two basic philosophies for sizing 1: XJik nik!'ij, I< jis, I<i<t ()
survivable networks. We assume the fo!Jow;ng are given - kal
physical topology, lcgical topology and logical link
composition (under normal scenario), routes, physical link 41nk. Uik, I _k. m (3) 4
sizes, a precise cnaracterization of the scenarios and
their requirements. The objective is to compute logical
link sizes such that the requirements of each scenario are The objective function (1) represents the total cost of
satisfied. Two basic design approaches we considered are: circuits in all logical Links of the given logical topology.

There are s linear inequalities in (2) for each trunk

L ParaUel Approaches. group i, and their interpretatior is as foilows. For
scenario j and trunk group i, the total nuber of circwuts

2. SerIal Approaches. that survive (given by the left side of the inequality) must

be at least equal to aij, the desired size for trunk grcup ,
4.1 Parallel Approaches under scenario i. The constraints on the design problen

may mandate a minimum size requiremert (.1 k) and
Suppose a network reuires sizing of log:cal Links and ik

Irunk groups to satisfy traffic and performance maximum size limit (uik) for each logical Link k. These
requirements for s different scenarios. The basic constraints are given by (3).
philosophy of a parallel approach is that a feasible In addition to constraints (2) and (3) that are specif~c
survivable design may be obtained by independent to trunk group i, there are constraints on the number of
solutions of many instances of the trunk sizing problem circuits that can be used in a physical link. If 3 number of
(One Instance for each scenario) and then an appropriate logical links (possibly belorging to many different trunk
combination of the solutions to determine the logical link groups) use a physical link, the combined circuit
s izes. Thus, the two major steps in the parallel approach requirement of the logical links using the physical link
WO cannot exceed the maximum specified limit for the

physical link. These constraints must be handled by the
Step 1: Determining Trunk Group Size logical link assignment algorithm.

Requirements. The MCLLA problem formulated above could be ap-
Stop 23 Assign Capacity to Logical Links to Satisfy proached via a.n integer Linear pro,,amming 'ILP)

Trunk Group Size Requrements. algorithm. However, rathter th.an applyingl a cornp ta-
tionally expensive ILP algo-ithm, we ha,.e cevelF'e¢ :*'e

Step I Is accomplished as follows. For each scenario i following heuristic algorithm to ac.heve a (ne-ar) minimurn
cost desi&n.



Our approach is based on decomposition of objective 2. The maximum limit on the c.-;pacity of some 0

functicn (1) into t se,)arable components (one for each physical link p in logical link i s reached or te
trunk group) and minimizing each component incividually. I
The t trunk groups are assigned to their respective logical tipper bound on the size of_ is reached.
links by considering them sequentially. Suppose •l , e,...,4 If condition (1) becomes true, then ,we are done with
e, is a sequence in which the trunk groups are considered th ciion ecome truenth enar o .ih

the assignment meeting ithe requirements ci scenario j. If
for logical link assignment. When the logical links of condition (2) becomes true, then the rernain~ng circuwt
trunk group e i (I <i (t) are assigned, the sizing decisions requirements of scenario j are fulfilled by considering the

made earlier for logical links of trunk groups e1 , second least expensive logical link ti that survives in

scenario j. I necessary, the algorithm also cons;ders :ne
e2,...ei. ! will be treated as constraints. These third least expensive logical link, and so forth.

constraints arise due to the fact that (i) physical links Fcr the purpose of illustration of Step :, consider -h-.
may be shared by logical links belonging to different trunk fol'owing example. Let a trunk group have m (:=4) logical
groups and (1) upper bounds on size of physical links, links which must be sized to meet the trunk group's

An outline of the steps of the MCLLA assignment requirements in s (W5) scenarios. Let the required sizes of
algorithm is given below. the trunk group be: aI = 59, a2 z 57, a3 = 61, a4 =0,

a - 8z. Let the cost per circuit in the logical links be:
Step a: Choose a sequence in which trunk groups are 5-

to be considered for logical link assignment. b I = 10, b2 z 20, b3 2 S, b 4 = 12. Let the upper bound for
Without loss of generality, let this sequence each logical link be 5O and the lower bound for each be 0.
be l,2,...,t. Let X, shown in Table 1, be a 5 x 4 matrix such that the

Step bi 1 - 1. (,k)t h entry is I (or 0) depending on whether logical !inkk (I -c k < 4) survives (or fails) in scenario j (I < j _ 5). The

Step c. Assign circuits to logical links of trunk logical link sizes nk ( < k c 4) are computeo as foliows:
group i.

TABLE 1: MATRIX X
Step d: 1-1.h

Step e: U i >t then stop; else repeat Step . LOGICAL LINK K

MCLLA Algorithm SCENARIO J 1 2 3 4

Step a of the MCLLA algorithm is accomplished as 1 1 0 1 0

follows. There is a Jar&e number (W) of poss;ble sequence, 2 0" 1 1 0
In which the trunk groups could be considered for logical
link asignment. Since the final solution (total cost of 3 1 0 0 1

logical link circuits) depends on the sequence in which 4 0 0 0 1
trunk groups are considered, we consider trunk groups in a
sequence determined by decreasing order of their size 5 1 1 1 1
requirement. For each trunk grou (1 < i t), compute
the variable h1 (highest requirement of trunk group i over

all scenarios). First, scenario 4, with only one surviving logical link
I() is considered. Its size, n., is set to 40, the reqirec

h I ma rii trunk group size in scenario 4. Oi the re.-.in.ng

scenarios, scenarios 1,2, and 3 have two surviving logical
links each and scenario 5 has all four logica );ih,.s in tact.

Sort the h Is in non-increasing order. Consider the trunk The constraint on scenario I is that logical links 11J aind/

groups for logical link assipment in the sequence be sized such that their combined size (n I . n3 ) is > 9.
determined by the above sort step. Since I is cheaper than I, circtuts are assigned4 to /

We now consider Step c in the MCLLA aJgorithm and 3 1 0
describe how the algorithm works in meeting the size w%:hout violating the upper bound constraint on its size.
requirements of a specific trunk group i. The algorithm Hence, n , is set at the maximum permissibie value of 50.
first considers scenarios in whicn only one logical link of Since tus fails short of the required size by 9 circuits, the
trunk group i survives, then it considers scenarios in which value of n is set to 9. For scenario 2, (n * n ) must be
two logical links survive, and so forth. In assigning 1  2  3
circuits to fulfill the requirements of scenario j, suppose 3S7. the algorithm first considers e3 which is cheaper
there is a choice to assign circuits among t-o or more t ha Since / is at its maximum permissible size, S
logical links. The assignment algorithm assigns c.rcuts - .
first to the least ewpensive (ver circuit cost) jo.icai link. circuits are assigned to the second least exoensive ,ngica

4 in that scenario. The assignment is made unt.1 either link, f/,. n2 is se: to 7. The aJlorithni proceeds .) -

of the following two Lnditions becomes true: similar manner and ends up with the iol~ov'ing logica! link
sizes:

I. All the circuit requirements of scenario j have n! = 21, n2 a 7, - S0, ni- 4C.
been fulfilled.
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* 4.2 Set ial Approaches

The basic philosoph'.y of a serial approach is that a
*survivable network design may be obtained !)y

considering the requirements of each scenario in
*sequence. The initial goal is to identify the scenario

whose requirements are the tncst dominant 4ccording to
*a criterion, well-defined by the detigner) over -., :ne

scenarios. The trunk groups are :.ied and the required
trunk group~ circuits are app-irtioied to the lozgical ;inks
that survive in the most dominant scenario. When *hP
requirements of a norm-dominant scenario Iare

* considered, a baselin~e cesign is first derived from a
knowledge of sizes of logical links dimensioned prior to
scenario j. The requirements of scenario jare sought to
be fulfilled by incremental modifications with respect to
the baseline design.

Despite the intuitive appeal of the serial approach in
designing networks with nearly "lsimilarl' scenarios, there
are a number of disadvantages to ;t. Our assessment is
that the accuracy of the serial approach is quite
sensitive to the sequence in which scenarios are

*considered. Furthermore, the accuracy depends
significantly on the use of effective algorithms for
Incremental sizing (fromn one scenario to the next).
Effective algorithms for mnarginal £"zing are known in
the contexrt of hierarc'ica: network~s 5]! Tlho-ugh not tzs
much is known for the 'jon- hier ar c.i"a routing netwvorks
of interest to us. A third and very significant
disdvantage of tie serial approach is ;:s extremnely hign
computational timre requirement when compaired to the
parallel approach. Vhen a 5aseine c esign is
Incrementally modified to meet the requirements cf a
new sc-nario, the ETE grade-of-ser vice mus, be

-. computed to verify if indeed the requirements haeve been
satisfied. Thus the serial approaCh requires many
computationally expensive performance drnaiysis runs -is

* part of its ir-cremental sizing steps. From our
* computational experience, we nave found the parallel
* approach to yield good feasible designs within reasonable

computer time.
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Delay and Overhead in the Encoding of Data Sources
J. F. HAYES. sNIk MLMVFR, ILUE1. AD R R. BOORSTYN. MEMUES. IEEE

Abstract-A basic property of data sources in interactive appli- To a large extent the role of delay in this context has not
cations is burstiness. i.e., short periods of activity followed by f063 been considered by information theorists. The earliest related
idle periods. In these some applications message delay is The primary work was done by Jelinok [2) and was continued in colabora-
performance criterion. The combination of bursty few and a delay

criterion leads to a source encoding problem in which delay plays a tion with Schneider 131, [4). The model we consider is de.
central role. A sallent feature of this problem is that the is atrodeff picted in Fig. 1. A source produces symbols at a fixed rate.

10 between delay and the number of protocol bits required to represent If the symbols produced by the source are not equally prob-
the state of the source. able, then by using variable length codes, such as Huffman

A simple model of a bursty source Is studied with the objective of codes, the average number of bits that need to be transritted
understanding the relationship between coding efficiency and delay. over the channel in a time intervl can be minimized. In order* Two encoding schemes, a block encoding[ technique sod a technique

employing flags, are examined In some detail. For beth the block to implement this technique buffering is required since the
encoding and the flag schemes, a significant result is that as the source channel operates at a faxed rate and the bits are produced by
becomes less bursty. delay grows without bound. This result Is the encoder at a variable rate. Jelinek and Schneider studied
obtained in spite of the fact that both schemes are reasonable and " the relationship between the probability of buffer overflow
the limit the encoding problem disappears. It also appears that tke
flag encoding technique has much smaller delay than block encoding.

We shall consider a simple model of a source which em-

INTRODUCTION bodies these basic quantities. Several techniques for encoding
this source are studied with the focus upon delay rather than

T HIS paper is concerned with the interplay of delay and storage. A particular technique using flap is examined in
overhead in the transmission of data traffic over a syn- detail. Related work on the topic has been done by Gallager

chronous channel. The relationship of these quantities is due [51, who applied rate distortion theory to the coding prob.

to certain unique properties of data in an interactive environ- lem with delay as the distortion measure. Recently Humbles
ment. Data traffic is bursty, i.e., there are short busy periods [6] has comidered the problem of encoding randomly arriving
interspersed with relatively long idle periods which contain no

148 information. (This stands in contrast to voice and video, messages so as to minimize delay.

where pauses or blanks may be significant.) The second rele. SOURCE MODEL
vant property of data is the effect of delay. In many applica. Consder the folowing model: a source produce either a

tions data traffic is highiy interactive, placin8 a premium oi blank or a binary digit once every second with the following
rapid response times. The relationship of these quantities al- probabilities.
lows one to formulate a source encoding problem which con.
siders delay as a basic component.' P [blank) - 1 -P

Clearly, the long-term average rate of data generation at the
source must be less than the capacity of the synchronous
channel. However, long-term averaging will lead to a violation P( I output) -P/2.
of the delay requirement and a reduced encoding interval is
indicated. Short-term encoding leads to increased overhead Successive symbols are independent. The sequence of O's and
since there will be times when there is nothing to transmit: a l's produced by this source is to be carried over a synchronous
source state which must be conveyed to the receiver unambag- error-free binary channel with a capacity of one bit per second.
uously. In the sequel the problem of striking a balance be. it is asumed that blanks are ofno interest to the information

tween overhead and delay is studied for a basic source model, sink at the receiver. This source produces data at an average

Paper approved by the Editor for Computer Communication of the rate of P bits/s. Thus for P < I there will be tirns when the

IEEE Communications Society for publication after presentation at the source has nothing to transmit, and this condition of the
International Communications Conference, Seattle, WA, June 1980. source must be conveyed over the channel by means of over-
Manuscript received July 20. 19S0; revised March 16. 1931. This work head bits transmitted along with information bits. As we shall
was supported in part by tlw" National Science and Engineering Research
Council of Canada under Grant A0901 and by the U.S. Army see. the number of these overhead bits that are required is a
CORADCOM under Task U-9-3513 of the Postdoctoral Program, function of the allowable delay.
RADC. Portions of this wek were performed while the authors were An example of the relationship between delay and the over-
at Bell Laboratories, Holmdel, NJ.

J. F. Hayes is the Department of Electrical Engineering. McGill head information is given by the following encoding proce-
University. Montreal. P.Q.. Canada IIA 2A7. dure. All of the source outputs in an I second interval are en.

IR. R. Hoorstyn is with the De:partiment of Flectrical Fnptincerin.p coded in a block. In each I second interval the information
Polytechnic Institute of New York, Brooklyn. NY 11201.

I The cetinection of these two quantities has been discussed by tar is transmitted is the number of data bits generated by the
Lam Ill in anoiher context. soure and their valtics. If more than I bits are required the
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Fig. 1. Source en;'uding model. , 1]

excess is buffered. If this requires less than I bits, zeros can be
transmitted in the slack interval remaining aftet the buffered
bits with no ambiguity. Since the position of blanks in an I .7

second interval is of no interest, the number of actual data 0
bits produced by a source in an I second interval follows a . 2

binomial distribution. The entropy of the source over an 1 0.
second interval is 0.

H(, P)P- b(i; 1, P) log, b(i; I, P) 1 1o 2,a
two eLOCK LINSTh- I

where FW. 2. Source " ry.

(1 '~ADAPTIVE ENCODINGb(i;1,F) = . P(I _ p)'-. (2) The block encoding technique discussed above can be Im-

proved upon by adding a measure of adaptivity to the process.
In Fig. 2 we show plots of H(i, P)I1 as a function of I for Assume that the encoding begins in the same way as in the pre-
various values of P. In fact, it can be shown that vious section by using a Huffman code to transmit the number

of data bits that the source produces in an I second interval.
H(IP)p The probabilities of the number of data bits are a function ofliraPl.m. P I as well as P [see (2)]. Thus the Huffman code is in turn a

function of Ii. It is presumed that the information sink knows
indicating that the portion of capacity devoted to overhead I1 and P and therefore knows the Huffman code that is to be
becomes zero as the block size is increased. There is a price to used. Let us assume that the transmission of the code word
be paid in performance since bit delay increases as the block together with the actual data bits consumes 12 seconds. The
length increases. Thus, by increasing 1, the block length, and source output over the 12 second interval is encoded in the
by holding P fixed, the source can be matched to the channel same fashion as previously. Since in general 11 is not equal to
in the sense of H(l, P)/I < I (see Fig. 2). On the other hand, 12, the Huffman code used to encode the number of data bits
we can show that for I fixed, H(I, P)/I > I as P approaches I. is different. However, the source and sink can cooperate in
Define ef- I - P. For e small, H(1, I - e) 9 (I - e) - (I - the construction of a code since 12 is known to both. The
I) log2(1 - I) - ie log2 /e. Setting H(I, I - e) > I we find process repeats for each successive interval. This adaptive
that scheme is at least as good as the fixed block scheme since

encoding begins immediately after the last data bit of a block
-(I - k) 102 (1 - le)> le(l + log2 It). (3) has been transmitted. The only overhead is the Huffman code-

word for the number of bits. In the fixed block scheme mes-
For 0 < le < -4, the RHS of (3) is negative. Since the LH sages can be delayed while zeros are filling out a block.
of (3) is positive for 0 < le < 1, the assertion is proved. The successive coding intervals I1. 12, --. in this scheme form

The foregoing illustrates the crux of the problem of encod- a Markov chain. Since there are a large number of states, find-
ing of bursty sources; the amount of overhead required is a ing the state probabilities is a formidable numerical problem.
function of the block length which translates directly into For our purposes a Monte Carlo simulation of a somewhat
delay. The same phenomena can be seen operating for more simplified model of the scheme is adequate. The simplification
complex source models. As an example consider the case of comes about by upper and lower bounding the Huffman code-
multiplexing several distinct sources on the same channel. If word by quantities that are much easier to compute. The un-
the allowable delay is large enough, the overhead required to certainty of a symbol with probability Pi is -log, Pi. Let
distinguish the source can be made negligible. For example, [-ol2 PiJ - denote the integer part of -ot2 P1. If a code with
data from each of the sources could be collected in separate lengths l-log Pl :i = 0, 1, ---.1 existed, its average length
buffers. The contents of these buffers could then be time would lower bound the entropy, which in turn lower bounds
division multiplexed onto the line. In this way no overhead is the average length of a Huffman code. A code with lengths
required to indicate the sources of data. This procedure [-Iog Pi] -+ I satisfies the Kraft inequality; consequently,
breaks down when one or more of the source buffers is empty. a code with these lengths can be constructed. However, such
However, by making delay large enough, the occurrence of this a code must have average length greater than the appropriate
event will have little effect.2  Huffman code. The results of the simulation are shown in Fig.

3 where the averages of the upper and lower bounds of the
2 For a treatment o1 encoding of multiple sources we 161. block lengths, , , are plotted as a function of Iog (I / I --
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As we shall see presently. for each value of P there is a flag
length which minimizes bit delay. This minimum strikes a

to' -balance between flag bits and stuffed bits. As P decreases the
buffer is more likely to be empty; therefore, the flag length

H11 should be decreased. However, decreasing the flag length in-
creases the occurrence of stuffed bits.

610 The frequency of occurrence of stuffed bits in a random1 UPPER

BOUND /data sequence can be analyzed by means of the theory of re-
current events. The buffer occupancy can be analyzed by

0 OWER SOUNO means of a Markov chain model. Included in both of these
analyses are the parameters P, the probability the source pro-
duces a binary digit, and F, the length of the flag. It can be
shown that the results also depend upon the particular bit pat.
tern in the flag.

LOG I,/11 -P ) The structure of flap was first studied by Nielsen [71, who
defined the concept of bifix in connection with flags. A flag

Fig. 3. Performance of adaptive block encoding schea. le bifix free if there is no sequence which is a prefix and a
suffix to the first F - I bits of the flag. The sequences 10000

P). The results indicate that as P approaches one, the channel and 00001 are examples, respectively, of bifix free and non-
is matched by encoding over longer blocks which implies bifix free flap. It is a simple exercise to demonstrate that non.
larger delay. This result is consonant With the results shown in bifix free flap can cause delays in the decoding of data bits.
Fig. 2. While this is no problem in terms of operation, the analysis

The results of Figs. 2 and 3 also suggest that for a given is complicated. We shall, therefore, concentrate on the bifix
value of P, the average length of a block is given by block free flag 100 ... 0 in the sequel.
i = H(1, P). It can be shown that there exists an 10 such that The theory of success runs as treated by Feller [8) allows
E(121) < 1t if l > 1* and E(12/1) > l z if It </. In FIg. 3 one to find the generating function of the time between
the locus of such points, i.e., H(1, P) = 1*, is shown. We occurrence of stuffed bits in a stream of random zeros and
notice in Fig. 3 that as P increases, this equilibrium point ones. For the moment we consider successive source outputs,
occurs for larger and larger values of I, indicating larger and ignoring intervening blanks. Consider a flag consisting of a one
larger coding delay. In fact, it can be shown that the solution followed by F - I zeros. If the source produces a one fol-
to the equation is approximated by towed by F - 2 consecutive zeros, immediately a one is

!* _ 2.78/(1 -P) (4) stuffed. This is a renewal point since the system erases all
memory and begins afresh. Let U be the probability of a

for P close to one. Consider the entropy of a binomial distri- stuffed bit after the /th data bit. The probability of a random
bution with parameters P and 1. The maximum probability is data sequence producing a one followed by F - 2 zeros is
approximately equal to [21r P(I - P)y] - 1/2 implying that the 2 -F+ 1. However, a stuff bit can only occur after F - 2 zeros.
entropy is greater than or equal to 4 log2 (2P(I -P)1). Now, a We have

theorem attributed to J. M. Massey states that the entropy of
a discrete random variable with variance u2 is less than or U - 2 -F+I (5)
equal to I Io8 2 (2ne(o2 + 1/12)). Since the variance of the
binomial distribution is P(I - P)1, we may approximate the The generating function of the recurrence interval is then
entropy by -j log2 (2ireP(l - P)1). The solution to the equation
-4 log2 2ireP(I - P)1* + P1* = I* is given by (4) for P close to S($/2)F- I
one. F(S) - I - S + S(S12)F- 1 (6)

FLAGS
The mean recurrence interval is

An alternative to block encoding is a technique employing

flags. Whenever the trHnsmitter has nothing to send, this state
is indicated by means of a unique F-bit sequence, the flag. P= 2 -. (7)

During the time interval required to transmit this flag, binary
digits produced by the source are buffered and read out after In (7) the recurrence interval is in terms of successive zero
the entire flag has been transmitted. The output of the source and one outputs of the source. lowever. between these ot's-
is transmitted without encoding except when the random puts are a geometrically distributed number of blanks. If these
source replicates the first F - I bits of flag. In this event the blanks are taken into account. the average time interval in
transmitter stuffs a bit which is the complement of the last seconds is given by P/11.
bit of the flag. Thus. the only time a flag is transm &'ed is In connection with tile frequency of occurrence of stul
when ihe buffer is empty :,nd a blank appears at the output bits. the quesIkon of stability arises. For the bursty model
of the source. the mat time between blnks is 1,'(I - P) In order thut the
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transmit buffer not overflow, it is necessary that the mean StATe oF WMORT

time between blanks be less than the niean te between . . . .

stuffs. For (8) we have the criterion
i a ~~In (P/tI - P)) , -- °  . •

F>+1(8) 2'~~ 4~~~~~I n 2 ,'

The overhead incurred by the use of flags other than that -
treated above also follows directly from an analysis of success F _ 4,, -'4: ',

runs. Furthermore, the same analysis of the frequency bit F JI.
stuffing can be carried out for the simultaneous use of several -.

different flags. Fig. 4. Markov chain model of flag scheme.
Camrass and GaUager [91 have studied source encoding

' by means of flags. There is a similarity to our work in that we turn now to the case i 0 0, F- I,/ -. We have
both use the theory of success runs to study the frequency of

- occurrence of stuff bits. However, the difference lies in the use qjo = (I - P)qj 1.o + (P/2)qo + (P/2)q- ,F- . (11)
to which the flags are put. Camrass and Gagter append a
flag to a message which happens to have a geometric distri. For i> 0 and/ - I we have
bution. In our model the burst of consecutive binary digits
is geometrically distributed, but we do not delineate differ. q, - (P/2)q, + (I -P)q + 1 . (12)
ent bursts. A flag is transmitted only if there are no source
output bits available. where q, A Zj,*o F-q; i > 0 is the probability that the

buffer size is i. The final case to be considered is i= F - 1,[ BIT ENCODING DELAY I= 0. "

The encoding delay of a bit in the flag scheme can be
studied by means of a two-dimensional Markov chain model. qF- 1,o = (I -P)qp,o + (P/2)qp- 1 ,o

The chain is in state (i,j) if there are i bits in the buffer and if + (P/2)qF- 2 p- 2 +(1 -P)qo. (13)
j of the immediate precedig successive bits in the data se.
quence coincide with the first j bits of the flag. The last corn. Define the -transform of the buffer occupancy probabil- ,

ponent is the memory of the system and has dimension F - 2. ties at a particular memory state as
The mechanism for state transmission may be described by

considering specific cases. If the buffer is not empty, its con.
tent decreases when the data source produces a blank. If the Qi(A) - q,: 1-0, 1, --- F- 2 (14a)

*.- buffer is empty when a blank is produced, then the first bit Juo

of the flag is transmitted and the remaining F - I bits are
" inserted into the trnsmit buffer. The level of the buffer can and the buffer occupancy moment generating function as
. also increase due to a stuff bit. We point out that the stuffing

of a bit or the transmission of a flag brings the system to the F-2
zero memory state. L(z) = Qj(z). (14b)

Let us consider the flag 100 ... 0, a one followed by F- I i~ o
zeros. The state transition diagram for this case is shown on Empoying (9)--3) together with the definitions in (14) it .- |
Fig. 4. Let q1 ; i = 0, 1,2, "";/=0, 1, ..', F - 2 denote the
steady state probability that the system is in state (j, /). We
can write a set of equilibrium equations by considering par- F-2 Z - I I
ticular sets of states. Consider the states such that i > 0, Q(z) , - (z - i) )(z- ! +F)-

2 </iF- 2;we have 1-2

* The state (i, /) is entered by the arrival of a bit replicating a
flag bit with probability P12 or the arrival of a blank with + (I -PXz --I +P)1-(zF- l)qoo]/(z -I)

probability 1 - P. For i = 0 and / = 0 we have

qoo = (I - P)q 1o + (P12)qoo. (10)

In (15) there are F - I unknowns for q0o; I = 0, 1.
Notice that the zero memory state implies that a flag or a F - 2. In order to solve for these unknowns we utilize a tech-
stuff bit has been transmitted. The system remains in the zero nique employing Rouche's theorem [101, 1IJ. Q(:) is ana-
memory state if a zero is the output of the data source. We lytic within the unit disk; consequently, when the denomina-
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tor has a zero within the unit disk, the numerator must have a 10
zero at the same point. From the stability condition of (8) it
can be showun that the polynomia! in the denominator of(15)
has F - 2 distinct roots on the unit disk. Let us denote these ,

roots as 0i; i = 1, 2, .F- 2. Since the denominator of ,
Q(:) must be equal to zero at these points, we have then from
(15) the following set of equations.

0 2 4 6 6 o 2 14 1
F- / p\F--1 FLAG LENGTH

- I( 1 - 1)(-- + p,)t- I Fig. 5. Performance of flag scheme.

" F- Fl TABLE!I'
(0, - I + p)F-2(6 -- 1) (I - P)qol -I T BL

i _- j 7 8 9 10 11 12

+ (I -PX, - I + P)f- 2(01F-- l)qo 2-5 3.82 3.78 4.12 S.03 5.51
2-6 4.40 4.30 4.63 5.53
2 - 7  4.94 4.82 5.13 5.56

=0, i= 1,2, ... ,F- 2. (16a) 2-8 5.47 5.32 5.64

We also have the normalizing condition

COMPARISON OF BLOCK AND FLAG ENCODING
Q()1. (16b) A comparison of Figs. 3 and 5 shows a large difference in

encoding delay in favor of the flag scheme. For example, for
Equations (16a) and (16b) give F - I equations in F - I P = I - 2- 4 the average block length is approximately 40
unknowns. bits. We take this to be an approximation to the number of

Finding the roots of the polynomial P(z) and solving (16) bit intervals a newly arriving bit must wait, i.e., 40 s. In con-
for the quantities qot, I = 0, 1, -.., F - 2 are relatively straight- trast, the encoding delay for a bit in the flag technique can be
forward numerical problems. We can then calculate Q(z), less than 4 s for the appropriate flag length. These results
the generating function of the transmit buffer occupancy- apply generally to other probabilities. Further, as P - 1,
Returning to the equilibrium equations (9)-(13), we see that delay in the block scheme is proportional to 1/(1 - P), whereas
the probabilities qij, i = 0, 1,2,'"; j = 0, 1, -'., F - 2 can also in the flag scheme it is proportional to log 1/(1 - P).
be found. These will be used to calculate decoding delay in the For the flag encoding scheme, encoding delay is not the
sequel. only delay encountered before a bit is delivered to an informa.

We use as a measure of performance the average delay tion sink at the receiver. When a bit is received there may be
suffered by a bit as determined by the average number of bits an ambiguity that must be resolved. Moreover, this decoding

in the buffer. The average number of bits in the buffer can be delay is random and depends upon the state of the system.
determined from Q(z). The results are shown in Fig. 5 where begin the analysis by assuming the state (i, i) for the flag
4, the average delay, is shown as a function of flag length with 100 ... 0. Recall that i is the number of data bits in the trans-
I - P, the probability of a blank, as a parameter. mitting buffer and / is the system memory with respect to the

As shown in Fig. 5, for large values of F, the average delay flag. The ambiguity is resolved immediately if the received bit
may be approximated by (F - 1)/2 for all values of P. For does not replicate the flag, i.e., a zero for state j = 0 and a one
laige values ofF, the buffer occupancy jumps to F - 1 when a otherwise. The ambiguity persists if the bits generated by the
flag is sent. It more or less linearly (on the average) returns source continue to replicate the flag, and if the source pro-
to zero as blanks predominate over stuffed bits. When it duces i or fewer blanks. To justify this second requirement we
reaches zero a flag is sent again. As the flag length is decreased, note that more than i blanks would deplete the buffer and a
the stuff bits come into play. (Recall that from (7) the mini- flag that would be transmitted resolves the ambiguity. The
mum value of F is determined by considering stability in ambiguity can persist for at most F -- I seconds, since the
connection with stuffed bits.) Although it is not evident first F -- I bits of the flag would be replicated and a stuffed
from the cuives shown in Fig. 3 for large P, there is a mini- bit would be transmitted, also resolving the ambiguity. We
inum value of average delay at a value of F larger than the summarize this in the following equations where the random
minimum. This slight dip in the curves is shown by the figures variable D denotes decoding delay.in Table 1.

As P approaches one, the behavior of the flag encoding P[D >d/(i,lj)]
technique is similar to the block ercoding technique de-
scribed in the above. As is illustrated on Fig. 5 the dela. for ' d+l-(7= I /-2XP/-)d PY +i_~ (17)
any value of P may be lower bounded by (F' - 1)/2. l lowever, (ti )
from (10) we have that F > log2(PlI - F) + 1, and as P
approaches one, average delay becomes infinite. Lquation 'i 7) is the probability of a sequence rcplicatirg the

* '1
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flag bits interspersed with i or fewer blanks. Based on (17) we
have for the probability ul'delay .. 1

P,[D = 01, = 1/2 for all i.i 3
1 

4 6

12 F-2 P6

PrD li j] = /2 -Pr[D > 1/(i,);

=0, 1,'"F-3 o - --

P,[D d/i, j) FLAG LENT

0; d > F -i Fig. 6. Average decoding delay versus flag length.
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ABSTRACT P~blank] - I - P

P1O output] - P/2 (1)

A model of a bursty source whose output is P[l output] - P/2
transmitted over a synchronous channel is studied
with the objective of understanding the relation- The sequence of O's and 1's produced by this source

ship between coding efficiency and delay. Two en- is to be carried overa synchronous, error-free bi-

coding schemes, a block encoding technique and a nary channel with a capacity of one bit per secrmS.
technique employing flags, are examined in some This source produces information at an average r..te

detail. The flag technique is analyzed by means of of P bits/second. Thus for P < 1 there will be

the theory of recurrent events and by two dimen- times when the source has nothing to transmit. But
sional Markov chains. For both the block encoding the channel, being synchronous, transmits only a

and the flag schemes it is shown that as the source zero or a one every second and this condition must

becomes less bursty delay approaches infinity, be suitably encoded. In general the number of oier-

This results obtains in spite of the fact that both head bits that are required to encode the state of
schemes are reasonable and in the limit the encoding the source is a function of the allowAble delay.

problem disappears. The relationship between delay and ch.tnnc1

capacity can be illustrated by means of the f,1c_

ing encoding procedure. All of the source out,..'.

INTRODUCTION in an I second interval are encoded in a blocK.

each £ bit interval the information that aut ,,

This paper is concerned with the interplay of transmitted is the number of binary digits gener-

delay and overhead in the multiplexing of data on ated by the source and the values of these digits.

common facilities. The relationship of these quan- If this requires less than I bits intervals, zeros

titles is due to certain unique properties of data can be transmitted in the slack interval with no

in an interactive environment. A basic property ambiguity. Since the number of data bits produced

of data traffic is burstiness, i.e., short busy in an L bit interval follows a binomi3l distribu-

periods interspersed with relatively long idle tion, the entropy of this encoding is

periods which contain no information. The second I

relevant property of data has to do with delay. In H(L,P) - PL - ) b(i;t,P)log 2 b(i;t.P)
many applications data traffic is highly inter- i-O
active placing a premium on rapid response times, where F. (2)

These properties of data si3nals allow one to for- b(i;F,P) =P (l-P)

mulate a source encoding problem which considers
delay as a basic component.* In Figure 1 we show plots of H(E.P)/t as a function

of L for various values of P. Wesee that H(E.P)/t
SOURCE MODEL asymtotically approaches P for large I. Thus. th,

portion of capacity devoted to overhead he 'o=7-

In order to study the problem of delay In cod- zero as the block size is increased. Howe ..

Ing we consider the following model. ksource pro- delay increases as the block length increise..-

duces either a blank or binary digit once every increasing £. the block length, and by holdin'

second with the following probabilities, fixed the source can he marched to the channei ;n

the sense of H(L,P)/ I 1 (see Fig. 1). On t

other hand it can be shown that ior :ix, 0

H(t,P)/t > 1 as P approachts 1. Delirc r . -

Forr small h(F,l-) = (l-e) - (1--
Related work on the encoding tf bursty sources~- lclog2tc. But for H(t,1-0) t we have

1 2
has bee,t carried out by Gallager and Humblet

-(l-tc)leg2(l-t ) • tr(l+togtc) (H
This work was supported in part by NSERC Grant

A0901 and by the postdoctoral program -.ADC B9-3513 For C<ts< the RHS of Eq. 3 is negative. Sfe n,
funded by US Army COPADCOM. LHS of Eq. 3 .s po,4itive for O<ie l, I , ., s,,. t

is proved.
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The foregoing illustrates the crux of the pro- From Eq. 4 one can find the generating function of

bIlm of encoding of bursty sources; the amount of the recurrence times.

Ov.rhead required is a function of the block length
'hi.Ah translates directly Into delay. The same ( ) F- z12)

phenomena can be seen operating for more complex F1(7) F
source models involving multiple sources .

We can calculate the mean recurrence time as
FLAGS

Flags can be used to encode the basic bursty I - (1/2) - 2F 2 (6)

scirce discussed above. The encoding process Is 1 F(/2)F
initiated by transmitting the digital output of the
source. When a blank appears a flag composed of a
unique F-bit sequence is transmitted. During the The sensitivity of the stuffing process to the part-
time interval required to transmit this flag binary icular flag pattern is illustrated by considering
digits produced by the source are buffered and read the flag 100.. .0. a one followed by F - I zeros.
out after the entire flag has been transmitted. The The probability of a random data sequence producing
outpu: of the source is transmitted without encod- F-1
ing except when the random source replicates the a oneffollowadoby F - 2 zeros Wea stuff bit can only occur after F - 2 zeros. We
first F - 1 bits of flag. In this event the trans-
mitter stuffs a bit which is the complement of the
last bit of the flag. The only time a flag is U -2

"F+

transmitted is when the buffer is empty and a blank
appears at the output of the source. For each value
of P there is a flag length which strikes a balance The generating function of the recurrence Limes is
between flag bits and stuffed bits. As P decreases then
the buffer is more likely to be empty therefore the Iz/2) F-1
flag length should be decreased. However decreasing F 2(z) F (7)
the flag length increases the occurrence of stuffed 1 - z + (z/2)
bits.

The frequency of occurrence of stuffed bits in The mean recurrence time is
a random data sequence can be analysed by means of F-1
the theory of recurrent events. The buffer occu- 2 - 2 (8)
pan~y can be analyzed by means of a Markov chain 0
model. Included in both of these analyses are the It Is of interest to note that from Eqs. 6 and 8
parameters P, the probability the source produces a
binary digit and F, the length of the flag. To some
extent, the results also depend upon the particular lim 1-- 2
bit pattern in the flag. 3 - 1

The theory of success runs as treated by Feller
3

allows one to find the generating function of the Thus in the limit the sequence 1000...0 evokes twice
time between occurrence of stuffed bits in a stream as many stuff bits as the sequence 000...0.
of random zeros and ones (For an alternative ap- In connection with the frequency of occurrence
proach see Ref. 4). Consider a flag consisting of of stuff bits the question of stability arises. For

F zeros. If the source produces F - 1 consecutive the bursty model the mean time between blanks is
zeros im.ediately a one is stuffed. This is a re- lI(1-P). In order that the transmit buffer not
newal point since the system erases all memory and overflow it is necessary that the mean time between
begins afresh the counting of strings of zeros. Let blanks be less than the mean time between stuffed
U be the probability of a stuffed bit after the jth bits. From Eq. 6 we can derive the following

data bit. The probability of the source producing a stability criterion for the all zero sequence.
sequence of F - I consecutive zeros on bit numbers

-F+l ln(2+(1/1-P))Jj - 1,...,j- F + 2 is 2-F I  There is one and F > In 2(9
only one stuff bit after one of these zeros. The

proabiit 1 th.. the stFuf is aftere bis ner anJ l(+l
probability that the stuff is after bit number j-k From Eq. 8 we have the criterion for the sequence

and the next k bits are zeros is Ujk k(k-Ol,.... 100.. .0

F - 2). Since F - 1 possibilities are mutually ex- In(I/if-P)
clusive we have the following recurrence relation- F . In 2 + 1 (10)
ship

-1 -F+2 -F+l Bit delav for the flag scheme can be studied
*j U i-l2 + ... + U J -F +2  2 ; j > F - I by meIns of a Harkov Chain model. For ease of

(4a) analysis we only consider the flag 100...0. The

same general con~lusions apply to the all zero

U 2  ... U F-2  0 (4b) flag. The st3tc of tle chain, (1,i), is two dimen-
sional conststtr., of the number of bits In the buf-

U0 - 1 (4c) fer, i, and of the number if bits In the data
sequence that replicate the flag, J. The last

13.2.2
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component is the memory of the system and has di- Employing Eqs. 11-14 together with the definition@
mension F - 1. The mechanism for state transmis- in Eq. 15 it can be shown, after some manipulation.

sion may be described by considering specific cases. that

If the buffer is not empty its contents decrease
when the data source produces a blank. If the buf- r F-2 t

ter is empty when a blank is produced then the I- [(z-l) ()- (z-l+P)

first bit of the flag is transmitted and the re- LI 1

maining F - 1 bits are inserted into the transmit

buffer. The level of the buffer can also increase - (z-l+P)
7 2 

(z
F 

- 1)) (1-P)qo t

due to a stuff bit. We point out that the stuffing 1
of a bit or the transmission of a flag brings the F2 F

system to the zero memory state. + (l-P) (z-lIP) (z - 1)q0 0  (17)
The state transition diagram for the flag Qx) F-2 F-i

100...0 is shown in Fig. 2. Let i 1- 0,1,2...; (z-l) [(l-F) (z-l+P) - (Fz/2)
F I

j - 0,1,..., F - 2 denote the steady state probabi- In Eq. 16 there are F - 1 unknowns for q0 t;

lity that the system is in state (i,j). We can
write a set of equilibrium equations by considering t a 0,1,..., F - 2. In order to do this we utilize

particular sets of states. Consider thestates such a technique employing Rouche's theorem. Q(z) is

that I> 0, 2 < j < F - 2 we have analytic within the unit disk; consequently, when
the denominator has a zero within the unit disk the

qlJ I= (P/2)qij_l + (1-P)q+,j (11) numerator must have a zero at the same point. From
the stability condition of Eq. 10 it can be shown
that the polynomial in the denominator of Eq. 17

Teplsateiaflag is tered bthe bailP o abte has F - 2 distinct roots on the unit disk. Let us
replicating a flag bit with probability P. o denote these roots as eI; I - 1,2,..., F - 2.
arrival of a blank with probability 1 - P. Now

consider the case where a string of zeros is inter- Since the denominator of Q(z) must be equal to zero

rupted by a one. We have at these points, we have then from Eq. 17 the fol-

lowing set of equations.

qo0 
= 

(1 - P)q1 0 + (P/2)qo0 (FO)
F-2 F-f- i l+)-i

Notice that the zero memory state implies that a 2 (ei_1 )  (0F 1
flag or a stuff bit has been transmitted. The sys-
tem remains in the zero memory state if a zero is - - 1)1

the output of the data source. We turn now to the IL

case 1 0 0, F - 1, j -0. We have + (1-) (eiI+P)F-2 (e - qo - ,

-I (l-P)q1 ,o + (P/2)qi0 + (P/2 )q_ 7 2  1 00
()2  I - 1,2,...,F - 2 (17a)(13)

For I > 0 and j > I we have We also have the normalizing condition

q41 - (P/2) qt + (1-P) q 1 ,1  (14) Q() - 1 (17b)

The final cases to be considered are that of Eqs. 17a and 17b give F - 1 equations in F - 1 un-

I - F - 1, j - 0. knowns.
Finding the roots of the polynomial P(z) and

q 0- )F.0 - (P/
2
)q 1 0  solving Eq. 17 for the quantities qo. t - 0,1,...,

F-2 are relatively straightforward numerical pro-
2' + (15) blems. We can then calculate Q(z) the generating

F2, -Pq (15) function of the transmit buffer occupancy. Return-

where ing to the equilibrium Eqs. 11-15, we see that the

F-2 probabilities qJ 1 . i - 0,1,2,...; j - 0,1,...,

q0 - 1 qoJ F-2 can also be found.
J 0o We use as a measure of performance the aver-

Define the s-transform of the buffer occupancy age delay suffered by a bit as determined by the

probabilities as average number of bits in the buffer. The average
number of bits in the buffer can be determined

Q -(z) z I q 
j 

- 0,1.....F 2 (16a) from Eq. 16 by differentiation or by cslculating

i-0 - F-2

and 
qlj" The results are shown in Fig. 3

and1.0 1-0

F-2

0 Q (16b) where q average delay is shown as a function of r1
flag length with 1-P, the probability of a

blank, as a parameter.
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As shown in Fig. 3. for large values of F,
the average delay may be approximated by (F-I)/2
for all values of P. This is as expected since
for large values of F, stuff bits have little ef-
fect. As the flag length is decreased the stuff
hiLs come into play. From Eq. 10 the minimum val-
ue of F is determined by considering stability in
connection with stuffed bits. Although it is not
evident from the curves shown on Fig. 3, for large
P there is a minimum value of average delay at a
value of F larger than the minimum. As P approach-
es one the behavior of the flag encoding technique
is similar to the block encoding technique describ-
ed in the foregoing. As is illustrated in Fig. 3
the delay for any value of P may be lower bounded
by (F-I)/2 by ignoring the effect of stuff bits.
However from Eq. 10 we have that lim F = . Thus

p.*1
as P approaches one, average delay becomes infinite.
Eq. 9 indicates that we may expect the same sort of
behavior from the all zero sequence.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

A simple source encoding problem which illus-
trates the tradeoff between delay and efficient
encoding has been posed. Two encoding techniques
have been examined in detail. For the second of
these, utilizing a flag, stability conditions were
found and a Markov chain model was analyzed. In .40
both cases it was known that as P-1 the delay ap-
proaches Infinity. The paradox in this result Is
that for P = 1 the coding problem disappears.

The work can be continued in several direct-
ions. First of all the minimum delay over all eod-
Ing schemes for P close to one is of interest.
Also, the source model can be extended by consider-
ing more general arrival processes, (e.g. Poisaon)
and by considering several sources which must re-
main distinct. Again it appears that a Markov
chain model can be used to describes flag encoding
scheme. Finally the subject of decoding delay for
the flag scheme merits attention. Whenia bit form.
part of a flag sequence there is an ambiguity at
the receiver. The time required to resolve this
ambiguity is a function of the state of the system.
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Abstract

We consider the problem of obtaining an optimal strategy for

packetizing a data stream which enters a network one character at a

time. Our objective is to maximize the number of users subject to a

%0 delay constraint which includes both queuing and packetization delay.

We show that the optimal strategy is to packetize with probability (1-q)

after the arrival of N characters and to otherwise packetize at the

arrival of the N+1'st character where N and q are functions of the

delay constraint. A proof of optimality and numerical comparisons with

other packetization strategies are given.
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I. Introduction

Most packet switched networks are characterized by the "bursty"

nature of the traffic that they carry, i.e., by the fact that the traffic

sources deliver data to the network intermittently with a high peak-to-

average rate. It is this phenomenon that makes packet switching,

which gives the communication channel to a user only when he actually

wants to use it, so attractive. Ironically, however, in the most

extreme case of burstiness, when the sources generate data one

character at a time, packet switching may become unacceptable because

of the overhead due to the header which must be placed on each

packet. Thus, if an H character header is used with only one data

character per packet, an overhead of 100H% is incurred. Typical

values of H range between 6 and 32 in networks in operation today. If

a random access mechanism, where users transmit at random times and

contend for the channel is used, a significant number of additional

synchronization bits must be added to the header and H may become as

large as 60 in some cases. As random access becomes more prevalent,

as it is in local area networks today, this problem becomes more severe.

An obvious solution to this problem is to buffer input characters

until a reasonable number of them can be placed in a packet together.

If N data characters are placed in a packet with an H character header,

the overhead is reduced by a factor of N when c.-mpared with the case

where only a single data character is placed in each packet. Now,

however, one must also consider the effect of packetization delay. If

we wait for N characters to arrive before packetizing, we incur a

packetization delay roughly linear with N. If the input channel or

the source is low speed and there is a tight constraint on delay, this

-2-
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packetization delay is significant and must be considered when selecting

the packetization strategy.

Such a situation arises in practice when many interactive users

enter a packet switched network over low speed input lines and then

share a high speed line within the network, as is shown in Figure 1.

There are M users, each of which produces an average of p

characters per slot. The slot is defined to be the length of time it

takes the low speed input line to transmit a character. Thus p is *1

always between 0 and 1. We assume that the users are independent of

each other and also that characters from a given user arrive

independently. In each slot, each user produces a character with

probability p. The high-speed network link shared by those users has

a speed of r characters/slot.

In some applications, the initial network node can echo characters

typed by the user, and the problem of trading network efficiency

against delay perceived by the user can be avoided. Thus, the node

will echo individual characters back to the terminal, thereby satisfying

the user's constraint on delay, and also buffer a reasonable number of

characters for inclusion in each packet, thereby keeping the overhead

due to the packet header acceptably low.

In many applications, however, this app.roach is not feasible. For

reliability, some users prefer an echo from the remote host to ensure

that the data was not altered in transit through the network. In some
IJ

cases, the host echos not just what is typed but also fills in default

values for the user. An example of this is a system which will fill in

the remainder of a keyword or file name once the user has entered an

-4- .4
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unambiguous prefix (e.g., the user types "COP" and the system echos

"COPY FROM" because the only command which starts with COP is the

COPY command). Another reason for a remote echo is that the network

node may be unable to echo characters on a selective basis and unable

to handle the load of echoing all characters. Thus, the problem of

handling sources which produce characters at a low rate and which

require packetization within an amount of time comparable to the inter-

arrival time of individual characters, is significant.

We thus consider a problem where we are given a constraint on

delay, D (in units of slots), which includes both packetization and

network delay. For simplicity, we consider the case where the network

consists of a single link as shown in Figure 1. Other, more complex

situations can be modeled by adjusting D to reflect the allowable delay

after subtracting off other delays, e.g. host delay, and by adjusting

the expression for network delay to reflect the presence of many network

elements. This is beyond the scope of this paper and will not be

considered any further.

Our objective is to maximize M, the number of users active at any

time, subject to a constraint on D, the overall delay, by obtaining the

optimal packetization strategy which keeps both the packetization and

network delay small. Specifically, we seek to maximize M subject to a

constraint on D, the average per character delay, where 5 is given by:

D Dpk + Ds + w

where Dpk' Ds, and Dw are the average per character delays due to

packetization, service (transmission) and waiting (for the shared

network link), respectively.
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We develop a packetization strategy suitable for use in tightly

constrained situations as described above; i.e., in situations when both

channel efficiency and time delay are important. We prove the optimality

of this strategy and offer computational evidence to show that our new

strategy increases channel efficiency significantly, in some cases over

50%, when compared with simply using fixed length packets. Our

strategy is also easily implemented and also offers the advantage of

small variations in delay from packet to packet. "4

d"
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II. Delay and Packetization Models

We model a packetization scheme by a state transition diagram as

shown in Figure 2. We consider only packetization schemes which form

packets entirely from characters from a single user and furthermore

restrict consideration to memoryless strategies, i.e., strategies which

consider only what has happened since the last packet was formed in

making the decision when to form the next packet.

Figure 2 can be thought of as the state of the buffer corres-

ponding to a single user. The initial state (at the top of the diagram)

corresponds to the buffer being empty immediately after a packet is

formed. Transitions in the diagram correspond to state changes over

a single slot of width A. With probability p, a character arrives and a

transition to the left to a shaded node occurs. With probability 1-p, no

character arrives and a transition to the right occurs. If a packet is

formed, as at node j in Figure 2, the transition is upward to a state

immediately following the formation of a packet.

Each state, i, has associated with it ni , the number of characters

in the buffer; d the aggregate packetization delay suffered by all these

characters; and r i , the probability of reaching state i. The initial

state, 0, has n0 =0, dO=0, and r 0 =1. Figure 3 shows the general

situation for a downward transition (i.e., from a state in which a

packet is not formed. Note that the relations between the quantities at

nodes j, k and I are not funct'ins of whether or not a character

arrived at node j.

The packetization rule can be thought of as choosing which nodes

in this tree to packetize at. Indeed, any memoryless rule which forms

single user packets can be so represented.

-7-
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A. Packetization Delay

If the packetization scheme results in a packet length distribution

of

f. = Prob {Packet length is i characters}1
* ~/

then Dpk* the average per character packetization delay, is given by

5 = :I -ii
D pk i

where d. is the total average packetization delay suffered by all1

characters in a packet of length i and y is the average packet length

which is given by

y i f

Since characters arrive independently at a rate of p characters per

slot, the average interarrival time between characters is - slots and d.p

obeys the recurrence relation

+

This, together with the initial condition dc0=0 yields

- i0i-1)
2p

Thus, for example, if the scheme resulted in a 2-point distribution with

fn=1-q and fn+l=q then

* -9-



y = n+q

5 = (1-q)n(n-1) + g(n+l)n
pk (n+q)2p

-l q(I-q)

2p 2py .4

This function is drawn in Figure 4. As can be seen, the function is

continuous and piecewise-differentiable. It behaves roughly like the

linear function - 1 and indeed matches that function for q=0 and q=1.
2p

The difference between the two functions is greatest near q=n[(1+n)2-1]

This difference decreases as y increases.

B. Service Time

The average service time per character, Ds, is given by

i 2
f.

D = - (I -)+H-
s r -

y

where r is the speed of the high-speed lines in characters/slot and H is

the number of characters in the packet header. For the 2-point

distribution above,

I H q(1-q)1

r y

Thus we see that s behaves in a manner very similar to D It is

s pk'

continuous, piecewise-differentiable and follows a linear function of y

very closely, the difference getting smaller as y increases.

-10-
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FIGURE 4
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* C. Waiting Time

The exact relationship between the character arrival rate, packet-

ization strategy and D the average per character waiting time for

the high speed channel, is complex. We believe a reasonable approxi-

mation to this delay is given by approximating Dw by the waiting time

in an M/G/1 queuing system. Since the character arrival process is

Poisson, this seems reasonable. Thus, w is approximated by

Dw
w 2 (1-p)

where M is the number of users

X is the average arrival rate per user in packets per slot

-7 is the second moment of the service time for a packet

and p is the average channel utilization.

For the system at hand,

p = Pky

r y

-fi(i+H)2
x =2

For the 2-point distribution above,

=r [(9+H )2 + q(1-q)]

and
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Mp((Y+H)
2 + g(1-q)

2r2 [I- PM i 1

r y

D. Total Delay

From the above, we have a general expression for D, the average

per character delay in slots,

D I f i(i-) +2/+IH +MA(i+H)
2

i 2py r 2r 2 (1-p)

- pM[(y+ H* ) 2 + q(l-q)J
w 2r2[ pM(y+H)

-13-



III. Derivation of the Optimum Packetization Strategy

We now consider the problem of maximizing M, the number of p

users, subject to a constraint, D*, on the average per character total

delay. We thus seek the optimal vaiue of the packet length, y, and the

optimal packetization scheme which will yield this optimal length. - I

Given M and y, we see from equation (*) that the packetization

*" scheme that minimizes D is one which minimizes the second moment of

the packet length, ji 2 f. We are constrained, of course, to packet p
i

length distributions where the packet length only takes integer values.

It is easy to see that the distribution which minimizes the second

moment subject to these constraints is the 2-point distribution which we

have been discussing; i.e.,

1-q i = n

fi = q i = n+1

0 otherwise

where y = n+q. To see this, we use the technique of Lagrange

multipliers (9] to find the minimum of

yi 2 t. + o yif. + 01f. where1 .1 . 1
i 1 1

a and 1 are the Lagrange multipliers. The last two terms are used to

satisfy the constraints Yif. = y and if. 1. In addition, all f. > 0.
1 l 1

Differentiating with respect to the f. we get

= 0 for all i such that f. > 0
i2+ U +1

> 0 for all i such that f. = 0
1S

Thus there are at most two non-zero values of f. that can satisfy the

-14-



equality condition above. To satisfy the inequality condition these two

values of i must differ by one.

Thus we see that for a given value of y and M, the total delay is

minimized by any packetization scheme which gives rise to a 2-point

packet length distribution.

We see from this that we need only consider 2-point packet length

distributions in order to obtain an optimal packetization strategy since

minimizing delay for a given number of users and maximizing the

number of users for a given delay are complementary problems. The

question of how to find the average packet length, y, still remains and

will be discussed below.

A similar result, proving that a 2-point packet length distribution

is optimal, can also be obtained by approaching the problem in a

different way by considering packetization delay and service time

together. Any packetization scheme can be thought of as a decision

rule which, given the state of the buffers, decides whether to packetize

or not. Figure 2 shows the state space for this decision process.

Tracing a path from the root to any node, j, one can determine

the probability, r., of reaching that state by multiplying all of the link

probabilities. One can also find the number of characters, n., in the

buffer by counting the number of shaded nodes in the path from the

root to node j. Finally, one can determine d., the total delay due to

packetization and service time suffered by all characters in the buffer,

if a packet is formed at node j. This is done by adding together the

delays of all the characters in the packet.

Let x. be a decision variable taking the value 1 if we packetize at

node j and zero if we do not. Any packetization scheme can be defined

-15-
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solely in terms of the x.. Furthermore,

y x. r. n.i J J

and Di, = .xj rj d

I 1xr1

where D, is the average packetization and service delay for all

characters. We seek to maximize y subject to the constraint D,/y 5 D*.

There is also an additional constraint that the packetization scheme be

consistent. In particular, x. = 1 implies that xk = 0 for all successors
Ik

k of node j since once we packetize at node j we will never reach node

k.

It is somewhat easier to see what the optimal policy is if we

consider the decision process in a slightly different way. We define a

new set of decision variables, w., associated with the nodes j. The w. ,

are related to the x. above by the rule that if x. = 1 then w. = 1 for allJ ) 1

predecessors of j and w. = 0 otherwise. For all consistent values of x.,

the w. are well defined. Setting w. = 1 can be thought of as decidingI *

not to packetize at node i.

We now define gj as the increment in packet length due to the

decision not to packetize at node j. Similarly we define h. as the

increment in the average total delay, D 1 .

The expressions for y and D, can then be rewritten in terms of

* the new decision variables, w., as follows:

y I wJJ'y = lwj g

r.- p

D = I w. h.
,.'.' J

I-16
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The incremental effect of not packetizing at node j is shown in

* Figure 3. As can be seen if wj = 1, two nodes, k and 1, will be

counted instead of node i in the sums for y and D 1 . Thus:

g. = (1-q)r.

2n. + H + 1
h. = (n. + )r.

c

• In order to maximize y for a given D we would prefer to choose

nodes j with maximal g /h., i.e. nodes which maximize the incremental
i j,

gain in y per unit D 1 - Note that in reality it is D 1 /y not D1 which is

ft the constraint but since we seek to maximize y we are simultaneously .0

loosening the constraint as much as possible.

In order to maximize g./h. we choose nodes j with the smallest

ii*possible n. and set w. = 1 for those nodes. We continue to pick nodes P

until we find that setting the next w. = 1 would cause D 1 /y to exceed

D*. Until this point, we have assumed for the sake of simplicity that

* w. would only take the values 0 or 1. In fact we are free to assignJ

any value in the range 0 to 1 to each w.. At the point where setting

IIw. = 1 would violate the constraint on D1, there exists a value, a, of
j

Sw. which would cause the constraint to be satisfied exactly, since D*yI

is a monotone function of w.. Thus, we set w. = a for this last j and
i I

satisfy the constraint with equality.

* It is clear that this procedure will indeed find an optimal set of .0

values for the w. in the sense that y is maximized. To see this we

need only note that in order to increase the value of any w. above the

* value set by this procedure we would have to correspondingly decrease

-17-



the value of some other wk with a resulting decrease (or at best no

change) in y. This is because we are selecting the nodes, j, in order

of gj/hj, largest first.

Note that at any stage there is an infinite number of nodes j with

the same value of n. to choose from. Any selection will yield exactly

the same value of y. Indeed, one need only ask if w. can be set to 1

for all nodes with a particular n.. If so, we do this before asking theJ

question for the next larger value of n Thus we avoid any conceptual

difficulty with the finiteness of the decision process.

We are left then only with the question the consistency of the

packetization policy. This too, however, is no problem. Note that if

we set w. = 1 if n. < n* and also for a collection of nodes with n. = n*
I ] I

and with aggregate probability 1-q then we have a consistent

packetization policy which adheres to the optimization criteria. This

policy can be simply stated, and equivalently implemented, as waiting

th
until the n* h character arrives, flipping a coin which comes up heads

with probability q, packetizing at that point if the coin comes up tails,

and packetizing after the next character arrives otherwise.

We have thus shown, again, that a 2-point distribution minimizes

delay due to packetization and service time. Given M, the number of

users, this also minimizes queuing delay, as shown above. We now

turn to the final question, how to determine y, the optimal average

packet length, in practice.
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IV. Computation of the Optimal Packet length

* eExamination of the expressions for the components of delay given

in Section 1I shows that grossly, packetization delay and service time

grow linearly with packet length while queuing packetization delay

* decreases as the packet length increases (since the overhead due to the

header, which contributes to the utilization, decreases). There is,

however, a term proportional to q(1-q) (where q is the fractional part

of the packet length) present in each delay component. This term

causes the derivative of delay with respect to packet length to be

discontinuous and prevents us from simply doing a gradient search to

find the optimal value of y. As can be seen by examining Figure 2,

however, one might expect a simple search to yield a reasonable approx-

imation to y since the q(1-q) term is small and becomes even less

* significant as y increases. We are thus led to the following approach.

Ignoring the q(l-q) terms in D, we can find ',, an approximate

value of y, using a gradient search or other simple search procedure.

* Thus we let

MP (y+H) 2

D 2p - (y+H) + -_+H
2p r 2r 2 [1 _Mp ( yH

r y
and

dD 1 1 Mp(

dy 2 p r 2r 2 [-MI (y+_ ]2
r y

Given M, we can then minimize D by finding , the value of y, where

* the derivative is 0. Given D, the value of M can then be adjusted

since D is monotone with M; i.e., if D is less (greater) than the required

* -19-



delay, then M can be increased (decreased). A binary search on M can

thus be performed. A simple initial upper limit on M for this purpose

is M=r/p. Given these approximate values of y and M, it is then possible

to proceed in practice using the real values of D including the q(1-q)

terms. The derivative is now only continuous over individual integral

values of y and so, strictly speaking, a separate search must be per-

formed over each such interval. In practice, at most 2 such intervals

would have to be searched onc'; the above approximate values were ,

determined since the q(l-q) terms do not alter the result much. This

is verified empirically by the computational experience presented below.

'
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V. Computational Experience

We now examine the effect in practice of using this optimal packet-

ization scheme rather the, simply forming fixed length packets. This

issue, along with a compi' 'ison with other strategies, is examined in

more detail in [1]. A simple optimization procedure was implemented for

this purpose, and is described below.

The search procedure used is shown in Figure 5. The variables y

and M are the current values of the packet length and number of users

being examined, respectively. The variables y* and M* are the current

estimates of the optimal values of y and M. D is the delay require-req

ment in slots. The variables A and T control the length and precision

of the search and were set to .01 and 2, respectively. We are interested

primarily in cases where y is small and so this simple linear search is

quite reasonable. For large y the procedure described in the preceding

section could be implemented or, more simply, larger values of A and T

could be used with this procedure since small differences in y would

not alter M.

We examined problems with p, the number of characters per user

per slot, of a and r, the trasmission speed of the high-speed channel

in characters per slot, of 300. This corresponds to users producing

characters at an average rate of 1 per second on a low-speed channel

with peak rate 4 characters per second and sharing a high-speed

channel of 1200 characters per second. Values of H, the packet header

size, of 1, 6, and 32 were examined.

-21
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FIGURE 5 SIMPLIFIED SEARCH PROCEDURE
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TABLE 1

COMPARISON BETWEEN OPTIMAL AND FIXED SCHEMES

D __ __diffrence_req(slots) YM* Yfixed Mfixed % difference MUB

.1 1.00 579 1 579 0.0 614

.2 1.01 590 1 589 0.2 628

.5 1.09 612 1 595 2.9 666

p 1.0 1.26 653 1 597 9.4 720

1.5 1.50 701 1 598 17.2 764

2.0 1.83 755 1 598 26.2 800

2.25 2.00 783 2 783 0.0 816

3 2.26 816 2 795 2.6 857

4 2.77 864 2 797 8.4 900

4.25 3.00 875 3 875 0.0 909

5 3.21 901 3 893 .9 933

6 3.70 929 3 896 3.7 960

6.5 4.00 943 4 943 0.0 971

7 4.13 953 4 952 0.1 981

10. 5.53 1003 5 994 0.9 1028

Table la. (H=1)
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Dreg M Yfixed Mfixed %difference MUB

0.1 1.00 148 1 148 0.0 179

0.5 1.07 172 1 167 2.9 206

1.0 1.24 194 1 169 14.8 240

2.0 1.81 259 1 170 52.3 300

2.5 2.06 293 2 291 0.7 327

4.0 2.78 361 2 297 21.5 400

4.5 3.02 387 3 387 0.0 423

10.0 5.64 563 5 540 4.3 600

Table lb. (H=6)

Dreg M* Yfixed Mfixed %difference MUB

0.2 1.00 22 1 22 0.0 39

1.0 1.16 36 1 34 5.8 53

2.0 1.12 49 1 35 40.0 74

3.0 2.13 67 2 66 1.5 86

10.0 5.49 163 5 157 3.8 189

Table 1c. (H=32)
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Table 1 shows the results of a comparison between the optimal

scheme and fixed length packets. The column labeled "%-difference"

shows the percentage improvement in M using optimal packet lengths

(y*) rather than the best fixed length (yfixed Figure 6 shows this

comparison for H=6. As can be seen,, the improvement is quite

significant in some cases. In particular, this difference is most

significant for small delay and large H.

Note that the difference in performance is not monotone. In

particular, as the allowable delay increases, y* increases. As y* takes

a larger fractional part, M* increases. The fixed length scheme,

however, cannot do this and so M increases only very slightly.

The rise in M* with increasing y* is due to the decrease in header

overhead as the packet length increases. The small increase in Mf d

is due to the slight increase in utilization permitted by increasing the

allowable delay.

The column labeled M in Table 1 and shown in Figure 1 is an
UB

upper bound on M computed from the simple observations that the

packetization delay must be smaller than the total allowable delay, D,

and the packetization delay is at least Y-1 This puts an upper bound
2p

on y:

y < 2p D + 1 (2)

An upper bound on M is then obtained by observing that the

utilization of the high sneed channel is bounded by 1:

M S y_ (3)p y+H
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Thus

M 2pD+I
p 2pD+1+H

As we can see, this bound is tightest for large D and small H. It is

sometimes useful in quickly estiating M* to compare it with Mfixed which

is easily estimated by equations 2 and 3 and restricting y to integers.

AR :
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VI. Conclusions

We have presented a packetization strategy along with a proof of

its optimality. The technique is easily implemented in practice. A

comparison with fixed length packets is presented and the optimal

technique exhibits significantly higher throughputs, in some cases over

50% higher. We conclude therefore that the packetization strategy

sbould be used, in practice, especially when the delay constraint is

tight and the header size is large.
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Optimal Fixed Frame Multiplexing in Integrated
Line- and Packet-Switched
Communication Networks

BASIL S. MAGLARIS. MEMBER. IFEE. AND MISCHA SCHWARTZ. FEL.LOW. IEEE

Aksrect-Recenl. emphai% ha% been placed on integrated communi- such systems. A measure of the performance of the system
cation facilities capable of handling both line-%witching and pacti-witch- is the average queueing delay experienced by an average
lng digital traffic. The problem of dinamicalls allocating the bandwidth of a m
tunk to both tpes of traffic i% formulated as a Markoiian diion message.
Process. Une switching is modeled as a time division multipl.ing Io%, Closs in 1I] presented a comparative evaluation of line-

* scheie oer a varying portion of a fi%ed time frame. Packei-,wrsching and packet-switching lossless schemes and showed the su-
traffic is smred through the remaining portion of the frame and require% periority of the former for lengthy message traffic and of
qs"ueing at the multiplexer-concentrator. Two different cost criteria are the latter for bursts' short packet traffic. This basic result
eamined involting probabilin. of blocking for line %witching and aseraee has been further demonstrated in [21-[41 for various classes
qeueing della for packet%. The corre%ponding opiimitation problem% are
presented under reasonable simplif, ing asumptions. The mosable boundar of models.
scheme suggested for commercial implementation of integrated multi- In a more general-purpose digital data communication

W ple.%en is shown to offer optimal or near-optimal performance, network. it is desirable to integrate both line- and packet-
switching facilities. The user or the network manager may

1. INTRODUCTION decide on the most suitable discipline. This integrated
SN ORDER to multiplex and concentrate different facility can accommodate simultaneously line-switching

data-sending facilities over a large bandwidth channel, traffic such as voice traffic or computer batch traffic, and

a choice of a switching technique must be made. Line packet-switching data traffic, such as bursty terminal-to-

switching is used for transmission of long messages and host raffic.0
requires a permanent connection between the communicat- Various schemes have been studied and implemented.

ing ends for the duration of the session. This connection Fixed frame fixed boundary schemes allocate a pre-

can be a physical line, a synchronous slot allocation in a determined portion of a time frame (consisting of a given

time division multiplexing scheme, or a frequency band number of constant duration slots) to each type of traffic.

* allocation in frequency division multiplexing. Initial setup Fixed frame movable boundary schemes improve the packet
times must be short compared to the message length for traffic throughput by introducing some intelligence to theefficient channel utilization. Most of the actual previous scheme. Packet traffic is allowed to occupy an),effiien ' hannl uiliatio. Mst f th acualidle slot of the line switching portion of" the frame.
line-switched systems are loss systems. i.e.. a request for a
new line is blocked when no bandwidth is available, and a The movable boundary scheme was first analyzed by

new trial must be made later. The probability of blocking a Kumerle 151 and an implementation research project has

new request is a measure of the performance of the system, been undertaken by IBM Zurich [6]-[8]. The proposed
For short interactive types of traffic, messages arriving architecture is summarized in 191.

at the concentrator wait in a queue (either as whole me.%- A parallel effort was motivated by the U.S. Department

sages or divided into smaller portions called packets) and of Defense aimed at replacing the AUTOVON

are served according to some discipline. A header in the line-switched voice network and AUTODIN packet
message or packet is required containing identification and switched data network by an integrated structure. Various
destination information. Routing and reassembly of mes- alternatives have been considered by the Defense Corn-

sages at the destination node are additional problems in munications Agency (DCA) and its contractors. These S
include either mo,,able boundary prottxools. 1101-1121 or the
use of packetized voice techniques to eliminate line switch-

Manu 'ript reccivd Fehruanr S. .QY). rerisc,d Fchrutj 6. 19NI Ths, ing [13)-f 15]. Commercial vendors (such as TRAN Cor-
work was suprited h% thN Nation-,l S.cnce Found.inon under (irjni. poration 1161 and (odex Corporation [171) have announced
"ENI.74-1112 and EN(-T5-OX26( Part of this paper %a% pre.:nid al integrated approaches. The Codex approach uses variable
ICC 79. &%oion. MA. June 19'9.

11. S Maari, %js .with the Neiliork Aiilw%.,i Corpor-lin. (,re.l frame multiplexing with the frame size adjusted to the
Nevk. NY f1 i, now with the I'p.rii.nient 1 l1.e.ir;iail l-.nincerine and traffic variations. Analyses of varihl frame integrated
Comwputer Science. Pe.iechni In,,tituic of New York. 41. Jj% str.d. multipleers can be fnund in I I and I IlQ.
Drswl. NY I11.11M ,chwart , 1120ih the l'prtment ,it Eheeiri.al Engine,.rin. . The growing interest in integrated line- and packet.
umbia Univ riis. Neu York. NY 1I0127 switched netwkorks. as demonstrated in the foregoing survey.
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and specifically the efforts to improve the efficiency of ,
these systems in terms of the trunk capacity utili/ation. led ' I
to the study presented in this paper. Its aim is to imesti- ,
gate the limit of the capacity utilization improvement un-
der a basic constraint: fixed frame size and svnchronous - - '..

service provision to line-switching sessions once they get
access to the system. A loss mtdel is assumed for the. . - * .. .
line-switching traffic and a first-in-first-out qucucing I FRAME FRAUC

model for the fixed size packet traffic. The problem of Fig. I Integrated fram¢ .truourc.
optimal allocation of frame slots is formulated as a
Markovian decision process. Two optimalitv criteria are
examined. Under the first, the average time delay for the
packet traffic is minimized with the probability of blocking tior, of S, and N, to circuit and packet traffic. respectively.
a new line-switching arrival constrained to be below a As noted earlier, two optimalit' criteria are investigated for
given level. A linear programming method is used to de- this purpose.
termine the optimal policy under a birth-death process
model for the line-switching traffic. Under the second C. Decision Mechanism-State of the Sy-stem
criterion, a linear combination of the average time delayand he robbilty o blckig i minmizd. poicy We define the state of the system X, at the time instant
and the probability of blocking is minimized. A policyjutpirothoengofhjhfamasolw:
improvement algorithm is used to obtain the optimal poli- just prior to the opening of thejth frame as follows:
cics both under the same birth-death assumption and for
the general case of multiple arrivals or completions in a X,
frame. It is shown that under the birth-death assumption, X
the movable boundary scheme is in some cases optimum or
close to optimum in the examples studied. Similar results
are obtained for the general case.

L, number of packets waiting in the packet queue.
1111. THE MODEL r number of messages already in the system and re-

quiring continuation of service, and
A. Input Traffic P, number of new setup calls during thej - I frame.

Line-switching traffic is assumed to consist of messages The multiplexer decides on S,. N, based on X,. the previous
arriving with a Poisson rate of X, messages/s. Message history of the system, and some optimizing rule. Continua-
length is exponentially distributed with mean I /)i s. A new tion of service for the line-switching traffic must be
arrival may either be accepted or blocked. Packet-switching guaranteed and any portion of the frame not used by long
traffic consists of fixed length packets arriving at a Poisson messages must be allocated to packet-switching traffic.
rate of \2 packets/s and stored in a finite queue of Hence r, _ S, 5 min(r, + . M).

capacity Q packets. Q is assumed to be large enough to The transition probabifities from a present state X, to a
result in negligible packet overflow, new state X,. , depend only on X, and the number of slots

allocated to the line-switching traffic of thejth frame S,. In
B. Output Trunk order to derive them. we need the probability distributions

The incoming traffic of both types is multiplexed onto a of the components of state X,. . These are given by(0)
below and are obtained by noting the following.

main trunk of capacity C packets/s. A frame of b s
duration, divided into M slots as in Fig. I. accepts hoth the Y,, Number of new setup calls during the j th frame.
line-switching and packet-switching traffic. The slot size is The number follo\%s a Poissan distribution with
chosen to accommodate exactly one packet. Hence C = mean Xb. (Equation (1) follows directly.)
Ml/b. S, slots in thejth frame (Fig. 1) are allocated to the r, Number of messages requiring continuation of .9
line-switching messages. one slot per message. in a time service among the S, messages currently in the
division multiplexing mode (every frame processes a frac- system. Since we assumed that the mesaige lengths
tion of a message equal to the packet or slot size). The were exponential. r,., depend% onl, on S,. (This is
multiplexer must guarantee no interruption of synchronous due to the memoryless property of the exponential
service to the message already in the system. A new setup distribution.) The binomial distribution of 12) fol-
call is stored and considered for acceptance to the trunk at lows directly. (The probability of a completion in
the beginning of a new frame. The remaining M - S, = N, a frame b s long is I - e 0".)
slots are allocated to the packets present in the packet L,. Depends on L, and 5, according to the transition
queue at the beginning of thcjth frame. in a first-in- first- eqiatiois of a finite queue "ith isson arrivals

out mode. The object is to determine the optimum alloca- X1b. constant service b. and V, = M - S, servers.
,I
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This leads to (3). in terms of expecta'. )n% of the various paramnters previ-

ously determined in Section II. [lie numher of IMc-%iichcd
P e (I) calls turned awa) in a frame r, t v- S. the ecess of

V, calls over the slots made availahl:. P1 is the ratio of the
Ps,(ri I) = Ps,(r+ I I Xj) average of this quantity to the average number of call, in a

.( frame. Atb. Usiiig subscript 17 to denote policy -n. PI is

=( S )( e, , _, .(2) given by

.r+ E.r, + ,,- S,)*(b)L.P1, = ~ (5)(,X~b) L' e" ~b

if + N = M -I,! The optimality criterion is thus formulated as

Ps,(L,+ iL,) = (A,b)-,.-L, N ,  -A1(3) min (E.(L,)}.

.1 (L.+- L, + N)'if Nj + L LJ 4- N) , given the transitions (4) with

0. otherwise E-(r, + P, - S)
- PLOSS. (6)for all L,+, < Q, L < Q. and P,;,(Q I L,) I - 6)b

A ,P ,(L1 , = k IL). (Recall that L, + Q.)
Since each of the , . I. r,+ 1. L, +, random variables de- Here PLOSS is the maximum permitted fraction of lost

pends only on the previous combination, we conclude that calls. The transition probabilities (4) and the criterion (6)
the state transition probabilities are given by define a finite state decision process with minimization of

the average expected cost Ej L,) and a constraint on the
Ps,(Xj+ I I Xs) = P(X+ I Xj, S) average linear action-state combination Ejr, + v - S,). It

turns out (see [24]) that if ,r is restricted to the irreducibili.,
=P(rj+I~)Ps,(r )Ps,(L ,I L,). (4) class {r),.. as defined in the Appendix. then there exists a

Depending on the length of the frame b and the arrival rate stationary policy, assigning actions to states independently
A,. we may define, within any acceptable level of accuracy. of the past history. which satisfies the optimalitv criterion
the maximum number of new calls per frame CMAX such of (6). It is shown in (24] and 125] that the inequality
that P('j > CMAX) a 0. Thus v,. r,. L, may assume a finite constraint in (6) leads, in general. to a possibly probabilis-
number of values each. and the process has a finite state tic (i.e.. nondeterministic) assignment rule for the optimum

* space. policy.
The transitions (4) define a finite state, discrete time A considerable simplication of the problem arises if we

Markov process with a decision mechanism controlling the assume the frame duration b is very short compared to the
evolution of the process. Note that the vector state rep- average message length I 1. (This corresponds to the case
resentation does not lead to the erroneous implicit inde- of a high-speed trunk.) This assumption is identical to the
pendence of its components as in [20]. reported in [211. The one used in the Erlang-B approximation for synchronou,
theory of Markovian decision processes (see [22]) provides line-switching traffic, and it is shown to he valid for a %ide
us with the analytical and computational tools for the variety of applications in 126]. Under this assumption. the
evaluation of an optimal policy v. i.e.. an assignment rule. number of line-switching mess.ages in the ,ystem may not
possibly probabilistic, of an action S, (the number of slots change by more than one from frame to f'ame. This
to be assigned to line-switched traffic) to a state X, based corresponds to a birth-death process model for the line-
on the history of the process. switching traffic. There are thus only two possible actions

for the optimal policy-to block a nev, , all or to allocate a
Ill. FIRST OPTIMALITY CRITERION slot to it. The three-dimensional ectort X, is then reduced

to a two-dimensional vector X, (L,. rj. and the possible
The first optimality criterion we consider is that of actions may be written as

minimizing the average packet queueing delay Td with the
probability PI of blocking newly arriving line-switching A( L,. r,) = 0. if a new call is blocked.
calls constrained to be no more than a specified acceptable .4( L,. r,) = I. if a new call is given service.
level PLOSS.

By Little's formula 1231 the packet delay is proportional Ob-.ioulv. a decision must he made onl% if a new% arrisal
to the average packet queue size E( L). The policy (f occur% (with probahilitty AIh. The houndar. S may. ther:-
assignment rule 1 that minimizes E( L) is identical with fore. either accommodate the r, sessions already in the
one that minimi/cs Td. and thus we focus on E(L) only. system or increase by one in order to allocate a nev.lv
P1. henceforth called loss probability. may also be written arrived session.
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Note that the problability of loss P/I. %ill oin this 4;a%4 he o'pteimial pliceiss and it is deterinitic. i.c.. if Iha% the
E*(r, -%~,) P .l L,. r ) i) ( ., ~ forin of I fsetd .ismi-noient oif an action ft cserv state. We

________.__ fi6r,, oin%idr tile hirtli death aprrotimate modkel of Sec-
X Ib tion Ill. then take tile exact nuxlel with no such approxu.

- P,(A( L'. ,)=0.). (5) mation made.

* Under the birth-de'ith approxinmation. therefore. P1, is the 'I TeBa/ -Death Approxamatlrn
actual probability of loss (or probability of blocking) for Ltu eieteocpro otQ .S sflos
the line-switched traffic. This justfies the use oif the term Ltu eieteoepro otC..S sflos
probability of loss for tile average fraction (if 5. C(X. S) =C(L.r A) L + a(l - A).

The problem of minimizing the average packet queue. 10. if ( L. r) is a blocking state.i'
length liven the inequality constraint on tile probability ofA

*blocking new setup calls can now he formulated 12?. p. I I. if (L. r) is an allowing state.
*1521 as the following linear program. Then (see 122. p. 14 11). the average cost g will he indepen-

For ver clss f plices w),.. ,/j < SM see dent of the initial state (4,,. ro) = X. and given by
the Appendix) determine the nonnegative variables r s
P(L. r. A) (the joint probabilities of state (L. r) and ac- g = Jim E [CIX,.S,)IxIj= -E,(L+ apt..4
tion A E (0. 1) defining the probabilistic state action as- a+ I
signment) for 0:5LSQ 0O rs WM. in order to mini- (8a)
Mize

.Q For every class of policies (i*,.the transitions (4) and the
E(L) =x xLP( L., r.) average expected cost (8) define a rinite state Markov

1-0 ,=O 1.=0 decision process with average cost minimization and valid
unde th proabiity f bockig cnstrintirreducibility condition. Therefore. from 122. theorem 6.171

we conclude that an optimal policy w exists within evert
XP( L.r. A = 0) :5 PLOSS. (7) class (w),,,.. and it is statumary deternirnastic. Equivalently'.

I.., there exists a set of bounded functions h( X) = h(l.. r).
the linear transition constraints, and the probability inca- 0 5 r 5 MW. 0 :5 L :9 Q and a fixed number X such that
suare constraint (all probabilities ate nonnegative and sum 9 h( L. r)
toone).

The linear programming algorithm may be used to comn- - minf C(L. r. A)
pute different time delay probability of blocking Optimal Ac*0. I

pairs. Apart from the computational complexity, the main
disldvantage of the method is the nondeterministic struc- + P(L'. rlL, r. A)h(L'. r')J (9)
ture of the resulting policies due to the probability of

* ~blocking constraint. It is thus desirable to introduce anotherwhr
optirmlity criterion leading to deterministic policies. This C( L. r. A) =L + a( I - A)
is done inthe next section. Computational results for bothan
criteria are presented in Section V. ( rL .A

IV. SECOND OPTISIALITY CRITERION f( ' PL P). if noarvlso cr

*The second optimality criterion, which leads to de-. P,.,( L'I L)P,. .(r'). if one arrival occurs.
* terministic policies. simply minimizes the weighted sumt of

the average packet queue size and the probability of loss Again. P,( L' I L) is given by (3). while under the birth-
*for line-switched calls. Specifically. we choose to minimize death assumption

g = E.( L) + aPI.. (8) probability of no arrivals = I -X b

By letting the weight factor a vary (0 5 a S %). different prbiltofneaial=Ab

optimal pairs (E,(LI. P1,.) may be obtained that ninimiz~e pbs. tf r' = s - I (one departure).
SItcnbe .ho%%n 17ththeepiscorrespond it - h. if r' = s (no departure).

points on tile optimal average queue length1 loss probabil.
ity curve (the first criterion) as well. This second criterion to. otherwise.

thus alsoserves as a way of com puting somec poiints on the The ntininuiztion of tile right side of (9) is carried out

r.curvc for the first. fly Incorporatig the previous. cmiastraint undler two distinct options: al the state t L. r) blocks a nie%%
-on loss probability in the average cost funcion. tile prob. arinal. or h) it allouss li e%% arris~al in thle Nsstemnl. Thu, 44)
Klent turns out to' be identical ft a finite %tate: Marko%, define, fihe deterministic: optimal policy u ithin (lie cl.is%

*decision process with average cost Ili Ii niiiat ion. It follow% I r ,. I'lie 04,hal optimail policy must beselect d Iion-m
1221 that for cisery irreducible class of policies I r".in1 thle optimlal Po licies of( .itl clases. %% ithI X, -AU f
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Equation (9) c.an K, ued it) carr ot a ert I . rrlh thlrithin.

for the deterniiiiation of the tptimal pjlih' 1 hi, .kottha.
r e f e r r e d t o a . s t h e p l d ic %, i n l r , , en i e w .i l ,_ o r l l h i ( 1 2. -1.  

I l . 2 Ii.l J 1
1501) %tart% Aitlh in arbilrar% inili.0I Pohi'v. .kikes Iheresulting optimality equation for hlt .. r Il and g. and

searches for state-action a.signment thernati e% lead I ' Uing the state notation of Section I-C and (.) for P/_ in
a smaller cost under the same h .. r). The improled (S). %% formulate the finite state Marko% deciion process
policy is set for the new iteration until no improsenem can % i oh transition,, I iW- 14) and average expected cost minma-
be found. The advantage of this alorithm compared io the ,,at,,n as
linear programming approach is that it searches onh, for a
deterministic optimal polic . [quation M m. be used t, m+ ,L)+nl. I +"-S i

derive some properties of the opimnal pohc,, in order t) ,,,h ")
reduce the amount of .earching and the conmputationalrceteamon of earchinan the opt tonlFrom (2) (derived from the nemoryless property of the
complexity of the policy improvement algorithm.

Optimalitv and ihe Morahle Bouuhrv" The optimal exponential distribution). we may easily show that
policy discussed above can he represented as a function E(r,. ,) IS )P,(S,) E

(r). where I(r) is the minimum i. for which ( L. r0 is a
blocking state. In Fig. 2 the transition diagram for the Assuming irreducihilit% with - belonging t, an ir'educihil-
birth-death line-switching traffic case is given. The dwell itv class ( . the process achieves equilibrium and E_( r)
time Tr (the number of transitions the process stays in =e O"E,(S) or
state r) will have a mean value

I I E(S) =e'E.(r). (II)
E(Tr br + bP(L l(r)) ji -+-h b Redefining the weight a -(a./ h)(r - 1) andg - .g - a we have. from (10) and (II). as the equivalent

(see [281). It is. therefore, reasonable to assume that the cost function to be minimized:
packet queue size is a much faster changing process and g
hence reaches equilibrium within Tr. The factor by which g = mn (E,(L) - aE(r)). a> 0. (12)
equilibrium is reached independently of the initial state Et.
depends on the eigenvalues of the one step transition Equations (l)-(4) and the co.t function (12) ouarantee the
matrix for the queue state equation. It is shown in 1221 that existence and deterministic nature of the optimal policic'.

the process -shrinks" to its equilibrium by a factor equal to within the irreducibility classes f.-. }. These policies assign

the product of the absolute values of these eigenvalues. the the number of line-switched slots in a frame S such that
so-called shrinkage factor. Typical values of the shrinkage r s S s min(r -t- P. M'). based on the state X = (L. r. I'):

factor for this particular queue model range from 10 "' to X - S.

0
-w. The average expected cost in (12) suggests that the
Under the above reasoning. the expected queue length one-period cost C(X. S) is

will depend onls on the stationary probahilities P,(•): S'L rC( X.S) Q (L, r) = L - or. (13).-

E,( L) = , E(L I r)P.(r). The optimality equations can he simplified by reducing
, the three-dimensional state space to I two-dimensional

with E(L/r) independent of -r. one. After some algebra. it i, concluded that the opiilnlt\

The Markov decision process that minimizes the average equations are defined over the set of hounded function,

cost (8) under these conditions is thus defined h the state '( I.. r) satisling
r,. decisions A = 0. I. and transitions as in Fig. 2. The ('tAX
optimal policy r, will again he deterministic: i.e.. the set of g t /'( L. r I 1. - or + P(r)
states is partitioned into two subsets through a boundar. • S
M': if r < At'. a new setup call i. served; if r A'. a new m L'L i L
call is blocked. This is identical o the movahle boundary in P,(r')P( L'IL )h'( L'. r')
scheme described in the introduction. M' alldeed on...'~'"'
the value of a. the %eight factor. Note that not all movable
boundary schemes may correspond to an n- optimal chne. (141

B. The E. a(', Mud('l sith 0 1 !. 0 r S S. and 0 < I, -' C X (Ret'.l
that CM -%X is the .iainuna number Alf call, per fr.imw, i

We now proceed to the exact model aual\,,o% under the the truncated Piisson arri\al pocess.) I'rohabilities l' vt.
second optinialit. criterion. Since the number of arrival, or l,(r . P r'). I I l.'! 1) arc gi\cn h\ (1). 1. and 0).
departure i% not restricted io one. the rcults of Sc t'lin repectivels 11e poli c , imliro\eent alorithm delmed h\
IV-A under the birth dcah assumption are mit applicaih1:. j 14) folh, ,,.

. . .. i, .- ., .,r ,. .. = , ..... ..



Let II{S. 1.) denote the function its he iiiit inV
(14):

JI(S. L) V ,h(V ) 5

* Within the irreducihilitY class n.,.we denote a determlin-
istic policy by the state-action mapping' A,, ( L. r. P) : S. FgIs(. ue(f/(.1

* ~The algorithm is then formulated as fio%%--: for every i iuir~ifI(5 .

class of policies (,7[1 , i A < M' S Al.
Step 1: Initialize to the movable hounclar, policy: V. NU,.n UCAi. Ri suitjs

AM,.(L. r. r) =min (r + P'. AV).
* Step 2: Solve the linear system for g and hi ( L. 0 : A. Birth -D('wI: Appre)%iant~ait

+ g h'( L.r) =L-aor Two numerical examples were studied under this ap-
CMAX Q N proximation. The linear programming and policN Impro.se-

+ I P(r) 1 P(r')P( L'j L )/( L'. r'). ment algorithms Acre implemented on a computer. Thle
V~( I. 0E ~ policy improvement algorithmi led to mosable houndar%

V(L. r). schemes as expected. within at most three iterations. Lineair
programming %%as applied only to the first example (con-

* with S A,.( L. h '(0.0) = 0. sisting of 126 variable.- and 66 constraints) since the suize of
Step 3: Compute H(S. L) or (15) for 0 5 S: AVM. 0O5 the second example (386 v~ariables and 147 constraints) did

L !5 not permit convergence of the modified simple\ method
Step 4: For everv (L. Jr. r'). r' > 1. r < M'. find the used. The two examples follow.

integer S in the interval r 5 S :5 min (r + a'. AV) which Case /: The following parameters were used in this case:
minimizes H(S. L). Denote this S by A',, ( L. r. P').

*Step 5: If .44 (.r. P') A,,.( L. r. r') for some states AI= 2.0 messages/s. I I4 = I s. p1 = =2.

(L, r. r'). set A t(.( L. r. r) -A'%,.( L. r. Y') and go to 2. If ~=20 akts ,Ab2
not. stop. Select the policy A,,.( L. r. P) resulting in the A 00pcess z=Ab 2

minimum g for all M'. A, 4 p M' 5 M. b = 0.00 1 s. M = 6 slots/franie. Q = 8 packets.
The optimal policy, in this general case. does not neces-

sarily have a movable boundary format as it did for the In Fig. 4 we have plotted the resultant loss probabilits
birth-death approximation. It has been found in all the versus the average queue length. Points resulting from
examples we have worked out that H(S. L) defined by (I5) I'E( L) + aPI) minimizations (small circles) belong to the
is a convex function of S for all 1.. 0 S L 5 Q. achieving a optimal curve (min E( L). Pis K ) extrapolated front the
minimum S. ,LI within 0 !s S 5 .1' (.see Fig. 3). Then the linear programming results (black circles). The former
optimal policy will assign to every State (L. r. a') the action points are achieved through movable boundar%; po-licies
S with S. the closest integer to Sr ( L) satisfying the ( Al' 3.4.6). whereas the latter correspond ito nonde-
condition r :5 S :5 miii (r + v. M'). or terministic schemes. We include the movable bounda'%

Policy with M' = 5. which does not belong it, the optimalfS,.,.( L). ifr :5S Sn( L) r- r + a'. curve. It is. however. very close to that curve. offering~
* (Lr.,:Sl if>S~L).excellent (suboptimal) performance. In order to check the

if r ~. ~ ~validity of thle reasoning in Section IV-A concerning the
r+ a'fast evolution of the packet pr~xe% compared to the tine-

switching slot number variations, the shrinkag~e factor for
The seemingly complex policy thus reduces for convex transition matri\ l ( I. I V.) was evaluated. It wkas found ito
H(S. L) to a simple one that depends on the packet queue rangze from 0.26h x 10 45 for S =I up to 0.22?- 10 11br
size L. The other components of the state vector X ' S =6. The valuecs of this factor ju-stify the fist evolution

* ( L. r. P') are taken into account in simple fixed poinit assumption. As a further check. the stationari conditionail
* comparisons and additions. The multiplexer needs ito main- expectations Ef 1. SI %%ere used to Compute L( L) and //

* tamn in its local storage only the table Sr,(L) of sie for the movable bo-undar% schemes with Al"' 3.4. 5. .
Q+. The iteadv-ste probabilities PJ SI wiere assutned to he

We have not been able to prove formally' tile convexily given by the Frlang.Rt probabiliticN, A. comparison \%,ih the
of H(S. 1.). Howc~cr. the intuitise undersianding of the policy npoeicteatrsut hve httet~

optimal policy formnat and our vompttmiinal experience metod :siee thin ts\ o decinmial dh' i It
suggest that, for all practical purposes. the statment ibove(ciw 2: We rc.ited thle Jacaln 0% ib~e (eCM.ept I01r
is valid. the linear pro-rainig aipproach) for a larger %taite-spacc
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0.030 '4.& M' =4) and performance measures as the simplified one

w ~U.*0under the birth-death assumption, with values of b less
.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 40than 0.01. For larger frame durations (lower speed tr~inks)

Fit. 5. Cost runciions of cae the optimal deterministic schemes are different from the
movable boundaryv ones. having the table look-up forin
described in Section IV-B.

exmpe:2) Poicv Imzprovement. Case 3. The following parame-
*ters were selected for the application of the general polic%

AI= 4.0 messages/s. I4 =j I s. p A =p 4. improvement algorithm:

A2= 4000 packets/s. P = X~b = 4. Al= 0.6 messageCs/s. I /p = 3.3 3 s, p, = 2.

b =0.001 s. M 10, Q =12 packets. = 2.0 packets/s. P2=2.

* Results are plotted in Fig. 5. Again, all movable boundary b = I s. M = 6 slots/frame. Q = 8 packets.
policies either belong to the optimal curve or are quite Ti aehsteaeaemsaelnt he ie h
close to it. The validity of the fast evolution assumption faese ec h it-et supini o .ld

was heced p t twodecmaldiats.Optimal deterministic policies were computed for different
As a conclusion, under the birth-death assumption the vle fa h orsodn vrg uu eghE .

movale oundry chems. hic tur ou to e qite and probability of loss PI have been plotted in Fie. 6. For
dense in the region of interest (P1 0.05). offer optimal or cmaio.mwhebudr cee eeeautda

nearoptmalperfrmace.well (small irnineles in the figurei. As expected. E( 1,. is

B. The Exact Model increasing, and P1 is decreasing wath the weight a. L tilike
the birth- death case, the optimal points found b% %ar~ inec

The policy improvement algorithm of Section IV-B was a form a rather dense or closely spiced set. Hence there i
implemented for the general case (the numher of arrivals no need for the complicated li'near program to determine

'a and departures are permitted to have any ' vilue). The the optimal cur'e. For it given level of loss prohbihilit\. .i
algorithm is used ito determine the limitations of the deterministic scheme or. equialentlv. ;I %eieht (I C3a1 he
birth-death assumption and to derive the properties of the found minimi/ing the average queue length. This fle\sihlt\
optimal policy, in adjusting the multiplexer performance it, in optimal

I1e The Vaithdag of the Birth -Death A.suiptsvin: We ap- combintatioin of line-,,%% itching rhhli o osjt
plied the algorithm to the example of case I in Section V-A packet-s% itching time delay is the main adlsaiiiaee oft t11

'a with the parameter a = 3. leading ito an optimal boundary miethod.
scheme with M1' =:4. The evact optimization %% as carried thie optiial policies %sere found to have the form de~-
out by varying the frame length h froti 110)l to 0). . It -scrihed in Sectioin I V..I. i.e.. for e' cr\ I.. the Imillher ot
turn.% out that the general policy improsement aks'nihn packet% in queute. .i number S1 t .)eist% s-uch thit thec
leads to the same optimal scheinesirnosable hottntar, s %ith optimtil po'lcy .sIgn ction% C -- i' 1t, sta1te L.. r. S.*
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TAMA~t. I trainiated a1% ordinars packcts; thus tlie% intriodum kiL'r-
hed i tht p tke raillc We approxi atied fil os cilic.id

0 , * usin itle inctit-d dcscri hd III I 11. Speci lic~ll%1 %% i% tismcd
that es ersiNcs tLld session Introduces a pacitket otcr

.00 16 5 4 1 1 1 A f 0
1.2 6 % 4 1 ? 7 1 0 head equal it) K( XA f ill K a parameter depending on
L"O 6 S 1 1 7 Is I I the signaling protoicol. The packet input rate is, theni iven

7.00 6 5 by X, ,,yA A+ K( A, lp I. w% il V, the input rate of th dai
7% 6 S

6 6 packets. We did not explicitly consider this oserhead fin the
2.A 6 6 5s7example of case 3. since the values of A, and X,.%-.ere
5.O0 6 6 1 S 4 4 4 3 1

3.2S 6 6 6 $ S It 6 6 assumed fixed. Here, the dependence of A , onl variations (if
1.S0 6 6 6 6 S5 6 li 6 X, must be measured since we let X, vary. We chose
j.^S 4 6 6 6 6 6 6 66K = 0.~3 for the particular calculations. aI % alue Used III[n ]

In Fig. 7 we demonstrate the performance of these

as foliows: L.schemes (optimal. movable, and fixed boundar% w % ilh the
line-switched traffic rate X, varying. It can he se en that the

Smf( if r !5 S.,( L) t: r Y movable boundar * schemes result in almost optimal packet

S = ~,if S.y,.,(L) < r queue length Fig. 7(a) with probability of loss adjusted
I r ~. if r+ p< Smfl(L).below 2.8 percent. In Fig. 7(b) the flexibility of the optimal

scheme in reaching a given level (if loss prohbblitY is

As previously. r is the number of line-switched sessions demonstrated. The packet input rate X. variation ss.Ith A,
*requiring continuation of service. Irepresents the new due to the signaling overhead is shown in Fig. 7m. Tis

setup line-switched calls per frame. and S is the number of variation introduces the early queue overflow of the fixed
slots allocated to the line-switched traffic. In Table 1. wve boundary scheme in Fig. 7(a).
show Smg,( L) as found for the values of a used above. As Similar results are found with the variation of the packet
expected. S.,,( L) is. in general. increasing with a (i.e.. input rate A, while keeping the line-switched traffic rate
more emphasis is given to the probability of loss) and X, fixed. X, = 0.6 messages/s was chosen as the fixed
decreasing with L. Note that in the case of a 2! 3.25 and parameter in the calculations here. These results appear in
L > 5. this pattern is violated (see lower right part of Table Fig. 8.
1). T7his is mainly due to the finite queue length assump- Finally, a sensitivity analysis for small variations of A1

tion. which imposes boundary conditions on the optimiza- around the reference point X, = 0.6 messages s and X. 2
tion problem. Note that the packet queue oserfiowproba- packets s of case 3 showed no significant difference ht--

*bilities did not exceed 5 percent for the selected queue size tween the optimal policy with a = 2 (see Fig. 6) and the

Q =8. movable boundary scheme with 41' = 4. These results are
Comparing with the movable boundary policy, we note plotted in Fig. 9. Note that the two sets of curves are both

that the improvement in the expected queue length vani- approximately linear about the initial operating point and
ance provided by the optimal policy is not significant over track one another rather closel'. over the range of variation
the movable boundary scheme for comparable %salues of of X, shown.
loss probability. (Note that the expected queue length
coordinates in Fig. 6 are greatly expanded.) ociso

In order to further illustrate the comparative perfor- 4
mance of the optimal and the movable boundary schemes. The problem of dynamically allocating the bandwidth of
we evaluated their performance under variations of the a trunk ito both line-s%%'itched and packet-%ssitched digital
input line-switched traffit rate AX. We constiained the traffic has been formulated in this paper a., a Marko%
line-switching loss probability X1 to a maximum acceptable decision process. Line switching %%is moitddcd as a time
level of 2.8 percent a'nd computed the corresponding per- division multiplexing loss scheme using a sar~insg portion

*formance of the optimal and movable houndar ' i schemes,. of a fixed time frame. Packet -swvitchi ng traffic is scrsed hv
*Every optimal policy search invok~ed several runs for the the remaining portion of the frame and#. requires quetucin,

determ'ination of the weight proviin a os probaibilit. at the multipleiser-cctror
closest to the 2.8-percent figure. For comparison. the per- Ts'.o different cost criteria were examined involvine

*formance of the fixed boundary' scheme (see 1201) %%as prohahilitv oif loss for line-switchins! and aserage qucuc::n2
evaluated as well. This scheme allocates two predetermied dela% for packet,. The corresponding optimization proh.

portions of the frame to the two traffic catenorics ssihotit lemis Acre presented under reasonable simplil\in assunip-

permitting the pa4cket traffic tol occupy any idle slots ii-i the tions.
line-switched portiOn. For the birth dca;t h approsiima~te model. %slid for high-

We further :issunwd that signaling piwkeis. ncessar% for speed tru~nIs sers iri stiffic icntl% lc~h Iie-miiit c--.

the control of the liiie-s.'itchied sessions (pfath setup. map- ions (thus requiring nmans fraiine, for t raIfsissio .%t ). the

ping of line-siitchcd slots, termination of calls. etc.) aire mios .lc boundary scheme %.is found ito pro\ I&e opi Ii
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ABSTRACT

Various satellite access alternatives are studied in terms of accommodatin0

packetized traffic mix including a tight delay constrainted component. The time critical

traffic delay due to contention and frame latency is assumed to be, at most, 50 msec with

959" confidence. Two major access categories are studied. Under the first, the time

critical traffic is served in a dedicated subchannel, either via slotted ALOHA random

access, or via TDM slots. As a result, the non-time critical hulk traffic is decoupled from

the stringent delay constraint and may use more efficient demand assignment technique.

Under the second, a fixed TD1.1A frame is partitioned into fixed portions. Each transmittin-

earth station fills its dedicated portion, giving priority to the time critical traffic. The

partition should be able to accommodate the anticipated time critical traffic within t'e

given specifications.

Analysis of the above schemes is being carried using slotted ALO-'A, M/D/I, and

NI/DIN aueueing models. It is shown that the slotted ALOH.A alternative provides a very

poor candidate. Among dedicated TD . subehannels and Driority TD.1'A alternati-es, the

latter is shown to provide a simple and robust scheme, especially suitable in case of

relatively fixed traffic proportionality amonc the accessing earth stations.

7.I
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I. INTRODUCTION

Satellite channels have been widely recognized as an attractive alternative to lonq-

haul voice and data communications. SpecificaIly, the development of high speed dicrital

* transmission hardware and high speed burst modems permits the transmission of digital data

at rates above 50 Mbps. Broadcast geostationary satellites have been used for the transfer

of packetized data among a population of users with appropriate earth station (ES)

* equipment. The corresponding protocols for satellite packet network, e.g., satellite access,

transponder capacity sharing and error control have been developed, based on the satellite

channel salient characteristics: Rroadcast nature, 250-270 msec one-hop Propagation delay,

multiple access (shared use of the satellite transponder capacity), and Gaussian noise

statistics. Frequency-division multiple access (FDMA) techniques have been traditionally

associated with voice satellite communications. Recently, however, time-division multiple

access (TD'A) has been suggested as a more flexible and efficient technique for both

digitized voice and packet data. In TDVA. the data from each earth station are segmented

into bursts of transmissions which are timed and interleaved within a time frame. Initial

0 acquisition and synchronization are achieved via frame and burst overhead symbols.

Depending on the flexibility of a TDVA scheme to adapt itself to traffic variations,

the following three major classes are defined in 1 11 : Dedicated uplink/dedicated downlink

(Fixed) TDMA with fixed data-rate point-to-point links connecting every possible source

destination pair, dedicated uplink/shared downlink having a fixed len'th burst assignment

per source, dynamically filled with various destination data, and shared uplink/sharpd

downlink with the source burst assignment eynemically varying according to the accessing

earth station traffic requirements. From the above approaches, the first is unnecessarily

rigid and wasteful for a packet data network. The second and third provide viable

2
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alternatives depending on the traffic burstiness and delay/throughput reouirements. For a

bursty interactive packet environment, demand assignment techniques have been developed

from the early satellite communication phases. These techniques, which are associated with

the shared uplink/shared downlink class, range from random access pure and slotted ALO.A

2], [3] to implicit [41, and explicit reservation 1 5], 16] techniques. The latter schemes

introduce centralized or distributed control mechanisms in order to resolve schedulinq

conflicts among the accessing units, thus increasing the system throughput at the cost of

additional delay and implementation complexity.

A natural extension to the application of packet satellite network for interactive

traffic has been the us, of the satellite large bandwidth resources and broadcast nature to

support multiple purpose intevrated digital communications. These networks should be ahle

to provide timely and reliable data communications to a variety of users and application,. It

is, therefore, necessary to devise priority access schemes in order to satisfy performance

requirements for traffic categories ranging from interactive packet delivery, requirino, lev,

than half P seconcd end-to-en" del, to mess-ge-svwitching, electronic document distribution.

overnight large file transfer, and voice/video communications. The POPA Drotocol

described in [ 1, is a tyrical sc-.eme aiming At dvnarnicell, accommodatinc, suck a diversity

of applications.

The main issue associated with a general purpose integrated satellite packet network

is the handling of the time critical aoplications. In order to provide comparable service to

terrestrial value-ad.din_ networks. the end-to-end delay should be of the order of 3w0-.-0

msec including access oueueing delay and latency and the 250-270 msec Doop ation delv.

Obviously, no explicit reservation scheme can fulfill the above requirement since it

introduces an additional one-hop reservation delay. A direct access scheme should,

therefore, be evaluated, such that frame latency, queueing and/or retransmission statistics

3
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do not violate the given specifications. The stringent time critical delay requirement is

expected to result in some inefficiency in both the time critical and the non-time critical

(bulk) traffic capacity utilization. It is the Durpose of this nper to comparatively evaluate

various feasible access methods and determine their design parpmeters as a function of the

packet rate of the time critical traffic. Two general access categories are studied, as

shown in Figure 1. Under the first, the time critical traffic access a dedicated subchannel

either via slotted ALOHA or via time-division multiplexed (rD,!) slots d~dicated to every

earth station. As a result, the bulk traffic is decoupled from the very qtringent delay

requirement and may use an appropriate dynamic assignment technioue. Under the second

category, a TDMA frame is partitioned into segments or slots, preassigned to the accessing

earth stations. The slot sizes depend on the relative traffic intensities of the earth stations

and are updated periodically with the period spanning several frames. Each transmittinr

earth station fills its dedicated slot, giving priority to the time critical traffic. An V/P/N

queueing model is used to define the minimum slot size such that to Zuarantee proper

delivery of the time critical Dackets. For a deseription of this priority TDP,!A protocol see

[7].

The models used for the performance evaluation of the above strategies assume a

finite population of earth stations generating fixed-size time ; cal packets with Poisson

statistics. The packet arrival rate X is identical for all ea-Ltl stations. Note, that t!e

Poisson assumption is justified by the realistic model of a large terminal popilation

clustered around a particular earth station. The tolerable time critical access delay i

assumed throughout this paper to he 50 msec within a 95P6 confidence interval. Tl,is

criterion provideg a more meaningful performance measure than the average delay, despite

the analytical complexity it involves. Whenever analytically inaccessible, the 90 h

percentile is estimated from first and second moments. A discrete event simulation is used

.4
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to check the validity of the above estimation. The 50 msec access delay specification is A

reasonable choice resulting approximately in 300-350 rnsec end-to-end delay includic -

processing and Dropagation.

.9
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11. DEDICATED TIME CRITICAL SUDBCHANNEL STRATEGIES

In this section, we evaluate the two methods for handling the time critical traffic in a

separate dedicated subchannel. Since these methods decouple the time critical and non-

time critical components of the traffic, their adequacy and ability to meet the delav

constraints are prerequisites for the use of demand assignment reservation schemes to

handle the bulk components.

A. Slotted ALOHA Access Analysis

A slotted ALOHA subchannel en be used to provide direct random access to tie•

critical interactive (IA) packets. The 250-270 msec one-hop propagation time results in a

500-550 rnsec delay to receive an ACK or detect a collision. In case of collisions and

retransmis ions, the time critical end-to-end deley is violated by far. Pence, the only viable

solution is to keep the collision probability helowA' 50V, elaowinc" the PSI- of the IA ppcketz to

experience only the frame latency assumed less than S0 msec. (By frame latercy, we ne.n

the delay experienced by a ocket from its arrival to the time it may be considered for

service.)

The slotted ALOHA subchannel consists of slots of length L (in Kbits), T see aDart n'

shown in Figure 2. The time critical packets of fixed length I., are generated in the V

rtransmittin ES's with Poisson rate ) paclkets/sec end contend for the alloce.ted slots.

Collisions detected after 500 msec are handled by retransmittinz the collided packets in

future slots selected at random over an infinite interval. Following the analysis of the finite

population model in [2]. we have that the average number of retransmissions Der packet r

is given by,

6
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where, S M.- T and G is given by the nonlinear eauation,

S G G(1 - (2)

The probability of collision for small values of E will be approximately equal to E,

E = O-P(O)+ 1P(1)+ - P(1)

To evaluate the aerformance of the system, we must compute the maN:im,,m repetitior

interval T for which E < 5% under various arrival rates X. Obviously, more frequent

repetition of the dedicated slots (small T) results in putting aside a greater portion of the

channel bandwidth for the time critical traffic, more fragmentation of the frame formet

and, hence. deterioration of the system performance.

P. TDM Subhannel Analysis

The model assumes that slots of length L, dedicated to every accessing ES, are

separated by T see as in Figure 3. The repetition period should again be less or equal to 50

msec to accotint for the frame latency. The time critical packets of length L arrive with

Poisson rate X and wait on a FIFO (First-In, First-Out) single server queue at the source ES.

Service of outstanding packets occurs every T see via the deeicated slot. An M/D/I analysis

is performed to compute the first and second moments of the access delay. (For a similar

treatment, see C 81.) We assume that the total delay D, consists of the sum of two

-U=

L' .. .• : .... m = ' = w m W dm ' m' 'a '- ' '' "7



independent random veriables: The unifnrn'lv distributed latency Z, 0 < z. < T and the MI//

q ueueing W. The mean Pand variance a2 are then viven bv,

2(1- AT) 2 3

02
2 T xT1 ~

+ 1 2 +i (4D -2 k~L2(1A1'J 1 3(1- XT)

* Let D..5 denote the 95 percentile of the total access delay. We define the spread factor SF

as the factor which, when multiplieri by the staneard deviation, determines the 95?"

confidence interval; namely,

~95 D O(5

* Various estimates car, be considered for the value of the FF in (5). Usinz Chebyvshev's

inequality, it turns out that,

0 Pr(T) > + SFo ) = 5q' < ISF <4.5

This is a loose upper bound on SF. Other relaxed ad-hoc choices may Ie SF 3, anrl SF

+P 1.96 correspondire to the normal distribution. A more reasonable choice can be found using

the followingy areurnent: If T = 50 msec, the probahility of meetinT the f{D 9 < 50 mnsec~

constraint is almost equal to the Drobabilitv of an arrival in an empty queue (the access

delay consists of latencv only). This DrobAhilitv ecuals to A T. In order to make thi,;

probability equal to 5%, we select X 1 pecPet!sec with T 50 mrsec.

A*t
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D. 9 5  50 msec

S= 1 p/see

T = 50 msec

From (3), (4), (5) with I = p!sec and T = 50 msec, we conclude that SF = 1.5. In Table 1.

we present the 95% delay under X = 1 Dacket/sec and T = 50 msec for different SF choices.

Our choice SF = 1.5 leads to the most realistic value.

The M/D/I 95% analysis presented in this section is used to evaluate the maximum IA

. rate which does not result in more than 50 msec delay within 959 confidence for different

values of T. Again, small values of T correspnd to larger percentages of the total channel

capacity dedicated to the time criticel subchannel.

(C. Evaluation

The Analyses Dresented in the previous sections h.ave been used to evaluate the

reouiree. dedicated caoacitv (in percents of total avai]Rble capacity) as a function of th-

packet arrival rate of the time critical traffic. Two wideband satellite channel capaeitiec 4

have been chosen as reference examples: (7 = 14 ,Ibps and C = 20 Mbps. The number of

accessing ES's, Y', assumps two extreme values 5 and 20. The CaDacitV dedicated to the

time critical subehannel CTC, follows directly from the correspondinpr repetition time T of .0

tile dedicsted slots of Jength L = I Ebit. Thus, for the -,otted ALO!IA case,

C To

For the dedicated TDI! case,

'a

-a
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*"TC Lo" (7)

C T.C

The numerical results are plotted in Figures 4 and 5. As it can be seen, slotted ALO-A

saturates much faster than the dedicated TDM,. This is due to the fact that the slotted

ALOHA scheme schould be designed such that the probability of contention is less than 5%"V

to account for the 500 msec delay induced with any collision. The dedicated TDM can allow

contention of arriving packets at the transmitting queue. If, for example, the dedicated slot

*O is repeated every 10 msec, a packet may remain on queue for five periods without violating

the 50 msec delay constraint. Therefore, the increase of the dedicated caDacity

(equivalently the decrease of the Deriod T) has a greater impact on the dedicated TDPM than

on the slotted ALOHA scheme. In addition, S-ALOHA schemes involve more

imDlementation complexity and require flow control for stability. We conclude, therefore,

that dedicated TDV is preferred to S-ALOHA for handling the time critical traffic on a

,i dedicated subchannel.

Another important advantave of using P dedicated subchannel anproach is thFt these

schemes decouDle the time criticel from the bulh traffic, thus permitting a dynamic

O assignment scheme for the letter. Their main disadvantages are due to the protocol

complexity of handling seoarqte log;al links and the overhead associated with the frame

frag mentation.

I lI
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Ill. PRIORITY TDMA

A. Motivation and Descriotion

This section deals with the imDlicpticrs of incorporatinc the time critical IA traffic

within the bulk traffic access. We concluded, in the previous section, that slots of length L,

dedicated to every transmitting source and dispersed in fixed time intervals, provide an

acceptable mechanism for handling the time critical packets. This motivated the design of

* the simple and robust priority TDMA scheme presented in this section. Instead of the single

server model of Section UI, B, we simply collocate all slots dedicated to one source fnr a

frame period less then or equal to 50 msec. P, doinp, so, we reduce the frame frazmentation

overhead and allow the non-time critical traffic to occupy any idle capacity not used by the

time critical packets (recall that the 9505 confidence constraint results in large percentAtes

of unused capacity). WKe briefly describe its main features (see Figure 61:

All traffic accesses the channel via a T sec frame, T < 50 msec. The frame

lenrth should be long enough to result in acceptable fragmentation without

violating the 50 msee latency constraint. Note, that the high speed satellite

channel is the main reason for makinpg this scheme attractive. As an example. F,

50 msec frame carries 1 Mbits when usingr a 20 'hps channel.

- ~A varirble si7e slot is allocated to every ES. The minimum allocation ner FS

should he such that 9521 of the arriving time critical packets can he

accommodated within 50 rsec. The ES's serve the time critical packets v'it

non-preemotive priority over the other traffic classes.

! 11



The slot allocation remains fixed for a period of time. Every ES has full

responsibility to allocate its data according to given priority tables and usirn7

some scheduling algorithm. Thus, the scheme can be classified as fixed

uplink/shaped downlink multiple access. It is, however, possible to adapt the

capacity assignment to the traffic variations using a centralized control

mechanism as in [ 7]. The central controller ES can update the allocations

either by monitorin" the ES's traffic statistics or after considering periodic

traffic request reports. Note, that the synchronization and allocation update

processes may span many frames.' In addition, the complexity involved in

updating the slot allocation suggests that this should not be performed very

L, frecuentlv (tvpically ever" 1.000 or 2,000 frames). The scheme can, therefore,

adapt to relatively slow variations of the traffic mix: this is the case of a large

PODl1letion of terminals connected to an ES. resultinq in quite smooth traffic

with no rapid peaks due to averacing effects.

In the following section, wve present the analytic tool- needed to ovaluate thp rininurr

* allocation per ES in order to guarantee proper time critical service.

B. Delay Analysis

The 95% confidence interval dele analysis is based on the M/D/N oueue model of t1-'

TDNTA scheme. Smilar multiserver queueinq models heve been reporte in [o], [in], and

[11 ]. The Y/DiN,' queue is an accurate model for the time critical packet-service-

mechanism of Figure C. Specifically, the service time of a packet is defined as the frame

duration T, since all packets are considered for service at the beginning of a new frame.

12



The number of servers N. corresDonds to the number of time critical packets fitting in slot i.

Whenever the allocation Q is greater than the minimum Ni. the delay constraint is further

relaxed. We focus, therefore, on the comDutation of the minimum allocation N.. For

simplicity, we will drop Fll subscripts i, denoting ES. In order to simplify our analysis, we

assume that the frame length T is dericted such that the 95% del. 50 msec.95

corresponds to an integer number of frames:

A D9
T T K =1, 2,... (8)

The delay D encountered by a packet will depend on the number of Dackets q found in Queue:

specifically, we have,

D Latency if q < 1,

D = Latency + T if N <  < ?N

L. ',stney - 2T if 2K < q < 3N

P = Latency +iTl. if N<o < (i +)N

Furthermore, since the frame latency equals to one frame with 100f% confidence, we have,

q <iN n P < iT

It immediately folloV's that with D.95 = " T4,,

Pr{D<D. 9 5 }  Pr{q< KN } (9)

13



We wish to evaluate XK' the maximum rate of the time critical traffic for which the r.h.s of

(9) is kept above 95%:

With T - " K =1, 2,..

Find, AK = max {X,} 00)

Such that, Pr {< D95} = Pr q < F N} > 95%9,

The queue state statistics, q, needed to evaluate (10) are summarized in the Appendix. For

" = 1, Pr {q < N} is given explicitly by (A-3) in the Appendix. Thus, the maximum rate

can be easily computed for various values of N using a simple search algorithm. For K > 1.

no exact formula for the probability Pr{ q < KNI is available. Instead, v'e use an

* approximate method based on the first and second moments of the queue state as evaluated

in the Apendix. Our apDroximation consists of the assumption that the MI/D/N oteue size

distribution with arrival rate X and frame length T,., as defined in (10), will have for q

S~riven N, the same shape if normalized with respect to F. Under the above assumption. fcr

every N we define the spread factor FF(N), such that the 95% oueue size KN of (10) is,

,KN = FK(q) + SF(N) a, 11)

Here, EK (q) and aq. 1 are the mean and standard deviation of the queue size under T and

X,,, given by (A-4) and (A-5) in the ADDendix. The assumDtion that S P(N) is independent of

K permits its analytical evaluation from the known case K = 1. The SF(N) estimate can then

provide confidence intervals for larger values of K. Other choices for the sDread factor,

14



such as SF = 4.5 (Chebvshev's inequality), SF = 3, SF = 1.96 (normal approximations), may

prove valid for specific parameter sets, but are inflexible in adjusting to every particular

queue distribution. Our method, which provides flexible and tight estimates has been

checked via discrete simulation (see the next section).

The corresponding algorithm is summarized beow:

Step 1: For a given D. 9 5 and N, set K = 1, T, = D. 9 5 .

Find X,' = max {,}, such that Pr{q< N} >95W (Eq. A-3)

SteD 2: With =X, and T = T compute E, (a) (Eq. A-4) and aq, i (Eq. A-5).

:i N - E1 (o)

ComDute SF(N) =
0 q, 1

_
Step 3: For V = 2,3...., Qnd T,. - K

Find = max {)} , such that NN < E1. (o) + SF(,). ,'

where, E (q) and co. are viven from Ea. (A-4) and (A-5) with X =X

T ;T

C. Numerical Results and Evaluation

The Rnalsis of th previous section has been carried out with D.9 5 = 50 msec and F =

1, 2, 3, 4 corresponlinv to frame eurstions T1 = 50 msec, T2 = 25 msec, T = 1Ir.66 rsee.

and T4 = 12.5 rsec. The minimum number N of caDacity "cuanta" (a quantum cvn IJ

accommodate one time critical packet leneth Z) is varied from 1 to 45. The corresponr-in7

tolerable time critical packet rates X K = 1, 2, 3, 4, have been computed. A fairly simple
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time driven simulation program has been used to simjlate the V/P/T' Cueue recursive

equation (see Appendix). Experiments have been conducted to evaluate the probability P I

of violating the 50 msec delay. The simulation was run over 10,000 frames and statistics

have been taken after the first 1,000 transient frames.

In Table 2, we tabulate the analytically obtained K for N and the

corresponding simulation. resit PK" In the same table. we show the various SF (spread

factor) choices. These results are plottPd in Fi-,res 7 and 8. Specifically, i, Figu-c 7, we

show the maximum tolerablc rate, X versus the total number of capacity cuenta dedicated

to a particular ES during 1 see (N slots in a T 2 = 7; msec scheme correspond to 2N slots in

the T] = 50 msec case). The quite strikinsr observation from Figure 7 is the considerahle

improvement obtpined under the T, = 25 msec frame over the T, = 50 msec one. Thei-

imDrovement, ranging from 50% to 70%, can be understood by observing that the one frame

queueinr, tolerated under the T2 = 25 msec frame scheme, has an averazing effect on the

bursty Poisson arrivine traffic. It is remarkable to see that further partitionin7 of t1- -

frame (by a factor of 3 and 4) does not lead to any substantial imp-ovement; this is due to

the fact that the P5C confi.ence constraint limitF the ,,tilizatior to low levels and, hence.

the probability of large cueue sizes, requiring more than two frames oueueini, is very srrl.l.

In Figure 8, we plot the simulatior derived orobabilities of violatinr the 50 msec

constraint for the (N, XK) pairs computed using the analytic technique described e.hcve.

These probabilities fall below the 5% specification, thus indicate that our analysis .

assumptions are valid and, even more, rather conservative. Finelly, the histoz-ams of ti-e

oueue size distribution are plotted in Figure 9 fo- samDle values of N and the extreme casec

K = I an- K = 4. These histograms. obtained from the 10,000 frame simulations, shov' that S

the queue size distributions have similar shapes for a given N but differ for different N

values. Hence, our algorithm, which evaluates for every choice of N a corresponding spread

factor SF(N), is based on a reasonable assumption.
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Note, that the results plotted in Finture 7 are independent of the time critical packet

size (equal to the capacity quantum size). Figure 7 can be used as a working too] in order p

to evaluate the minimum allocation per FS for frame sizes T = 50 msec and T < 25 msec. It

can be easily seen from the figure that frame lengths shorter than 25 msec does not provide

substantial imrprovement. We can, therefore, use the 25 msec frame to approximately p

evaluate the minimum capacity for anv value T < 25 msec. As an examole, an ES with time

critical packet arrival rate A = 150 packets/sec and frame length T = 20 msec, needs urder

the 25 msec curve of Figure 7, 200 quanta/sec or 4 quanta per 20 msec frame. This S

technique relaxes the simolifying assumption (8) of integer number of frames to the D95=

50 msec delay specification. In case that no other constraints are imposed (e.'.,

synchronization, etc.), the frame length should be set eouPl to D., -/2= 25 msec for near-

optimal utilization and reduced frame fraL'mentation.

1.
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W~. CONCLUSIONS

The variolis satellite access alternatives for the time critical traffic in a general

purpose satellite packet network have been analyzed and evaluated. The stringent end-to-

* end delay soecification har imp~osed a 50 msec access delav wvith, 95% ' confidence. Tw.o

generel categories have been considered. The deeicated subchannel, first category, consists

of access schemres which decouple the time critical traffic service from the total bull,

* traffic access mechanism. The dedlicpte&- subehannel is used for the d1irect access of

outstandinqy time critical D03ckets. The inevitably introduced contention shoulc' be kept such

that the delay constraint is not violated. The analysis has clearly shownA' that slotted

AL,011A random acce,_ reduces sut'stantin)Iv the s\ysterm efficie-ncy over the dedicated TVF .

subchannel strateqv. Fuirthermore, the TPII scheme is su'~rior in terms of its stahility andf

robustness and the inherent capability to orovide a control and reserv'ation subehannel for

*the bulk traffic. Trhe 'huRlk ot-: priority traffic can be servee viti arNy demand assic7rme-

scheme irvolvin7 a traffic qdgrntirnr control mechanism, e.cg., explicit reservations. T11hc

mechanism of decoupling the time critical comp~onent of tl-P traffic is, howelver, a,;soei!,tP

* with corsidernhle nrotoool comnlexitv and involves various frapgmentstion overheads.

The second cater-orv consistsz of the Priority TPMA scheme which provides a un ifo-

method for all traffic catevories. The aiccessing FS's ere resnonsible to schedlule the p~endIi r

traffic within their transmittincr bursts according to Drioritv rules. A centralizFed cont-cl

mechanism Dartitiorts the trsrnsoonder capacitv into cdedicatedI vpriablfe sizp time slots.

comrprisjr7 a frarmc, such thapt 95^c of the ouitstanic, time critical traffic will be EgiVe-

access within 1;0 rsee. Ar V~/fl/N queueirp- Fnalysis has bee-n used to evaluate the mrinin-i-

capacity assienments which guarantee the vaqlidit\y of the delayv constraint over a ran~e of

anticipated time critical traffic rates. A frame length of 95 mcec has been found to Drovhe(

18
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near optimal capacity utilization. Among the obvious advantages of this scheme, we

mention its stahility and robustness, single logical link protocol simplicity, reduced

fragmentation overhead and flexibility to accommodate on riority the ES traffic mix. Its

disadvantage lay on its rigidity in real time adaDtir.g to fast traffic variations among FS's.

As a general conclusion, we feel that the priority TD.'.A scheme provides a simple and

attractive access candidate, especially in the case of ES's collecting data f-om a large and

relatively fiYed terminal population. The bursty character of a terminal traffic is then

averaged over the entire poouletion and does not dramatically affect the transponrer

partition requirements. Non real-time bandv'idth adjustments are, of course, possible via a

centralized reallocation orotocol.

1'9

-'p
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APPENDIX: M/ID/N CUF.UE STATISTICS

*

Let T be the frame duration end X the time criticel pec!'at arrival rate in packets/see.

The queue state q. will he the number of packets in aueue, just after the opening of the it"

frame. With vj, ne," arrivals generated ,!uring the ith frame and, at most N packets served ,

per frame, as in Figure A.1, the queue difference equation will be:

ij = h- + j

* where,

0 0if P<0
* 4

a if;a> 0

and vi is Poisson distrlt-t with mean p= V' < N. From the V/P/N aueue analysis ir

[12]. the stationgrv crenrating furction of the aueue state proahilities is riven by.

S-z (A-1* (Z) = (:N- C)(7-V r, (.--l

z EN;P [i -Z)] r 1

where, zr are the (Y-1) roots. 1ZrI < I of the equation.

zr':P [-4 -'- ] = (A-

Pf. The Ntl root of (A-i) is the obvious 1. A simrle nu~merica] al!orithm is given in [13]

for the calculation of these roots. Wit!-,

A.1



* 4

-Re [zr], r = Im [zr]

it easily turns out that " , Y sAtisfy the nonlinear system,r r

X = EXP [P/K(r-)] (Y [ 1' C

Yr = FVP [p/N (Xr -1)] SIN N r

From Ea. (A-!) we vet. after some algehra. the fcllowing atieue size statistics,

N-I
Pr~cjzN - 1 (jPr {a < K } = P(oa i Y P -

,:N- i (A-n)
i1o fl (I-z)

r r

Note, thet this is the probability that an arrival encounters at most, N - 1 packets in oueur

ard, hence, gets access imnediatelv into the next frame. The mean and vprience of c are

given b',

E(o) = (A z-
i-I

r2 2 = "'(1) + C'1) -[ C'(i) ] (A-5)

7- P-

A.2

• t

VA 2



A -AP N N(N -1)-2 pN~~*Y
NR- p N -p

where,

A ( N -

P)I
0 A=Np 0 l-z.7
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TABLE 1: Do9 FOP VAPIOUS SF CPO!CFS 
-

X 1 packet/see T =50 msec

SF =4.5 (Chehyshev) D*0  98.1 nisee

SF 3.0 D.9 90.0 nisec

SF 1 .9f; (Normal) D.9 5 =77.9 msec

SF =1.5 D.5 50.2 rnsec
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TABLE 2: MAYIVUM TIME CRITICAL PACKET RATE D

F-ame 50 msee 25 msec 16.66 msec 12.5 msec

N I P 1% A 2  P %  X3  P3 %  X 4  SF

1 1 4.72 6 1.20 1s 1.60 34 1.00 4.19

2 6 3.70 33 1.88 73 1.40 115 1.16 3.07

3 16 4.66 73 3.20 135 1.38 200 3.08 2.42

4 26 3.94 110 2.74 195 2.18 280 ".20 2.34

5 38 4.32 150 2.98 255 2.56 360 3.82 2.22

6 51 4.66 190 2.96 315 2.64 440 1.54 2.13 40

7 64 4.54 225 2.12 375 3.48 520 5.22 2.09

8 78 4.56 265 2 .00 435 4.02 600 5.00 2.04

9 92 4.34 305 3.12 495 4.02 680 3.80 2.02

10 106 4.26 346 3.20 556 2.90 761 4.48 2.01

15 181 4.46 546 3.78 856 4.04 1151 4.68 1.95

20 26] 4.54 746 4.23 1151 3.50 .... 1.91

25 341 4.73 945 3.F7 ..... 1.90

30 426 4.89 -- .. I.5

35 511 4.70 -- 1.84

40 596 4.58 1-- 1.84
45 686 5.04 --- 1.79

AK Maximum 'Rate (Packet/Sec)

PK r { q!K > N } Simulation

K r
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T = FRAME DURATION (T < 50 MSEC)

K. L = SLOT LENGTH (KBITS)

FIGURE 2: S-ALOHA SUBCHANNEL
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CAPACITY DEDICATED TO
TIME CRITICAL TRAFFIC

- 14 MBPS CHANNEL
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FIGURE 4: DEDICATED SLOTTED ALOHA CAPACITY FOR

50 MSEC 95% DELAY
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TSEC' Q KBITS

12 M

TIME
CRITICAL
PACKETS

Qi >N

(IN L-LENGTH QUANTA)

M - NUMBER OF ACCESSING ES'S

T - FRAME DURATION (SEC)

Q - FRAME LENGTH (KBITS)

L - TIME CRITICAL PACKET LENGTH (KBITS)

Qi _ ith SLOT LENGTH (IN L-LENGTH QUANTA)

Ni - MINIMUM SLOT LENGTH (IN L-LENGTH QUANTA)

p

FIGURE 6: PRIORITY TDMA SCHEME
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END-TO-END DELAY ANALYSIS ON LOCAL AREA NETWORKS:
AN OFFICE BUILDING SCENARIO

Basil Maglaris, Tsvi Lissack, and Michael Austin

NETWORK ANALYSIS CORPORATION
130 Steamboat Road

Great Neck, NY 11074
ABSTRACT

Coaxial cable based, broadcast Local Area Networks More recently, the data communication and office
(LANs) are widely recognized as an effective means to automation users community has shown great interest in
provide both communication capabilities to a variety of local networking. This interest was strongly influenced by

* office automation equipment as well as interoperability extensive vendor activity, new hardware/software
among data processing configurations. This paper announcements, the IEEE standards committee for LAN,
presents the results of a performance analysis of a typical and the intensive advertising campaign in the mass media.
environment to which both of these factors contribute. The technical and scientific literature is flooded by
The environment includes a variety of line speeds and articles with the main controversial issues being the
protocols and access is made to remote data bases and transmission method (baseband versus broadband/RF) []),
hosts. [] and network access scheme [6], [7]. Most of the

The network carries messages, packetized to the analytical work is dealing with performance comparisons
optimal packet length and transmitted via the CSMA/CD [8],[9] of the various proposed channel partition
protocol (Carrier Sensing Multiple Access/Collision methods, in particular the two that have been blessed as
Detection). End-to-end delay and access delay of the IEEE standards by the LAN committee, Carrier Sense
CSMA/CD protocol, is studied. It is shown that for a Multiple Access with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) and
realistic traffic mix, the principal contribution to end-to- the Token Ring [10).
end delay arises from the queueing and NIU processing.

Sensitivity of the performance of the LAN to The 97% channel utilization capability of
variations in the number of users and the traffic volume is ETHERNET reported by Shoch and Hupp [1) , completely

* investigated. This analysis yields the result that end-to- ignores the processing time at the Network Interface Unit
end performance is not sensitive to significant increases (NIU), the interaction between the CSMA/CD access and
(up to a factor of 6) in the number of users and the higher level protocols, buffer management at NIU, and
associated traffic volume above the relatively high the nodes speed mismatch. Watson [12) performed
volumes used in the reference scenario. simulations of two CSMA/CD type networks with

differen° methods of buffer management and speed
mismatcn and concludes that network performance is
stongly dependent on these factors, sometimes reducing
utilization to less than 50%. In [13) , we presented a
detailed modeling of two microprocessor architectures for

I. INTRODUCTION local network interface adapters and analyzed their
impact on throughput/delay performance an end-to-end

Recent developments In intra-building or intra- (ETE) character transfer. Our studies showed that the
campus communications indicate that local networking is main limitation to LAN pIrformance is due to the
taking a path distinct from traditional long haul interface processing and qeueing, while its sensitivity to
communications and computer-to-peripheral data bases, the coaxial cable speed and access protocol is rather
The unique environment of local networks in terms of limited.
geographical dispersion (from 100 meters to 10 Km), In this paper, we do not attempt to model closely
transmission speed (between 9 Kbps to 50 Mbps), the NIU architecture at the microprocessor level. Having
unregulated environment and support of dissimilar devices established in L13] that the bottleneck exists on the
and protocols is summarized in (1]. Interoperability estoblshe sin " the bottleneck exisseonth
among various user requirements is the key factor to the protocol processn and the Packet Assembly/Diassembly
development of local networks, often imposing the major fPAD), we assess at the macroscopic level the ETE delays
cost and performance constraints instead of bandwidth, for a multiple applications scerario, typical of an office
which was the typical scarce commodity in a more automation environment. The NIU is modeled as a single
conventional communications environment. serv-r queue, where messages are input from a Data

Termi.-l Equipment (MTE), (e.g , a TTY, a minicomputer
From the early R&D efforts in Local Area Networks port, a word processor, a digi.al FAX machine),

(LAN), it became apparent that less controlled random packetized appropriately and transmitted to another NIU
access methods could be very efficient for hilh-speed via te , CSMA/CD protmcol. Both packet and message
broadcast media. This led to the Carrier Sensing Multiple delavi cre analyzed among various types of DTE's. Before
Access protocol with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) as Proceeding in describing the mathematical models and
first introduced in (2). In parallel, experiments showed presenting the experiments, we establish in a rigorous
that off-the-shelf cable TV technology represents an manner the de:ay definitions
excellent vehicle for implementing broadcast LAN [3].

A2.3.1
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Packet Delay: From the time the first lt of The aggregate class i packet arrival rate summed
a packet is ready to be sent over all flTE's transmitting class i packets, is denoted by
at the source NIU to the time )i It follows that the total cumulative packet rate 5,
the last bit is received at the normalized to TI is
destination NIU.

S =T I r 11
Message Delay: From the time the first bit of

the messalte is ready to be
sent over the source DTE
access channel, to the time S is related to the total offered packet traffic G,
the last bit of the message is including retransmissions due to collisions and busy
received at the destination conditions, as
DTE.

Ge -aG
(A message is typically chopped into several packets
which may be interleaved as they travel through the (X, a)Ge-aG + (I * aG) ( -e -aG)2 I

" network).

In what follows, we first introduce the models for where X is the packet length, weighted by the class mix
the packet and the message delay analysis. We then and normalized to TI:
describe the data-base of the office building scenario andsubsequently present results and sensitivity analysis. j;]i TI

2. MATHEMATICAL MODELING X i
TI t J

A) Packet Delay Analysis

The packet delay will consist of the transmission The packet delay per class i will be
time the packet spends in the coaxial cable and the waste
and back-off delays due to busy condition or collisions. Di = (Al * A2 + Aj) TI
We follow the approximate CSMA/CD analysis presented when Al is the waste due to colisions, A 2 the dead time
in [14), adapted to reflect various classes of packet
lengths depending on the application type. due to the back off algorithm in case of collision or

carrier busy and as the propagation and transmission time
Let Ti be the transmission time of packet class i, (all normalized to TI). It can be shown that

(including all link level overhead) and y be the propogation
delay (in nsec/ft). Then the normalized propagation delay A l = N 2 (N # a)
relative to packet size of class I is

y.L RI
y.L A 2 = - (2 N2 *l 1) (NI-N2)-a 

T1  
T I

T = a T i

where L is the maximum cable length. This assumption is Ti
a pessimistic one, since It implies that all packet
transmissions will encounter the maximum possible where

proagaiondely.I e-aGpropagation delay. --- a-aG (the waste due to collisions,
G G Figure 1)

G (the average number a packet
S has to back-off)

? , -. N 2  (I * aG) e-aG - I (average number a packet
collides)

- RI, R 2 are the mean retransmission intervals in
/IG c// ease of busy condition, or collision in which case the

PIS,/ binary back-off algorithm is applied as in [2].
0

aNNPAL Of 1) h4essare Delay AnalysisCoLA.00r01G PaCXEc£l

This delay will consist of the serialization delay at
the DTE port, the protocol execution time at the source
and destination NIU, the CSMAICD packet delays as

FIq URE 1: ILLUSTRATION OF THE AVERAGE WASTED computed above and queueing delays at the source ( a
INTERVAL DUE TO COLLISION W packet waits to be transmitted) and destination (packets

wait to be reassembled into a message to be transmitted
over the serial DTE port).

A2.3.2



Several types of DTE's will be considered, each
transmitting or receiving various classes of messages.
Let MtssAG[

D)(j, k) The ETE delay of message class i,, SOURCE PORT
from a DTE of type j to a DTE of PACKETS
type k NETWORK

TN Protocol execution timeZ (COAXIAL BUS)

D i  Packet delay due to CSMA/CD

* TRi (j) Class i packet trar.smission time ETCLAY
and type i DTE I D

M i  Average number of packets per A. SOURCE PORT SPEED > DESTMATION PORT SPEED
message of class I

QilN(j) First packet queueing of class I
messages on access queue of DTE
type j port

4O QiOUT(i) Packet queueing of class i, at
destination queue of DTE type j SOURCE PORT -

port NETWORK

(COAXIAL BUS)
In case the source DTE is a low speed DTE or host

connected via multiple parallel ports, then QiIN(j) = 0, DES__---_aTINATION

since no queueing is practically taking place at these - ET[ D.LV----

access ports. For DTE's connected via a high speed port,
the NIU may have to buffer incoming messages to avoid
overflow. To compute QilN(i), we note that a message S. SOURCE PORT SPEED < DESTINATION PORT SPEED

will be input to the NIU as a whole. Thus, the M/M/.
formula on a message basis can be used (assuming Poisson
message arrivals and exponented message length) to FIGURE 2: ILLUSTRATIDII OF ETE MESSAGE DELAY
compute the message queueing reflected at the first
packet. 3. REQUIREMENT ASSUMPTIONS

At the destintion OTE packets belonging to a
message, will not follow one another at regular intervals The models above have been used to evaluate
and may be interleaved with other message packets. We delay/throughput characteristics for a typical office
assume that received packets are Poisson distributed and building LAN. The maximum length of the single coaxial
have exponential length. Thus the M/M/l formula on a cable was assujmed 5,000 feet (enough to span a 20 story
packet basis can be used to provide QiOUT). average office building). The LAN was assumed to

support l,0O0 terminals, 10 minicomputers, 25 wordTo compute the ETE message delay we distinguish processing centers (each including several CRT's and
between two cases, floppy disk drivers), and 20 digital FAX units.

Case I - The delay bottleneck occurs at the Communications with the outside world were supported
destinatior NIU. This will happen if the source channel via a high-speed gateway (1.54' Mbps) to some long-haul
speed is higher than the destination channel speed. In this TI - rate line.
case, the message delay will be dominated by the packet In Tables I, 2, ane 3 we summarize the device
queueing and transmission time at the destination DTE characteristics and the traffic volumes they feed to the
port, Mi rQiOUT(k) . TRi(k)). Other components to the network, the message types and the routing of messages
ETE delay include message protocol processing 2TN, the both internally and to the gateway. Note that traffic
CSMAICD delay D i and the first packet queueing and numbers are purposely exaggerated. For exar,,pie a CRTterminal is assumed to generate 120 messages!hour, each
transmission over the source port, as illustrated in Figure message approximately consisting of 40 characters. This
2a. It follows that corresponds to an operator being able te type g0

characters/min. contin uously without waiting for a
t i (j, k) QilN(lj) TRi () ZTN # Di * response! Similarly the number of devices in the building

*M i [Qi OUT(k) . TRi (k)] exceeds current office automation needs.

Case 2 - The delav bottleneck is the source NPJ.
This occurs-if the bource channel speed is lower than the 4. NUMERICAL RESULTS
destination channel speed. Here the message residence
(ETE delay) will be dominated by the transmission time at The packet and message delay analysis were
the source port Mi TRi (j) as in Figure 2b. Thus implemented in a computer package called PLAN

(Performance of Loral Area Networks). This program
i , k) QilN(i) * M i m i () * 2T"N * Di * accepts as input a Data Rase on requirements in a format

similar to Tables I, 2 and 3 and outputs packet and* (QiOUT(k) TRi(k)] message ETE delays per device-type pair.
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TABLE I- ROUTING ASSUMPTIONS

TABLE I: DEVICE CiARACTERISTICS

From To
Access Message

Device Type Number Speed Rate
(Kbps) (Msg/hour) WP GW, WP (50%, 50%)

TERMINAL GW, MINI, TERMINAL (73%, 12.5%
12.5%)

I. Gateway (GW) I 1,544.0 * FAX GW (00%)

2. Word Processing 25 9.6 120 MINI (file XFER) GW, MINI (70%, 30%)

3. Asynch. Terminals 600 1.2 120 MINI (other) TERMINAL (symmetric to other

4. BSC Terminals 400 9.6 120 direction)

5. Mini Computers 10 (**) (,0) GW FAX (3 times the other direction)

6. Low Speed FAX 10 1.2 5 GW MINI, TERMINAL, WP (symmetric)

7. High Speed FAX 10 9.6 50

Two dasses of experiments were performed using
() The gateway traffic is evaluated from the message PLAN. The first class included studies on effects of

routing information (Table 3). network load, cable speed and packet length to the packet

access (CSMA/CD) delays. The second class consisted of
(0.) Two configurations are sidered: experiments on ETE message delays and their sensitivity

to various factors.
(1) Multiple Parallel ports per mini

- File transfer ports at 6 Kbps, A. Experiments on Packet Delay

generating 3 messages (files)/hour. In Figure 3 we plotted the average packet delay for

the data-base of section 3 (hereafter referred to as
Asynch. ports at 1.2 Kbps. The message reference scenario) under various packet length choices.
volume to/from these ports is computed Very small packet sizes (less than 2 Kbits) result into
from the routing information, considerable message fragmentation and consequently

large protocol overhead. On the other hand, larger packet
- BSC ports at 9.6 Kbps. The message sizes result into unfairness (a single packet will take over

volume to/from these ports is computed the cable for a prolonged time), need for large buffer
from the routing information. sizes and incompatibilities with the device access method.

Thus, the optimal choice for a packet length as indicated
(2) Single Multiplexed port at 128 Kbps. in Figure 3 is 4 Kbits above which no significant

performance improvement is achieved. Note that if a
mesage is less than 4 Kbits it wiU form a single packet
foe transmission.

TABLE 2: NETWORK/TRAFFIC PARAMETERS PACKET DELAY
CNORMALIZED TO IS

Packet Header 256 bits Te)

Cable Capacity I - 10 Mbps
Cable Length 1000 feet 40
Retransmission 10 Packets -

Protocol Processing to sec/bit (*)

_o

Message Class Length (Information Kbits) 3 AN 10 1PS
to,

Terminal Input 0.58 to

Asynch Output 2.00 (.)
BSC output 5.00 (00) 10
Word Processing 16.00
Pile 200.00
FAX (page) 1,000.00

5 10 IS PACKET
ORTNAL PACKET LEMCTN

As assessed In I 1 ]• SIzE 4 K2s6
CABLE SP[Os 1. 3 AND 1 0 MBPS

0 The output to the terminal will be much larger than
what the operator types In.

FIURE 3: EFFECT CF PACKET LENGTH (INFO BITS)

ON THE AVERAGE PACKET DELAY
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In Figure 4. the packet delay is given as a function Note that the LAN technology can offer a
of the aggregate load, varying up to 3 Kbps (the cable multiplirity of the 3 - 10 Mbps capacity either via
capacity). Our reference scenario, generate% internetting among various coaxial cable structures or by

approximately 300 Kbps. Thus the cable is utilized only exploring the virtually unlimited capability of RF
* t 10% and the margin for growth, insensitive to packet frequency division multiplexing in the VHrF/UHF CATV

* delays, is up to 65% utilization (2 Mbps). This bands.
demonstrates that the access method is not a significant
factor to delays under a wide range of overload scenarios.
Note that our reference scenario is by far exaggerating
traffic volumes in a typical office building.

PACKET DELAY (5(0)

0.05 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

TABLE *: END-TO-END MESSAGE DELAY (SEC)

go or p PAP W O"LF

0.03 1 6e1.&,LA

0.02I- 0. . . - -

4.- OP 5.0 L5 . -

CABLE SPC CDi 3 MBPS
* RETXIALs IAP SEC

.FIGURE 4: EFFECT or BUS LOAD ON PACKET DELAY

*B. Experiments on Message Delays
ETE MESSAGE DELAY (SEC)

In Table 4 we depict the ETE message delays under 0
the parallel-port and single-multiplexed minicomputer

* attachment (as expected, the single high-speed port at T
125 Kbps performs better than parallel ports although the 30 MB
basis of comparison is rather weak). Note that delay can s 0MP
be rather large (of the order of minutes) due to the device 6 0MP
access speed and queueing. This is further demonstrated
in Figure 5, whereby queueing at the access port of Word so WP .WP
Processing centers (WIP) results into considerable delay
degradation as message rate increases. Again for our 4
reference scenario, and its vicinity, delays are rather 4

*insensitive. In Figure 6, we show the dramatic effect of
the single- mul tiple xed port speed on minicomputer traffic 30
as it results from the reference scenario.

Ito
Subsequent experiments showed that there is no

*significant sensitivity on the number of devices, assuming 3/OP
4, that the aggregate load remains constant. 101 clc ec 10 MOPS

5. CONCLUSIONS 01 -1

ft? REaCE MESAGE RATE PER wP-TERMINAL
In summary we conclude that the CSMAICD access SCENARO CMESSACES/4OUR)

delay is of the order of miliseconds, orders of magnitude
under the message ETE delays. These are due mainly to
limited device access speeds and queueing at the serial

61 port at the OTE-NIU interface. Furthermore, it was FIGURE 5: EFFECT OF MESSAGE RATE ON END4-TO
established that coaxiWV cable LAN's can support
extensive office automation requirements up to six times El;D MESSAGE DELAY: WORD PROCESSING

areference scenario, already overloaded without any ADBCAY EMNL
significant Performance degradation.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF INTERFACE UNITS FOR

lit BROADCAST LOCAL AREA NETWORKS

Basil S. Maglaris * Tsvi Lissalk"

Polytechnic Institute of New York ConTel Information Systems
Brooklyn, New York Great Neck, New York

ABSTRACT Various design issues have been raised by LAN
vendors and users. Mairly concerning access protocols,

This paper deals with analysis and design issues network topology, and transmission technology. On
encountered in the development and evaluation of access protocols, extensive study have demonstrated
microprocessor-based interface adapters to broadcast relative merits of the two prevailing techniques, CSMA
carrier sensing multiple access (CSMA) local computer with collision detection and token passing, e.g. [5,
networks. Queueing network models are presented and 16I, and [7] . Among topological designs, bus (tree)
approximate analytic techniques are used to obtain networks are preferred for CSMA protocols and rings
throughput/delay measures associated with the for token passing. Finally, a malor "dichatomy" on
interface processors. transmission technology exists between modulated RF

In the first part of the paper, the protocol broadband cable transmission (employing
partition issue is studied as it is implemented via two CATV components) and baseband tapping on a passive
stage architectures. It is shown that off-loading link coaxial cable. All the above issues could be classified
level functions to the terminal end CPUs, improves as referring to the lower protocol functions which refer
dramatically the system throughput versus partitions to the physical layer in the ISO model [8]. As a
between separate intelligent boards at the terminal and consequence, the IEEE LAN Standards Committee (91
the network ends of the interface unit. In the second came up with a draft proposal which includes all the
part, a closed queueing network model is used to study major physical layer options (e.g. bus, CSMAICD, ring -
the interface throughput under window flow control. It token polling, bus - token polling) and builds link and
is shown that the main limitation is due to protocol network level standards independent of the physical
processing, while performance is unaffected by layer. This recognizes the fact that other protocol

-irameters referring to the network overall utilization issues may become more important than the accets
* speed within a wide region of operation. method and transmission technology, especially in view'

of the ample bandwidth (high speed) available in LANs.
INTRODUCTION Immediately related to the protocol function in

LANs is the architecture of the network interface unit
Local area networks (LANs) are rapidly emerging (NIU), within which most of the the lower layers are

as a major and distinct class of implemented. These multiple microprocessor units
computer communications networks. Their salient have to interface a variety of data terminal equipment
characteristics make them particularly attrar.,ve as an (DTE), including high speed terminals, multi-vendor
efficient and economic solution to high speed, hosts, etc. They differ from conventional
unregulated connections within a limited distance communication processors, especially on the very high
geographical area [l]. From the early R&D efforts, it output speed (e.g. 10 Mbps) to be achieved at a cost
became apparent that random access protocols could be justifying their existence. For example, on a per p, *"
more efficient for high speed broadcast media over basis an NIU supporting asynchronous terminals (DTEs)
conventional contention resolution techniques used in should not exceed the cost of a short haul modem.

: ln haul networks. This led to carrier sense multiple It was long suspected that throughput analysis
access protocols (CSMA), such as the Ethernet access ignoring processing times at the NIU and interaction
scheme [2], employing collision detection and the between higher level protocols failed to identify
hqperchannel access method (3], a hybrid between potential bottlenecks, more severe than the limits of
CSMA and polling. Another class of access protocols the access schemes and the medium speed. As an
use tOkgl passing techniques, a variation of hub example, the 97% Ethernet utilization reported in (0]
polling jJ ignores the limitations of the NIU architecture. On the

other hand, simulation results on Ethernet type
networks with different buffer management and speed
mismatch fiIl , showed that network throughput is
very sensitive to those factors, sometimes redtcing
utilization to less than 30%. In (12 we presented a
detailed queueing network model of two microprocessor
architectures for interfacine clusters o! terminals to a

This work was supported in part coaxial cahle based CSMA/CD network. Using queue;np
by the USARMY SECOND, CENCOMS under network modeling and sirnilr a ialytical methods used
Contract No. DAAK-$0-$0-K-0379 in performance evaluation of :omputer systems, we
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studied the effect of the NIIJ on end-to-end ctaracter - ....... .. .
transfer. Our studies showed that the main limitation I
to LAN performance is due to the interface process-ng

and qUeueing, while its sensitivity to the cable speed
and access protocol as rather limited. In 1) we ~
further demonstrated via approximate analytic tools. ILJ LJ

that for realistic office automation scenario, the delaybottleneck exists at the DTE/network interface.These studlies. apart from identifying a serious - - " ' r

performance limitation, helped us to acquire a valuable
analysis/design tool to study NIU architectures. TheirI -

variations in the design variables predict weak links and
often system parameters which are important to the I
evaluation of network performance. In this paper, we
first summarize the trade-off between the two
architectures studied in [ It . It is shown that clearly

one class of NIU designs is superior to the other. An
improved architecture (within the best class) is then I
outlined and an analytic tool is presented to model and 7, E,,,, L_ - ---- J I
evaluate the performance of such designs. Finally,
sample numerical results are provided, along with PC" I MAN. M" YOU?

sensitivity studies on NIU throughput and delays or 2.1 NW Modelingfunctions of critical processing times and protocol

parameters. In order to analyze the performance of the two

2. TRADE-OFF STUDIES ON TWO NIU architectures, we modeled each CPU board (the TIUs
2. TAD TUES Oand the TRU for NIU-A) as a central server network

with priorities and feedback passes through the central

In most implementations, NIU's consist of o queue. The internal parallel bus of a CPU board. wh::h
basic units: (1) the terminal interface unit (TIU) and (2) is exclusively required at every processing pass, is :he
betransceiver n t (TRUi The former serves the user "commodity" for which requests are queued-up. As an
the erk e example, consider the TIU queueing model for NIU-A as*end of the interface, while the latter the network end. gv nFg..Pcefo h emnl ne h
In our model we assumed that each NIU) includes up to give in Fi .2. Packets from the terminals enter the
four TIU boards; every TIU can service two to eight GO
FDX ports at speeds up to 9.6 Kbps, as shown in Fig. 1.
Each TJU has a dedicated 8 bit N.%4S microprocessor ,

with a I microsec minimum instruction cycle, like 8085, 1
A809, or Z3O. The TlUs "nd the TRU are
interconnected via a parallel master bus, having a speed TO-,o")

equa; to the coaxial cable transmission speed (4 or 10
Mbps.)

The two architectures referred to as architecture
A and architecture B, differ at the TRU block:

(a) Hardware

Type A TRU has a CPU and memory on
board, which controls the DMA transfer iMt M! 111110-
to/from the TIUs and an HDLC LSI chip
controller, serviced by the CPU. BIU at rate Ain and after experiencing the serialization

delay Din hold the parallel bus for the duration of the
Type B TRU has no CPU or memory on input interrupt processing. A second pass through the
board. The DMA transfer to/from TIUs are bus models the PAD processing functions and then
controlled by the TIUs and an arbitration packets reside in RAM waiting to be fetched by the
logic. The frane functions are performed DMA controller. If the DMA transfer is done on cycle
by MSI hardware (such as CRC and flag stealhig, it will be transparent to the bus functioning
generations, carrier sensing, etc.) apart from slowing down background processing.

Otherwise, the DMA transfer is modeled as a third pass
(bi Protocol Level Partition with pre-emptive priority over background processing.

Similar passes will occur on packets routed from the
In NIU Type A, all physical, link, and partly TRU to one of the TIU serial ports. For a detailed
network level functionb are performed by specification of the packet flow in the various stages
the TRU with the TIU performing only and the processing times of each pair through the
packet assembly/disessenbly (P4.t11) central server the reader ,% referred to (II
routines. In NIU type R, tre TRU is iner.ly To integrate two various stages into the NIU
performing physical level lunctions (except model, two approaches are taken depending on the
the backoff timer) and no link functions, architecture:
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For NIU A -the queueing networks represeniting
TlUs and TRtI are interconnected via a polling
mechanism which simulate% the DM~A controller,Z
as in Fig. 3-A. .

For NIU B - the TRU is modeled as a FCFS queue Is 1
*with service rate equal to the coaxial cable speed. J

The server will be disabled (switch in ofIl position. 001
Fig. 3-5) it the carrier on the network is sensed 0
busy. The BIUs/TRU coupling via arbitration is
also modeled as a FCFS mechanism.

ISU-
C.:.O..

* o4 os o t 4 6
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3. ANALYSIS OF AN IMPROVED NIU field setting. The completed data packet, with its "TIU
ARCHITECTURE header", Fig. 6, will then reside an RAM awaiting for

DMA transfer. The TIU processing time will be given
The trade-off studies reported above approximately by the linear formula.

demonstrated the merit of offloading the TRU from all
link level functions, except those performed by TIU Processing : p * q. N
hardware at the speed of the network (CRC checking.
flag generation and incoming packet address filtering). Where p is a fixed processing time per packet, N
The models, however, were of limited practical use. is the number of information byte per packet and q the
since they assumed single information character per interrupt prucessing time per bit. Typically, q z 0.01
packet and did not model flow control techniques at the msec/bit and p = 10 - 70 msec per input data packet or
network level, in order to alleviate buffer overflow and p = 5 - 35 msec for ACKs and output packets. Here,
speed mismatching. In what follows, we will highlight input refers to the DTE-to-network direction and
an improved NIU architecture which implements output to the network-to-DTE.
variable packet sizes and end-to-end flow control.
Then we present a queueing network model and an I cu . t owmB'
analytic technique to obtain throughput /delay
measures. The analysis is applied to study NIU
maximum throughput and its sensitivity to various
design parameters.

£ £CT inFO 1OCAD

3.1 Architecture and Simplifying Assum ptions $Va o ,, , oft 4,4,, i,,$

o0A041 -in 16 3 64 .I
We consider an NIU interfacing data terminals to C CM, Pm , s ,.

a broadcast CSMA cable. As before, the NIU consists IWO oIw-,,W i 1s. ",Mi

of a number of parallel TIU CPU boards (up to four) and m .6PcKG FOMAT .V'LS Ia" 21

a TRU with no CPU or memory on board. The DMA
transfer between TIUs and TRU is performed via Terminal data are packetized upon occurrance of
arbitration on a master bus at speed equal to the either of the following events:
coaxial cable speed (typically 10 Mbps). Cycle stealing
is assumed although burst transfers could be modeled as (I) carriage return of other control character.
well. (2) buffer space full (typically 2048 bits)

Each TIU provides a number of serial ports for (3) no new character arrived from a DTE within
terminal interfacing. Typically. the number of a certain window
terminals supported per NIU varies from eight 4.8 Kbps (typically 10 to 50 msec.)
terminals to four 9.6 Kbps and one 56 Kbps high speed
DTE. As in Fig. 5, a task queue controJs the CPU In the case of terminal-to-computer interactive
processing from the I/O interrupt to packet mode, which is the basis of our model, the information
assembly/disassembly, address formation and control field of host response packets is usually ten times

longer than a terminal query. in our analysis, we
assume that terminal packets are exponentially
distributed with mean 10-100 bits (1-10 characters) and
response packets are exponential with mean 100-1000
information bits. These numbers are consistent with
measurements on 9.6 Kbps terminals performing ,
interacting computing.

The DMA cycle stealing mechanism is assumed to
slow down the CPU activity by a factor of 30% during
actual data transfer. We ignore DMA controller turn-
around and initialization times by assuming that each
DMA transfer direction is associated with a separate
DMA channel. Hence reinitialization is done during 4
transmission on the opposite direction. It may be
desirable to have direct memory access between
adiacent TIU's and implement memory shared parallel
processing. This option is not incorporated in our
present performance analysis.

Date packets (including the TI l bO bits overhead,
Ir Fig. 6), are processed at the TRU, where

synchronization bits, flags and CRC bits are generated 1
at the coaxial cable speed (1-10 Mbps). The TRU
overhead (48 bits) as illustrated in Fig. 6. The TRU is
responsible for sensing the carrier, deferring
transmisbion upon busy condition and retry after a
random retransmission period. In our analysis, we
assumed that the random interval has mean 5 msec. No
c ollision detection was modeled although it could be .0

, OMM eu m .1, 0m L1,M simply incorporated in the model.
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Collided or otherwise destroyed packets would be
detected via the acknowledgement mechanism. of the
link protocol. In Fig. 7 a logical link is ebtablhshed
through the network between interacting OTEs. On

* that link, reliable exchange is guaranteed by an
acknowledgement (ACK) mechanism. Each query CPU
packet (or group of packets) is answered by a speial T,

ACK packet (or negative ACK in case of error or
collision) or an ACK bit piggybacked on information
packets flowing in the opposite direction. The window "

is the maximum number of outstanding packets
awaiting ACK's. In this paper, we considered only the

* case of window size one. In other words, the protocol is
a stop-and-wait scheme, whereby no packet is O
transmitted until the previous one is correctly
acknowledged. Negative acknowledgements would
result in retransmissions of the same packet. We
assumed that the delay to receive a negative ACK,
automatically introduces the random deferment needed '0 V?,,i0M WMNT-

in random access schemes. Retransmitted packets 't 7, ,,,1TW,

follow the same route from the TIU RAM to the TRIJ I s...
transfer via DMA. The assumption of a single packet F4 01 Nu we
window limits the maximum throughput of the system. I
It is however a simple technique, especially suitable for ,,U, 0 emmOCL
interactive applications where the network induced case of heavy users who do not wait for a response to
delay is orders of magnitude smaller than user think generate a new query. In some interactive
time and query processing at the host end. An environments, users do not fill the interface buffer
extension to larger window sizes can be easily derived until they see zhe echo from the previous packet. In
using the same modeling methodology, such case, the "idle" time includes serialization of input

and output characters, at, user think time. Due to this
excessive delay, piggybacki g ACK's is impossible and
stand-alone ACK's are used. in otir analysis we
assumed heavy terminal users and mostly piggybacked
ACK's in order to study maximum thoughput scenario.

* Obviously, maximum throughput is achieved when there
-- - is always at least one packet ready to be transmitted

% -upon receipt of a response and the pure delay at the
% terminals is zero.

The CPU processes a mix of packets consisting of
ACK's, input and output packets. It's service time is
slowed down due to the DMA cycle stealing.

The control queue, serves all "ready" packets.
* Due to the FCFS nature of the DMA arbitration
S- -mechanism, we include all TIU RAM's within a single

F,.-. GO&T4111111 LOGt ....... buffer, although this is not physically the case. The
same mix of packets are served as in the TIU CPU, with

mm 4 eo rate equal to the DMA transfer (or the coaxial cable
speed). However, due to the CSMA protocol, the server

3.2 Lmuein r Network Model is modeled with an ON/OFF switch, representing the
unavailability of service when the carrier is sensed

The NIU architecture is modeled as a closed busy. The switch will increase the effective service

quepeinl network using the methodology outlined in rate by introducing retrial intervals weighted by the

"0J . the finite population of "jobs" travelling within probability of busy condition (see Appendix 2). W e

the network, equals the number of terminals connected assume that the reserving interval is random with a

to the NIU. These jobs will be either packets under mean of 3 msec.
processing at the TIU CPU, packets waiting to be Upon completion of service at the DMA queue,
transmitted, ACKs travelling back to the NIU, host host responses and ACK's are sent back to the CPU. As
originated responses to be transmitted to the terminals, explained above, a user data packet will generate either
or "permits" at the user terminals, whereby a response a negative ACK on collision or a positive ACK 0
has been received and the terminal is either in the (stand-alone or piggybacked within ho%t resrnse
process of serializing a new packet or simply in a packets). ACK's will be generated at the destinat on
"thinking" state. Each user has a corresponding "job" in end after a delay equal approximately to C - 5-1
one of the above states. msec. Host response packets will be etther

In Fig. 8, the queueing network is illustrated for immediately transmitted (if they already wait in RAM)
two TIU's per NIU. each interfacing two terminals. The or need to be generated after some random "idle' time.
terminals (small circles to the left), have a pure delay In Fig. 8, ACK generation and host response times -r,!
associated with them, representing the time needed to modeled as pure (non-queueing) delay elements. For
input a new packet, when no other packet from this maximum throughput studies, we assumied that all
user waits at the TIU buffer. This delay wdl be zero iri positive ACK's are piggybacked on host pd.ket ready to
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.kbe transmitted. Thus in heavy trdtfic wsenario, ro ry (except changes on the packet sire which aire .issivned .
0, or users and hosts Kener.atr pa- kets within the time to be universdl). This is a reasonable .issioription for a

delay of the flow control window, broadcast LAN withi 200 NIU's connected to it, each
An exact analysis of the closed queueing network with different throughput. The s and a parameters

of Fig. 8, cannot be obtjsned due to the were taken as:
non-exponential mix of queues I and 2. Reasonable
results may be obtained via the FCFS approximations in s 22%
mean value analysis found in [15) . The network is a a 1 .35 microsec.
multachain model, where each TIIJ board corresponds to
one chain with chain population equal to the number of In Fig. 10, we present the NIU throughput and
terminals per TIU. In Appendix 1, we provide further delay variations, as the terminal and host "idle" times
details on the analytic technique as implemented for vary. Note that by NIU throughput, it is meant the
the single chain (one TIU/TRU) simplified version aggregate amount of information bits/sec flov~ing in
reported in 3.3. both directions. By NIU delay, we mean the additional

time a terminal generated data packet has to wait for
3.3 Numerical Examples transmission due to NIU processing. It is apparent from9

the figure, that maximum throughput values are
The modeling and analytic technique presented in obtained with very short idle times (packets always

3.2 was implemented for a single TIU per NIU wait in memory to be transmitted as soon as the
configuration as in Fig. 9. Several parallel TIU's per window opens). The effect of the TItJ processing time
NIU can definitely be studied as well, but since inost of p, is dominant in heavy traffic conditions. Ais idle
the existing LAN interfaces do not support such times increase, the throughput is limited by external
parallelism for cost considerations, we preferred to factors rather than the NIU bandwidth. Similarly
limit this study to presently relevant architectures. delays depend critically upon p.
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- affected by the individual NIU traffic variations0
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Network parameters were shown to have a
minimal effect on NIU throughput. Specilfr.ally, with HOW ,,,,IuO,-, ,.,...,
cable speeds I Mbps and 10 Mbps. maxiinum throughput 79

values were 46.46 Kbps and 47.06 Kbps respectively, for
the same network utilization. In Fig. II, we plotted
the maximum NIU throughput versus network
utilization. For utilizations less than 50%. NIU
performance was basically insensitive to s. The
instability at utilizations higher than 60%, is due to the
CSMA saturation.
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Finally, in Fig. 12, we studied the effect of associated links, with the tranceiver perfotring basic :

packet sizes on NIU throughput, NIU delay and transmission functions in hardware, achieves a high-
Nround-trip" delay (the time elapsed from closing the degree of parallel processing and alleviates the control
window at the terminal NIU, till a response on ACK bot tleneck.
from the host reopens it). It is important to note that The second part of the paper, dealt with modeling
although the throughput increases with the packet size and analyzing an improved NIU architecture. The
(since more data bits experience the fixed processing window flow control of the end-to-end link was 1
time per packet), the curve approaches some limit, modeled via closed queueing network methods andi.
whereby the bit interrupt processing and cable approximate analysis were performed. It was found
transmission delay offset the advantage gained from that the NIU throughput was very sensitive to the
lrger packet sizes. Note that the packet size is mainly protocol processing delays, where as cable speed and

limited by other considerations, such as buffer size and utilization do not have any obvious effect in normal '

.1.

psiCketization latency. operating conditions. An important design param.eler(part from the CPU speed), is the packet size with the

6. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS trade-off being between throughput and buffer size.
The above results were obtained for a simple N1;

A conclusion consistent with experience of LAN architecture (one terminal interface unit per NIU) aald -a
users and vendors is that the network parameters do not stop-and-wait (window 1) protocol. Immeitate

greatly affect throughput /delay perfrmiance. it the extensions, include more than one parallel boards orr
cable is utilized below saturation (e.g.. 60%). The NIU and window sizes greater than 1. Further arca-i of

40limiting factor in most cases reside at the interface research, include modeling the sources (termin~als? rror.-
unit. where bandwidth can be much lower than the precisely, assess quantitatively buffer %1z '
network capacity to carry data. ,-equirements and improve the approximate anal)sn on

In analyzing the internal NIU behavior. we first the FCFS non-exponential queues.
-entifi d that protocol partition within the NIU is an

Important design factor. Specifically. execution of the ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX 2

Description of the Alorithms CSMA Parameters

In order to compute the first and second moments We used the pure CSMA throughput formulation
of the service times at queue I and 2, we define the as reported in (16]. It assumes that Poissn sources
probabilistic breakdown of the traffic mix and weight (NIUs) connected to the cable transmit packets of
means and second moments of various components length d sec at a rate S packets/sec. The packet

- appropriately. As an example, for queue 1, we have length is computed as the average among input, output
. ACKs short (input) and long (output) data packets. and ACK packets. The cable propagation delay was

At quue one. the ,ervice time 1 I must also assumed a = 1.36 microsec. If the total scheduled rate
include theDMA cycle stealing effect. Thus, if 71 is G (including unsuccessful and collided attempts) is

. the service time without DMA overhead and UTRU Is Poisson, the following formula applies:
the TRU utilization (fraction of time data are
.ransmitted or received). S - e-aG - Prisuccess,

" r G G(Za * d),e-aG
- I - 0. 3 UTRU the probability of collision, Pc is given by:

1 .- aG
Here, the cycle stealing is assumed to comsune Pc G

30% of the CPU power. The utilization of the TRU is a G(2a d).ea
function of the NIU throughput. This, however, is not
known a priority and an iterative procedure is used, and the probability ol busy carrier Ps by
whereby an initial run is performed assuming UTRU= 0
and subsequently new iterations correct 71 until Ps 1 - PC -
convergence is reached. In our numerical examples, the
procedure converged within I-2 iterations. References
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